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INTH.ODUCTJON 

"Cornnnmism is not a doctrine, bul a movement. It pro
ceeds not from principles hut from facls."1 This was said 
by Engels, who passionately fought all attempts to Lum the 
revolutionary teaching of the proletariat into a lifeless 
dogma. Such attempts were made even when Marxism was 
only beginning to spread. The late!'lt book by Academieian 
Varga, the outstanding Marxist economist, is written in 
defence of the "living soul" of Marxism, for .it throws light 
upon the diseussions taking place between Soviet scholars 
who are striving for a deeper understanding of the proc
esses at work in the capitalist countries. 

This massive work summarisl's the author's many years 
of research and revives some of the problems discussed 
in !he past which are no less rele,·aut loday than Lhcy were 
at that time. Furthermore, it poses a number of topical 
theoretical problems demanding an early solu tion. 

Being a genuine scholar himself, lhc author declares that 
genuine science has no ready-made answt•rs lo new prob
lems, that iL must search and investigate and Lhus find 
new solutions. Varga even criticises some of the conclu
sions he drew in the past and which subsequent events 
have proved wrong. He also develops some of his earlier 
views, and attempts to answer many of the burning ques
tions being discussed by economists today. His analysis 
of the crucial problems of political economy gives much 
food for thought, criticism and discussion. The book is 
worth reading for this alone. 

1 
Marx/Engels, Wr.rke, Bd. 4, Berlin, Hl59, S. :121 .- F. Engels, "Di1~ 

Kommunisten und Karl Heim:cu". 
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The principal aim of the book is to reviVt! some of the 
theoretical aspects of politic::il economy that dogmatists 
and revisionists had succeeded in paralysing. Thoughtless 
dogmatism which, Varga declares, until recen tly pervaded 
the works on capitalist economy and policy, has been dealt 
a heavy blow. Varga states that lhe best \Vay of fighting 
dogmatists is to make "concrete analyses of concrete situa
tions", and gives examples to show how these should be 
made, how new facts which refuse to fil into the old 
mould should be evaluated, and what approach should be 
adopted in the study of moclern capitalism's new phe
nomena. 

The book also deals a blow at revisionists who repudi a lc 
or attempt to revise Marx's basic theoretical propositions 
often simply throwing :Marxist theory completely overboard. 
Varga's book shows that only a Marxist-Leninist approach 
can enable us lo understand the processes of social develop
ment. 

Many foreign readers arc already acquainted with Acadc
micia i1 Varga's books on political · economy and will 
welcome his major s tudy of the crucial problems of modern 
capitalism. 

The book analyses many problems of state-monopoly 
capitalism. A scientific analysis of t he proeesses at work in 
modem capitalism and their correct appraisal are essential 
for the successful outcome of the struggle waged by the 
progressive forces against the ideology of monopoly 
capital. This struggle includes the exposure of revisionism, 
which now as before is a means by which the hostile classes 
try Lo influence the proletariat. It also includes the destruc
tion of dogmas which prevent a creative analysis of concrete 
historical processes and of changes in the modern world. 

The spearhead of the author's attacks is directed against 
the vulgar dogmatic conception which asserts that under 
modern capitalism there is a simple and one-sided "subjuga
tion" of the stale by monopoly capital. Dogmatists assert 
that state-monopoly capitalism is not a new phenomenon, 
that all slates intervened in the economy, and that this has 
been the eternal policy of the bourgeoisie. But they ignore 
that under modern capitalism, state intervention in the 
economy has a fondamentally different nature and that 
capilalis l reproduction would be impossible without il. 
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Revisionists, on the other hand, maintain that increased 
state intervention in the economy has changed the nature 
of capitalism itself. They believe that capitalism has 
stopped being capitalism. This leads them to say that in 
the process of capitalist society's development the stale 
acquires an independent role, becomes more and more 
independent of private capital and stands above capital. 
Arguing against a dogmatic approach to this question, 
and against its revisionist interpretation, Varga rightly 
considers state-monopoly capitalism a merger of two forces: 
the monopolies and the stale. 

The book refers back lo a problem that was widely dis
cussed in the Soviet L'nion in 191!7, namely, whether under 
monopoly capitalism lihe stale pursues a policy in the in
terests of the whole bourgeoisie (this point of view was 
then supported by the author ) or exclusively in favour of 
the monopoly bourgeoisie, the fmance oligarchy. Varga con
sidered it necessary to revise some of the ideas he had for
merly expressed on this problem. In this book he says that, 
depending on concrete historical conditions, either of these 
views may be correct or incorrect. He maintains that in 
"normal" conditions, i.e., when the capitalist syst<·m is nol 
subj ected to any r eal -danger, U1e state is a tool of the 
monopoly bourgeoisie. But when the existence of the 
capitalist social system is directly threatened (in what may 
be called "extraordinary" circumstances) the state defends 
the interests of the bourgeoisie as a ,:.,•hole. 

This point of view, though beautiful in its simplicity, 
does not answer the following question: how does this 
metamorphosis lake place? The author himself emphasises 
lhe "dual" ("ambiguous") manner in which the question is 
posed, saying that with the aggravation of the general crisis 
of capitalism the danger to the existence of the capitalist 
state becomes permanent and that the function of de
fending the capitalist system becomes increasingly impor
tant to the monopoly capitalist state. 

Then again, if we accepl Varga's views, the contradiction 
between the monopoly and non-monopoly bourgeoisie 
should aulomatically be discounted, whereas in reality it 
becomes particularly acute in "ex traordinary" circum
sta~ces, i.e., thereby weakening the positions of monopoly 
capital. We think that the whole controversy on lhis ques-
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tion is based on a false premise. State-monopoly capitalism 
both in "normal'' and in "extraordinary" conditions does 
nol change its nature, the state remains the same bourgeois 
state as before, lhe whole difference being that it is dom
inated by the monopoly bourgeoisie. In this context we 
could also say that the state in the imperialist countries 
is concentrated and organised coercion on the part of the 
monopoly oligarchy. Those sections of the bourgeoisie 
which dominate the economy, dominate also politics. 

\Ve could overlook the schematic n ature in which Varga 
I reats this question, were it not for the facl that an anti
monopoly coalition is forming in the '\Vest. This is a bloc 
of various classes, including the non-monopoly bourgeoisie, 
whi<:h if victorious will bring to an end the economic and 
political rnle of the monopolies. 

In spite of these inaceuracies, Varga's essay on stale
monopoly capitalism contains a number of very interesting 
ideas. For example, he writes that there is complete una
nimity between the monopoly bourgeoisie on some ques
tions and sharp cont radictions on others. Varga demon
strates lhe main contradiction between the monopoly bour
geoisie's two basic aims--that of safeguarding the capitalist 
social system ancl of redistributing the national income, 
with the assistance of the slate, in favour of monopoly 
capital. 

The author also looks into the problem of imperialist 
conlradic-tions ancl of \Vars between imperialist countries. 
Ile says that as Jong as there are imperialist contradictions 
the danger of inter-imperialist wars cannot be discounted, 
but thal there is little chance that one will be allowed to 
come to a head. Varga's argument could be supplemented 
by the following: the Soviet Union's foreign policy aimed at 
safeguarding international peace ties the hands of the im
perialists and prevents the contradictions between them 
from reaching their logical conclusion, an inter-imperialist 
war. 

Tn his es.<;a~ dealing with the national liberation struggle 
the author rightly concludes that the main problem of 
the newly free countries is whether to follow Uie socialist 
or the capitalist path of development. The difficullies aris
ing from this problem arc often interlinked with the forei11n 

0 
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political orientation of these countries. But their orienta
tion towards socialism or capitalism is far more important 
than their foreign political orientation , as most of them re
tain positive neutrality and do not enler military or polit
ical bloci:;. 

Varga criticises the definitions of the basic economic law 
often found in :Marxist economic writings and formulates 
his own definition of that law (or Lo be more accurate, two 
laws- the basic law of capitalism as a whole and the law 
of imperialism). This definition of the basic economic law 
of capitalism briefly describes the essence of the capitalist 
mode of production and of its imperialist sl:age. Dut the 
reader may well be interested why lhis description has 
been called a "basic law". 

The reader may also ask whether such a concept as a 
"basic law of lhe capitalist, class-antagonistic formation" 
exists at all, especially since Varga himself says that "basic 
laws should be rational abstractions which single out the 
typical features of any given formation and that this singl
ing out is expedient and useful only insofar as it obviates 
repetitions and no further! Basic economic laws cannot and 
must not stale anything new." 
. 'l:he problem of absolute impoverishment under cap-
1tahsm was correc:tly reflected in Marxist writings pub
lished after the 20th Congress of Lhe C.P.S.U., and former 
views have been revised in the light of Marxist-Leninist 
theory on this problem. Even so, Varga's sharp censure of 
those who continue lo assert that this absolute impoverish
m~nt is a continuous process is of great value. It is precisely 
this type of dogmatism that has inflicted great harm on the 
international communist movement and has distorted 
Marxist theory. 

The struggle against a vulgar approach to the problem 
of the absolute impoverishment of the proletariat is of 
long standing. In 1891 Engels criticised the thesis of the 
ErJ_urt Programme of the German Social-Democratic Party, 
which stated that "the po1Jerty of the prolcta1·iat is for ever 
increasing". Engels wrote lhal "this is wrong in the ab
s_olute form in which il has been stated here. The organisa
l•?n of the workers and their constantly growing resistance 
will form a certain obstacle to the growth of povertu. But 
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what cle{lnilely does grow is the insecuritu of their exist
ence." 1 

In reviewing Karl Kautsky's book Bernstein and the 
Social-Democralic Programme. A Counter-Critique, Lenin 
criticised the " theory of impoverishment". He wrote, " He 
(Marx-Ed.] spoke of the growth of poverty, degradation, 
etc., indicating at the same time the counteracting tendency 
and the real social forces that alone could give rise to this 
tendency ."2 

We agree with Varga that the labour aristocracy, its 
composition and the sources ensuring its privileged posi
tion have changed considerably in the course of capitalist 
development and especially after the Second World War. 
The data in the book show that the position of the labour 
aristocracy is weakening because: 1) the share of skilled 
workers is decreasing, and 2) the difference in pay is di
minishing. 

But it is not quite clear whether or not a new labour aris
tocracy is forming, the privileged section consisting not of 
highly skilled manual workers but of workers with high 
technical qualifications. This problem calls for special study. 
In this book Varga stresses his previous view that the func
tion of the labour aristocracy-to safeguard lhe capitalist 
system , to disseminate bourgeois ideology among the work
ing class, to sidetrack the workers from revolutionary acliv
ities-is to an ever increasing extent being taken over by 
the workers' bureaucracy, which, in his opinion, includes 
lhe bureaucracy of the Social-Democratic parties, the lrade 
union bureaucracy and lhe c.o-operative bureaucracy. 

There are many different views among Marxists on the 
problem of the cyclical course of reproduction after the 
Second World War. Varga holds the following view: 1) the 
period of the World \.Var should not be included in lhe 
cycle; 2) 1947 should be considered the beginning of the 
post-war cycle; 3) the first post-war cycle continued to the 
1957-58 crisis of overproduction; 4) the second post-war 
cycle began after that crisis. Varga believes that sooner or 
later a single cycle will establish itself for capitalism as a 

1 Marx/Engels, Wcrke, Bel. 22, Berlin, 1963, S. 231.- F. Engels, "Zur 
Kritik des sozialdemokralischcn l'rogramment"l'.'llrfs 1891". 

2 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 4, p. 201. 

whole and that i t will be similar lo the post-war cycle in 
the U.S.A. and Britain, i.e., will be shorter than it ·was 
before the Second World \Var. 

Varga is right in warning against an overestimation of 
Lhe "anti-crisis" measures taken by the capitalist state. But 
even though the idea of crises-free capitalist reproduction 
is ridiculous, it is undeniable that slate activities can in· 
fluence the factors determining the intensity and duration 
of the upward phase and the deplh and duration of the crisis 
phase in future cycles. 

Much has been written about the nature of capitalist 
development since the war. Even though the problem has 
been widely discussed it still remains on the agenda, es
pecially so because anti-Marxists, in their attempts to "re
fute" Marxism, try Lo capitalise on the specific features of 
the post-war cycle. Varga advances many interesting argu
ments on the ·Causes of lhese features and much of what 
Varga has written about crises will he indispensable to 
any thorough study of modern capitAlism and will focus 
allenlion on the question of the nature of reproduction and 
the movements of the cycle in the modern stage. 

The author also touches upon the "eternal" controversial 
question about the nature of the agrarian crisis in the 20th 
century. Some economists believe that the agrarian crisis 
is a cyclical and transient process, others (including Varga) 
regard il as a chronic process, as parl of lhe general crisis 
of capitalism. The chapter dealing with the agrarian crisis 
abounds in exhaustive and convincing arguments and can be 
rightly considered as one of the most interesting in the book. 

The author also analyses the problem of the Common 
Market although, as he himself admits, he deals with it 
in an abstract and theoretical manner. llis analysis arrives 
at the following conclusion: "A complete economic union 
would mean a single currency, a single budget, a single 
state, i.e., complete political integration, the rejection of 
all individual sovereignty by the countries in question." 

The Common Market crisis bears out Varga's views on the 
contradictions resulting from this attempt at integration. 

The book also clarifies the reason for the popularity of 
Reyncs's theories in boUTgeois and Social-Democratic 
circles. The author believes that Keynes's theories are 
popular not for their defence of capitalism but for the 
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supraclass pseudo-scientific guise in which he clothes hi 
arguments, and for the feeble criticism of capitalism. 

The essay on Keyn es is one of the best in the book, but 
we think that a complete denial of lhe role played by 
Keynes in working out recommendations for capitalism, 
and his view that Keynes has done no more than to place 
the actual policy of monopoly capitalism on a pseudo
scientific basis, arc an oversimplification of lhe relations now " 
existing between bourgeois policy and bourgeois s<:.iencc. 

The book ends with an essay on the Asiatic mode of 
production. Varga argues in favour of Marx's and Engels's 
views that an Asiatic mode of prnduction did exist, and 
obje<:ts to the fact that the term "Asiatic mode of produc
tion" has cli.sappearcd from Marxist literature. This ques
tion is interesting today as it is from a purely historical 
point of view, since it helps uncover the influence exerted 
by the remnants of that mode on the processes now at work 
i.n a number of Eastern couhtries. His proposal to discuss 
the problem of the Asiatic mode of production should, 
therefore, be given serious consideration. 

A number of events that have taken place since lhc ap
pearance of the book necessitate a reappraisal of some 
theoretical and practical propositions and make some of 
the views expressed in the book obsolete. Recent events 
show us things in a new light. \Ve cannot, for example, 
agree with the author's statement that only broad masses 
of the petty bourgeoisie in town and country can form 
the class basis of the U.A.R. 

Varga's book has achieved wide success in the Soviet 
Union. Two editions have been sold out in record time and 
many of his views have become the subject of wide dis
cussion. 

Varga's Politico-Economic Problems of Capitalism is a 
major contribu lion to modern economic thought. Although 
many of the problems raised in the book are still awaiting 
a final solution, it is successfully breaking the chains in 
which dogmatists and revisionists had fettered Soviet eco
nomic thought. 

V. A .. Cheprakov, D. Sc. (Econ .. ) 
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PREFACE 

This book is intendecl for readers who wish to make a serious study 
o( problems ·of ?lfatxist-Leninisl ·polilic.al economy of capitalism. It 
presumes that ·the ·reader b familiar with lho gene·ral theory of 
Marxism-Leninism. 

The essays in this book, upon which 1 h~vc worked for many 
years, deal in the majorily of cases wil.h controversial issues of Marx
ism. I hope thal tht~y will clarify some of the issues or, at least, give 
the readnr fnod for thought, orilh.:i.sm and discussion. 

The hook, written polemically, is clirr.clcd agains.t th011ghlless dog
ma.tism, which unlil ·rocently \Vas wide.spread in works Oll the economy 
and politics or capitalism. 

'Vhat, in this case, cln l mean by dogmatism? 
I mean, first and foremost, a denial of the essence of Marxism -

the concrete scientific .analysis of historical facts, a denial or what 
Lenin -called the "living soul" of Marxism. Dogmatism substitutes 
ready conclusions which Marx d rew as a ·result of his studies in def
inite historical conditions for Lhe ~1arxisl method of research. It also 
means that dogmatists proceed from the assumption that not only are 
~farx's general laws governing capitalist development valid to tl1is 
very day, but that all the facts must be identical lo those obtained 
during Marx's or Lenin's lifcl.ime. From here dogmatists arc but a 
slep mvay from adjusting facts to individual conclusions of Marxism, 
ignoring new facts which fit badly in their schemes instead of analys
ing new phenomena typical of niodern capitalism. Dogmatists attempt 
to prove the immutability of all of Marx's propositions using isolated 
oncl untypical facts. Lenin aplly remarked tha t considering lhe com
plexity of capitalist society it is always possil.Jle to find isolated facts 
to prove m1y theory. 

The dogmatist considers himself an "orthodox" Marxist. Jn reality, 
however, he is a "Marxisl" who, as ~Iarx once jokingly described 
himseli, is "no longer 'll Marxist". 
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This book is not directed against revisionism of questions of the po
Ii tical economy of capitalism for there is no open revisionism among 
us. Repercussions of revisionist ideas are sometimes encountered in a 
concealed form only among the champions of econometrics. 

The term "political economy" is used in this book in its broad sense, 
that is, without a distinct division between politics and economics. 
For this reason it sometimes deals not so much with economic as with 
political problems. This is in keeping with the spirit of Lenin's works 
who, as we know, characterised politics as "a concentrated expression 
of economics". 

The 1u·oblcms of the political economy of capitalism demanding a 
new crHical s tudy arc given no exhaustive discussion in this book. 
A whole series of other problems could be pointed out, for example, 
the problem of the strategy of the proletarian revolution in the highly 
developed oapilalist countries, the need for detailed Marxis.t analysis 
and criticism of econometrics, the definition of the extent to which 
mathematics can be applied to •a research of the anarchically develop
ing capitalist mode of production, the problem of whether the reason
ing and behaviour of the individual is decided only by his social being 
or ·also by other factors (biological, genetic, etc.). In other words, 
whether Marx's theory of the dependence of human consciousness on 
social !icing refers lo classes or to every individual. 

Unfortunately, it is beyond my powers to attempt lo analyse these 
problems Loo. I hope that this will be under.taken by younger scholars. 

In conclusion I wish to express my gratitude to E. L. Khmelnitskaya 
who read the manuscript -and offered val uable suggestions and also 
to S. A. Drabkina for her assistance in preparing the Russian edition 
of the book. 

Y. Varga 

Moscow, 1963 

.MARXISM AND THE PROBLEM 
OF THE BASIC ECONOMIC LAW 

OF CAPITALIS.M 

Ever since the publication of Stalin's Economic Problems 
of Sociulism in the U.S.S.R., the Lenn basic economic law 
has been extensively used in Soviet economic writings and 
texlbooks. Recently, however, it has been debated whether 
this term should be abolished. ln Lhis essay we shall try to 
determine the role of the basic economic law in Marxism 
and in this connection we shall remind the reader of Marxist 
views on laws in general, and on the <liff erence between 
natural and social laws in particular. 

What is a law? 
We find no definition of this concept in Marx's writings. 

Unlike the bourgeois economists, he pref erred to analyse 
concrete facts and establish laws on the basis of his 
analysis. 

Engels rightly declared that laws are a reflection of the 
objective processes at work in nature and society. This 
recognition of the objective nature of laws sharply dis
tinguishes dialectical materialism from idealistic systems 
which generally proceed from the assumption that laws 
arc only hypotheses invented by scientists to bring a sem
blance of order into the chaotic processes of nature, and to 
make it easier for man to comprehend them. "The fact that 
our subjective thought and the objective world are subject 
to the same laws, and hence, too , that in the final analysis 
they cannot contradict each olhcr in their results, but must 
coincide, governs absolutely our whole theoretical thought. 
It is the unconscious and unconditional premise for Lheo-
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retical thought."1 Laws are objective b<·cause they rellect 
real processes and therefor e: 1) exist independently of the 
will of people, 2) exis t no matter whether they are under 
stood by people or not. The first part of this proposition is 
common knowledge, the second has received little atten
tion. It is quite obvious that natural laws existed before 
they were discovered by man and that many natural 
laws now operating have not yet been discovered,2 

otherwise there would be no progress in the natural 
sciences. 

Grcal bourgeois natural scientists have always rejected 
idealism and pragmatism. ~fax Planck, although a conserv
ative and religious person, sai-cl in his Wissensclwf tliclic 
Set bstbioyraphie (Scientific Autobiography) that "the ex
ternal world is not dependent on us, it is a thing absolute 
in itself, a thing we must l'ace, and the discovery of the 
laws governing Lhis absolute has always seemed Lo me the 
most wonderful task in a scientis t's life" .:1 Albert Einstein 
supported this view wht'n he said: ''The belief in an external 
world independent of the perceiving subject is the basis of 
all natural science."4 

Economic laws are similarly indeprndent of whether they 
a1·e un<lerslood by people or not. The laws of the appropria
tion of surplus value, its tran sformation inlo prolit, into 
entrepreneur's income, interest and rent, existed long before 
they were studied and formulated by Marx. 

Engels added two important qualilicalions to his initial 
definition of Jaw as a retlection of the objective processes 
in nature and society: 

a) only a reflection of the processes at work in the in
trinsic essence of things can become a law; 

b) a mere reflection of individual processes is not a law ; 
only an adequate reflection of regularly recurring processes 
in nature and society becomes a law. 

A law is not the reflection of a movement per se, but of 
the essence of a process al \vork in nature and society. 

1 Engels, Dialectics of Nature, Moscow, 1966, p. 266. 
2 This was understood by Bernard Bolrnno (li81-1848), who called 

undiscovered law$ "truths iri themselves". 
3 ~fax Planck, Wissen.~cha/tliche Selbstbiographie, Leipzig, 1948, 

s. 7. 
" Albert Einstein, ideas and Opinion.~. New Ynrk. 195-l, p. 266. 
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Thi~ is a very important point. The phenomenon and its 
essence coincide ueilhcr in nature nor in capitalist society .1 
Marx said: "It is a work of science lo resolYc the visible. 
merely external movement into l:he true intrinsic move
ment: ... "2 

1f the form of phenomena an(l their .essence always coin
cided, Marx said, there would be no need for science. \Ve 
see the sun rise and set every day, but in reality it is the 
Earth that revolves around its own axis. It might seem 
that th e worker exists thanks to the capitalist who provides 
him with "his daily bread". But in reality the capitalist 
exists thanks to the workers and their surplus labour. It 
is the appropriation of this surplus value that makes the 
capitalist. 

Laws are, therefore, based on processes renecting the 
essence of nature and society. 

Though laws reflect real processes they are nol simple 
mechanical copies of these processes. Laws are not based 
on single processes but only on those r ecurring r egularly 
unckr identical conditions. A great deal of mental effort 
is needec.l to formulate a law: it calls for th e analysis of a 
multitude of processes, for the rejection of the incidental 
and the singular a.ncl for the abstraction of the primary 
from the secondary. 

Engels says: "The form. of development of natural 
science, in so far as it thinks, is the hypotltesis. A new fact 
is observed which makes impossible the previous method 
of explaining the facts belonging to the same group. From 
Lhis moment onwards new methods of explanation are re
quired-at first based on only a limited number of facts 
and observations. Further observational material weeds out 
lhese hypotheses, doing away with some and correcting 
others, until finally lhe law is established in a pure form. 
If one should wait until the material for a law was in a 
pure form, it would mean suspending the process of thought 

1 Jn the ancient world based on slave labour, and also in feudal 
society, exploillllion was obvious and tile phenomenon and its essence 
coi11cided. Only in cxceplional cases when commodities were produced 
for the market was there a certain deviation of the actual from the 
obvious. This maltcs the political economy of thosr. formations differ 
rndic,1 lly from tha l of capitali!>m. 

2 Karl l\fa~x. Cupilal, Vol. JII , :Moscow, 19()1\, p . 31:3. 
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in investigation until then and, if only for this reason, the 
law would never come into being."1 

Jn political economy, as distinct from the natural sciences, 
hypotheses play only a minor role. It is only in exceptional 
cases that new facts emerging within the same mode of 
production ~annot be explained by former methods .. 'J'.hc 
transition of capitalism from the stage of free compeht~on 
to imperialism, for example, introduced changes which 
modified the economic laws of that system. . . 

The same could be said of the general cns1s of 
capitalism. . . 

No hypotheses arc needed to discover. mod1ficat1on~ lo 
capitalist Jaws. (It is only in the comparatively narrow field 
concerned with the study of the cyclical movement of cap
italist reproduction that hypotheses are rcq~ir~d.) The 
facts of Lhc capitalist economy are known, l~ is up to 
science to single out its essential, general mamf~s~at1ons, 
i.e., its laws. Under c~1pitalism, for example, milhons of 
business transactions take place every day. Money changes 
hands incessantly. The laws of money circulation, dis
covered by Marx, reflect the recurring essence of every 
single transaction, the thing typical of all individual pur
chases and sales. 

Various natural and social laws have different spheres 
of operation. There is a sort of ~erar~hical division of 
laws, depending on how general is their nature and on 
how large arc the natural and social spheres they embrace. 
Most general are the basic laws of dialectics .. 

Engels wrote: "It is, therefore, from the. h1st~ry of nature 
and human society that the laws of dialectics are ab
stracted. For they are nothing but the most general laws 
of these two aspects of historical development, as well as 
of thought itself. And indeed they can be reduced in the 
main to three: 

"The law of the transformation of quantity into quality 
and vice versa; 
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"The law of the interpenetration of opposites; 
''The law of the negation of the negation."2 
In this connection it is necessary to speak of the vague -

1 Engc:l.s, Dialectic.~ of Nature, Moscow, 1966, p. 240. 
2 lbid. , p. 62. 

ness in which the dialectical method has been described 
in Stalin's On Dialectical and Historical Materialism. 

The classics of :.\farxism have always proceeded from 
the assumption that our subjective reasoning and the 
objective world are governed by identical dialectical laws. 
\V c arc able to reason dialectically only because we are 
part of an objective -dialectical world. We apprehend, com
prehend and reflect that world. This explains why the rudi
ments of dialectics are contained in the works of the ancient 
philosophers (i.e., Heraclitus), and dialectics (although not 
materialistic) in the works of Georg Wilhelm Hegel and 
even some of the prominent contemporary natural scientists 
who are self-declared opponents of Marxism. The dialectics 
of nature force them to reason dialectically. 

The discovery of dialectical materialism by the founders 
of Marxism evolved a system of reasoning which greatly 
advanced natural and notably social studies. However, in 
this conluxt, it should be remembered thal the dialectical 
approach Lo natural and social studies is correct only be
cause the development of nature and society ilsclf is a 
dialectical process. 

In defining dialectical materialism Stalin paid far too 
little attention to this aspect. Ile overemphasised the sub
jective aspect, the dialectical approach of man lo natural 
and social phenomena, and left the objective aspect, i.e., 
the fact that dialectics are a part of nature and society, 
completely in the shacic. Stalin said: "Dialectical material
ism is the world outlook of the ~Iarxist-Leninist party. It 
is called dialectical materialism because ils approach to 
the phenomena of nature, its method of stuciying and 
apprehending them, is dialeciical."1 

This is undeniably correct, but the omission of the ob
jective aspect may create the mistaken impression that we 
are reasoning dialectically not because nature itself, and 
hence also our reasoning as a part of nature is such, but 
that we see nature as dialectical because our "approach", 
i.e., the method we are using to study natural phenomena. 
is dialeclical. 

Far be il from us to belittle the importance of the dia-

t Historu of lhe Communist Patty of tlie So11iet Union, Moscow, 
1()51, JI. J 6ii. 
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kctical m d ho<l; for without iL ihe progress of scil'lll'e would 
be seriously impeded. \Ye are only trying to emphasise thal 
the dialectics of nature and society and U1e dialectical 
method form an entity. 

.\ s dislincl from Stalin, Lenin stresses the objectiYe na
ture of dialectics: "Dialectics in the proper sense is the 
study of contradiction in the very essence ol objecls."1 

It would be wrong to accuse the author of pcdan try. 
Lenin a lways insisted thal the propositions of dialeclical 
ma teri<iJism, as distinct from subjectivism, be formulated 
with absolute clearness so as to obviate ambiguity and mis
interpretation. The one-sided subjeclive explanation given 
by .Stalin opeus the door to ideological mistakes and 
rn isunclcrstandings. 

Even though both the laws of nature <incl society de
velop along dialcclical lines, there is an essential difference 
bet ween them. Stalin considered that the major difference 
lay in the fact that social laws were for the most part 
"short-lived", and operated only during the existence of 
one social formation. ln our opinion this is not the main 
distinction. The economic laws or production are as long
lived as mankin<l itself (aJter it had evoked from the prim
iliYe stage when man gathered the food he found growing 
wild with his own hands). 'Ve shall giyc some examples of 
U1csc long-Jived economic laws belo\v . Transient economic 
laws arc Lbosc operating in various class societies. \Vorld 
communism, too, will ha\'e its economic laws . .Since com
munism is the highest form of human society, its laws are 
eternal and will operate as long as there are people on earth. 

In our opinion the major differences between nalura l 
and social laws arc the following: the operation of natural 
laws can be observed in its pure form in scientific experi
ments and abstractions can be made on the basis of 
controlled experiments. Marx declares: "The physids t 
either obsen·es physical phenomena where they occur in 
thei r mosl typical form and most free from disturbing in
llucncc, or, wher ever possible, he makes experiments uncler 
conditions that assure the occurrence of' the phenomenon 
in its normalily."2 
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l V. J. Lenin . Collected Works, Vol. 38, pp. 253-3J. 
2 Knrl ~l arx, Copital, Vol. 1, l\foscow, Hl66, p. 8. 

Since natural phenomena always occur under identical 
conditions (if the conditions differ. thes<• ch anges arc easily 
established) their laws, too, are simplP .1 

This is not true of economic laws. They operate in a 
constanlly changing environment and political economy is, 
therefore, a historical science, for "it deals with material 
which is historical, that is, constantly changing."2 

This applies to all social sciences. Social laws are there
/ore no more t·han tendencies, the development of which 
is constantly interfered with, changed and modified by the 
action of -counter-tendencies. Jn focl, Lhcre is no difference 
between a law and a tendency: the dominant tendency 
becomes a law. In his preface to the firs t volume of Capitol 
fvlarx wrote: "It is a question of these law.s themselves, of 
these tendencies working wilh iron ne<:cssily towards inev
itable resulls."3 

Jn his analysis of capitalist laws Marx repeatedly stresses 
this fact. He says: "The rise in the rate of surplus-value 
is a factor which determines the mass of surplus-value, and 
hence also the rate of profit. ... This factor docs not abolish 
the general law. Bul it causes that law lo act rather as a 
tendency, i.e., as a law whose absolute action is checked 
retarded, and weakened, by cotm tera<:ling circumstarn·cs" ,1 
a,nd " U1us, the law [of the decline in the rate of profil.
l_. V.) acts only as a tendency. And il is ouly under certain 
circumstances and only after long periods that its effects 
become strikingly pronounced."" 
" SI?eaking about the conce~tration of capital l\Iarx says: 
. Tl~1s process would soon brmg about the collapse of cap-
1tahst production if it were nol for counteraclina 
tendencies, which have a continuous decen tralising effect 
alongside the centripetal one."6 

Even in those rare cases when Marx singles out some 
law and pronounces it absolute and basic, he always em-

1 In tl " . J ·l" . . J • ~e 1.111~rowor ( , ~.e ., ll1 nuc CHI' physics, the Lenn "nccmacy" 
has ccrtam hm1ts. But this docs not slop us from utilisin" nuclear 
po~er. This inaccuracy may disappear wilh the development /;r science. 

~ Engels, Anti-Diihring, Moscow, 1962, p. 204. 
; Rat'! .Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 8 (ilalics mine.--Y. V.) . 

2' 

~ I{~rl Marx, Capilal, Vol. III, pp. 234-:!5 (italics minr.-Y. l'.). 
" Ibid., p. 239. 
c Ibid., p. 21ti. 
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phasiscs the counter-tendency. Summing up his research 
on the law of capital accumulation and the emergence of 
the industrial resen·e army he says: "The greater the social 
\\ealth ... the greater is the industrial resen-e army.1 .. . 
the greater this reserve army ... the greater is the mass 
of a consolidated surplus-population .... The mon• extensive. 
finally, the lazarus-laycrs of the working-class, and the in
dustrial rt' serve army, the greater is official pauperism. 
Tliis is the absolute general law of capitalist accumulation. 
Like all olher laws it is modified in its working by many 
circumslan<·<•s, 1he analysis of which docs not concern us 
hcre."2 

There is a basic <lifference between nalural and social 
processes which favours the natural sciences. \Vith the 
exception of astronomy and geology this advantage lies in 
Lhc fact thal natural laws can be obsened in a purer form 
and experimentally verified, while the social sciences are 
unable Lo reproduce the phenomena they study and cannot 
\'erify social laws in Lhe same way. 

\Vhat is an experiment'! An experiment is the reproduc
tion of a plwnomenon, process, or movement under precise 
and previously ·determined conditions. Under identical 
conditions a given movement remains constant an<l always 
acts in conformity with certain Jaws. The whole process 
can be computed in advance, and thereby prove or disprove 
Lhe validity of Lhe Jaw or change our conception of it. 

Some pedagogical experiments arc being conducted in 
schools. Sometimes, the development of advanced tech
nology is the result of experiments in production. Formulas 
for natural phenomena can be checked by experiment and 
Lhis facilitates Lhc discovery of new laws by the natural 
sciences.:! In the social sciences there are no such oppor
Lunilics or if there arc, lhcy are exceedingly rare. 

t. The accuracy of these wor<ls, written 100 years ago, can ht' see JI 

parl1c~1lndy clN1rly from ~he presen.t s~alc of chronic mass tmemploy
ment m the U.S.A., the richest capitalist counlry in the world. 

2 J<nrl .Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 6H. 
3 The discovery of n new planet according to Le Verrier's computn

tions. Proponcnls of subjectivist idealism attempted to utilise !his as 
proof that new facts and laws can be discovered in this manner. But 
all lheil' arguments are based on wrong premises: mathematics arc 
senseles~ if they nrc nol backed by practical experience. 

In his Dialectics of Nature Engels says that at a given stage in 
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Th<' term "experiment'' is also used i11 <'('<momics. The 
capitalist is ''experimenting" when he makes a study of 
the market lo see if there is an adequate demand for a 
new brand of soap or motor rar, or ,,;hclher il i'> advisable 
lo continue production. 

In the Soviet Union small pivot plants ar<' buill Lo dis
cover all possible defects in new production metho<ls. But 
such experiments differ radically from experiments in the 
natural sciences. These experiments pursue purely practical 
and not scientific or theoretical aims and could not be 
adapt:d for the social sciences hf'«ause society is constantly 
changmg. 

Let us take two examples to illustrate the diff crence be
t ween natural and social laws. Soviet scientists and en
gineers succeeded in sending a salellilc to the Moon and 
photographing its dark side. This involved intricate com
putations of the Moon's movements, the velocity or the 
rocket and the influence exerte<l on it by Lhc Earth's 
gravity, ar1~ o.utside of it-of Lhe influence exerted by the 
forces of friction, the atmosph<~re, temperature, etc. It was 
necessary not only to compute Lhe rocket accurately bul 
~!so_ to build it with absolute precision, to provide it with 
mtncate and highly accurate equipment. Every operation 
had to be computed in advance and e,·ery possible event 
foreseen. This could be done only because all the laws of 
physical motion were thoroughly understood by scientists. 

Let us compare this with an ordinary event in the 
capitalist world. ·when a trade union calls a strike in an 
attempt t? secure an increase in wages, it naturally hopes 
Lha~ it w11l be able lo achieve its aim. Even though the 
calling of a strike is simple in comparison with the orbitinc:t 
of a lunar satellite, and the trade union is ~1hle to base it~ 
actions on the experience of tens of thousands of former 
strikes, its outcome cannot be accurately foreseen. Nobody 
knows whether the capitalists will be able to enlist Lhe 
ser~ices of strikebreakers, or how many of Lhem will be 
available; whether the mass of the strikers will be willing 
to suffe1· the material losses involved in a s trike, to ·what 

their development, some natural Jaws lose !ouch with reality and 
~l'~omo a_hstr~clioi::s to wl~ich disciples of religion, agnosticism and 
! hJlosophiclll 1deal1sm ascribe supernat11l'lll origin nnu environme11tal 
m rpcnclencc, demanding that the world :idju.')t itself to lhese laws. 
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extent the capitalists will lie willing to sustain the losses 
accruing from the stoppage of the factory, how the capitalists 
and workers in other, and especially allied, branches will 
react, '~hat will be the reaction of "public opinion", what 
steps will be taken by the government and its yarious depart
ments, etc. As distinct from the factors governing the flight 
of a rocket rouncl the :Moon, the factors influencing the 
outcome of a strike cannot be foretold with any degree of 
accuracy. 

The causes for the difl'ercnce are obvious. \Ve know that 
I.he class struggle is the universal law of all class-anta•1-
onislic societies. 'Ve also know that the class stru"gle 
will inevitably end in the overthrow· of the power of the 
capitalists and the final victory of the proletariat. But 
the class struggle within capitalist sodety takes place in 
con.st~ntly changing conditions, differing in every sing!<' 
case. fhese changes cannot be accurately predicted. 

vVe <:ann~t f~>rmulate social la\VS {and particularly l:he 
laws of cap1tahsm) as accurately as natural laws for the 
following reasons: 

Man is undoubtedly the most complex product of natural 
deYelopment, at least on our planet. ('Ve do not Yl't know 
what other intelligent beings may inhabit other planets.) 
At _the same time modern man is the product of long his
toncal development, is, in fact, history's most differentiated 
product: difT<•renliated according to his cultural level to 
?is .c~vironment, ~olour, past history, social class allegia~ce, 
md1v1dual educat10n, experience, etc. 

Any social movement, and hence also all social laws, arc 
a resulL of human activity, and humans arc the most 
complex and differentiated products of nature and society. 
This docs not contradict the fundamental thesis of dia
lectical materialism, i.e., that all social laws arc of an 
objc_ctivc n~ture and are independent of the will of people. 
Obv10u.sly, if there w~re no people, if they did not develop 
groups and _classes! if there was. no elass struggle, there 
could he nellhcr lnstory no1· social laws. Social laws are 
tile l'esult of human activilu, but they are not deeds of 
conscious volition. Striving for large profits, the capitalist 
expand~ pro:du~lion, but, in conformity with the Dbjective 
laws of capllahsJ?l, he often gets more than he bargained 
for overproduction and a temporary halt in profits. 
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lt is important to have a clear understanding of the 
following two propositions: 1) social laws are the rcsull 
of the activity of man, and 2) they arc not determined by 
the will of man, but operate objccth"cly and independently 
of his will. Stalin's expression, "the economic law that the 
relations of produetion must necessarily conform with the 
character of the productiYe forces has long been forcing 
its way lo the forefront in rapilalisl countries", should be 
regarded as no more than a figuralive expression, for in 
reality the class struggle of the prolctarh1t in its endeavours 
to overlhrow capitalism is I.he guiding force of history. 
No law "forces its way" (this contradicts the fundamental 
tenet of dialectical malerialism I.hat laws are a reflection 
of movement), it is the fighting proletariat that breaks its 
way through and it will be able to win only in the presence 
of the essential historical prerequisites. The waging of an 
intensive anrl purposeful class struggle by the proletariat 
~mcl the existence of a revolutionary Marxist-Leninist party 
are among the main prerequisites for this viclory. 

\Ve can nmv summarise all that has been said ahove: 
natural laws (especially those of an inanimate nature) are 
clear and definite, and can be expressed by mathemati<:al 
formulas. because the processes rcllccfl>d by them always 
unfold identically, no matter how often they recur (under 
identical conditions). Social laws are the result of human 
activity in constantly changing historical copditions; there
fore they cannot be expressed in precise mathematical 
formulas and the deYelopment of eYents cannot be 
accurately predicted in cwry case. 

* * * 

'Ve shall now attempt to unify and generalise the views 
expressed by Marx and Engels in their various works on 
the classification of politico-economical laws. Engcls's defi
nition of polilical economy can be taken as the s tarting 
point: "Political economy, in I.he wide.st sense, is the science 
of Lhe laws governing th e production and exchange of 
lhe material means of subsistence in human society."1 

Politic:al economy is the scien<:e of laws concerned with 

1 Engels, A11ti-Diifu·i119, p. 203.-
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production and exchange which differ as regards lhe span 
of their effectiveness. \Ve make a distinction between: 

a) General laws, which are common to all modes of 
production. They concern production in general and are 
therefore unable Lo explain any concrete historical stage. 
Marx said that "there are definitions, common lo all stages 
of production, which we consider as universally applicable, 
but these so-called 1mfoersal conditions, applicable to any 
mode of production, arc essentially nothing more than 
abstract points, which do not help us understand any actual 
historical stage of production".1 

It is precisely for this reason that these laws arc given 
so much prominellce in the "works" of bourgeois econ
omisl.s. We mention Lhem here because some people de
clare that under capitalism "everything" differs from so
cialism. In his Preface to A Contribution to the Critique of 
Political Economy, and in various places of Capitol Marx 
speaks of lhc numerous la\vS common to all modes of 
production. l3elow we mention some of these laws which 
have remainecl important to this day. 

Labour as an essential condition for the existence of 
the human race: "So far therefore as labour is a creator of 
use-value, is useful labour, it is a necessary condition, in
dependent of all forms of society, for the existence of the 
human race; it is an eternal nature-imposed necessily, 
without which there can be no material exchanges between 
man and Nature, and therefore no Iife."2 

The product of labour is always a use-value: "Every 
product of labour is, in all slates of society, a use-value; 
but it is only al a definite historical epoch in a society's 
devclopmcnl that such a product becomes a commodity .... "3 

The law of the division of labour: " ... division of labour 
in society al large, whether such division be brought aboul 
or not by exchange of commodities, is common to economic 
formations of socie ty .... "Ii 

The fund pl'ouiding the necessaries of life is always prn
duced by the workers: "Variable capital is therefore only 

1 K. Marx, Grundri.~se der Kritik der Politischen Okonomie (Rohent-
w11rf.) 18fi7-1858, Berlin, 1953, S. 10 (italics rnine.-Y. V.). 

2 Karl :\Iarx, Capital, Vol. I, PI>. 42-43. 
3 Ibid., p. G l. 
4 1 hid., p. 359. 
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a particular historical form of appearance of the fund for 
providing the necessaries of life. or the labour-funcl which 
the labourer requires for the maintenance of himself and 
family, and which, whateYer be the system of social pro
duction, he must himself produce and reproduce." 1 

Production must be directed: "All combined labour on a 
large scale requires, more or less, a directing authority, 
in order lo secure the harmonious working of the individual 
activities .... "2 

vVe shall point out only two more of the m111Litude of 
laws common lo all formations. 

Tile law of the more mpid growth of Lile production of 
means of productirm as compared wilb tbot of articles of 
consumption. 

Under any social system the production of the means 
of producl:ion musl grow quicker than fhe production of 
the articles of consumption, if society is nol in a stale of 
stagnation, i.e., if the population is growing. IL is obvious 
that under any social system lhe instruments or production 
(no malter 110w primitive) that will be used by the younger 
generation musl first be manufactured by the older gen
eration. In summing up we may say: in any social system 
further expansion of the production of articles of consump
tion is possible only if lhe production of the means of 
production has been previously expanded. 

Marx says: "In economic forms of society of the mosl 
different kinds , there occurs, not only simple reproduc
tion, but, in varying degrees, reproduction on a progres
sively increasing scale."3 

There is a law according to which lbc volume of con
sumption can never exceed tile volume of production for 
any length of time. On the face of it this law may seem 
tautological and senseless. Yet, in the initial stage of the 
dictatorship of lhe proletariat, il is of great political 
importance. 

The proletariat expects the sl.ate lo improve its material 
conditions substantially and immediately. The dictatorship 
of the proletariat naturally takes immcdia tc steps lowards 
a radical redistribution of the national income in money 

.: K~rl Marx, Cr1pital. Vol. T, p. 5n8 
- Ih1d., p. 330. 
3 Tbid., p. 598. 
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in favour of the \Yorkers and to the delrimenl of the bour
geoisie and landowners. It can place stocks of food, cloth
ing, etc., belonging to the ruling class at the disposal of 
the workers. It can move the workers from squalid slums 
to the castles of the rich. But it is unable to give all the 
workers all the articles they need immediately. 

Following the establishment of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat, during the period of revolutionary reforms, 
there is generally a dror in Lhe outpul of existing enter
prises: the best workers join the revolutionary army and 
other organs of the new socialisl stale; Lhe old labour dis
cipline in production, foun<led on the class domination of 
the bourgeoisie, falls lo pieces and it takes lime for the 
new socialist Jabour discipline to assert itself. As a result 
Lhere tan be a temporary recession instead of the steep 
rise in production, which is essential for a growth in Lhe 
real incomes of the working people. Besides, lhe productiYc 
apparalus, inherited by the proletarian dictatorship from 
the bourgeoisie is adapted for the distribution of the in
comes of bourgeois society. It cannol, therefore, immedi
ately produce the additional consumer goods necessary to 
raise the living standard of the workers. Production 
musl be switched from consumer goods needed by the 
bourgeoisie to those needed by the proletariat. In many 
cases it is necessary to build new enterprises Lo fulfil the 
increased requirements of Lhe prolelariat. All this takes 
time. 

A number of addilional factors apply to agriculture, the 
source of the population's food supply. The establishment 
of the dictatorship of proletariat is attended by an agrarian 
revolution- Lhe confiscation of land held by the landowners 
and its distribution among farm labourers, poor and middle 
peasants. This means that ground rent which before the 
revolution was appropriated by the landowners is now kept 
by the toilers in the countryside. They begin to eat betlcr 
than before, but the towns temporarily get less provisions. 
Thus the mban populalion suffers and continues to do so 
until th e output of foodstufl's is increased. t 

Enemies of Lhe working class, in particular Right-wing 
trade union leaders, utilise this initial temporary deteriora-
~ exrt•plional r.ases, in countries whcrn there is n r.hronic over
production of farm produce, such worsening may not .set in. 
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tion in the urban workers' conditions to sow the seeds of 
discontent with the dictatorship of the proletariat arnongsl 
them. 

b) The law ol the revolulionary lransition from one so
cial syslem to the other. Stalin formulated this .Marxist law 
in a new way: " .. .The economic law that the relations of 
production must necessarily conform with lhe character 
of lhe productive forces." l 

It is in this form fuat the law appears in subsequently 
published textbooks. Some flatterers even called it a major 
theoretical contribulion to :Marxist theory. In our opinion, 
Stalin's formula is nothing but a poorer version of Marx's 
original formula, for il slurs over the historical and rev
olutionary content of the law formulated by l\farx. 

The dcfinilion itself is not sufficiently clear and precise. 
IL docs not show whether a conformity always exists or 
not.2 If not. when and under what circumstances does this 
conformit~r arise? Compare it with ::\farx's concrete revo
lutionary formula: "'At a cerlain stage of development so
ciety's material productive forces come into conlradiction 
with the exisling relations of production ... within which 
they developed unlil then. They stop being a form (>f 
development of the producli,·e forces and hec:omc a foller 
instead. This is when lhc epoch of the social rcvolulion 
sets in.'·:: 

Thu~, it is not a question of "necessary conformity" bul 
of "an epoch of social revolution". Moreover :Marx assumes 
that the "epoch of social revolution" docs not necessarily 
always encl in the establishment of a "conformity of the 
rclali ons of procluclion with the character of the productive 
forces". This is illustrated hy the numerous rcvolulionary 
attempts which ended in defeat. The batlle can also end 
with Lhc extinction of the fighting classes. 

The first page of the Communist Manifesto says: " ... Op 
pressor :md oppressed stood in constant opposition lo one 

1 J. Stalin, Economic Problems of Socialism i11 Ille U.S.S.R., :Moscow, 
H.l5:i, p. 10. 

~ J. Stalin also speaks of the "resistance by the moribund forces of 
sor.1ety". In his Dialectical and lfislorical Materialism he formulates il 
more corrc>ctly, saying that " ... relations of production cannot for 
too. long a lime lag behind Uic growth of the productive forces". 

.l Marx/Engels, Werke, Bd. 13. llc1·lin, HHH, S. 9.- K. Marx, "Zur 
Krilik de1· Polilischen Okonomie. Vonvorl". 
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anothrr, carried on an uninterrupted, now hidden, now 
open fight, a fight that each time ended, either in a rev
olutionary reconstitution of society at large, or in the 
common ruin of the contending classes."1 History, and par
ticularly archaeology, tells of the downfall of civilisations 
and hundreds of states. 'Ve do not know what role was 
played in their decline by class conflicts, although it is quite 
obvious that in lh<' fall of the Roman Empire, for example, 
a major role was played by the constant uprisings of the 
slaves, even though these did not end in victory. 

c) Laws common to several social formations. The law 
of the free appropriation ol swplus labour, created by the 
exploited c.lasses is common to all class-antagonistic so
cieties. Marx said: "Capital has not invented surplus-labour. 
'Vherevcr a part of society possesses lhe monopoly of the 
means of production, the labourer, free or not free, musl 
acld to the working-lime necessary for his own maintenance 
an extra working-time in order to produce the means of 
subsislc·nce for the O\vners of the means of prnduction .... " 2 

The form of appropriation changes-there is direct ap
propriation of Lhc surplus labour in slave-owning society. 
appropriation or the surplus product under feudalism, and 
appropriation of surplus value under capitalism. Of the 
last form Marx said: "Production of surplus-value is the 
absolute law of this mocle of production."3 

d) Laws eff ectitJe during the existence of only one social 
formation. There arc many laws which operate only under 
capitalism: the law of the average rate of profit, the law 
of capitalist ground rent, etc. A great many of the socialist 
economic laws arc dfective only in socialist society. 

* * * 
Let us en pas.sanl stop Lo consider those "laws", which 

arc nol t>bjcctivc laws of social development at all. 
1. l.aws promulgated by the state. These laws arc nol 

objective, arc not independent of the will of people. They 
are reglamcnlalions of the ruling class, demanding that the 

J Man' nnd Engels, Selected Works, Vol. T, Moscow, 1958, p. :l-1 
(italics mine.- Y. V.). 

2 Karl '.\larx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 2:li'>. 
·1 Ibid. , p. 618 (italics minc.-Y. V.). 
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populalion under threat of punisLment (including lhe death 
sentence) conform to definite slandardc; of beha\'iour. 
(Objecli\·e laws do not ''demand·', they just operate.) hi 
exploiting societies they form a hypocrit1cal ·judicial 
syst0m", which is claimed lo rest on moral principles. 

'' ... Your jurisprudence,., the Communist Manifesto says, 
"is but the will of your class made into a law for all, a 
will whose essential characlcr and direclion arc determined 
hy lhc economical conditions of c:xislencc of ~·our 
c.lass."1 

The hypocritical character of the laws enforced by Lhc 
capitalist state can be seen from the following: the robbery 
by individuals, committed for Lite sake of personal enrich
ment, is punishable and may even incur the suprnne 
penalty; hut mass plunder by lhe colonial Lroops of the 
imperialist countries which serves lo cnri<'h the capitalists 
is not condemned as a crime but praised as a deed of glory. 

.State laws can be imposed on the popul:~tion by Lhe 
ruling elass until they clo not come iulo sharp conf1icl with 
economic relations. Marx said: "Laws can perpetuate some 
means of production, the land, for example, in Lhe posses
sion of definite families. But these laws acquire economic 
meaning when the large land property is in harmony with 
sociai production, as for example in England. In France 
there was petty farming in spite of large land owning, and 
for that reason the latter was smashed by the r<'volu
tion."2 

In the final, historical analysis, economic laws are 
stronger lhan the la\vs promulgated hy the ruling class. 

2. "Common law". In all socio-economic formations there 
are laws regulating important dealings between people on 
the basis of custom (for example, the use of forests and 
pas lures, roads and wells). At a cerlain stage in their de
velopment they either take I.he form of slate laws or arc 
abolished as a result of the struggle hetween the landowners 
and peasants. Vestiges of ancient common law arc still 
with us today, even in the highly <levdopccl capitalist 
countries. If a landowner in England has, for example, 

1 
Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. l, Mo~cow, Hl62, p. 49. 2 
K. Marx, Grundrisse der J(ritik der Politi.~rhen Okunomie (Rohent

wurf). 1857-1858, S. 19. 
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allowed people to pass oYcr his land for a certain number 
of years, he no longer retains the right to forbid them right 
of way. 

3. Church lows, like stale laws, demand a definite code 
of bcha\'iour from the faithful, otherwise the church 
applies sanctions against the "sinners" breaking its 
"laws". 

The ehurch is nearly always closely linked with the 
rnling classes. In the name of god it sanctions class 
society and is protected by it. 

These "laws" should be distinguished from objecliYe, 
natural and social laws. Stale and church laws demand a 
certain behaviour from the population. This presupposes 
lhal people can act in a different way. 

\Vhcn Stalin declared that the basic economic law "de
manlls" certain things, he committed a strange error for 
a Marxist. An objective law is a reflection of events com
prising the essence of things: a reflection cannot 
"demand".1 Ohjeclin~ laws exist, operate, and arc valid 
indqwndcutly of the will of people, and by their very 
nature haYe no need lo demand. 

• • • 
Having dealt with the question of the essence of economic 

laws in general we can now pass on to the problem of 
the naturr and significance of basic economic laws. 

If we remember correctly, 1\·farx twice used the expres
sion "basic economic law" in his Capital to emphasise the 
importance of the laws in question. But he did not single 
out the "basic Jaw" as possessing special significanct' 
distinct from other laws. Ile also used the term "absolute 
law". But he never made any attempt to reduce all the 
Jaws or capitalism to a single law. Keither did Lenin 
formulate :.1 basic law of imperialism, instead he enumer
ated the decisive sympl.oms of imperialism, one after 

J Naturnl .~cien lists often use the expression "lhe law demands". 
But in that c11sc lhis is said only for the sake of brevity, for what 

is actually 111cu11t i .; thnl for Lh,~ law to operate accura tely il is nec
essary lhal, J'oe cxnmplr., the temperature or barometric press11r<' 
remain constant, since a ch ange in barometric pressure would modify 
lhr ph<'nllmc110n und<'r observation. 
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another. But Stalin brought this problem sharply to the 
fore . . \fter the publication of his Economic Problems of 
Socialism in the U.S.S.R . our economists look to working 
out basic economic laws for all social formations and made 
attempts to deduce from the "basic" other Jess important 
laws, which was an entirely wrong approach. 

Should we then consider any attempt lo single out basic 
Jaws for the different social formations, even though this 
was not done by the classics of Marxism, an anti-Marxist 
approach? No, we should nol. Even though l\farx made no 
direct statements about basic laws, we arc able to deduce 
his opinion on this question from his writings. " Pl'orluction 
in ueneral is an abstraction, but it is a reasonable one, for 
it really singles out the general, stresses it and obviates 
repetitions."1 

This shows that the basic economic law should be a ra
tional ~1bstraction which contains the most decisive general 
economic laws of a given social formation and which there
fore can be useful for didactic purposes. 

AL th~ same time no basic law can embrace all thr 
pro<'csses and phenomena or a mode of production. 

l. The "basic law" of capitalism naturally cannot con
tain anything new, anything in addition to what has already 
been described. 

'.l. Ko basic law can embrace all, or C\'en the most 
important laws of capitalism. It is obYiousJy impossible to 
generalise all the laws analysed in Capilal-thc Jaws of 
simple and extended reproduction, the cyclical course of 
capitalist reproduction, the laws of the appropriation of 
surplus value and its transformation into profit and its 
distribution, the laws of the movement of loan capital and 
ground rent, the laws of the labour market and of the 
formation of wages, etc. Stalin's statement that his fun
clamental law determines all the principal aspects and 
processes of capitalism is completely wil:hout foundation. 

Any attempt to dedvce less general laws fl'om a basic 
lam as has been done by some of our economists, co11-
lr~1dicts 1l1arxism. These attempts arc contrary to lhe spirit 
oI Marxism, which demands that an analysis of concrete 

1 
IC l\Iarx, Gnmdrisse der Kritik df~r Politi~chen 01.:onomie (Rohenl

wurf). 18fj7-1858, S. 7. 
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historical facts be ma<le and thal la\vs be established only 
through <1 g<•1wralisat ion of these facts. 

!\farx wrote of r<·sparch that "the laHcr has to appropriate 
Lhc material in detail, to analvse its cliITcrenl forms of 
de\'elopment, Lo trace out their i~ner connexion. Only after 
this work is done, can the actual moyement be adequately 
described. If this is done successfully, if the life of the 
subject-mailer is ideally reflected as in a mirror, then iL 
may app<>:Jr as if we had before us a mere a priori con 
slruclion.'" 1 Any attempt to deduce more concrelc laws 
from the basic law is anti-Ivlarxist. 

Lel us now try Lo establish whether the law Stalin for
mulated as the basic economic law of modem capitalism· 
expresses a) the mosl important processes of that social 
syslem, an<l b) the processes symptomatic only of that 
system, lhcreby distinguishing it from all other systems. 

The basic economic la\v formulated bv Stalin docs not 
satisfy these demands. ft makes no mention of tlze ultimate 
result of alt llw processe.~ imde,- capitalism: lhe creation 
of lite prerequisites /"or llw ineuitable overthrow ol tlw 
capil<ilisl system by Lhe proletarian revolution. 

Stalin's basie economic law of capitalism speaks onlv of 
the "exploitation, ruin ancl impoverishment ... of~ the 
population". but clocs not mention the rernlutionisation of 
the masses by <'apitalisrn, which has always been the es
sen<'e of all statements of Marxist-Leninist classics on this 
subject. 

His formulation is extremely inaccurate. The term 
"modern C'apilalism'' applies Lo modern industrial cap· 
italism, i.P._ capi lalism after Lhe industrial revolution, as 
distinct from the manufaclory period; the term also ·impl ies 
monopoly capitalism, as distinct from capitalism of the 
periocl of fre<· competition; or capitalism in the period of its 
gen0ral ~risis, or eYen lhe ca pi lalism of today, of the post
war per10cl. In fact throughout Stalin's work it would seem 
lhat by the Lenn "modern eapitalism" he meanl imperialism. 
Hut this is no more than a surmise. 

Dcsi<les, all lhe features given by Stalin in his funda 
mental law refer to capitalism in general and not only to 
the capitalism of today. Stalin's personal conlribulion, 

1 Karl l\forx, Capital, Vol. [, p. 19. 
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his teaching about maximum profil, is obscure and inac
cura te. 

The striving for maximum profits has always been the 
characteristic of the capitalist. Everybody knows Marx's 
Yh'id expression in the Capital: "A certain 10 per cent will 
ensure its employment anywhere; 20 per cent certain will 
produce eagerness; 50 per cent, positive audacity; 100 per 
cent will make it ready to trample on all human laws; 
300 per cent, and there is not a crime at which it will 
scruple, nor a risk it will not run, even to Lhe chance of 
its owner being hanged."1 

From a social point of view the maximum profit is the 
sum of all the surplus value produced by capitalist society. 
In that sense capitalists as a body have always derived the 
ma~imum profit. If il is ~upposecl lo mean that monopoly 
capital, or one all-embracmg monopoly, is appropriating all 
l:he surplus value, this, as will be seen from the statistics 
of any capitalist country, is entirely incorrect: about hall' 
lhe surplus value or profit is even no\v being appropriated 
by non-monopoly capital. Lenin emphasised that there was 
no such thing as "pure" monopoly capitalism, and never 
could be. Ko matter how hard various authors try they 
are unable to giye a satisfactory explanalion for the term 
"maximum" profit of monopoly capital. 
. Stalin'.s statement about the "exploilation, ruin and 
impo,·enshment of U1c majority of the population" of the 
capitalist countries is correct but the works of Marx and 
Engels convincingly prove that this occurred commonly 
even a hundred or more years ago, and hence is not a 
feature typical only of modern capitalism. 

Let us now turn to "war and mililarisalion" as a special 
method of appropriating profits in Lhe epoch of modern 
capitalism. This proposition is also incorrect. Even in the 
pre-monopoly stage, capitalists made huge profits on wars. 
Naturally, the sums that were allotted lo mililarisalion over 
l 00 years ago now seem negligible, but we should remember 
t~iat the_ purchasing power of the money unit was many 
hmes lugher than it is now, thal there was a smaller 
population and, finally, that the labour produetivity, and 
hence the amount of the surplus value produced within 

1 Karl :\'Iarx, Capital, Vol. I, p. i60. 
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Lhe vear, \\"('l'C also much lower than today. The burden of 
war" c:-penditure, even though it may seem nC'gligible i.n 
modern lim<'s, was extremely heaYT then. Engels who 1s 
an aulhorily on military matters wrote OYer 80 years ago: 
"The army has become the main purpose of lhe state, ~d 
an end in itself; the peoples are there only to provide 
soldiers and feed them. ~Hlitarism dominates and is swal
lowing Europe."! Military deliveries were a source of huge 
proflls at the time :Engels wrote these words and even as 
far back as the Homan Empire. 

The basic economic law formulated by Stalin does not 
refer lo the specific laws of modern monopoly capitalisn1: 
noted by Lenin in his work on imperiali.sn1-the law ol 
progressive concentralion, the law of uneven development, 
etc. 

In conclusion we can say that the basic economic law 
of modern capitalism, as formulated by Stalin by no means 
satisfies the inherent requirements of such a law. 

\Ve also consider incorrect the definition of the basic 
economic law of capitalism given in the lc"'{tbook Political 
Economy, namely, that" ... the production of surplus niluc 
is the basic economic law of capitalism". 

f'i a turally the procluction of surplus value is one of the> 
most important processes under capitalism, without il there 
woald be no capitalism. That is why .Marx calls the produc
tion of surplus value the absolute law of capitalism. But 
he does not call it the basic la"'· Surplus value is not only 
produc<'d bul also appropriated by the bmuyeoisie. This 
process is also very important, in faet, no less important 
than the production of surplus value. 

If Lhc defini lion men lions only the production of surplus 
value ancl fails lo mention anything else, it may be taken 
to imply that the production of surplus value, i.e., cap
italism, can exist indefinitely. Here, as in Stalin's de{i.ni
tio11, we miss the essence oj the aggregate ol Marxist eco
cwmic laws, wunely: the opel'ation ol the economic laws of 
capitalism. inevitably lead."1 to the downfall of capitalism, 
creates the prerequisites for the revolutionary overtlirow 
of bourgeois rnle. 

Let us now attempt to formulate the basic economic law 

1 ErJgcls, Anli-Dt'.i/iring, p. 235. 
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of capitalbm as a whole, including the imperialist stage. 
This is possibk. for although then• is a distinC'tion be
tween monopoly capitalism and pre monopoly capitalism, 
bolh are but stages of the same social formation. 

Let us remind our reader that according to :\Iarx basic 
laws should be rational abstractions which sillgle out the 
typical ;eatures of any given fo rmation, ancl that Lhis singl
ing out is expedient and useful only insofar as it obviates 
repetitions and no further! Basic economic laws cannot 
frncl must not state anything new. 

The basic economic law of capitalism, in keeping with 
the revolutionary .spirit of Marxism, may be roughly ex
pressed in the following words: 

Jn appropriating the surplus value produced by the 
workers, capital concentrates and socialises pI'oduction 
lhrough accwnulatiun and centralisation, creates the ma
terial prerequisites /or socialism, exa<'el'bates the contradic
lion between the social character of prodaclion and private 
appropriation. This contradiction, wlticl1 is only temporarily 
resolved by the periodic crises of ouerprocluction, makes 
the rule of capitai ever more unbearable for working people 
f/nouglwut lhe world and, by means of a proletarian 
revolution, sleers capitalism toward.~ its inevitable 
downfall. 

We think that this definition of the basic economic law 
of capitalism describes the most important processes oper
ating under all s tages of capitafom, and corresponds lo the 
revolutionary essen~e of l\farxist theory .1 

As regards the special law for imperialism, its definition 
should be based on the properties established by Lenin 
which distinguish it from capitalism in general. 

The specific law of imperialism- presupposing a knowl
edge of the basic law of capitalism in general-could be 
formulated roughly as follows: 

By abolishing f I'ee competition, dividing up markets and 
coalescing with the state, monopoly capital secures super
profits, subfects the whole capitalist world to its power 
and deepens the rill between the rich imperialist and the 

1 
Trne, we could ad1l a numbc1· of other impOt'lanl processes, such 

as lhe commodity nature of production, or ah.stain from including lhe 
prriotlic crises, but Lhe latter ·woultl make the dellnition inadequate. 
But lhis is a ma lier of didaclics, 1·afher than principle. 
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economically underdeveloped countries, between tile finance 
oligarchy and tile working masses, transforms an ever 
greater slice of the population into hired workers and 
capitalism into moribund capitalism, puslling it inevitably 
towards a proletarian revolution. 

The main difference between the formula for the basic 
economic law of capitalism given by Stalin and the one 
given above is tha t the former is static and fails to express 
the dynamics of capitalism, while the latter is dynamic 
and shows that capitalism is doomed. TUE QUESTION 

OF THE BOUHGEOIS STATE 

The Marxist-Leninist teaching on the slate, summarised 
by Lenin in his State and Revolution, is kno\Vll throughout 
the world. Essentially, it amounts to the following: 

The state exists only in a class society. It is a tool of the 
ruling class and serves to consoliclate (or expand) its 
power. In a class-antagonistic society this is cff ected mainly 
by the state machine of coercion- the army, police, gen
clarmerie, courts, prisons. A major role is also played by 
historico-conditioned ideology- -religion , chauvinism , social 
demagogy. In a communist society, which does away with 
class domination, the state becomes superfluous · and 
gradually fades away. 

The accuracy of the Marxist-Leninist teaching about the 
state is so obvious that only demagogues can argue against 
it. Their assertion that the state stands above classes is 
absurd. In applying the Marxist-Leninis t teaching on the 
state to a concrete-historical analysis of the role played 
by the state in various countries over de(mile periods of 
time, we must remember that like all Marxist propositions 
the Marxist-Leninist theory on the state is a scientific ab
straction: it shows what all states in class societies have 
in common, bul does not and could nol possibly reflect all 
the concrete aspects of a reality which is richer and more 
diverse than could be expressed in any single formula. We 
must remember the essence of the Marxist-Leninist teach 
ing hut also bear in mincl that conslant repetitions of that 
teaching is no suhstitute for a concrete analysis. 

That Marx himself held this point of view is convinc
ingly demonstrated by his splendid analysis of the events 
in France in The Eighteenlh Brnmaire of L ouis Bonaparte. 
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~Iarx shows that e\'en though the e\·enls were unfolding 
al a time of bourgeois domination, their fear of the pro
letariat and the petty bourgeoisie and their uncertainly 
about the outcome of the rlass struggle, cleared the path 
for the seizure of stale power by an adYenturer backed by 
a <'Orrupt army: ·'The struggle seems lo be setlled in such a 
way lhal all classes, equally impotent and equally mute, 
fall on their knees hefore lhe rifle butt."1 

"Thus the industrial bourgeoisie applauds with servile 
bravos the coup d'etat of December 2, the annihilation of 
parliament, the do·wnfall of its own rule, Lhe dictatorship of 
T3ona parle. "2 

But every sla l:e must have a class basis. Marx said: "And 
yet the stale power is nol .suspended in mid air. Bonaparte 
represents a clas.<;, and lhe mo.st numerous class of Fren<"h 
society at that, the small-holding (Pal'zellen) pea.mnts."3 

Marx dev<'loped this iclea in his analysis: "The Bonaparte 
dynasty represents nol the revolutionary, but the conserv
ative peasant; not the peasant that strikes out beyond Lhe 
conclilion of hi!-i social existence, the small holding, bul 
rather th<' peasant \vho wants to consolidate this holding, 
not the c-ounlry folk who, linked up with the towns, want 
to overthrow the old order through their O'Wn energies, but 
on the rontrary those who, in stupefied seclusion within 
this olcl or<kr, want to see themselves and their small hold
ings saYecl :md fayoured by the gh ost of Lhe empirc."4 

This example shows how Marx's concrele historical analy
sis dewlopecl and enriched the theory on the state. The 
rule of Napoleon III, who in addition to the state apparatus 
and the armed forres relied heavily on the French peas
antry, lasted for close on 20 years. Only after the defeat 
of the Paris Commun e could the French big bourgeoisie 
helped by lhe Prussian troops re-establish the direct, open 
class domi1rntion 1haL had existed u p to 1848 under the 
"bourgeois-king". 

Though more than a century has passecl since The 
Eighteenth T3rumaire of Louis Bonaparte was written and 
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1 Marx !lll<l Engel~ , Selec/l'd 1Vorks, Vol. I, p. 3:·!2. 
2 Ibid., p. 327. 
3 Ibiil., p. :333. 
4 Ibid. , p. 11:1r;. 

allhough the present historical silualion difl'ers substantially 
from thal of 100 years ago, lhis work i-; still extremely 
topical. 

* * * 

The diYersity of forces fighting for slate power mentioned 
by :Marx in his Eigl!leenlh Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte 
is t'xplained by Lhe fact that in rea 1 life there are no "pure" 
modes of production (cf. the essay "Thc> Asiatic Moclc 
of Production"). Though lhe financial olii::archy is undoubt
edly the dominant force in the moclem eapilalisL world, 
there is no "pure" mode of production even in I.he highly 
developed countries. Nor is it found in those regions where 
feudalism still dominHtes, nor in regions still living under 
primitiYe state organisations without central government, 
such as in the remote parts of South America and Afrir.a. 
llesides, I.he modes of production uncl<'rgo constant changes, 
which are either slow or of a rcYolutionary nature. In ad
dition to Lhe dominant mode of produrlion there a re rem
nants of Lhc preceding and shoots or future modes of pro
duction. The only exception i1' the socialis t mode of pro
duction, for only -the prerequisites of SO<'ialism can mature 
in capitalist society. 

This is even lrue of incli,·idual countries. Italy , for in
stance, is a monopoly capitalist country, a country ruled 
by the big bourgeoisie. But elements of medieval feudalism 
continue to exist in the South-latifunclias. receiving rent 
in kind from the peasants. etc. In lhc South of the United 
States, the strongest imperialist power in the world, there 
are also many remnants of pre capitalist modes of produc
tion. 

Dul although these remnants do not afTcct Lhe country's 
nature and do not interfere wilh the domination of the 
financial oligarchy, no detailed historical analysis should 
ignore them. A noteworthy facl in this conncclion is that 
in Hl61 -62 the United Slates Government had l.o move 
several contingents of its armed forces into some of the 
Southern states Lo restrain local police from forcibly pre
venting the implementalion of the law allowing integrated 
classes of whites and Negroes. 

AL the present Lime, when Lhc forces of socialism are 
growing and capilalism is gripped by a clccp crisis, when 
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the political rule of imperialism is collapsing in the colonies 
and each year sees the emergence of new, politically in
dependent states, many of which are undecided as to their 
future road of development, our incomplete knowledge of 
all the relevant facts obtaining in those countries sometimes 
makes it difficult to understand which classes are dominant. 

* * • 

The nature and role of the state in imperialist countries 
may change substantially even though capitalist develop
ment remains al the same stage, that of imperialism. 
Twentieth century Germany is a case in point. 

There were substantial changes in the German slate even 
though lhe rule of the big bourgeoisi-c continued right 
lhrough the 20Lh century. During the Kaiser period which 
lasted up to 1918, the big bourgeoisie was economically the 
ruling class, but historical reasons forced it to leave political 
power Lo the Kaiser ancl the Junkers. Its domination in the 
economic sphere did not make it strong enough to wrest 
political power from the landed aristocracy. The army, 
navy and government remained under the personal control 
of the Kaiser-the Council of Ministers was responsible 
only to him-and thus a vote of no confidence by par
liamenL could not topnle a government favoured by the 
Kaiser. The state apparatus was controlled by the aristoc
racy-the Junkers- and all lhe ministers, diplomats and 
generals were aristocrats. The appointment by Wilhelm II 
of Bernhard von Dernburg, who was not an aristocrat, as 
Colonial Minister caused a major sensation. 

But the economic policy of the state was conducted in 
the interests of the big bourgeoisie, and the social and 
political privileges of the nobility hurt the pride of the big 
bourgeoisie but nol its purse.1 

The German revolution at the end of the First World 'Var 
destroyed both the power of the Kaiser and the privileges 
of the arisloeracy, dealt a harsh blow to the domination of 
the German bourgeoisie and temporarily (Soviet power in 
Bavaria , the creation of the Red Army in the Ruhr) shook 

t Only high protective duties and licences on imports of agricultural 
products were established in· the interests of the Junkers. 
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its foundations. ·with the help of Hight wing Lrnde union 
l<'aders and the Social-Democrats and in alliance with the 
ctenerals and bourgeois hirelings , the bourgeoisie succeeded 
in suppressing the revolution and Te-establishing its rule. 

Although bourgeois rule continued even under the 
Weimar Republic, the latter differed i~1 many resp~cts 
from the Kaiser Germany. To mask LhlS rule at a time 
when it was threatened by real danger, Righl-wing Social
D<'mocrals-Noske and Co.-were placed al the head of the 
government. Socialist reforms were discussed but never got 
any further. As the rule of the bourgeoisie consolidated, 
the Social-Democrats at tbe helm of the st.ate apparatus 
were gradually replaced by political leaclers representing 
the big bourgeoisie, among them \Vallher Il.at.henau, Gustav 
Stresemann and others who openly assumed state power. 

The loner drawn-out crisis of 1929-33, the collapse of the 
"Grossbankcn", mass unemployment, universal dissatisfac
tion and the vast growth of the Germ.an Communist Parly, 
shook the foundations of the big German bourgeoisie. In a 
desperate attempt to safeguard its rnle, the German bour
geoisie turned to fascism. In 1933, Hitler came to power. 

The fascist state differed in many respects from the 
" 7eimar Republic even though the rule of the bourgeoisie 
continued. !\'!ere adventurers became state leaders , former 
stool pigeons like Hitler, thieves looting gover~ment proper
ly like Goring, and shameless demagogues l~ke Goebb?l~. 
This clique did what the government of the big bour.geoJSle 
had been unable to do. They used demagogy and violence 
to subject the working class lo Lheir power: co~solidated t~e 
rule of the big bourgeoisie , appointed capitalists as offic1~l 
"fiihrers" over the faclon' and offlCC workers employed m 
their enterprises; incTeased military expendil~re to anim.a!e 
the economv; seized the property of the Jewish bourgeoisie 
and handed" it over to the German bourgeoisie, whipped up 
such base instincts as anti-Semitism, racism, chauvinism, the 
lust for murder, etc., and prepared the ground for the 
Second 'Vorld 'Var, which was lo realise the age-old dream 
of the German bourgeoisie of a domain stretching from 
Europe to the Urals. 

Hitler's defeat put an end lo Lhe fascist state; but the 
ensuing administration of the \V<'slcrn Powers saved bour
geois rule in \Vest Germany. 
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At present \\'est Germany is a state dominated by a 
financ·ial oligarchy even more openly than under nazism. 
which r esorted widely to anti-capitalist demagogy wheneYer 
necessary. The present slate camouflages itself with a veil 
of Christianity and Catholicism. Some of the traits of fascism 
~ave surdved: !he Communist Party is prohibited and there 
is obvious chatn·in ism and mililarism.1 As under the \Veimar 
Republic, lhc Socia l-Democrats a rc once more entitled Lo 
head the government in accordance with the number of 
sca~s they hold in parliament, but they fully support the 
policy of the big bourgeoisie . 

This very cursory r eview shows that a mere reiteration of 
the basic principles of the Marxist-Leninist tc~aching on the 
stale-namely lh~\t under imperialism it is an instrument 
of '.he big bourgeoisie- - fails to explain the many c hanges 
wJ-uch slate power in capitalist Germany underwenl: in the 
~wentieth century. Nor i.s there any need lo prove how 
i~nporlanl these .changes were in deciding the fate of the 
(1crm:ui proletnrntt and lhe development of the revolution
ary movement. 

f.'or the sake of clarity lel us repeat that when ,ve say that 
a mere rc•pelition of the basic principles of the Marxist
Leninisl teaching on the state docs not enable us to under
~tand c·onnele historical development, we do not mean to 
impl_y that we in any way doubt its correctness. The changes 
we d1scussecl abo,•e had no bearing upon the essence of the 
stale. The big hourgeoisie continued to rule throuc;boul all 
these periods (exceptions were the short revolulion~ry crisis 
at the end of the First \Vorld Y\Tar, and, naturally, in the 
German Dcmonalic Republic, where the rule of the bour
?eoisie has heen overtl~rown). Changes have occurred only 
m Lhe methods by willch the bourgeoisie ruled, and in the 
stole apparatus and ideology with the help of which it tried 
lo sidetrack /'he proletarir1t from the revolutionary road of 
developmeut. 

1 
The follow.i11g true-sounding story is lold in 'Vest Germany. \Vlwn 

for reasons of ill hciillh the former nazi Foreign l\Hnister Constantin 
.v~ ~1. Neura!h w~·;~ rell'nst'd from lhe prison fo! war criminals, he paid 
·l , courtesy <.:all lo Acl_<·1~auer .i~1HI lo the llfrn1stry for Foreign Affairs. 
\\· hcri a.~ke<l al I lie Mm is try ii lrn had noticed chanoes in G1•rmany 
Nem·:~th answ<1rcd, "No, nothing much has chan"ed ';,nly the Fiiltre; 
has ng<!d l<!rribfy!" " ' 
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* * * 
A few more words about the stale apparatus. In all capi

talist countries the state apparatus is growing constantly, 
but irregularly. It grows most rapidly during wo~·ld wars 
when hundreds of thousands of people are enlisted for 
temporary work in slate institutions. Capitalists also hold 
jobs in these institutions but this is purely to ~efend the 
interests of their firms. The state appMalus shrmks when 
peace is concluded and Lhen gradually begins to expand 
again. The table below shows the number of people 
employed in U.S. governmenl inslitutions. 

Employment in Non-Agricultural 
Establishments, by Industi·y T)j\•lsio111 

(millions) 

19;)5. 
·19u1 . 
1962. 

r- Total 

50.7 
fi/i.1 

Government 

H.9 
8.8 
n. 2 

The aboYe figures show that the slalc: apparatus acco~nls 
for one sixth of the population employed m all n?n-agricul
tural branches. The number of p<'ople employed 111 the non
agricultural sphere has grown by l 0 per C'enl in seven years, 
the numhcr of people employed in the state appara tus - by 
more than 30 per cent. Contrariwise, there has been a 
clecr<'ase in the number of employees in industry, construc-
tion and transport during the same period. . 

The state apparatus is subordinated Lo the rulmg .class 
and is used bv it 1n its own interests. Bul only the highly 
paid top execl:itivcs of lhal apparatus have fused with the 
big bourgeoisie and share their intercst·s. The bulk of ~he 
medium and small officialdom is a part of the proletariat, 
even thoucth. its conditions (liff er in many respects from 
those of hired w'orkers. However, their interests differ from 
those of the big bourgeoisie, and arc in some r?spects 
opposed to them. In many counl.ri<'S Lhey have then .own 
trade unions , ·which fight for higher w~igrs ancl sometimes 
even resort lo strikes. 

1 Federal Reserve Bulletin, August 1%2, p. 1048; llfHy 1 %:!, p. 700. 
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A!Lhough the bulk of ci\'if servants are hired employees, 
they arc far less united than the industrial proletariat. There 
is a much greater difference in the pay drawn by the high
and low-ranking civil servants than there is between the 
workers' aristocracy and unskilled workers. \forcover civil 
servants often split up into hostile groups. 

In Germany there has always been a traditional enmity 
between Prussians and 'Vestern Germans and between 
Catholics and Protestants. T.:nder the 'Weimar Republic civil 
servants of aristocratic origin despised the .Social-Democrat 
"upstarts"; in Hitler's Lime-the adventurers of all brands 
whom the nazi regime appointed their seniors. ' 

Wh!le th~re is no denying that the bourgeois s tate appa
ratus is an instrument of the ruling class and is used by it 
to suppress other classes, in certain historical conditions it 
may be turned wholly· or partly against the ruling class, as 
has been shown by Marx in his Eighteenth Brumaire of 
Louis Bonaparte. Usually this happens after a defeat in war. 

At the same time this does not signify that the bourgeois 
s~ate apparatus should not be destroyed after the proletarian 
v1ct~ry. ~':e are ~nly t:ying to show the possibility of its 
partial d1smlegrahon with the help of well-organised propa
~and~ ?Yen before state power is conquered by the proletar· 
mt. 1 hts can be used to preparn and facilitate the break-up 
of the slate apparatus. 

'Vhen. l\farx and Lenin spoke of lhe "break-up of the 
bourg_eo1s state apparatus", they referred primarily to the 
coercive, administrative and judicial machinery. It would be 
sens~les~ Lo destroy public health and postal services, com
mun1callons or the educational system, in which only the 
people at Lhe helm need to be substituted and bour~eois 
ideology exterminated. b 

* * * 
In this connection I shall refer back to the wide discussion 

which followed the publication of my book on the role of 
the bourgeois state in war economy.1 

Sixteen years have passed since the publication of this 
1 

See /)iscmsion about Y. Varga's book "Changes in Capitalist 
E~onomy resulting from lhe Second World ·war", siipplemcnt Lo the 
Mzr?~oye klwzyaistuo i mirouaya politika (World Economy and World 
Poht1cs) magazine, November 1947. 
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book, and continued study of the problem has revcalc~l why 
so few practical results ensued. The principal reason. is tl~at 
little if anv attention was given to some of the basic prm
ciple; of l\1;rxist methodology. For this reason Lhe discus
sion was lacking in concrete historical analysis. It paid no 
attention to: 

a) the fact that the laws of capitalism are tendencies 
which are always opposed by counter-tendencies; 

b) that, as was said above , Lhere are no "pure", "static" 
social formations or modes of production; Lhat their descrip
tion is no more than a scientific abstractipn; that every 
social formation is in a state of constant change and that 
every mode of production (except communism) contains 
remnants of the pasl and the shoots of the future mode of 
production; and 

c) that there is no such lhing as an immutable "Lhing in 
itself", because its meaning is always modified by circum
stances, and depends on the vanlage point from which it is 
observed. 

The discussion on the question of the state centred around 
the following points: 

1. 'Vhcther under monopoly capitalism the state is a state 
of the whole bourgeoisie, as I staled in my book, or a state 
solely of the monopoly bourgeoisie (financial oligarchy), as 
was asserted by my opponents. I now find that depending 
on the concrete historical silualion either thesis may be 
correct or incorrect. 

Vnder "normal" conditions, i.e., when the capitalist social 
system is not subjected to any immediate danger, the moi:op
oly capitalist state is a state of the monopoly bourgeo1s.1e. 
Its foreign, economic and taxation policies, and .even its 
social policy serve the interests of monopoly capital, and 
are aimed at maintaining and perpetuating the continued 
exploitation of the working class in accordance with the 
requirements of modern technology. 

Even those laws which at first glance seem lo serve the 
interests of the working class (for example, the expansion 
of obligatory education) in reality serve the interests of the 
capitalists, who need more skilled labour now than they did 
before. This is self-evident and requires no fmther expla
nation. 

The state acls on behalf of Lhe interests of the whole 
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bourgc·oisic at times when the existence of the capitalist 
social system is in direcl danger . 

. \ s the general crisis of capita lism aggra,·atl'<; the thn•al 
to il.s existence, and assumes a permanent character, the 
safeguarding of the capitalist system becomes a more and 
more important function of the monopoly capitalist state. 

Let us pul Lhc problem in another way: in defending 
the capitalist system (lhc private ownership of the means 
of production, exploitation, etc.) does the "C .S. state acl only 
in the in le rests of the monopoly bourgeoisie? Obviously not. 

All classes and slrata of the population receiving a direct 
or indirect income from the exploitation of Lhe working 
C'lass are inlcrcstcd in the further .exislen<:e of capitalism. 
These include the monopoly, non-monopoly and trading 
bourgeoisie, bankers and speculal:ors, rentiers, and the rural 
bourgeoisie (big farmers) and also the highly paid civil 
senanls, employees, trade union leaders;' lawyers, etc. 

The above shows that either thesis may be correct or 
incorrect, depending 011 concrete historical conditions. Thus, 
the propositions lhat under imperialism the slate serves 
only the inlrrcsls of the monopoly bourgeoisie , and Lhal it 
expresses Lhl' interests of the whole capitalist class, arc both 
correct. 

2. The other problem under discussion was whether, 
under specific con1lilions, i.e., total war economy, the mo
nopoly capitalist state will act against U1e interests of some 
monopolies, as we asserted, or whether that is entirely out 
of the question, as asserted by some of our opponents. This 
problem is analysed in Lhc essay on the problems of state
monopoly capitalism. \Ve shall not dwell on the problem 
here, but confine ourselves lo saying that in this case too 
the actions of the slate depend on concrete historical condi
tions. The greater the danger to the further existence of 
Lhe capitalist system in a country, and the more intense 

1 Sume Americ~1n lrade union leaders have an annual income of 
$100,000, which is equivlllcnt to a 5 per cent income on a capital of 
$2,000.,000. f'l'.atura~ly they are confirmed tl?fenders of capitalism. George 
l\Ieany s arttclcs m the central monlhp1ece of the American trade 
unions arc a perfect illuslrnliun of the above. IL is also typical that 
lhe newspaper of the American lnternalional Trade l;niun of Dockers 
called upon its members to boycott ships sailing for Cuba un October H, 
HJ62, two wcrks before the Kennedy adminisLr;itiun officially :rnnuunced 
the blockade of Cuba. 
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musl be the mobilisation of Lhe whole economy to ensure 
lhl' fulfilment ·of war ord('rs. the stronger the action takeu 
by the monopoly capitalist stale against lhose monopolies, 
wilo in pursuit of their perso1wl interests try lo harm 
I he war effort. These actions by the stale serve to safeguard 
the common interests of all monopolies. 

In the U.S.A. there was much less need Lo subordinate 
Lhe personal interests of separate monopolies to the com
mon interests of monopoly capital than in Lhe warring 
European capitalist countries, because the U.S.A. had sur
plus productive c:apacilies and participated in the war for 
a shorter time and with fewer forces than its allies. If all 
monopoly enterprises were allowed to do as they pleased 
an.d no reslrictions ·were placed on them, prices would soar 
(as can he observed on the black market) and unre
strained inflation would follow. Thcv could build cars and 
\'illas for war profiteers, since these "offer pro(ils which arc 
cYcn higher than those ensure<l by the production of war 
materials. 

::I. In my book I said Lhal "Lhc slate luis become the 
decisive factor in the war economy". 

'.\fany facts endorse this statement. To wage war the state 
bought up close on 50 per cent of the country's total in
dustrial output, clislributcd raw materials and the labour 
force, fixed prices, etc. True, these slate measures were 
often circumYented, there was a blatk market on which 
prices were much higher, etc. But this does not alter the 
essence of our problem. 

The objection was that "it is not the slate but the mo
nopolies who are the decisiYe force in the war economy". 
This objection is a simple logical mistake, "a confusion of 
conceptions". The class character of the state and i Ls eco
nomic role are entirely different things and must nol be 
confused. The proletarian class stale always plays the lead
ing role in the economy whereas the bourgeois state plays 
this role mainly in the war economy. The monopoly cap
italist slate is a class state of the finance oligarchy and not 
one standing above classes. The fact lhat monopoly capital 
assumes a decisive role only with the inlrocl uction of a war 
economy proves that state power belongs to the monopolies 
in corpore also under war economy conditions. The decisive 
role belongs not to individual monopolies but to th eir state. 
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Our colleagues who consider the monopolies omnipotent 
in the sense of Stalin·s formula on the "complete and final 
subordination" of the modern bourgeois slate by the mo
nopolies, thereby deny that a creation of an anti-monopoly 
popular front (as outlined in the new Programme of the 
C.P.S.U.) is possible, and that the containment or elimina
tion of the monopolies can be achieved by politiCal action 
of the masses before the capitalist system is overthrown. 

4. Finally, let us Lum to the problem of economic 
planning by the capitalist state. The discussion of this 
problem too was marked by a dogmatic approach and a lack 
of concrete historical analysis. Only extremes were dis
cussed-planned economy and full anarchy of production. 

It is self-evident that under capitalism there can be no 
planned economy in the l\farxist sense of the word. Since, 
under socialism, the basic means of production are public 
properly, Lhe state determines directly what should be pro
duced, at what prices Lhe output should be sold, etc. This 
opens up the possibility for the planned guidance of the 
national economy as a whole. "Cnder capitalism, where the 
means of produc:Lion are the private properly of the cap
italists, the state can only promulgate laws and ordinances, 
directing U1e capitalist whal to produce, etc. To what 
measure these Jaws and ordinances will be observed by the 
capitalists once again depends on the concrete historical 
situation. 

Ilut this docs not imply that under capitalism there can 
be no "planning" of any sort. '\7e could of course quibble 
over words, declaring that the measures Lhe capitalist state 
Lakes in its attempt to influence the volume and nature of 
production, the distribution of capilal investments, etc., are 
not planning in the true sense of the word. However, this 
would make iL impossible to continue our concrete analysis. 

In a war on such a scale as the Second vVorld \Var, re
quiring the all-out mobilisation of all economic resources 
of the warring countries, it is essential to plan a substantial 
share of production. The General Staff places with the 
government orders for materials and resources and the 
labour force needed for Lhe next war year. If the economic 
resources of the country were unlimited, the role of the 
stale would be confined to the distribution of '\var orders 
among Lhe monopolies and to paying for them. 
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But even the resources of the U.S.A., the ri('hest capitalist 
country, were insufficient lo saiisfy war needs and Lhe cf
fect iYe demand of priYate consumers, and this meant that 
if full anarchy of production had been allowed to continue, 
it would haYe been impossible lo continue the war. The 
U.S. administration was forced to introduce a certain ra
tioning in the distribution of steel and other raw materials, 
to prohibit the manufacture of cars and non essential con
sumer goods, to distribute manpower resources among the 
armed forces and the economy, ancl also among the indi
vidual branches of Lhe economy, to set price limits, etc. 

In those capitalist countries which had less resources than 
the U.S. the state played an even grcal.er role in the econ
omy, to the extent that in nazi Germany even broken 
window panes had to be handed in lo government offices 
and food rationing was introduced. 

\Ve could call all these activities of the bourgeois stale 
distribution inslead of planning. This may even be expedient, 
for it would distinguish belween these activities ancl socialist 
planning. But it is not the name but the facts that count, 
and these show lhal during the Second \Vorld \Var the 
activities of the bourgeois slate produced a situation which 
differed subslanlially from production for an indefinite 
market- the main cause of anarchy of production. 

Moreover, even now in times of peace, a number of 
bourg<'ois slates have adopted "fh·c-ycar plans". India, for 
example, is now implementing its third five-year plan. 
While these plans differ fundamcnlally from SoYiet fhe-year 
plans, they do exert a certain effect on the economy. To 
some extent Lhe state succeeds in guiding the development 
of production and of the productive forces as a whole by 
planned regulation of direct capital investments into the 
state sector and by making the taxation policy influence 
new investments in the private sector, which is not the case 
under complete anarchy of production. 

\Ve emphasise once more that under capitalism there can 
be no genuine planning. But al the same time it cannot be 
denied that the six Common :\farkcl countries have 
"planned" their economic policy for a period of twelve 
years in advance, and arc to some extent still fulfilling 
Lhis plan. The European Coal and Steel Community also 
operates according to plan. 
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The abo,·e shows that the dogmatic assertion that there 
can be only l\\ o alternatives-complete anarchy of pr ocluc
lion or complete planned economy- is impraclical, untrue 
and hence anti-Marxist. 

Though I have not made a special study of Soviet econ
omy, and well realise the narrow limits of my experience 
in this maller, I should like lo point out that even in the 
Soviet Union, after decades of genuine planned economy, 
there are still elements of anarchy in production, and plan
ning docs not as yet fully embrace all aspects of lhe econ
omy. There still exists the private production of peasants 
from their personal plots, which is partly designed for an 
"indefinite" markel; there is a collective farm market, ·where 
prices are not set by state bodies, even though they arc 
regulated and a:ff ected by prices in state relail trade. 
Con~umer demand for some goods cannot be prede

termined and planned with absolute accuracy. The con
sumption of breacl, sail, sugar and similar goods of "non
llcxiolc" demand can be computed beforehand with a high 
degree of accuracy, but the planning bodies cannot ac
curately foresee how many sui ts or TV sels lhe consumer 
will buy in the following year, nor which materials women 
will prefer. For these reasons there can be no overall plan
ning of consumption. 

* * * 
In conclusion I should like to remind Lhe reader that al 

lhe time of the debate I was compelled to put an end to 
the discussion by admitting that there \vere mislakes in 
my book. This was nol because pressure was exerted on 
me in the Soviet Union, but because the capitalist press, 
and especially the American papers1 made a political sensa
tion of the discussion an<l true to bourgeois form, used it 
for violent anti-Soviet propaganda, asserting that I was 
pro-West, was opposing the Communist Party, etc. It there
fore became a maller of little importance to me whether 
my critics or I were right. After almost fifty years of work 
in the ranks of the international working-class movement, 
the bourgeois press was trying to make the capitalist world 
sec me as an opponenl of my own Party, and lhis was 
something that I could not tolerate. 

t Sec, fo1· ex;1mplc, The NPw Yurk Times of January 25, 1948. 

PROBLEMS 
OF STATE-:\·IONOPOLY CAPITALISM 

Lately considerable progress has been made in the study 
of stale-monopoly capitalism. The new Programme of Lhe 
C.P.S.U. based on Lenin's teachings gives a clear picture 
of slate-monopoly capitalbm. The development of state
monopo1y capilalism in the most important countries has 
been recently described in a number of writings of the 
Marxist trencl .1 Although th.ere luwc been profitable discus
sions on this problem, we still think that some problems 
remain unsolved. 

I~TJ:)HNAL COJ\TRADICTIONS 
OF STATE-l\101\0POLY CAPITALISM 

In conformity with ~farxist theory a general theoretical 
analysis of state-monopoly capilalisrn should regard mo
nopoly capital as a singie force, and the whole monopoly 
bourgeoisie as a class or as the leading layer of the capitalist 
class with common class inlerests. In his War and Revolu
tion Lenin said: " ... The old capitalism, the capitalism of 
the free-competition age [was growing. Y. V.J into the cap
italism of giant trusts, syndicates, and cartels. This group 

1 See S. A. Dalin, Voyenno-gosudarstuenny 111011opollslicheslq1 kapi
lalizm (Military Slatc-J\fonopoly Capitalism), U.S.S.R. Academy of 
Sciences Publishing House, Huss. ed., 19U1; Y. A. Pcvzner, Gosudar
stuenno-monopolistichesky lwpilalism v Yaponii (Slatc-J\fonopoly Capi
talism in Japan), U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences Publishing House, Russ. 

e<l., 1961; E. L. Khmelnitskaya, ;Jfonopolisticlieslcy !.;(lpitalizm u Zapod
noi Germcmii (Monopoly Capitalism in West Germany), nIO Publishing 
House, Russ. ed., Hl50. 
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introduced the beginnings of stale-controlled capitalist pro
duction, combining lhc colossal power of <'apitalism with 
the colossal power of the state inlo a single mechanism 
and bringing tens of millions of people within the single or 
ganisation of slate capitalism. Here js economic history, 
here is diplomatic history, covering several decades, from 
which no one can get away."1 

The coalescence of lwo forces- the monopolies an<l Lhe 
state-forms the basis of state -monopoly capitalism. This 
view is further developed in the ProgrammC' of the C.P .S.U. 
which stales: "Stale-monopoly capitalism combines the 
strength of the monopolies and that of the state into a single 
mechanism whose purpose is l.o enrich I.he monopolies, 
suppress lhc working-class movement and the national 
liberation struggl e, save the capitalist system, and launch 
aggressive wars." 

\Ve want to emphasise that both Lenin and the Pro
gramme of lhe C.P.S.U. speak of a fusion of two forces. 
This means that 11w1wpoly capital and the slate are in
dependent forces , which in the epoch of monopoly cap
italism unite lo achieve dcfmilc aims . This is not a simple 
unilateral "subordination" of the state to monopoly capi tal, 
as asserted by Stalin, and as some of our economists 
dogmatically continue to assert lo this day. 

\Ve have made an attempt to define the essence of stalc
monopoly capitalism somewhat more concretely: "The 
essence of stale-monopoly capitalism is a union of the power 
of the monopolies with that of the bourgeo is state for the 
achievement of two purposes: 1) that of strengthening the 
capitalist system in the struggle against the revolutionary 
movement within the country and in the struggle against 
the socialist camp, and 2) of redistributing the national 
income through the state to the benefit of monopoly 
capital."2 

Jn this general formula monopoly capital is defined as 
a single power. But if we analyse monopoly capital more 
deeply we shall discover that lhe monopoly bourgeoisie fully 
agrees on some questions, but sharply disagrees on others. 

1 V. I. Lenin, Collected ·works, Vol. 24, p. 403. 
2 Y. Varga, Kapilalizm <ivadtsatogo oelw (20th Crntnry Capilalism), 

Go.spolitizdat, Rn.ss. ed., Hl61, p. 104. 
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And this is only natmal. Marx pointed out that the bour
geoisie is united in its attempts to squeeze out of the work
ing class as much surplus value as possible, but that this 
unanimity disappears completely when it comes to the 
distribution of the surplus value wh ich has now become 
profit. Lenin emphasised that competition remains under 
monopoly capitalism, and therefore also under state
monopoly capitalism, and that this excludes a complete 
community of interests among the bourgeoisie. 

Thus, in Soviet writ ings one could encounter the e1-ro
n0ous tenet declaring that in ewry monopoly capitalist 
country th ere exists a c0ntre which represents the inter0.sts 
of the monopoly bourgeoisie and gives directives to the 
s ta le apparatus (such as the Federa tion of l3ritish Incluslrics 
or the National Association of :\fanufacturers in the U.S.A.) . 
But , even though lhe monopoly bourgeoisie has c0rtain 
common interests, its in<lividual layers cont.rolling the var
ious economic branches have their own specific interests 
which contradict those of the monopoly bourgeoisie as a 
whole. There arc eYen constant contradictions among the 
,-arious monopolies in a single brru1ch. The monopoly bour
geoisie have Lhe following interests in common: 
· a) to safeguard the capitalist social syslcm. This is an 
aim shared by lh e whole monopoly bourgeoisie without 
ex('('ption ; 

b) to keep wages al lhe lowesl possible level. This too 
is a common interest of the whole monopoly bourgeoisie;1 

(') to reduce the ta:res paid by the bourgeoisie and to 
shift the tax burd<'n to the other classes and social 
strata. 

In other respects the interests of the various strata of 
the monopoly bourgeoisie differ and contradict each other. 
E,·en though the whole monopoly bomgeoisie is interested 
in establishing high monopoly prices, their interests diverge 
when it comes to fixing them. The monopolies in the metal 
industries strive to es lahlish the highest possible prices for 
their commodities, while the monopolies buyi ng these com-

1 The monopolies in tlw diITerent brnnches have their own specific 
in terests. They nll want the w:iges of their workets to he as low as 
possible. But th<: monor>olie.~ producing non-essentia l consumer goods 
(small car.s, radios, TVs, etc.) arc . interested in an increase in the 
effective demand of the workers of othN monopolies. 
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modities {lhc motor, engineering and other industries) ar<' 
interested in acquiring them at the lowest possible price. 
All monopolies are interested in high protective customs 
tariffs on industrial goods. But the monopolies of every 
branch try to establish the highest protective tariffs for the 
goods tlley are producing; and they certainly are not in
terested in protective tariffs which boost the prices of the 
goods they use for production. 

Many similar examples could be given, but we think 
that those enumerated above show that there arc only a 
few spheres in which the interests of the whole monopoly 
bourgeoisie coinciclc, namely, the safeguarding of the cap
italist social system, the high degree of exploitation of 
workers, and the shifting of the tax burden to the other 
classes. In all other spheres the monopolies in the different 
branches have some common interests hut also a great many 
individual interests.1 

The monopolies of any single branch nave many interests 
in common but there are also sharp contradictions between 
them. Competition leads to the ruination of the weaker. 
All the monopolies in the same branch are inleresle<l in re
ceiving government orders which bring in high profits, and, 
therefore, fight each other tooth and nail to obtain these 
orders for themselves. 

A constant struggle goes on between the monopolies of 
different branches and frequently between those of a single 
branch for the share of goods to be placed by each on a 
limited market or, in other words, for their share in total 
profits. This struggle (disregarding cyclical fluctuations) 
tends Lo aggravate constantly, since the gap between the 
productive capacities and the capacity of the market widens 
all the time. 

The struggle between the monopolies of a single branch 
is particularly accentuated when war orders become the 
bone of contention. In l\farch 1963 U.S. Defence Secretary 
McNamara wanted lo place an order for 6,500 million dol
lars (the largest onicr in U.S. history) with the Dynamics 
Corporation for TFX military aircraft but after bitter 

1 The contradiction~ 111·c smoothed over through the formation of 
monopolies which combine enterprises of different branches, by the 
intertwiniug of finance capital, etc., but they arc not removed. 
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discussion the Senate was forced to hand it OYer to their 
rival, the Boeing Corp .1 

l\Iany of the contradictions between the monopolies of 
a single branch, or between separate monopoly enterprises 
and the interests of monopoly capital as a whole, give rise 
Lo conflicts between the state and the monopoly capitalists 
of a particular branch, or between the stale and separate 
monopoly enterprises. Let us remin<l the reader of the 
battle between the American steel smelting industry and 
President Kennedy in 1961, when stale pressure forced the 
monopolies to abandon their plan of raising prices on steel; 
and of the conflict between Erhard, We.st German Minister 
for the Economy and Lhe Volkswagen AG, which refused 
Lo comply with Erhard's demand that the firm <lesist from 
raising the prices of its cars. In retaliation the government 
considerably lowered import duties on cars. 

Such conllicls are explained by the fact Lhal under state
monopoly capitalism tl!e slate represents the common in
terests of monopolu capitol, interests which may well con
tradict those of separate monopolies or monopoly groupi ngs. 
This shows that the definition of stale-monopoly capitalism 
bas<'d on Stalin's conception ("state-monopoly capitalism 
implies the suboTdination of the stale apparatus to the 
capitalist monopolies"2) is wrnng. 

There is no one-sided "subordination" but a joining of 
forces, which, in spite of this merger, still maintain a 
rertain autonomy. There is certainly no subjection of the 
.~tate apparatus to separate monopolies or the monopolies 
of a certain branch, for this would exclude ronflicts be
tween the state and separate monopolies. The dogmatists 
once again forget the basic precept of Marxist philosophy, 
declaring that all capilalist laws arc no more than tenden
cies which are always opposed by counter-tendencies. 

The relations between monopoly capital and the state 
arc complicated by the parliamentary form of government 

1 Tlie Times, ~larch 15, 1963. 
2 Politicheskaya ekonomiya (Politir.al Economy), Textbook, 2nd 

Russ. edition, Gospolilizdat, 195'1, p. 266. The 3rd revised and sup
plemented edition of lhe textbook appeared in 1960. The definition 
nn page 250 has been improved. But Stalin's formula about the 
"subordination of the state apparatus to the monopolies" has not been 
altered. 
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in the monopoly capitalist countries (under a bourgeois 
dictatorship of the fascist type this complication is 
removed). The stale apparatus, in the narrow sense of the 
"·ord, i.e., the aggregate of civil servants, the coercion ma
chinery, clc., is a permanent body,1 while the top layer of 
the state apparatus, the government and the legislative 
bodies, change perioclically2 in conformity with parliamentary 
election results. A change in the parliamentary majority 
and a rhange of government do not necessarily entail a sub
slanlial change in the relations between monopoly capi tal 
and the state, even when the government is formed by 
the Labour Parly or, as in Sweden, by Social-Democrals.:l 

Rut lhis docs not mean that the parliamentary system , 
the campaigning of the various parties Lo win the elec
tions is iaelevonl'. If the monopolies had their way there 
would always be a Conservative government in Britain. 
Bul Lhc monopolies cannot always do as they please. \Vhat 
is the reason for this? 

The reason is lhat in the stale-monopoly capitalist coun
tries, factory and office workers and civil servants conslilule 
the majority of the population, and hcn<:e of the electors. 
The bourgeois parties and the government must take this 
into account, and they, therefore, camouflage and deny the 
exislenrc of monopoly capitalist domination. In some cases 
this results in a certain change of government policy. 
John F. Kennecly, lbe son of a millionaire, and worth 
hundreds of millions of dollars, was naturally no enemy of 
monopoly capital. But since the electors of the Democratic 
Party are composed primarily of factory and office workers, 

1 When an opposition party gains victory over the ruling party in 
lhe U.S. a large number of civil servants belonging Lo the old party 
are dismissed and replaced by adherents of the new ruling party. This 
is no t done in Vlcstern Europe. 

2 The pc.'rrnAncnt state apparatus is often more important than the 
constanlly ch~nging government. The British Prime :Vlinister Lloyd 
George once sa id that although peoptc speak all the lime about govcm
ment decisions, 95 per c.ent of these decisions arc taken by the 
apparatus, the remaining live per cent by the government flCCording to 
recommendations of that apparatus. 

~ In the U.S.A. the monopolies secure their interests hy financing 
lhe <•lection campaigns of hoth parties: one part of the monopoly 
bourgeoisie belongs lo one p:irly, the other Lo the second. In Johnson's 
Government the two key posts, that of War Sccrelary anti Finance 
Secretary, arc held by Hepublicaus. 
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he declined the unanimous demand of th e monopoly bow·
geoisie of all parties in the summer of 1962 for an im
mediate cut in taxes on monopoly capi tal. The tax cut was 
postponed to 1963 in order not to jeopardise the chances of 
the Democratic Party in the 1962 elections. This shows that 
in spite of the fact that the monopoly bourgeoisie and Lhe 
state join forces, the relations behveen Lhem are more com
plicated and contradictory th an would seem at fi rsl glance. 

Stale-monopoly capitalism embraces a single country 
(we shall discuss the emergence of supra-national state
monopoly capilalist organisations later in the book). This 
means that the contradictions between lhe interests of 
monopolies of different countries breed c.onlradictions ancl 
clashes between the relevant countries . This has always 
been the case under imperialism. The dcvdopmenl of slate-
1nonopoly capitalism has chang(•d no lhing in this respect. 

* * * 

\Ve should like to remind the r eader of the radical con
lradiclion between the lwo prineipal aims of the monopoly 
bourgeoisie: that of safeguarding the capitalist soC'ial system 
and lhal of utilising the stale lo redistribute the national 
income in farnur of monopoly {'apilal. Jn the s truggle for 
Uie firsl and principal aim-the safeguarding of the cap
italist social system- the monopolies ha\'e Lhe support of 
all those capitalists whose incomes arc fully or parlly de
ri\'ed from lhe exploitation of labour- the non-monopoly 
bourgeoisie, landowners, rich farmers, and pelly bourgeoisie 
and also highly paid employees, ci,•il scryanls, the corrupt 
workers' bureaucracy ancl workers' aristocracy, in short, 
of all those elements who do not want a socialist trans
formation of society. In jmplemenling i ls second major 
aim, that of redistributing the national income in favour 
of monopoly capital with stale assislancc, Lhc monopolies 
arc treading on the toes of those layers of capitalist 
society which support the monopoly bourgeoisie in the 
achievement of the first aim. They ali enate them and 
lhereby create eonditions for the formation of a broad anti
monopoly-capital front embracing Lhe working people and 
those layers of the bourgeoisie whose interests have been 
harmed by the monopoly bourgeoisie. 
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\Ve sh all giYe only one example to demonstrate how the 
monopoly bourgeoisie r esorts to state assistance to infringe 
upon the interests of the non-monopoly exploiting classes. 
On May 17, 1962, Osborn, a ConserYative :\1. P., submitted 
lo the British l\linistcr of Trade an interpellation on the 
high price of ammon ium sulphate that the Imperial Chem
ical Ind ustries (LC.I.) were charging farmers. LC.I. have 
the monopoly 011 the production of chemical fertilisers 
in Britain. Ile quoted the following facts. For the past 
twenty yea rs importers of ammonium sulphate paid an 
import duty of four pounds a ton. On May 3, 19o2, the 
duty was ra ised to seven pouni!s a ton. This enabled LC.I. 
lo sell farmers ammonium sulphate at £20 a ton . At the 
same lime LC.I. exports large amounts of that chemical at 
£12 a ton ancl foreign firms are willing to supply Britain 
at the same price. Osborn asked the Minister to abolish 
the proteclive <luty on ammonium sulphHtc. The Minister 
of Trade did not deny the facts but refused to abolish 
the tax on the ground that the export at lower prices 
makes for a better use of procluctivc capacities and thus 
lowers production costs. This argument has been usecl 
time and again to justify the superprofits of monopoly 
capital. 

But it did not stop at that. In the course of the debates 
it was point<'d out that the British Government is paying 
the farm<'rs a subsidy of £8/15 per ton of superphosphate 
with the alleged aim of expanding agricultural output 
through wid<•r use of artificial fertilisers, but that this money 
is almost fully appropriated by I .C.I. in the form of high 
monopoly priers. The Minister of Trade defended this state 
of affairs, to which Labour Iv!. P. Douglas Jay remarked: 
"Does the Government ever dare to condemn any action of 
LC.I. ?"1 

Obviously, even if British landowners and farmers do 
support m onopoly capital in defending the capitalist social 
system, they oppose it when it comes to the drstribution 
of the national income. The contradictions between them 

' TakC'n from the f>ar limnentary Records published by The Times 
on May 18, 1062. IL is noteworthy that several months after U1is de
bate Hugh Gnil~kcl l , the late leader of the Labour Party, announced 
that in the evrnl of il Lnbour victory the Imperial Chemical Industries 
would not be nationalised. 
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are mitigated by the fact that the riC'hesl landowners arc 
closely linked with monopoly capital. 

This example also illustrates the devious means by which 
the national income is redistributed in favour of monopoly 
capital. The British Government uses the taxpayers' money, 
includina that collected from the workers, to pay the 
farmers 

0
subsidies, which are then appropriated from the 

farmers bv I.C.T. which sells them superphosphate at a 
price exce~clina that quoted on the world market by £7 a 
ton . Thus, a p~rt of the money e:uned by British workers 
(being subjected to direct capitalist exploita.tion) is sy
phoned into the money bags of the monopolies . . \Ve see 
that the fusion of slate power and monopoly capital pro
ceeds dialccticallv and contains innumerable contradictions 
which come to llght during a concrete analysis. 

Stalin's formula on the "subordination" of the state to 
the monopolies slops us from seeing things in a true light 
through a concrete analysis . 

THE U:-IEVIEN DEVELOPMENT 
OF STATE-MONOPOLY CAPITALISM 

Like all processes under imperialism, the deYclopment of 
slate-monopoly capitalism is irregular both in time and in 
various countries. Some manifestations of state-monopoly 
capitalism ~ould be observed even before the First ·world 
\Var. For example, the trade agreement signed between 
Germany and Japan contained a special clause r<'gulating 
the supply of dyes to Japanese textile firms by the German 
chemical industrialists' association. However the final 
transition to state-monopoly capitalism hegan only during 
the First World War. 

Lenin said: "\Vorld capitalism, which in the sixties and 
seventies of the last century was an advanced and pro
gressive force of free competition, and which at Lhe 
beginninct of the twentieth century grew into monopoly 
eapitalis~, i.e., imperialism, look a big step forward during 
the war, not only towards grea ter concentration of fin~ncc 
capital, but also towards transformation into state capital
ism ."1 

Since that time sta le-monopoly capitalism has llcYeloped 

1 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 23, p. 2()7. 
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uncYenly. It weakened after the end of the First World 
"Tar, bc•came stronger during the 1929-33 economic crisis, 
ebbed after the crisis, intensified durinrr the Second World 
\Var! w.eakened slightly after it, and i:>now experiences a 
qualttalw~ly new upswing, expressed in the setting up of 
supra-naltonal state-monopoly organisations and in the 
allcmpls lo create a supra-national state-monopoly 
capitalism. 

This undulating development is due to the fact that the 
~cn?cnc.y towards the strengthening of stale-monopoly cap-
1.tahsm is opposed by strong counter-tendencies which at 
limes gain the uppcl' hand. But their victorv is ~hort-livcd 
because the tendency towards Lhe strength~ning of state
~ono!)oly ca~>H~lisrn is .victorious in the end. If "~c compare 
111stor1cally similar penods, for example, the first decades 
after the First and lhe Second \Vorld \Vars, we discover Lhat 
~fler Lhe Sernnd \Vorld \Var, following the end of the inev
itable period of weakening, state -monopoly capitalism rose 
lo a consiclera~ly higher leYel than it had occupied during 
th~ c·'.irrespon<l1.ng p~riocl following the Firsl \Vorld War. 

f~is undulating lme of development is easily explained. 
Ob,•10usly, Lhe monopoly bourgeoisie as a whole slri,·es for 
lhe main. aim of sl~1tc -monopoly capitalism, which is the 
s~fe~ardmg of the capitalist sucial system, and the redis
tnlrnhon of Lhe national income in its favour. But on the 
other hancl: it ob~cct s. to stale "interference" in the economy 
~nd to so<·ial leg1slal10n on principle. To this day ils ideal 
is ."to be master in its own house". This contradictory 
~lli~~d~ . of the. monopo~y bourgeoisie to slate-monopoly 
capitahsm explams why 1t grows unevenly-makes a leap 
forward when there is a genuine threat to the existence 
o! the capitalist system and recedes a bit when that danger 
disappears. Lenin said: "\Var and economic ruin have 
forced all countries lo advance from monopoly capitalism 
to state-monopoly capitalism. This is the objective stale of 
affai1:s:"f. T~1c Programme of the C.P.S.U. gives an identical 
cle~n.1t10n: ··world \Vars, economic crises, militarism, and 
political uphe~va.ls ~ave accelerated the development of 
monopoly capitalism mlo stale-monopoly capitalism."2 

'. V: I. Lt·nin, Collected Works, Vol. 26, p. 1 iO. 
~ 'l he Rrmd to Com1111111i.rn1, i\Iosruw, Hl61, p. 471. 
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It is also clear that state-monopoly capitalism musl grow 
stronger in the historical aspect. The inlt>rnal contradictions 
of capitalism arc constantly ,,-orsening: socialism is winning 
the battle, the system of colonial rule is rapidly approach
ing its final collapse, the former colonial peoples are enemies 
of imperialism and more and more of them strive to embark 
on the road Lo socialism. Socialism is lo an C\'Cr greater 
extenl becoming the decisi,·e factor in historical develop
ment. This signifies that the very existence of the capitalist 
social system is being subjected Lo an ever-increasing 
clanger. The monopoly bourgeoisie has but one way out, 
that of strengthening the capitalist system through state
monopoly capitalism. In our opinion the best definition of 
the development of state-monopoly capitalism has been 
given by 0. V. Kuusinen, wh:'> said: 

"Initially it was regarclcd as a sort of 'emergency meas
ure', resorted lo only during wartime or during a grave 
economic or political crisis and abandoned the moment the 
'emergency' had passed. At present, the imperialist bour
geoisie can no longer maintain ils clomiuation without state
monopoly capitalism e,·en cluring rdatiYcly normal periods. 
This is clue to Lhe aggravation of the general crisis of the 
capitalist syslcm, to the growing <lisinlegration of capitalism 
and weakening of its internal fortes-economic, political 
and ideologicaI."1 

The monopoly bomgeoisie (finance oligarchy) has la.ken 
this historically tmavoidable road and Lo Lhis day con
tinues to travel along it by fits and starts, stopping on the 
way to limit the state-monopoly capitalist superstructure 
when it feels that ils supremacy has somewhat consolidated. 
Both in Britain and in 'Vest Germany a substantial part 
of formerly nationalised enterprises have been denation
alised and handed over to private capital on favourable con
ditions. In \Vest Germany not only stale enlcrpriscs built 
under Hitler (such as the Volkswagcnwcrk which was fi
nanced by workers' money, collected on lhc false promise 
that lhc workers would be provided with cheap cars) bul 
also state properly, which belongecl to the Prussian state 
even in the 19th century, have been handed over to private 
capital. In Italy, on lhe other hand, the power industry is 

1 \\'orld Marxist lfrview, No. 4, Prague, 1960, p. 7. 
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being nationalised, although naturally, the former owners 
are paid a lavish compensation. All this is a perfect example 
of the uneYcn11css of capitalist de,·elopment. Yet, in spite 
of the denationalisation of some state enterprises in \Vest 
Germany, in 1962, 74 industrial companies with a sub
scribed share capital of 100 million marks each were statr 
property; Lhcir total share capital amounted to 20,200 mil 
lion marks, 22 of them accounting for a total capital of 
5,800 million mMks were state-monopoly enterprises.1 If 
we add slate incomes Lo that figure we can see that even 
denationalisation has not wrought subslanlial changes in 
the state property's share. 

1n the United States, where the bourgeoisie considers ils 
rule relatively secure, il constantly fights against state "in
terference". The demands of the extreme Hight-wing of Lhe 
Hepublican Party, supporting the fascist Birch Society, arc 
typical in that respect. They supported the candidacy of 
reactionary Senator Uany Goldwater for the Presidency. 
lklow are some of the demands advanced by Lhis movement: 

the repudiation of all social and economic legislalion 
promulgated after 1932; 

curtailment of lrade union rights; 
promulgation of laws on the right Lo work2; 
abolition of state housing construction; 
abolition of income lax; 
lhc refusal Lo enter into disarmament agreements with 

or without guarantees.:{ 
This fascist gang openly demands what the American 

monopoly bourgeoisie only dares to dream about, namely, 
that all taxes be paid by the mass of consumers, that all 
legislatiYe or lradc union restrictions on the exploitation 
of labour be abolished and that nothing be allowed Lo 
hamper the arms race. 

Obviously, Lhe monopoly bourgeoisie will not reject the 
chance of getting war orders, no matter how much it 
Lalks about disarmament. War orders yield much higher 

j Deut~chcs Wirtschafts 4nslilut. Bericht N. 14, 1962, S. 200·91. 
2 This includes laws legalising strike-breaking, which give entrepre· 

11eurs Lhc xight lo offer workers worse conditions than arc fixctl in the 
collective agreement, etc. In short, iL boils down to "being master in 
one's own house". 

:i T!ie New Rcpu/1/ic, May 28, 1962, p. 16. 
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profits than any other inYestmcnt. Only occasionally is 
some data on lhis subjecl published. An inYestigation con
ducled by a committee under Senator :\frClellan on the 
dcliYeries of Nike missiles , for which the Go' ernment paid 
$2,500 million, revealed the following facts. The order was 
given Lo Lhe Western Electric Company which handed 40 
per cent of the order over to subcontractors. Profits were 
divided as follows: Consolidated Steel supplied the Douglas 
Aircraft Company with commodities amounting to 5146 
million, making on them a profit of $9 million. Jn order 
to make a profit, the Douglas Aircraft Company added a 
further $10 million to the price and sold the output lo Lhe 
Western Electric Company. The laller added another $9.8 
million. The cosl of production for the government order was 
$146 million, but il netled the three participants a tolal 
of $28.8 million profit, or almost 19 per ccnl or Lhe total.1 

No matter how much some monopolies may be against 
slale "interference", against stale-monopoly capitalism, no 
matter how much they may deride shltc functionaries 
among themselves, they never reject government orders, 
which arc an important cog in Lhe mechanism of state
monopoly capitalism. 

Whal the big capilalisls think of the people holding key 
government posts can be seen from the following state
ments: 

"In lhc quiet, high-ceilinged dining rooms of Lhe Detroit 
Athletic Club, where the movers and shakers of the auto
motive industry galher, they added a new Loolh lo an old 
saw: 'FDR showed that the Presidency can be a lifetime 
job, Truman slwwed that anyone can be President, Ike that 
we really don't need a President, and Kennedy that it can 
be dangerous to hcwe a PJ'esident' ."2 

But the top-brass of the finance oligarchy who call the 
tune, or at least some of them, are political realists and 
cherish no illusions on the situation. They arc compelled 
to reckon wilh the socialist countries and also with the 
po'>vcr of the trade unions. For political reasons they there
fore attempt to create the illusion that the state opposes 
the monopolies. For propagan<la reasons Lhe slate "slrug-

1 The Er.onomi~l, April 21, 1962, p. 2fi0. 
2 Newsweek, July 16, 1962, p . .11 (italics mine. - Y. V.). 
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gles" against cartels, which are "prohibited" by law in UH• 
U.S.A. In 1961 -62 the C.S. Go,·crnment accused the General 
Eleclric Co. and 28 other firms in the electrotechnical in
dustry of haying, by mutual agreement, sold the govern
ment heavy elcctrolcchnical equipment at excessive prices. 
Yarious organs of state power and prirnle firms lodgcd 1,600 
similar complaints. 

The clash of the gornrnmcnt with G.E.C. was seLLlcd out 
of court: the company had to pay the governmcn t 
$7 ,4i0,000 compensation. The government expects all 
other claims Lo be settled in the same way, and according lo 
the London Economist this will yield the government a 
further $50 million. This may seem a considerable amount 
but actually il comprises only 20 per cent of company 
profits for 1961. However Lhc swindle becomes obvious 
when we realise that "if the Internal Revenue Service 
decides that Llw damages qualify as clcduetions from taxable 
income, the Trea.sury ... may actually be worse off".1 

The government gives the company with its left hand 
what it Lakes back with Lhe right. 

The development of stale-monopoly capitalism is both 
complex and contradictory. In the Hnal analvsis all the 
profits <1re always reaped by the largest mo~opolies, al
t~1ough the manner in which this is done is by no m eans 
simple. 

ST'.l\TE-MONOPOLY CAPITALIS~I 
A)ID 'l'HE PROLETARIAT 

. The constant development of state-monopoly capitalism 
~s an ?b~ecliYe process. Historieally it is the final phase of 
tmpenahsm, the preparatory stage for socialism. In his 
famous definition Lenin says: "slate-monopoly capitalism is 
a complete material preparation for socialism, the tbresholcl 
of social ism, a rung on th e ladder of historv between which 
and the rung called socialism there are vno intermediate 
nmgs."2 

On the surface this would warrant the <:onclusion that 
the Social-DC>mocrats are right in declarinn that the pro
letariat should indiscriminately support all ~easures which 

1 T!ie EconomiM, .\ui:ust 4, l!)f)2, p. ·!44. 
2 V. I. L<'nin, Collcrterl Work.~, Vol. 25, p .. %9. 
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tend to strengthen state-monopoly capilali:sm. They. cve:i 
allege that stale capitalism alr eady is socialism, wlucl~ _is 
pure demagogy since the dominali~n of the bourgeo~s~c 
continues. As staled abo\·c, the relation of the bourgeo1s1c 
to state-monopoly capitalism is both contradictory and in
consistent, and changes depending on how stable or 
unstable their domination is at any given moment. 

Should the proletariat adopt a positive altitude lo all 
state-monopoly measures iJ:respeclive of their nature? . 

Of course nol! Slate-monopoly capitalism contains a <lia
lcctical contradiction: on the one hand il creates the ma
terial and organisational preeondilious for socialism; on 
the other, it becomes responsible for a tcrnporary strength
ening of the capitalist system and the more intense ex
ploitation of the proletariat with Lhe assi.slance of the slate. 
For this reason the prolelarfat .should support or oppose 
state-monopoly measures, depending on their concrete 
historical content. 

\Ve shall give h\!o examples relating to Lhe same historical 
period. \Vhile the la,vs adopted in connection wilh President 
H.oosevelt's "~ew Deal" were aimed at saving American 
imperialism from the economic break<lown Lhrcale~1ing it 
as a result of the crippling 1929-33 crisis, the social leg· 
islation of the ":\ew Deal"-freedom and recognition of 
trade unions, limitation of lhe working day, elc.-was un
doubtedly in the interests of the American working clas~, 
and since the prerequisites for the overthrow of bourgeois 
rule had not yet matured in the U.S.A. it would have been 
stupid to oppose Roosevelt's "New Deal", and particularly 
the socio-political measures. . . . 

Quite a different silualion developed ll1 connection with 
the state-monopoly measures taken by Hiller. Any support 
of his measures would have been a betrayal of the pro
letariat, and the support given them by the Right-wing 
Social-Democrats and trade union leaders cannot be 
regarded in any other light. 

In every concrete historical s ituation the allilude of the 
proletariat to the state-monopoly measures of any govern
ment depends first and foremost on the maturity t_he pre
conditions for the socialist revolution have attamed. If 
there is a struggle for power, iL would be senseless to sup
port any measures of the government tending Lo strengthen 
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the capitalist system. But while there is no revolutionarv 
situation in a country and bourgeois rule is still stable, the 
struggle to cu rb the arbitrar)' rule of m onopoly capital, 
and for dcmocrali« nationalisation of the key branches may 
be a good method of mobilising the masses. 

Depending on concrete conditions, nationalisation has a 
clifTerenl significance for the bourgeoisie and for the pro
letariat. On principle, the bourgeoisie is against nationalisa
tion. As Lenin once said, the bourgeoisie favours the na
tionalisation of economic branches running at a loss, only, 
of course, ii' t·hcy receive ample compensalion for their na
tionalised assets. Under adverse political conditions, they 
may even con.sent to the nationalisation of profltable 
branches, hut attempt to regain them as soon as political 
condiliorn; make this possible. 

This can be seen from the nationalisation carried out in 
Britain \\'hen I.he Labour Party 'von the election imme
diately aft. er the Seconcl \Vorlcl \Var, and the subsequent 
denation::ilisntion in 19[> l when the Conscrvath·e.s returned 
Lo office. 

i\l'ter Lhe Second \Vorlcl \Yar, as after Lhe First. the <leep 
dissatisfaction of the British working class with the cap
italist system brought victory to the British Labour Party. 
Righ t-wing lea<l<·rs of the Labour Partv recommended ex
te1~si\'e nalion:.1lisation as a means of pacifying the workers. 
\V1th the consent of the bourgeoisie the go,·ernment na
tionalis<·d many industries, paying the ex-o"·ners ample 
compensation. 

The further fate of the nationalised industries is a case 
in point. The cm~! industry, which is in a stale of permanent 
<Tisis (and no t in Britain alone),1 is stale property to this 

1 Dula s howing the development of the British coal induslry: 

) 1938 1%1 rnGv 
Coal output (mill 1011 torts) . 

: I 
227 223 194 

Number or miners (t1101rnands) 782 699 602 
Coal output per miner/shift (tons). 3.0 3.2 4.0 

( Unil. ed I<i1w<~om Annual Abstroc/ of Statistic.~, 1961, pp. 135, 138.) The 
nmn!l~r of mmcr.s decreased hy 100,000 in ten years, the labour Pr<>· 
duchvtly rose by 2fi per cent! 
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da,· . The British bourgeoisie never <lemand<'cl its dcnation
ali~c;ation, not eYen under Lhe Conscn·ati,·e go,·ernment. The 
reason for this is not bard lo see. The go,·ernment pays the 
former mine owners compensation, and supplies capitalist 
induslrv with coal at a loss which is co,·cred by the tax
payer .1 ·The surplus value being created by the miners is 
th~s indirectly appropriated by the industrial bourgeoisie 
as a whole. An identical slate of affairs can be observed 
in the railways. 

Conversely, the profitable enterprises which were na
tionali.sed by the Labour government- the steel-smelting 
industry and motor transport-were denalionalised by the 
Tory government on conditions favourable to the monop
olies. By the middle of 1962 only a small part remained 
state properly. . . . 

Fzmdamenlally, the proletariat favours the natzonaZ,satzon 
of monopoly-dominated brru1clies. This is true both of the 
Communists, who see in nationalisation an important ma
terial and organisational slep on the road to socialism, and 
also of non-Party \Yorkers whose economic aims it 
adyanccs. 

Even though the monopoly capitalist slate defends pri
marily the interests of monopoly eapital, there is a great 
differenee in the conditions under which the workers 
struggle for wage increases in prh'ate m onopoly-owned 
enterprises. and in state-owned enterprises. The struggle 
for wage increases threatens to cut the monopoly bour
geoisie's profits. The management of every enterprise is 
direcllv and materiallv concerned with lhe outcome of the 
struggle. In state-owrl'ed enterprises, the workers are op
posed by directors, :Vlinisters, e tc., who have no direct ma
terial interest in the oulcome of the s truggle. Therefore 
their resistance to the workers' demands is usually less stifl' 
than that of the monopoly bourgeoisie. Fascist countries, 
however, are an exception to this rule. In lhe advanced 
state-monopoly capitalist countries with a parliamentary 
form of government, where factory and office workers con
sli tute the bulk of the electors, political motives also play 

1 According to the United Kinr7dum Annual AfJslract of Statistics 
(1961, pp. 2!>6-fi7) state expenditure on the coal-mining industry from 
1961 to Hl61 exceeded income by £534,000,000. This sum .probably does 
not include all losses. 
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a major role. .For tactical reasons the ruling party docs 
not want to ahenate electors by an outright refusal to in
crease the wages of factory and office workers. Important 
are also the cold war policy and the existence of the world 
socialist system, and, as mentioned above the desire not 
to alienate the workers by provocations whi~h would induce 
them Lo lend a more willing ear to communist ideas. 

The revolutionary proletariat fights for nationalisation 
because this helps to enlist into the struggle against the 
monopolies not only factory and office workers, but also 
bro~~ layers of th~ ~casantry and the petty urban bour
geo1s1e, who are similarly oppressed by the monopolies. 
Moreov~r, t~ey realise !hat a democratic management of 
the nationalised cnterpnses can alleviate the conditions of 
the working people. 

SUPRA-NATIONAL 
ST·ATE-MONOPOLY ORGANISATWNS 

An important new phenomenon in the development of 
stale-m?nopoly capitalism after the Second World War is 
~be rapid growth ?f state-monopoly organisations ernbrac
mg several countries. Hundreds of such oraanisations are 
now in existence. 

0 

. L~kc all other soci~I phenomena, supra-national organ-
1salions also had therr predecessors before the Second 
World War. A good example is the Bank for International 
S~ttlements in, Basle, which was originally set up to deal 
with ~ermany s reparations after the First " 7 orld \\Tar. 
Later it began lo conduct transactions on an international 
scale between central emission banks, all of which are 
state or semi-state institutions. The Bank also functioned 
?uring the Second World War, and, through its board meet
mgs enabled the monopolies of the warring countries to 
arrange their common business (on international cartels 
trusts, payments, etc.) on neutral ground. ' 

With the assistance and participation of the relevant 
g.ovcrnments international cartels were formed and func
tioned even before the Second \Vorld \Var. There was a 
series of inter-state agreements on railway transit traffic, 
postal and telegraph communications, etc. But before the 
Second World \Var Lhcy were the exception, now they have 
become the rule. 
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In general, the causes and aims of stale-monopoly 
capitalism on a supra-national scale differ but little from 
those of state-monopoly capitalism on a national scale . The 
e\·er increasing concentration of production in giant enter
prises makes the domestic market of a single country too 
narrow for the requirements of monopoly capital, a state 
of affairs that has been aggravated by the disintegration 
of the \YOrld market following the Second World War, the 
creation of arbitrary currency zones, the restriction of im
ports, stale control over the imporl and export of capital, 
high duties, etc. Supra-national state capitalist measures 
were intended to alleviate this siluation. 

The aims of supra-national organisations are identical 
to those of state-monopoly capitalism on a national scale 
-the defence of the capitalist social system and the secur
ing of high monopoly profits. 

Both economic and military-political organisations serve 
to defend the capitalist social system. The difference be
L ween them is negligible. for all supra-national economic 
organisations have a political character. The International 
.Monetary Fund, for example, an economic supra-national 
organisation commanding many thousands of millions of 
dollars, is first and foremost concerned with maintaining 
the stability of the imperialist countries' currencies when 
their balance of payments shows a deficit. The International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (and the finan
cial institutions associated with it) is expected to direct the 
development of the emerging countries in a way favourable 
to the monopoly capital of the imperialist powers, 
i.e., to perpetuate their dependence on these powers. 
To this day the United States has the final word in both 
organisations since it owns the bulk of their capital. 

A number of agreements between countries and organisa
tions (international agreements on wheat, coffee, etc.) are 
aimed al preventing a drop in prices arising from the 
agrarian crisis of overproduction affecting almost all 
branches of agriculture. Their other aim is to render eco
nomic support to well-to-do farmers who are staunch 
defenders of private property. 

So far only the first shoots of supra-national state
monopoly organisations have sprung up in the sphere of 
production. These are the powerful coal and steel com-
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munity of six West European countries (E.C.S.C.),1 and 
Euratom. But their number will undoubtedly increase. The 
closer coalescence of the monopolies of different capitalist 
~ountries that is being achie\'ed through mutual capital 
m\'estments paves the road for this deyelopment. 
. ~o .full pict.ur? can be gained of the intertwining of cap
ital smce slallst1cal methods in the separate countries vary 
considerably. The picture is also distorted by the constant 
~igralion of short-term capital-hank deposits, funds used 
lor gambling on lhe stock exchange, etc. 
. The follo~ving example illustrates this interlinking of c:ap-
1ta.1. Accord~ng l'.> the Department of Trade, U.S. long-term 
pnvate capital mvestmenls abroad in 1961 amounted Lo 
$4U,OOO million, foreign long-term private capital invest
ments in the Unilcd States to $21 ,000 million. 

According lo data issued by the Federal Statistics Board 
at the end of 1960, 261 foreign .shareholders owned 53 per 
cenl of the share capital in 2,537 West German joint-stock 
companies, accounting for 17 per cent of the total share 
capital in the country. British shareholders held 932 mil
lion, Dutch- 422 million, French-215 million marks' wol'th 
of stock. This docs nol include the capital of the branches 
of American, British, Belgian and other firms in 'Vest 
G<•rmany whose capital is unknown. 

At lhe beginning of 1961 the private foreign capital in
Yeslmenls of \Yest German companies accounted for 
2,7 50 million marks, of which 963 million were im·ested 
in \Yestern Europe. 

According to data issued by the industrial association 
IRI. at the close of 1960 long-term foreign capital invest
~ents in Italy exceeded $3,000 million; Italian capital 
mvestments abroad- $2,000 million. 

Other links include participation in international institu
tions (the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank), 
the exchange of patents and licences. etc. 

But, no mailer how importanl this mutual coalescence 
of capilal, its signifi.cance should not be exaggerated, for 
no\v, as before, national monopoly capital continues to be 

. ~ According to the r..C.S.C. new capital investrnents in the coal
nunmg an<l steel-smelting incluslries comprised $1 !iOO million in 
1961. , 
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the decish·e factor in the economy ancl policy of ernry 
highly deYeloped country. . . 

Supra-national organisations, such as 1\.\TO.'. C~);TO, 
etc. serve to defend the capitalist system holh m1htanly and 
politically. They differ from mililary-poli_ti~·al unim:is, ~yp
ical of the former period, by a mol'e ng1d organisation, 
including the joint command over a pa1:t o.f t1:c armed 
forces, the deployment of NATO forces m. f?re1gn co~m· 
tries, especially in those bordering on lhe soc1alisl countnes, 
joint manoeuvres, standardisation of !)art of the ar~a
mcnls, etc. They arc also more lon.g-I1ved th~n t~1o;c, of 
former periods. Jn spite of constant mtcrnal crisc~, NAI'O 
and the other military-political tmions of the highly de
veloped capitalisl countries will probably conlim.ie to fL~nc
lion in one form or another as a means of strugglmg agams~ 
the socialist countries right up lo the final collapse ol 
capitalism. 

The Common :Market is a new and important phenom
enon in the development of snpra-natlonal statc
monopoly capitalism. However, since il has been ,~·idcly dis
cussed bv the Soviel press arul literature, a clcla1lcd study 
of this qii.cslion is unnecessary. . . 

.\llhough the Common Market is s<J~n.elhmy new.' in 

many respects it is a return lo the co111lltions lhat existed 
befo;e the First \Yorld \Var. It is an attempt to overcome 
the di\'icledness of the world market by uniting the markets 
of six counlries; to re-establish equal condition<> for com
pelilion through the uni,·ersal application of the mosl fa
vonrC'd nation principle in trade agreemt•nts, lo ensure the 
free flow of capital and the stability of the gold content 
of the currencies of most capitalist C'Ounlrics, etc. Equal 
condi Lions for competition arc lo be promoted thrm~gh t~1c 
mutual abolition of duties. These measures serve pnmarily 
the interests of the big monopolics.2 AL the same time the 

l The main reason for lhc discol'd within :"!;\TO is the U.S. nucle<ir 
monopoly, giving Amcricn the dcr.isivc say in problen~~ nf war . at~rl 
peace. In spite of the pressure exerted on the U.S.A. by 1l~ :-IA.TO pa1t-
ners il refuses to relinquish this monopoly. . . . 

2 This is c learly illustrated by the inl\'rnal strugglr. Ill Br1t:11n o:'er 
th<' question of her entry inlo the Common Mark<'l. '.\1o1~opo l y r.:tp1tal 
favours this cntrv; landowners, farmer~ and the bulk ol lhr workers 
frown upon it. • 
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Common l\Iarket is an attempt on the part of the \Yest 
European imperialist powers to consolidate their position 
following the political liberation of the colonial countries, 
~o enable them to conduct a vigorous policy of neocolonial-
1sm and lo compete with the United States. 

Politically, the Common :\Iarket is a desperate attempt 
lo resolve imperialism's inevitable internal contradictions 
anc~ t? oppose lhe socialist worl<l system by a single im
penaltst front, or at least by an apparent unity. All im
perialist statesmen- de Gaulle, Hallstein, Churchill, etc.
admit that in the creation of the Common Market political 
aims outweigh the economk.t 

For .these political reasons the United Slates supported 
the muon of the \Vest Ettl'Opcan countries in the Common 
Market and excrlrd pressure· on Britain to join the E.E.C., 
even though I.his union would accelerate Lhe waniw-' of U.S. 
economic and political influence. 0 

The Comm~n Market member-countries are trying to 
conduct an independent economic policy vis-a-vis the 
United States. The following episode is a case in point. 
Under pressure from interested monopolies, President 
Kennedy declarecl in l\fay 1962 that duties on glass and 
carpels would be raised. Belgian glass exports to the U.S.A. 
were the hardest hit. In reply, Lhe Common Mark<'t coun
tries raised the duty on a number of svnthelic fibres and 
materials made from lh<'m from 20 to 40 per cent2 as from 
July 17, 1962. 

The Common l\!arket is a house divided against itself. 
'Vest Germany and France have still been unable to fix 
common prices on agricultural proclucts. The Italian in
?ustrialists are sellin~ France refrigerators at a price that 
is 25 per cent lower U1an their price on the French domestic 
market- in the first half of 1063 alone Lhey sold France 
140,000 refrigerators. In reply the French Government is
suecl orders slating that refrigerators imported from Italy 

1 
Durinl! hi.s visit lo 'vVcslcrn Europr. in the summer of 1962 

Dwight D. Eisf'nhnwc:r said at a press conference in London that the 
Comrnnr~ ,\farkct w11s 111\ imporlant qur.stion that should be regarded 
~s ~. 1_1111on o~ lhl• free world against "11ggrrssive communist imperial
ism , 1.e., agarn~I lhc snri:i lis! community. 

2 
Tbe Tim<'s, .Junr. 7, !9H2. The squnhble between the U.S :\. and 

the Common :'\.Iarkct hrok<' out in 1!J6:1. 
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could be sold only ·with special permission from the Minister 
for Industry. 

At the Congress of the West German Pig Iron and Steel 
Union held in Diisseldorf in June 196~, complaints were 
\'Oiced about the loss inflicted by the Common Markel on 
the \Vest German iron and steel industry. Zol, the Chairman 
of the Union, said in his report that "while other large ste~l 
producing countries enjoy stable prices on the domestic 
market, protected by duties and taxes, the West Gerrr~an 
steel market has become an export field for all countnes. 
Owing to the devaluation of the French franc by almost 
30 per cent, French steel became in 1957-58 cheaper than 
domestic steel. Besides, the blocking of steel prices by the 
French Government has widened the price gap Lo the 
detriment of \Vest Germany. Belgian and Luxemburg iron 
and steel works are exerting a strong pressure on the 'Vest 
German market price."1 The Congress noted that the re
serves created by high domestic prices. ha<l ID:a<lc l:1~ Be.l
gians particularly successful in expandmg lhclr pos1t10n m 
the Common Market. 

Political contradictions are no less acule. De Gaulle 
blocked Britain's entry into the Common Market on political 
grounds, because he considered Britain th~ instru!11ent of 
American influence in ·western Europe; while Belgmm and 
the Netherlands were for Britain's entry on political 
grounds, believing that it would offset the lhreat of West 
Germany's polilical domination in \Veslern Europe .. 

Even politicians in the same country hold contrad1clory 
views on the lines along which the Common :Ylarket should 
develop. Hallslein is trying to steer a course of close eco
nomic union between the Six and advocates a 
common economic policy. De Gaulle and Erhard on the 
other hand were strictly against this course. At a meeting 
of the Ministers and Ambassadors of the Six, Erhard said 
that he strove not for a centralised European stale but for 
European federation in which differe~1t countr~es. and peo
ples could live their own lives accorchng to. their ideal~, al
though the economic integration of the Six was .a~hievecl 
through political decisions, he continued, the stnvmg for 
centralisation in economic policies should not predeler-

1 Neue Zlircher Zeitung, July 7, 1.963. 



mine Europe's future political structure. Erhard specifically 
warned against accepting the recommendation of the 
Common Markel Commission ad\·ocalina a fusion of the 
national econom ic policies of the memb:r-countries. 

Intcr-imperialisl conlradiclions cannot be resolved. U.S. 
monopoly capital is rapidly setting up branches of industrial 
('nlerprises in Western Europe so as not to be excluded 
from the domestic market of the united countries. The 
more countries join the Common :\farkel, the more di,·ersc 
will become its internal conlJ·adiclions. 

The Programme of the C.P.S.U. says: 
"The dialecti cs of state-monopoly capitalism is such that 

inslectd of shoring up the capitalist system, as the bour
geoisie expects, it aggravates the contradictions of 
capitalism and uncletmines its foundations."i 

1 Tile Road lo Communism, :\lose ow, p. 4 72. 

THE PROBLEi\1 
OF INTER-IMPERIALIST 

CO~TRADICTIONS AND WAR 

In the auti1mn of 1951, when the draft of the textbook 
on political economy was being discussed, the fo~low~ng 
question was raised: docs L<'nin's theory on lite memta
bilily of wars between imperialist c01.mtl'it-s apply in modern 
conditions, when the worlcl is split into lwo camps-the so
cialist and the capitalist-when the cold war is al its height 
ancl Lhere is an ever present threat of thermonuclear 
exti nction? 

The participants were almost unanimous in the opinion 
that Lenin's theory was also correct in modern conditions. 

Like all other contrornrsial issues, this question was re
ferred to Stalin, the chief arbiter of the conference, whose 
answer was categorically affirmath·e. Stalin said that those 
who were denying the inevitability of wars between im
perialist countries saw only the ex ternal phenomena and 
failed to see the abvsmal forces which, <>1><'ra ling almost 
unnoticea:blv, would" decide the course of future events . 

Twelve y"ea.rs have passed-a long lime if we consider 
how rapidly events develop nowadays- and th ere is less 
likelihood of a war between the imperialist powers today 
lhan there was in 1951. 

There are dogmatists who reiterate Lhal inter-imperialist 
wars are unavoidable even today . .But they arc wrong be·· 
cause they disregard the profound changes that have taken 
pl ace in the world since the time when this theory was 
formulated. 

The 20th Congress of the C.P.S.U. h as pul an end to this 
misguided view on the fa tal inevitability of wars. The rc-
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solution of the Congress reads: " ... The Leninist precept that 
so long as imperialism exists, tlie economic basis gi\'ing 
rise lo wars will also be preserved, remains in force. That 
is why il is necessary to display the greatest vigilance .... 
But war is not fatalisticallv inevitable."1 

The problem could be ~onsidered solved. And yet there 
are those who think that the denial of the inevitability of 
wars refers only to wars between the imperialist and so
cialist camps and that it does not apply to inter-imperialist 
wars, even under modern conditions. Some dogmatists there
fore continue to reiterate the erroneous arguments advanced 
by Stalin. For this reason we consider il necessary to take 
a closer look at Stalin's reasoning. 

Stalin admitted that the theoretical contradictions be
t ween capitalism and socialism are stronger than those be
tween the capitalist countries. He pointed out that Lhis had 
been true even before the Second \Vorld \Var, and that, 
in spile of il, when Hitler attacked the Soviet Union, the 
Anglo-Franco-American bloc "not only failed to join forces 
with nazi Germany, but, on the contrary, had to enter inlo 
a c:oalition with the U.S.S.R. against nazi Germany." 

This argument lacks what according to Lenin "constitutes 
the very gisl, the living soul, of Marxism-a concrete unr1/y
sis of <1 concrete situation".2 

Both before and during the Second ·world War the Soviet 
Union was the only socialist country. A large proportion 
of the bourgeois world was conyinced that the victon· of 
socialism in Russia had been "accidental"-a result or' the 
absence of democracy under tsarism. They considered so
cialism in the Soviet Union a lransient historical phenom
enon which would crumble under the impact of an 
external blow or domestic difficulties. 

Today there exis ts a powerful socialist world syst<'m. The 
capitalists are now particularly afraid that some of the 
countries which have thrown off the imperialist yoke are 
embarking on the socialist road of development and that 
socialism is spreading even without war. Todav nobody in 
the capitalist world considers socialism in the Soviet Union 

1 Rcs(){utions of the 20th Congress of tlie C.P.S.U., Moscow, 1%6, 
p. 11 litnlics mine.-Y. V.). 

2 V. I. Lenin, Collcctfd Works, Vol. 31, p. 166 (italic.s minc .-
Y. \!. ). 
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transient, and those who declare that it can spread only 
through violence are few and far between. Capitalist die
hards now admit that socialism can emerge in under· 
de\•eloped countries but not in the rich advanced capitalist 
countries. 

It goes without saying that the prevailing historical situa
tion loday differs radically from that which obtained on 
the eve of the Second 'Vorld War. Socialism has become 
the decisive factor in world historical development. This 
<loes not imply that the socialist world is able to dictate to 
the capitalist world, but it does mean that prior lo taking 
important foreign or even domestic policy measures every 
imperialist country must carefully balance the effects of 
these measures on the relations between socialism and cap
italism. This makes the present historical situation dif
ferent from thal before and during the Second \:Vorld vVar. 

Under modern hislorical conditions the argument that 
<lespite the contradictions between socialism and capitalism 
the Anglo-Franco-American bloc had to enter into a coali
tion with the Soviet Union against nazi Germany, becomes 
invalid. The coalition with the Soviet Union was formed 
not be! ore but after the outbreak of the inter-imperialist 
war. The behaviour of the British and French military mis
sions in Moscow in 1939 proved beyond doubt Lhat before 
its outbreak, British imperialism had no serious intention 
to conclude a militarv alliance with the U.S.S.R. The 
'Veslern imperialists e~tercd into an alliance wilh the 
U.S.S.R. onlv after Hitler had attacked them, had smashed 
the French .~rmy and occupied nearly the whole of \Vestern 
Europe, was threalening lo carry the war into British ter
ritory and to become the dictator of the whole of Europe. 
They formed this coalition with the Soviet Union not to 
defend the latter, but in the hope that Lhey would succeed 
in weakening both Hiller and the U .S.S.R.1 It was also for 
this reason that they delayed the opening of the second 
front. The memoirs of Churchill and of other vVestern po
lilical leaders relate how they tried to prevent the entry 
of Soviet troops into Central Europe. In any case it would 
be wrong to use the events that unfolded in the concrete 

1 H~rry Truman openly demanded lhal a policy aimed al weakening 
both Germany and the U.S.S.n. be conducted. 
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conditions of the Second \\'orld 'Yar to assess an entirely 
different historical situation. 

The present historical situation also differs from all other 
stages of the imperialist epoch in the following respect: 
formerly t11ere have always been opposing coalitions of im
perialist powers. Before the First 'Vorld ';\Tar there was 
the Triple Alliance and the Franco-Russian Entente. Before 
the Second World War there was lhe Rome-Berlin-Tokyo 
Axis and the British-French-American group. Now under 
the impact of socialism's rapid advance all Western im
perialist powers, in spite of the sharp differences between 
them, form rt. single military bloc-the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organisation. This is a radical change as compared with 
the silualion prevailing before the Second ·world 'Var. Now 
American, l3ritish and French troops are stationed on 
\Vcsl German territory; \Vest German troops are holding 
manoeuvres; there arc joint manoeuvres on land , sea and 
in lhe air; and all weapons, except thermonuclear ones, arc 
being gradually standardised. 

NATO is not a stable military alliance. For all we know 
it may collapse when faced by a serious military lest, as 
did the Triple Alliance before lhe First World War. :\TATO 
is shaken by one crisis after the other. Dut these crises are 
resolved by negotiations ancl compromises. The Common 
Markel and U1e plan for an "integration" of \Vestern Ew·ope 
are aimed at creating an organisation that will smooth out 
ancl eventually solYe the economic and political contradiC'
tions between the c:ontinental imperialist powers, and will 
enable them lo resist the U.S.A.'s attempts at world domina
tion. Stalin's assertion that the contradictions between the 
large NATO m<'mbcr-countries will inevitably lead to 
military conflict is unscientific. 

To avoid ambiguity let us repeat-the existence of NATO, 
the Common Market ancl other imperialist alliances, docs 
not resull in a political stabilisation of ca1>italism. Let us 
remember the events that shook the capitalist world in 
Hl62: the war in Algeria; the terrorist actions of the OAS 
in Algeria and France; the political crisis in France; tl1 e 
crisis of the Adenauer regime in 'Vest Germany; the war 
between the Yemen and the U.A.R. on the one hand, anll 
Saudi Arabia and .Jordan on the other; lhe war in the 
Congo, which in reality 'vas a war against the people or 
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the Congo, and at the same time a war under the U .N. 
flag against Britain and Belgium, "ho supp?r~?d Tshombe 
and defended the interests of the Union f\hmere de Haut 
Katanga; the crisis in Rhodesia; the war between Portugal 
and ils .\frican colony of Angola; the smouldering civil war 
in South Africa: the semi-war between India and Pakistan; 
the uprisings a'nd military coups in the Lalin American 
countries; the "war" on Cyprus in the beginning of 1964; 
the "confrontation" between Malasia and Indonesia; the 
conflict between Panama and lhe U.S.A. an<l that between 
Somalia and Ethiopia. Let us also remember that for many 
years now the South Vietnamese have foughl the aggression 
of the U.S.A. and ils puppets. 

There is no political stabilisation of capitalism. But this 
docs not mean that inter-imperialist wars are inevitable. 

The historic events of the past twelYe years have refuted 
the concept on which Stalin built his theory on the inev
itability of inter-imperialist wars. llis C'onceplion was based 
on the -Yicw that economicaUv the U.S.A. will always haye 
the edge over Britain, Franc~, \Vesl Germany and Japan 
and that "to think thal lhese countries will not try to get 
on their feet again, will not try to smash the U.S. 'regime', 
and force their way to independent den!lopment, is to 
bclieYe in miracles".1 

But Stalin completely fo rgot Lenin's law of uneven 
cleYelopment under imperialism. The defeated imperialist 
powers needed no war to free themsel\'es from U.S. ec~
nomic domination. The uneYen de,·elopment remo\'ed this 
domination bv peaceful means. The economy of 'Ve.st 
Germany. France, Italv and Japan deYelopecl rapi<lly, that 
of the "C.S.A. lagged b~hind; the share of the U.S. in world 
industrial output dropped to 40 per cent, its share in foreign 
trade turnover fell even more substantially; il lost about 
a third of its gold reserves, which by lhe end of 1962 were 
smaller than thev had been before the Second World War. 
The chronic defi~it in U.S. balance of payments due to far 
too extensive foreign expenditure on the defence of the 
capitalist world created a constanl danger to the stability 
of the <lollar. The U.S.A. had to ask \Vest Germany, France 

1 Stalin, Economic Problems of Socialism i11 the U.S.S.R., Moscow, 
l!l!i3, p. :in. 
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and Italy lo help. il main lain the stability of lhe dollar, not 
lo exchange th~ir dollar resen·es for gold, to pay their 
debts ahead of lime, to buy more armaments in the U.S.A. 
and to assume a larger share in the war expenditure of 
the capitalist world, etc. 

The U.S.A. can 110 Longer dictate in the economic field 
as it. did in the initial post-war period. It is compelled t; 
ask zls Western allies for financial help to maintain the 
stability of the dollar . And an this has come about withoul 
a_ war. With the creation of the Common l\farket the posi
hon of the continental imperialist powers has grown even 
stronger. 

The other imperialist powers have no need lo war with 
the U.S.A. lo further their economic development, in fact, 
they are as yet unable to wage sw:li a war. 

The supremacy in this field enjoyed by the U.S.A. in 
the capita~i~t camp will be difficult to overcome, not only 
beca~1se oi its slrategic supe1;iority but also for purely eco
nomic reasons. In Lhc 1962/63 fiscal year the U.S.A. ear
marked some 60,000 million dollars for military require
ment~ (we are including in this sum also expenditure on 
atomic energy, on military aid to various countries, etc.). 
In 1960 the aggregate national income of the principal West 
European countries was 179,000 million dollars, of which 
\V<'st Germany accounted for 54,000, France for 44,000, 
Italy for 25,000 and Britain for 56,000 million dollars.1 

'_fhese figures are not accurate. But they do show that 
neither \Vest Germany nor France could on their own 
compete with the t;.S.A. in the field of armaments. Even 
if all four powers united their forces against the U.S.A., 
they would have to spend about one-third of their na
tional in~omes on ar~aments even during times of peace, 
and for internal political reasons this is hardly possible. 

* * * 
When the problem was discussed in 1951 our main aruu

ment against lhe inevitability of a new inter-imperialist 
war was that the statesmen of the imperialist powers had 

1 S!atistica/ Yearbook ?I the United Nations, 1961, p. 486 (recalcu
lated into dollars accordrng to the official rate of exchange by the 
auU1or). 
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learnt a lesson from history. The First World War resulled 
in lht• destruction of the bomgeois and landowner rule in 
Russia; the Second O\·erthrew capila1ism in Central and 
Southeastern Europe, China and >forth Korea. The states
men of lhc imperialist powers must realise that a third 
world war would have fatal consequences for the capitalist 
system as a whole. 

Slalin refuted this argument too. Ile wrote lhal ·'war with 
the U.S.S.H., as a socialist land, is more dangerous to cap
italism than war between capitalist countries; for whereas 
war between capitalist countries puts in question only the 
supremacy of certain capitalist countries over othets, war 
with the U.S.S.R. must certainly pul in queslion the exis t
ence oJ capitalism iLsclJ" .1 

\Ve consider Stalin's theory on inter-imperialist war in
correct. It docs not take into account the facl Lhal defeat 
in a large-scale modern war (even if iL is waged between 
the capitalist countries) will also endanger the further 
existence oJ capitalism, especially in the def ea led coun
tries. Any defeat in •·rnr discredits lhe ruling class, its 
governmenl and social system, destroys discipline in the 
army, which in the imperialist countries, in addition Lo 
professional officers, consists in the main of factory and 
office workers, i.e., of people who are not objecth'ely in
terested in U1e existence of the capitalist system,'.! and un
leashes class forces both within and withoul lhe army that 
result in the overthrow of bourgeois rule. The e\·ents of 
the 20th century show that lhe OYerthrow of lhe capilalisl 
system in developed countries-in Russia, Hungary, etc.
followed in lhe wake of a military defeat of the bour
geoisie of those countries. 

One must not overlook the possibilily that the armies of 
Lhe victorious imperialist countries might complelely oc
cupy the vanquished countries in order lo defend the cap
italist system there. The U.S. and British m-mies disarmed 

1 J . Stalin, Economic Problem.~ of Sociali.rn1 in I he U.S.S.R ., 
pp. :19-4 l. 

~ In l!aly and France the Communist Pa!'li~s regul::lrly poll 2fi per 
cent of all votes. The share of Commuuists in the nrmy is prohlll.>ly 
evrn higher, since the anti-communist parties guin many votrs from 
a1111H1g women, old people, and !he ruling <.:luss::s, who do not s~rvc in 
the army. 
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the partisans in France and Ila.ly in 1944 purely Lo defend 
capitalism. I3ut in lhe unlikely event of a large inter-im
perialist war not involving the socialist world, the historical 
situation \voulcl be different from that in 1944. As a result 
of such a war the imperialist world as a whole would be 
considerably weakened, while the socialist world would 
gain strength. This would enable the socialist world easily 
to fulfil its internationalist clutv and to defencl those nations 
endeavouring lo throw off the capitalist yoke. 

It is equally obvious thal a third world war between the 
imperialist countries-the socialist world remaining neutral 
- ·would be no less dangerous for the capitalist system than 
a war between capitalism and socialism. 

\:Ve therefore consider that even though there are eco
nomic reasons for inter-imperialist \vars, and even though 
the struggle for raw material sources and markets, and for 
lhe export of capital is no less acute between the im
perialists today than it was before the Second \Vorld \Var . ' bourgeois statesmen have learnt a lesson from the First 
and Second World \Vars, which robbed capitalism of ils 
power over one-third of Uie world's population , ancl that 
they therefore see the dangers entailed lo their class in a 
new inter-imperialist war. This alone will stop them from 
allowing a new war to come to a head. 

The likelihood of a large inter-imperialist war is also 
lessened by the fact that not only ha,·e the class and eco
nomic risks resulting from such a war become much greater, 
but the chances of monopoly capital winning have become 
much smaller. The only advantage it stands to gain is an 
increase in war orders. 

Inter-imperialist wars were waged in the past either to 
gain colonies or recarve them. Speaking about the First 
World War Lenin said that "the fate of the colonies outside 
of Europe is being decided on the battlefields of Europe". 
In spite of all the talk about a "new order in Europe" and 
"Asia for the Asians", Germany and Japan wacrecl the 
Second ·world War to subjugate the European an~l Asian 
countries, and Lo exploit them as colonies. 

Jn modern conditions it is extremely unlikely that an im
perialist country will unleash a war against another country 
to seize colonies. \Ve saw the disinlcgralion of the colonial 
system of impc•ria!ism after the Second \Vorkl \Var. Only 
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a few remnants remain of the former large colonial empires, 
and their future is in no doubt. :Vfonopoly capital has learned 
to exploit the ex-colonies, which haye r<'maincd bourgeois, 
by neo-colonialist methods, without dominating them 
politically. 

Technological progress in general, and lhat of \veapons 
and equipment in particular, is very important in our lime. 
Military equipment now becomes obsolete in a year or lwo. 
Sometimes a new weapon becomes obsolete even before it 
is produced. This happened Lo the llritish thermonuclear 
weapon Blue Streak, for the development of which 
llritain spent several hundred million pounds, bul which 
had to be scrapped because it had become obsolete even 
before it could be produced. 

This means that the big monopoly capitalists are obtain
ing steadily increasing war orders without a war. IL is 
co~nmon knowledge that from 1950 on the war budgets of 
all imperialist countries increased with every passing year. 
From this point of view too monopoly capital, which 
determines U1e foreign policy of the imperialist countries, 
docs not want war. 

Al the same time the ruling classes in lhe imperialist 
countries realise all too well that the Second World \Var 
brought u substantial decrease in the national wealth of the 
warring countries. Even in the U.S.A., whose territory 'vas 
untouched by war, the aggregate \•olttme of priYate property 
decreased as a result of the Second ·world War1; the sum 
total of state property increased but \'Cry little. Some big 
monopolies, the principal suppliers of war materials, and 
some speculators did get rich on the war, but the ruling 
classes of Britain, France, \Vest Germany, Italy and Japan 
undoubtedly incurred considerable losses. \Vars for the 
purpose of enrichment have become senseless. 

\Ve shall not attempt to guess what weapons would be 
used in an inter-imperialist war, if it were to break 
out. \Vith the crazy tempo at which war equipment is devel
oping these days, this cannot be foreseen. Much depends 
also on whether it will involve the U.S.A. with its powerful 
thermonuclear arsenal. Bul there is no cloubl that even if 

1 Simoll Kuznets, Capilal in /lie American Eu1110111y. Its Formation 
cmtl Fi111111cing, Princeton, U11iver.,ity Press, 19G1. 
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Lhe U.~.A. did not partictpalc. it would be more deslrntlivc 
than the Second World \Var. Weapons ha,·e changed . .Ma11y 
cow1tries haYe a cerlain slock of tactical thermonuclear 
weapons, bombers are more powerful, incendiary bombs 
more effeclh e, tanks are larger, rifles better, etc. The losses 
of the warring counlrics and the destruction w1;ought would 
undoubtedly be much larger than during the last war. 

Scientists Lhroughout the world, broad circles of the inlel
ligeutsia and people in general, irrespective of what class 
they belong to, ai·e becoming more and more aware of the 
fatal consequences of a thermonuclear war. Even the very 
rich will be unable to avoicl its consequences, for war, like 
cancer, does not distinguish the rich from the poor. This 
awareness of a common danger is a powerful deterrent 
against war. 

Let us now summarise whaL has been said ahoye: impe
rialist contradictions exist and therefore the danger of intcr
imperialist wars cannot be dismissed. However it is extre
mely unlikely that a third world war will be sparked off. 
No single country has anything to gain from such a war. 
The havoc wrought would undoubtedly be even grealer than 
it was during the Second \Vorld \Var; the downfall of capi
talism in the defeated countries is almost ineYitable and the 
consequences of a thermonuclear war would be fatal lo 
humanity. The possibility of a new inter-imperialist war is 
not excluded. But as long as the decision of war or peace 
is not lefl to the discrelion of a madman like IJiller, bul to 
bourgeois statesmen aware of the threat such a war involves 
for tile capitalist system, it will not come to pass. 

TIIE PHOBLEM OF THE BOURGEOISIE'S ROLE 
IN THE NATIONAL LIBERATION STHUGGLE 

OF THE COLONIAL PEOPLES 

For a Jong time the bourgeoisie's role in the national libe
ration struggle of the colonial peoples was interprelecl as 
follows: 

a) the colonial bourgeoisie is reactionary; il participates 
in Lhe liberation movement only under pressure by Lhe 
mass<'s. It allempts to assume the leadership i~ t~1c mo~e
ment to keep it within the framework of lhe existing social 
system; . . . 

b) it is always ready lo compromise with the 1~11l~<'nahsl 
bourgeoisie al L-i,c expense of lhe working people m its own 
counlrv· 

c) Uie' nalional liberation struggle of the colonia~ pcopks 
can be Yictorious only if it is headed by the workmg class 
led by Lhe Communist Party. 

The views expressed in the first and second statements are 
only relatively correct, insofar as practi~~ has shown tl~at 
in some historical conditions lhe bourgeo1s1e struggles on its 
own initiative against imperialism, while in others it com
promises with the latle1·. Bul clevelo?ments over th~ past 
decade have demonstrated that the idea expressed 111 the 
third statement is wrong. 

Since the Second \Vorld \Var mo re than fifty colonia l and 
semi-colonial countries have won polil'ical inocpcndcnce 
from the imperialists. Only in four of them-Chin~, North 
\'ielnam, ::Oforth Korea and Cuba has lhe proletariat been 
in the yanguard of the national liberation struggle, in all 
olhcrs-India, Pakistan, Burma, Tnclonesi<-1, Ceylon, Egypt. 
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the ~udan, etc.- the movement was headed not by the pro 
letanat but by U1e bourgeoisie. In the case of lhe Sudan and 
Ghana it was headed not by the bourgeoisie, because there 
was no national bourgeoisie, or hardly any, but by other 
layers of lhe population, notably the intelligentsia.! 

The fate of the country depends to a large extent on what 
class leads the people to victorv in the liberation struuuic . h J 00 ' 
i.e .. w ether it is the proletariat and ihe Communist Party 
or the bourgeoisie and its parties. In the event of the former 
the anti-imperialist revolution achieves lhe objectives of a 
bom:gcois-clemo.cratic revolution (destroys the feudal system, 
carries oul radical land reforms) and launches immecliatc 
socialist construction. , 

In lhc event of ~he. laller, the new government takes steps 
to more or less eliminate the feudal system, but refuses to 
cm:ri'. out land rcforms2 or take steps lo change the country's 
ex1sl1ng social system. This, however, does not alter the fact 
that in some countries the stn1ggle for politic.al independ
ence h~s been waged under the leadership of non
prole1anan classes. This happened in Turkey. Facts clo not 
endorse the theory lhat the anti-imperialist struuule for 
liberation can be won only under the Jcadcrship

0

~f the 
working class and lhe Communist Party. 

The Second and .Sixth congresses of Lhc Comintern 
advanced the erroneous theory lhal the bourdeoisie in colo
nies and clependenl countries is ahvays reacti~nary an<l that 
the national liberation struggle cannot be victorious under 
ils leadership. This theory was formulated under the impact 
of the betrayal of the Chinese liberation movement by the 
Kuomintang and it was believed that the bourgeoisie in all 
coloni0s would act similarly. 

In submilliug his draft resolution to the Second Congress 
for discussion, Lenin suggested that it should contain only 

·t The view that the liberation of the colonies is possible only under 
lhc INtdcrship ~f lhc proletariat and the Communist Party hat! taken 
such firm roots m our country lhat even after India became a dominion, 
'.inc o!len heard assertion.~ that "es.><:ntially nolbing had chani;ed" 
111 India and that she remained a British colonv. 

~ In Jnclo1wsia the peasants ~till turn 50- per cent of the harvcst 
over lo Iii<· landowners. 
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a slalemenl to the effect that Communists are obliged to 
support all bourgeois-democratic movements in the colonies. 
He stressed that the national movement in the colonies was 
bound to be of a bourgeois-<lemocratic nature, since peas
ants accounted for the bulk of the population in the less 
advanced countries. At the insistence of a number of dele
gates, who asserted that the 1bourgeoisic in the colonial and 
imperialist countries had already allied against the revolu
tionary movement in the colonies, Lenin agreed that the 
words· "bourgeois-democratic" be replac:ecl by "national 
revolutionary" .1 Lenin agreed lo this more "radical" word
ing because the principal aim of Lhe debates and lhe reso
lution was to convince representatives of the Communist 
Parties from imperialist countries, who al that lime were 
greatly influenced by the bourgeois and Social-Democratic 
views that the colonialists hatl an "educational" mission as 
regards the "backward" peoples, that they were obliged to 
assist lhe anti-imperialist movement in the colonies being 
oppressed by "their" bourgeoisie. If Lenin had refused to 
agree lo these "leftist" changes, the anti-rolonial resolution 
\vould not have received a majority vole. 

The Sixth Congress of Lhe Comintern, too, was strongly 
influenced by lhe Kuomintang betrayal and a wrong apprais
al of the Indian "non-co-operation and non-violence" 
movement, ·which did not fail to find its reflection in the 
Congress resolution on the colonial question. As a result the 
tendency of the national bourgeoisie to compromise with 
the imperialists was overemphasised, and the mo,·ement 
headed by them ·was styled "national reformist". 

Post-war events showed that in contemporary historical 
conditions characterised by a general weakening of the 
imperialist positions and the formation of a world socialist 
system, which is advancing at a more rapid pace than capi
talism, the bourgeoisie in the colonies and dependent coun-

1 Graziadei, the delegate of the Italian <:0mmunist Pnrty, did not 
vole for the resolution but proposed a number of obviously reformist 
c-hanges. suggesting, for example, that lhe statement that "Communists 
are obligetl lo help the :mti-imperhilisl movement" be replaced by 
"show an ar.tive inlercsl in"; Serrl'lli also refu.~<'d to vote for it giving 
a "lcflisl" motive- lhal Communi.<;ts shonltl not help any bourgeois 
111ovcrn<'nt. (Vloro i konoress Kominlerna [S<'cond Congress of the Corn
intern). Par!i zda I, Russ. ed., 1934, Pl' · 08-l<il, 100-06.) 
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tries is often both willing and able to lead the national 
liberation movement Lo victorv. 

Naturally, when victory is ~von in the liberation struggle 
under bourgeois leadership, the initial result is the establish
ment of political sovereignty, and no more. Genuine eco
nomic indeprndence from imperialism can be achieved only 
along the non-capitalist road of development. 

The forms taken by the liberation movement since Lhe 
Second 'Vorl<l 'Var have been so mullifarious and have so 
often changed even within a. single country, that it is impos
sible Lo give n prec:isc formula that would embrace them all. 

* * * 

In Lhe colonial and semi-colonial counlries the bourgeoisie 
has a dual nature. Like the bourgeoisie of the imperialist 
countries i~ is interested in defending the capitalist system; 
and in this respect plays a reactionary role. But its specific 
colonial inleresls clash \Vilh Lhosc of the imperialist. 
bourgeoisie and therefore it is willing to head the struggle 
of the working people in those countries against imperial
ism and in lbis context plays a historically progressive 
role. 

The political vacillations of the colonial bourgeoisie 
spring from lhis duality. '\l'hile in general it opposes imp<" 
rialism, it may under specific conditions strike a bargain with 
it. But the events of the post-war years show that such 
compromises arc only temporary and that the bourgeoisie 
soon continues its struggle for full political independence. 

The world socialist system (a major place in which is 
held by former colonial and semi-colonial countries) is of 
overriding importance to the national liberation movement 
in the colonies. The colonial peoples, including the bourgeoi
sie, are proud of the victory the former colonies have won 
over imperialism nnd of their economic successes. The 
example of former colonial counlries, now equal nations 
in the socialist community, gives them faith in their future. 
The coloninl peoples arc well disposed to these countries. 
The cqualily being enjoyed by the peoples formerly 
oppressed by tsarism creates a bond of sympathy thal 
unites oppressed peoples throughout the world with the 
peoples of Lhe Soviet Union. The very existence of the 
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world socialist system strengthens the positions of the 
colonial peoples in their struggle against imperialism. 

The socialist and newly free countries are interested in 
defending peace and their gains against imperialist attacks 
and this common inlerest cements their friendship. All 
former colonies (except Pakistan, Turkey and a few other 
countries), and the bourgeoisie leading them, have refused 
to participate in military blocs wilh the imperialisls and are 
playing an important and progressive role in the world 
today. Tile existence of tile world socialist system slreng
lhens tile progressive and weakens ll!e reactionary role of 
the colonial bourgeoisie. Rul the richest sections of the 
colonial bourgeoisie are economically linked with capitalists 
in the imperialist countries and for this reason are becoming 
more and more reactionary. This can be seen f1·orn develop
ments in India and Iraq. 

An analysis of the bourgeoisie's role in the national liber
ation struggle of individual countries would involve exten
sive research, firstly, because of the bourgeoisie's dual 
nature, mid secondly, because it is not homogeneous. 

This is no less true of the bourgeoisie in the imperialist 
countries. In addition to the monopoly bourgeoisie there 
is a non-monopoly bourgeoisie, a rural bourgeoisie. and so 
on. But the policy of the bourgeoisie as a whole and hence 
that of the imperialist state is determined by the monopoly 
bourgeoisie, by the finance oligarchy. There is no unity in 
the ranks of the monopoly bourgeoisie- various groupings 
controlling different branches of economy constantly strug
gle amongst themselves. But as regards ils social and eco
nomic role, the monopoly bourgeoisie of the imperialist 
countries acts in concert. 

This is not true of the bourgeoisie in the colonies and 
semi-colonies. It also consists of difl'erent, and often inter
linked sections, but unlike the finance oligarchy in Lhe 
imperialist countries, no single section dictates the policy 
of the whole colonial bourgeoisie. 

Changes in the nature and political aclions of the various 
sections are dictated by a number of factors: 1) the level of 
the colony's economic development, 2) lhc duration of 
imperialist rule, 3) whether it was a semi-colony with its 
own state machinery an<l army, as China; was ruled <lireclly 
by the imperialists, as Indonesia; or was ruled partly directly 
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nnd partly by loC'al rulers, as India. The position of the 
bourgeoisie also depends on whether the colonialists formed 
only a thin layer of Lhe bourgeoisie (industrialists, planters) 
and of the higher civil servants, or constituted a large pro
portion of the population which appropriated the country's 
principal wealth-the fertile lands- as in South Africa and 
Algeria. £,·en though all colonies and semi-colonies arc 
subjugated by the colonialists and arc exploited by them, 
the position and political actions of the colonial bourgeoisie 
vary greally from country to country. It is therefore impos
sible to give a general appraisal of Lhe colonial bourgeoisie's 
nature or of its policy. 

The following are the principal sections of the bourgeoisie 
in I.he colonies and semi-colonies : 

The compra.dor bouru1?oi.'lie is closely linked with the 
imperialist bourgeoisie, which it serves by procuring raw 
materials, distributing its commodities within the country, 
handling its credit operations among the native population, 
etc. The <:omprndor bourgeoisie is reactionary, and in polil
icaJ respects usually supports the imperialists against lheir 
own people. In China it remained hosliJe to the new 
governm<'nt even after the establishment of the people's 
democratic go,•ernment, and, when the socialist n'organisa
tion of the country abolished the compradors' original 
functions , il finally ceased to exist as a class. 

The small but influential industrial bourgeoisie occupies a 
position in between the comprador and the national indus
trial bourgeoisie. Jn India, for example, it co-operated 
closely with the British bourgeoisie in joint companies, even 
though iL is highly independent in economic and notably in 
political respects. 

In some C'Ountrics, (India for example) the industrial fl(/ 

tionafl bourgeoisie is a mighly economic and political fore('.:! 

1 We think lhal il is not cx(Je<lient lo style only the industrial hour· 
geoisie of the former colonies "national", for this creates the false 
impression that all other sections are not national. 

2 Some Soviet economist.~ arc of the opinion thal there was and 
slill is a "mo11opoly capitalism" in India. This is wrong: lhe fact that 
there arc some large cnlerprises, like TATA, docs not n 1cn11 Lhal 
there is monopoly capital, let alone monopoly capitalism. If lndi 1'.s 
economic clevcloprncnt proceeds :~long the capitalist road, it may bc
rnmc a monopoly capitalist country, but even then the state capitalisl 
srctor will bulk large in ils economy. 
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f\Iany ex colonies, most newly free African counl~i?s and 
Burma, do not have a native induslrial .bourgeo1s1e. . 

The industrial bourgeoisie in the former colom~s 
and semi-colonies has always vacillated. Usually it 
participated in the anti-imperialist. national li~~ration strug
gle and sometimes even head_e~ it. Com:Pehtion fr?m th~ 
privileged imperialist bourgeo1s1e made its economic post· 
tions precarious. It is common knowledge tha~ unles~ a 
newly free country renounces capitalism, foreign cap1Lal 
continues to hold a strong position in ils economy ?'~en after 
political liberation. The native industrial hou~·gco1s1e th~re
fore continues to struggle against foreign capital even after 
liberation. 

On the other hand, the colonial a.nd semi-colonial bour
aeoisie often betrays the libcra lion struggle (for instance the 
};etrayal by the Kuomintang in 1927) if il threatens to turn 
into an agrarian r evolution or to dangerously strengthen the 
proletariat's role in the country's policy. _It ~houlcl be_ remem
bered that old agrarian relations are still .m for~·c m ma_ny 
of the former colonies and that all bourgeois sections rece1v<' 
a large share, indeed even the bulk of their income, through 
the exploitation of peasants. En:n in the m?st dev~loped 
former colonies and semi-colonies there are I ar less mdus
lrial workers than peasants. . . . 

This creates a contradiction in the posture and pohl1cs of 
th<' industrial bourgeoisie in the ex-colonies. As producers 
of industrial consumer goods (hardly any producer goods 
are being manufactured in the ex-colonies) they are ii:tterest· 
ed in expanding the domestic market and , hence, m land 
reform. But a radical land reform would put an end to the 
concealed aorarian overpopulation, which is responsible for 
the extremely low wages, and which is e:xtremely p~o?table 
for the national and imperialist industrial bourgeo1s1e. ~e
sides, as we have already mentioned, the ~)ul~ of thl: in 

dustrial bourgeoisie receives a large share of its mcome from 
the exploitation of the peasanls (usury, Lral!C: and some
times rents). For this reason the bom-geo1~1e does not 
suppo1:t radical land reforms m~d !ends to withdraw f:om 
the national liberation struggle if it lhrent.ens lo t_urn mto 
an agrarian revolution. On the whole the .inclustnal ho~1r
geoisie played a positive role after the war m most colomcs 
and ne\vly free countries. 
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The rural bourgeoisie consists of kulaks and landowners 
of lhe non-fc~dal, ~y~e .who themselYes engage in agricul
lural production. I his IS the most numerous but not the 
most influential SC'ction of the bourgeoisie in all the colonies 
a?d .newly fr~e countries, except the least developed ter
ritories of ~f71ca. and Lati~ America, where there is as yet 
n~ bourgeo1s1e s1~ce land IS not privately owned and the 
tnbal system contmucs to exist Lo this dav. 

On the .o~c hand, the rural bourgeoisie comes up against 
the colon1Hhsts ancl lo a certain degree also the feudalists 
who lry to restrict it, make il dependent and exploit it. But, 
on the other, t.hc kulaks ancl landowners arc against radical 
land reforms, mdc~d th ey arc often against any land reform 
wh~t.soevc~-. ~omelimcs they temporarily participate in the 
anh-1mpcnal1sl struggle but \vithdraw from it the moment 
there are inclications that it is turning into an a«rarian 
movement. On the whole this layer of the bourgeoisi~ plavs 
a reactionary role. • 

In this definition of the rural bourgeoisie we have exclud
ed feudalists and all types of large tenants, who let the 
lease~ land to . sub-te~ants. This is a purely parasitical. 
reacl10nary section, which was formerly the principal social 
support of the imperialists. This well-to-do section is not 
only against any agrarian revolution, but usuallv a"aiust the 
anti-imperialist movement, since only uncle; i~perialist 
protection can it continue to exist as a class. 

Rural mel"<"hanls and usurers are closely connected wilh 
the rural bourgeoisie economically and political1y and often 
form a single fronl with. 

The intelli9entsia is not a separate class. It plays a consicl
era?~e an~l gencr~ly positive role in the colonial society's 
political life. The mlelligentsia, especially the students, often 
becom~ the mouthpiece of the mass of the working people 
struggling against imperialism. 
. By analogy with lhe imperialisl countries, we often con

sider t~ia t the in lelligentsia in the -colonies and newly free 
countries arc descendants only of the well-to-do classes.'' 
This is nol strictly true. \Ve know, for instance, Lhat a part 

. 1 The theses of lhe Sixth Congress of lhe Com.intern on the revolu
tion~ry l'~ovcm.cn~ in !he colonies and semi-colonial countries stale that 
~he mlclhg.entsia is olten .the most r.onsistent bearer "of the objective 
interests oJ the whole national bourgeoisie .... They are unable to be-
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or the student bodv in lhe Arab countries are the ehildren 
of very poor parents and that they actinly participate in the 
anti-imperialist struggle. In pre-revolutionary China whole 
villages and many poor families colleclecl money to pay for 
the keep of at least one student from their village. We think 
lhal this problem calls for an approach from a concrete 
historical standpoint. 

It goes wilhout saying lhat the l\1arxisf proposition that 
soC'ial being determines social consciousness is absolutely 
correct. Rut this docs nol mean that H should be turned into 
a dogma. It always applies to classes and social layers us <1 

whole, hut not always to individuals. 
Even in the Communisl Manifesto, Marx pointed out that 

during periods of major social upheavals some people des
ccnclecl from the ruling classes or even belonging to them 
join the revolutionary camp. 

The founders of l\.farxisrn -Leninism, ardent revolution
aries like :Marx, Engels, Lenin, were not of proletarian origin. 
For many years Engels led the life of an English bourgeois 
and was a businessman. Dut the cause of the proletarian 
revolution became the cause of his lire. Fidel Castro belongs 
lo a rich landowning family. At the same· lime ~oske, Bevin, 
Meany and many other countcr-revolulionaries and enemies 
of U1e proletarian revolution, were of prol(>larian descent. 

Historical conditions cxcrl an influence on lhe political 
behaviour of people. The colonialists were systcmalically 
trying lo subject the ruling classes and especially the colonial 
intelligentsia to their ideology and culture, and often with 
marked success. English became the language of the inlelli
gentsia of every nationality in India. TllP French language, 
that of the intelligentsia in all of France's African colonies. 
The sons of Indian maharajahs and of big bourgeois attend
ed the most aristocratic English schools. British and 
French colonialists tried to mould the sons of African tribal 
chiefs into loyal servants of imperialism. But returning 
home these people often became leaders of their own 
Iiberalion movement. 

come the bearers of the interests of J)('l1Snnts because Lite social layers 
i'rorn which they are descended arc ronnected wllh lnncl ownership." 
(ShPsfoi konyress Kominterna (Sixth Congress of the Cominlr.rn). 
Stenogrnphic R<'port, Huss. e<l., !~sue li, 1!12!), p. 139.) 
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As HH· relations between the colonialists and the colonies 
worsened, many students in the colonies began to look aboul 
for an anti imperialist ideology. They di<l not find such 
ideas in the works of bourgeois scholars. Turning lo 
Marxism-Leninism, they severed their ties with their own 
classes, some temporarily, others for ever. 

The "vrnts of the past 20-25 years have shown that f ult 
account must be taken not only of economic but also of 
historical, national, cultural and moral factors, if cm under
standing of !he political actions of the sepamte colonial 
.-;trata is to be gained. All these facto rs arc directed against 
imperialism, and no less than economic exploitation they 
make the peoples in the colonial and newly free countries, 
especially the intelligentsia, hate the imperialists. 

The African peoples, irrespective of their economic posi
tion, will never f orgel that the European conquerors sold 
their ancestors into slavery lo America, partitioned the 
whole of Africa, without any consideration for nationalities 
and tribes inhabiting the various territories, disregarded 
their historical background and religion, robbed them of 
their lan<l, <lrove them into the desert and left them thPre to 
starve. They cannot forgel because, in a more disguised 
form, this is continuing even now. Jn Kenya, British troops 
have until recently wage<l war against the Kikuyu people; 
in l\Iadagasrar, the French colonialists haYe killed 80,000 
people (according to their own data) to suppress "an upris
ing after the First \Vorld ·war". In 1956, France sent 
400,000 soldiers Lo suppress the Algerian struggle for nation
al liberation and to defend the estates of French landown
ers. ln South Africa the colonialists still treat Africans like 
semi-slaves, deport Lhem to deseri reservations, daily 
imprison many hundreds of natives and refuse to give 
them any say in decisions affecting the fate of their 
country. Even now the wages of white workers in 
the Ilritish possessions of Rhodesia are several 
limes higher than those drawn by natives. Even today Amer
ican Negroes are restricled in their political rights and 
work under worse conditions than while Americans. How 
could an African, 'vhatever his social position, forget and 
forgive so much? 

!low could any Indian (be he a bourgeois, peasanl or 
worker) ever forget the many humiliations the British 
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inflicted upon his country when they ~vcre maslers of ~ndia? 
In his autobiography, J awaharlal :'\ ehru, who rece1ve~l a 
first-class education in England. and whom e,•cn the English 
considered a master of the English language , tells of what 
the Indians had to go through. . . . 

How could any Chinese forget how . t.he u~pena~1sls 
attacked his peace-loving country and dw1ded it up mto 
"spheres of influence" or how they e~lablis~1e<l "extrate_r
rilorial rights" and, on the gatt>s of publ!C gardens m 
Chinese Lowns, hung up signboards reading: "Entrance to 
Chinese and dogs prohibited", etc. . 

The history of the relations between lhe co~omal peop~cs 
and the colonialists is a powerful non-economic factor dnv
ing all strata, including the bo~trge?isie, ~n~l especially the 
inlelligentsia, into the fight agarnst imperial~sm .. , . 

The defenders of colonialism lry to JUShly colomal 
oppression by declaring that it was necessary t? sprea_d cul
ture, in fact, they go so far as to asserl th.~t lt. was i.n !he 
interests of the most "backward" peoples. 1 he 1mpenahsts 
consider all the peoples in the colonies and em~rgent co~m
trics, espeeially the non-whites (two-Lhird.s ol l!umamly) 
lower races, in need of guidance by the wlHtes- Europeans 
and Americans.1 

Colonial peoples of all classes, especially the intelligentsia, 
consider the imperialist assertion thal th<'Y are uncultured 
an insult. And they are right in so doing. . 

Indian culture is older than European culture an<l 111 

many fields, notably in the arts, is cerlain.ly not i~ferior lo 
the European. 'Cp to the 19th century Indian textiles (mus
lin) were luxury articles which were highly valued by the 
European upper classes. . 

Arab culture has also surpassed European culture in many 
respects. In the Middle Ages Spain was lhe only_ European 
country where a deep study was made of the sciences and 
her Arab universities were the best in Europe. Modern 
mathematics and physics are inconceivable without the 
Arabic decimal system. Even the word "algebra" is 
borrowerl from the Arabic. 

The Chinese were a highly cultured nation when lhe white 

t The Japanese imperiali~ls tric<l lo mask their rolonial ambitions 
by advancing the slogan: "Asia for lhe Asians!" 
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colonialists were still barbarians. Riaht up to the 16th 
century China's science and cullure w~s as high as that of 
the Europt•an colonialis ts. 

Prior to the seizure of the Americas by the Europeans. 
the Peruvians, Mexicans, and other peoples on that conti
nent also had a highly developed culture, art, and statehood. 
Two ~rops which have become an essential part of Euro
pean food- the potato and maize-were brought to Europe 
from the Americ~s, where they had first been cultivated by 
the Indians. 

. The peo~>les of Africa, whom the imperialists always 
pu:ture as mcarable of culture, also had a well-developed 
culture long before the arrival of the colonialists. Gluckman 
a British scholar, wrote: "\.Ve ought to remember that whe1~ 
t~1e Europeans first arrived there, lhere were in the Rhode
~ia.s, ~ransv~~l, Ora~1ge ~ree State, across into Angola, and 
ul:to East Atnca, quite big and well-developed civilisations. 
~{1~ht .through the continent they were working terraced 
irngat10n; lhey were mining lo a depth of 80 feet for nickel, 
copper and gold; and lhey were exporling these metals as 
far back as A. D. 900 ... to Persia, India and beyond that 
lo China .... "1 ' 

Moder~ European cullurc caught up with Chinese, Indian 
an<l Arabic culture only during lhc Renaissance and later 
the ii;dustrial r~volution ga,·c Europe the su1~remacy i1~ 
material pro<lud1on, technology an<l the natural sciences.~ 

The economic. exploitation of the colonial peoples, their 
age-long oppression by the colonialists, the lies about their 
".lack ~f culture" an.d infc~iority, have. roused the indigna
tion. of a~l clas~cs <!I. coloi;i1al peoples, 111 particular that of 
the. mtelhgenls1a, g1vmg b.tr.th to a feeling of national unity. 
This en.a~lcs ti:e .bourgcolSle and the intelligentsia to head 
the ant1-1mpenahst struggle, and in certain conditions as 
we see by lhe example of India, to lead it to victory .:3 

~ The .New Si<;lesmar~ and ''.atiun, May 2G, 1956, p. 589. 
It .\\o.ulcl lw very rnt<•1·ostmg to make a .Marxist study of why 

tho c.:ap1t~hst sy.stem and tho machine industry developed in Europe 
am~. n~t . lll other pllrls. of ~he world, even though lhe pre-capitalist 
sor~al system. there wr~s .1 '.lcnl1~al to that in Europe. 
. Some oJ lite _<lef1.ruhons m lhe theories promulgated :;t the Sixth 

Congress of the ·Co~1~tern have hecome obsolclc and even inconect 
unclC'r lhc new C'Ollthlrons. One of them states: "The 11ational hour-
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The national feeling among the colonial peoples created 
a situalion in which e,·en the Klug of Morocco, who was 
simultaneously its religious leader, for some time played a 
progressive role in the national liberation movement of the 
Moroccan people. 

But imperialists, in particular the American imperialists, 
do not realise the importance of the colonial and former 
colonial peoples' national feelings. American politicians, 
magazines and newspapers wonder why lhc U.S.A. is so 
unpopular among the Asian, African and Lalin American 
peoples, why they arc distrustful of it and despise it even 
Lhough the U.S.A. pours in 1.housands of millions of dollars 
in "aid'', while pumping even grcaler profits out o( them. Al 
lhe same lime, the colonial peoplc.s show friendly feelings 
for the Soviet Union and ol.her socialist counlries, even 
though they arc getting less money from lhem than from 
the U.S.A. 

Imperialists <lo not un<lerstand lhat dollars alone cannot 
buy peoples' friendship. They do nol understand thal the 
Soviet people regard all colonial peoples, large and small, 
free or still languishing under lhe yoke of imperialism, 
yellow, brown, or black, as their equals; thal Soviet assist· 
ance has no economic or political strings attached 
lo it, that it is given selflessly, out of friendship between 
equals. The peoples of lhe 'C.A.R. and other countries haye 
long since realised this difference, and arc now trying to 
rid themselves of American aid and to form closer ties wilh 
the socialist countries. 

Many bourgeois leaders of former colonies studied at 
universities in imperialist countries. They realise only too 
well .that U.S. monopoly capital is not interested in the 
development of the productive forces in the former colonies 

geoisic is unimportant as an anli-imperiallst force .... IL exerts a re
straining influence on the revolutionary movement." (Shestoi kongress 
T<ominte rna (Sixth Congress of the Comintorn], Stenographic Hcport, 
Issue 6, Huss. ed., p. 141.) 

Developments during the past deca<lc in Iu<lia, CC'ylon, Egypt 
:rnct North Africa have shown that this is incorrect. They also 
show that the political conclw;ion that "Lhe concct tactics in the 
stmggle Rgainst the bourgeois parties ... arc to unmask their nationa I 
roforrrust nature" (ibid., p. 14:!) is al.so erroneous. The prediction lh>lt 
the colonial bourgeoisie, like the Kuomintang before ii, will gradirnlly 
join tho counter-revolutionary camp, has pron•<\ equally false. 
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nor in their industrialisation, for that would make them 
economically independent of the imperialists. 

The peoples of the economically less developed countries 
understand that the Soviet Union and the other socialist 
countries are interested in both an overall development of 
the productive forces in those countries and in their indus
trialisation, since this is the quickest way of making them 
economically strong and independent of the imperialists. No 
wonder, therefore, that they are friendly towards the Soviet 
Union and suspicious of the U.S.A. 

The bourgeoisie and intelligentsia of the imperialist coun
tries are surprised that the peoples of the former colonies, 
often even the national bourgeoisie, are well-disposed 
towards the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries 
and favour socialist reforms. 

From a historical point of view this is easily understand
able. In the 'West European countries capitalism has existed 
for several centuries. At one Lime it played a progressive 
role-abolished f euclalism and the obscurantism connected 
with it, developed the productive forces, and raised the level 
of education, science and technology. \Vith the exception of 
the revolutionary workers, all sections of the population 
were influenced by capitalist ideology. 

l3ut the colonial peoples were acquainted primarily with 
the negative side of capitalism. The capitalist colonialists 
did not abolish decaying feudalism in the colonies but per
petuated it. Capitalist exploitation was not a substitute for 
feudal exploitation but supplemented it. Capitalism did not 
develop the productive forces in the colonies but made them 
agrarian raw material appendages of their economy and 
created an enormous concealed agrarian overpopulation and 
mass unemployment. The native bourgeoisie was not given 
the elbow room il needed to develop bul was cramped by 
competition from the imperialist bourgeoisie. The intel
ligentsia was not admitted to government, etc. 

Under Lhese conditions capitalist ideology, the view that 
money is omnipotent, made less of an impact on the minds 
of the colonial peoples and could not fully replace the old 
ideology of the pre-capitalist days. For that reason the wcll
to-do sections in the former colonies, including the bour
geoisie, do not experience the same fear of a transition to 
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socialism often encountered among these layers in the old 
capitalist countries. 

The theory that lhe colonial bourgeoisie is mainly a 
reactionary force which will participate in the anti-imperial
ist struggle only under pressure from the masses and which 
is always ready to betray it, and that hence the anti
imperialist struggle can be successful only if led by the 
proletariat, is tberef ore a mistaken one. The events of the 
post-war years show that in the new conditions- the pres
ence of the world socialist system, a powerful anti-imperi
alist front and a general weakening of the imperialist 
position-the national bourgeoisie is able and willing to 
head the national liberation struggle and to fight for political 
independence. 

This does not mean that tbe dual nature of tlte colonial 
bourgeoisit! lzas disappeared and tllat its political vacilla
tions Jiave ceased. As a rule the bouTgcoisic refuses to agree 
to raclical land reforms even in the inten~sts or the anti
imperialist struggle. These reforms have not as yet been 
carried out in any of the large colonial countries \Vhich have 
won political independence under the ieadersihip of the 
bourgeoisie.1 To an even less degt·ce is the bourgeoisie will
ing to hand state power over to the proletariat voluntarily 
and to repudiate the system of private property. 

"But as the contradictions between the working people and 
the propertied classes grow and the class struggle inside the 
countrv becomes more acute," the C.P.S.U. Programme says, 
"the nvational bourgeoisie shows an increasing inclination 
to compromise with imperialism and domestic reaction.'' 

But in spite of this, the newly free countries play a pro
gressive role in international politics even under bourgeois 
rule, and together with the socialist countries form the anti
imperialist front. 

Too little time has passed since the liberation of the colo
nies to be able to draw any conclusions about the role 
played by the bourgeoisie in the countries proceeding along 
the capitalist road of development or arc still hesitant as 
to what road to choose. 

t Even in the U:A.R., where Icudul relalions were vigorously abol
ished, citizens were allowed to own 200 (since reduced lo l 00) feti
d ans of land, which in conditions of irrigntion farming is a large 
enough area for the establishment of large-scale capitalist farms. 
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Besides, the role and the importance of Lhe bourgeoisie 
in the newly free countries differs according to the lc\·cl 
of capilalist deYelopmen t achieved by the country before 
liberation. In India, for example, which eYen before the 
liberation had some large enterprises like the Tata and Birla 
works, closely resembling those of the monopoly type, the 
bourgeoisie played a different role than in countries like 
Ghana or Mali where there was no national bourgeoisie, or 
where il existed only in the incubation stage. Of great impor
tance also are the specific features connected with Lhe histor
ical development of the peoples and their social and cul
tural level before and during thciT enslavement by the 
imperialis ts. In a number of newly free African countries 
inter-tribal warf arc is still in progress. India and Pakistan 
were divided according to religious principles, but Lhe Ben
galis in India and in Pakistan are a single nation and their 
economic inleresls demand that they be united. In India, 
Indonesia, Lhe t:'.A.H., Lhe Yemen a1icL other countries the 
ftghl of the feudal reactionaries against progressive forces 
has assume<! a religious form. 

Under these circumstances it is as yet too early to deduce 
a general formula which could be applied to all countries 
which have thrown off the imperialist yoke. We arc only 
able lo establish one principle which is typical of the de,·el· 
opment of all newly free countries haying reached a com
paratiYely high economic level. Namely, after reaching the 
objeclive which temporarily united all classes and layers 
of society (excepl the big landowners and the comprador 
bourgeoisic)- the liberation from the imperialist yoke-the 
unity of the people begins to disintegrate. A new attack by 
the imperialists may re-establish this unily, but on the 
whole, class interests once again come to the fore and push 
aside national interests, with a resultant inlensifi.cation in 
tile class struggle. 

This can be seen clearly by the example of India. For 
more than 30 years the Programme of the Congress Party 
contained a clause on the development of Indian society 
"along socialist lines" after liberation. But, up to now, 
Nehru's Government has not only failed to develop socialism 
but has clone everything possible to advance the slate capi
talist sector of the economy. The policy of neutrality and of 
frienclly relations with Lhc Soviet Union (which uncloublcdly 
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falls in with the interests of the Indian peoples) _meets in
creasing resistance on the part of tl~(' bo~rgeo1s1e a_n~l 3:11 
reactionary forces in the courtt~y. 1 h_e ?1g bour~eolSle_ is 
working hand in gloYe with the 1~penah~t stales m trymg 
to chanac India's domestic and foreign policy. 

This ~hows that the class struggle Lends Lo become_ more 
acute. In moments of national danger, the classes m the 
newly free countries may consolidate their rank~ to face the 
imperialist thrcal. llut tbe slruggle over wluc_h ~oad of 
development Lo lake- Lile socialist or tile capita~ist-:,b~
com.es cleci:sive in the life of the newly free cou~1~nes. ~his 
struggle is often interlinke<l with the foreign pol_1L1~al oncn
latioi1 of these countries on the capitalist or socialist world. 



THE PROBLEM 
OF THE PROLETARIAT'S RELATIVE 

IMPOVERISHMENT 

Th~oretically, the problem of the proletariat's relative im
poverishment poses no difficulties. By relative impoverish
ment ~{arl Marx meant a decrease of the working-class 
sh~re m the country's gross national income. In most cases 
this lwppens under capitalism even \Vhcn real wa"'es grow 
~arx .wrote: "Relative wages can fall although ;~al wage~ 
rise simultaneously with nominal wages, with the money 
value of labour .... "1 

Proceeding _from Marx's theoretical assumption that la
bour power, _hke all other commodities, is sold at value, it 
becomes ob~1ous that a growth in labour productivity, i.e., 
a decrease m labour time I?er consumer goods unit, de
~reases lhe sh~re of the natwnal income going to the work
mg. class and i_n~reases the part being appropriated by the 
rulmg bourgeome. 
~i~e this is u~questionable in theory, in practice it is 

ve1y d1!ficult to. give figures corroborating this premise. 
Marx s analysis presupposes a stable currency based on 

gold a~d free competition. Under such conditions the de
crease m the value of consumer goods (their quality being 
u~.aff e~ted). would be atte~ded by a consistent drop in their 
puces and ma correspondmg decrease in the cost of labour; 
ii:i oth7r words the share of the working class in the na
~10nal m.come would diminish whether there is any absolute 
impoverishment or not. 

However, during the 20th century the prices of consumer 

1 l\Iarx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. I, Moscow, 1962, p. 97. 
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goods instead of dropping have steadily risen. This can be 
seen by the example of the U.S.A. 

Consumer Price Indexest 
( 1947-49=100) 

1913 1930 1933 19'10 1950 I· 196-0 1962 

42 71 55 60 103 I 126 128 

In spite of their inaccuracy, these figures sho·w that with 
the exception of the drop caused by the 1929-33 economic 
crisis, prices have grown steadily (among other reasons, as 
a result of the devaluation of the dollar in 1933) and con
tinue to do so to this day. In other countries, where inflation 
and devaluation assumed a larger scale than in the U.S.A., 
there was an even greater rise in prices. 

At first glance this seems to contradict the general theory 
of price formation, but a closer look explains that this is 
due to the following reasons: . 

a) the inflation and devaluation of currencies, which are 
the main cause of price increases during the general crisis 
of capitalL5m; 

b) the monopolies fix the prices of commodities above 
their values, or to be more exact, above their prices of pro
duction, the buyers of consumer goods arc made to pay part 
of this increase2; 

c) indirect taxes, duties, etc., which are also paid by tlie 
buyer; 

d) other methods used by the monopoly capitalist state 
to raise prices-sometimes directly (the low price estab
lished for agricultural goods in all advanced capitalist 
countries is an example of direct methods); sometimes in
directly, by levying special taxes, imposing duties, restrict
ing or prohibiting imports, granting subventions to 
encourage exports, etc. 

1 Historical Statistics of the United States, 2nd Edition, Washington, 
1960, pp. 125-26; Statistical Abstract of the United Stale.~, 1961, p. 334; 
for 1962: Federal Reserve Bulletin, May 1963, p. 698 (recalculated by 
the author on the basis 1\147-49 = 100). 

2 The other parl is a deduction from the profits of non-monopoly 
enterprises (sec below). 
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Obviously. a rapid rise in consumer goods prices must 
be paralleled by an increase in workers' wages. 

\Ve musl therefore look for some other statistical method 
of assessing relalh·e impoYerishment. The best method is to 
lrace the dislribulion of Lhe national income among the 
class<'s. In dealing with such relative quantities price 
changes can be ignored. 

But this. too, is easier said than done. Bourgeois sta
tistical dala on the nalional income is extremely unreliable, 
t'specially S<l since Lhe bourgeoisie is intcreslcd in falsify
ing data lo make it appear as if the share of lhe working 
<:lass in the national income is increasing. 

\Ve must therefore make considerahle amendments Lo 
the income disl:ribut.ion figures before they can serve any 
useful purpose. This means that we must deduct from Lhc 
incomes of office and factory workers taxes and payments 
to the soc:ial security fund; set apart the income or the 
upper echelon of "employees", who in reality are capitalists 
(directors of enterprises, etc.); deduct the expenditure 
workers a1·e forcecl to make not for themselves but on behalf 
of tlwir capitalist. bosses -fares to their place of work, 
which are very high in the u.S.A. and additional wear of 
clothes and footwear "·here workers are not provided with 
protecth-e garments by their employers. On the other hand. 
we must acld thC'ir benefits from social security funds, if 
these arc not included in the sum total. 

If we look c-arefullv at the ilcms in national income sta
tistics olher than wages, we shall discover considerable du
plication. For instance, the income of professional people 
- lawyers, private physicians, artists, actors, writers, etc. 
-arc clcrivatfre incomes, being paid predominantly out 
of the income of the bourgeoisie and partly out of that 
of the workers. 

This illustrates that computations are unavoidably very 
approximate, and that we must not be surprised that Lhere 
arc considerable discrepancies between various estimates. 
The following three series, computed by different persons 
and inslitulions, show how great these discrepancies 
sometimes are. (See table on p. 105.) 

A. Katz gi\'C'S details on the corrections made by him in 
official American statistics. \Ve shall not discuss lhem here: 
in most cases lhey are justifiable. His figures prove that 
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I 
T. Kuzminovl 
A. Katz2 

Official 
statistics 

Share of Factory and OHice Worker~ in the U.S. 
National Income 

(percentages) 

1889 
11900 I 1919 11920 I 1929 19391 1956 11960 

I 

70 61 /i7 45 40 
- - - - 4G.8 46.5 15.7 46.2 

48.6 5:l.5 53.5 57.6 62.6 63.3 

the share of factory and office workers in the national ~n· 
come~ is not growing and that th e claim made by official 
U.S . stalislic:s. to the contrary is pure propaganda. Y_et the 
author's calculations also fail to show a decrease m the 
workers' share. . . , 

To show the decrease of Lhc factory and office workers 
share in the nalional income, the author takes account of 
the growth in the number of wage workers and ~alcul~tes 
the workers' share on that basis. This calculation g1ves 
the following result: 

1900 

59.7 

Share of the Proletarian and Proletarianising l'opulati~n 
in the National Income Between 1900 and 1!l<>6 

(percentages) 

1910 1920 1929 1940 llH8 1953 1956 

54.3 55.0 53.5 48.8 45.1 •16.2 45.7 

1 Sec I. I. Kuzminov, Obnishchcmiye trnd11a.~hchikh.~l/a pri kapita
li::me (lmpovcrishmcnt of Working People Undc.r Cap'.taltsm), Russ. 
ed., 1960, p. 19. The author does nol disclose his somc~s _and do~s 
not explain his method of computation. He .says that .tins is a rati_o 
of profit and wages in "industry", hut docs not menho_n wh~ther 1~ 
applies to industry as a whole or onl?' lo lhc ronn.ufactunng brnn.ches, 
as regards profits, he does not specify whc:lhcr lhcse are b~fo1e·tax 
or 11flcr-tax. His figures cannot he checked 11n<l the reader is forced 
to lakr. him at hi.sword. . . . . 

~ See A. T. Katz, l'olvzheniye Jll'Ol<>luri11ta SS/JA pri zmpenall:;me 
(Position of the U.S. Proletariat l!nder Imperialism), U.S.S.R. Academy 
of Sciences Publishing House, Russ. ed., 1962, pp. 92, 97. 
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An enumeration of the number of workers to prove their 
relati\•e impoverishment is permissible as a method, but the 
result does not show the actual share of the working class 
(and employees) in the national income, but the probable 
changes in the share of the average wage in the national 
income. 

The modification introduced by Katz fails to demonstrate 
a considerable relative impoverishment of tlze working class 
in tlie post-war years, and hence, the conclusions drawn 
from these figures are the same as those which disregard 
the modification. 

In general Katz's calculations are so intricate that a 
layman would be unable to check them and would have to 
accept the author's conclusions on trust. . 

Let us, in passing, discuss the attitude we should adopt 
towards bourgeois statistics. 

Many of our authors have completely forgotten Lenin's 
remark about the "'irrefutability' of bourgeois statistics"
they declare all bourgeois statistics falsified. This is a gross 
exaggeration. Data arc falsified in some fields, including 
statistics on the distribution of tli"e national income and so
cial wealth and on the cost of living index, which often 
decide wage increases and wage cuts when long-term col
lective agreements are entered into, etc. But in many other 
fields, the bourgeoisie is interested in accurate information. 
for instance, data on production, reserves, total new orders, 
unfulfilled orders, etc. 

In our opinion the practice of calling all bourgeois sta
tistics "falsified bourgeois statistics", "obviously falsified 
data", etc., should be discontinued. This is an insult to the 
reader's intelligence. The author should either refrain from 
quoting data he considers falsified, or show why, how and 
to what extent cited data have been doctored. 

It is even more ridiculous when some authors, who have 
already declared that all bourgeois statistics are falsified, 
use these very 'figures for computations witli an accuracy 
of up to one or even two decimals. 

A cl mi ttcdly, no statistics are completely reliable and 
cannot picture reality with photographic accuracy. All sta
tistics distort rcalil.y, the extent of the distortion depending 
on the method used to collect data. In countries where all 
births ::mcl deaths must be registerP.d, birth and mortality 
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statistics are almost completely accurate. Han·est statist~cs 
based on appraisals made by people who are often qmte 
incompetent are generally accurate to about ten per cent. 
Such inaccuracies do not contradict Lenin's remark on the 
"irrefutability" of bour0 eois statistics, when we are out 
to prove the correctness 

0 
of the economic laws of capitalist 

development formulated by Marx. In that respect statistical 
inaccuracies are unimportant. . . . 

In short, we should make use of bourgeois stallstics, es
pecially since they are the only statistics on th~ ec01:10my of 
capitalist countries available to us, as Lenm dtd1. We 
should adopt a concrete and critical approach and should 
not adapt them in order to try to prove what seems de
sirable, for Marxism has no need to resort to such methods 
Lo prove its correctness. 

"' "' . 
The simplest statistical method for proving the relative 

impoverishment of the proletariat is to calculate the growth 
in the rate of its exploitation. Basically the two processes 
arc iclentical: the appropriation of the surplus value forms 
the basis for the distribution of the national income among 
the classes. 

The official census of the U.S. manufacturing industry 
gives data on the total ~vages paid, i.e., on. the variable 
capital(v); on all expenditure on raw matena~, fuel, etc., 
i.e., on the circulating part of the constant ca~1tal (c) and 
the sum of the newly created value (v+m), which has ena
bled us to approximate the rate of surplus value for the 
period 1899 to 1931. In presenting these data to the reader 
we mentioned: "It should be noted that the rate of surplus 
value given here is lower than the. actual, since t~e profit 
of trading capital, which is also bemg created by mdustry, 
is not included. 

'"We believe it necessary to emphasise that the above 
calculation is no more than an attempt at a rough evalua-

1 Here is a concrete example of how statistics are "adapted". 
Trying to prove the rapid growl~ of reserves in the U.S.A., Katz (p. ~~) 
takes 193:~ as the base year-a time when after the f?nr-year-lon~ cr1s1s 
of overproduction reserves were abnormally low. fo make his con
clusions scientifically fair he sl)ould have based them on the a11erage 
level for the cyde. 
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lion of the rate of surplus value and that it is based on far 
from adequate data. This calculation is undeniably far from 
accurate, but it may be categorically stated that the actual 
rate of surplus value has been understated."! 

Our cakul ations furnished the following figures for Lhe 
rate of exploitation: 

1899 1909 llH9 19 21 1925 192!) 1031 

128 130 122 106 128 158 147 

In spite of their inaccuracy these figures show: a) the 
correctness of l\farx's assumption {formulated after con
sultation with Engels) that the rate of exploitation in Eng
land in the 1860s was 100 per cent; b) that the rate of 
rxploitalion grows as eapi talism develops. This is irrefutable 
proof of the proletariat's relative impoverishment; c) that 
the rate of exploitation clrops in crisis years and rises in 
the boom years. This seeming contradiction is easily ex
plained . vVhen production falls sharply because of a crisis, 
the expenditure on labour power not directly participating 
in the creation of new values , i.e., on the hiring of office 
workers, engineers, r epairmen , slore managers, guards , etc., 
changes but little. whereas the mass of the newly crcatC'd 
value shrinks considerably. The opposite happens when the 
business climate improves; the profits of eapital and th e 
rate of exploitation rise to a peak, which is in keeping 
with the true nature of capitalism. 

For the post-war years \ve have data only on wages paid 
out and on the newly created values .2 On their basis we 

can compute the rate of exploitation~: 
v 

191t7 1950 t95 5 19 58 

187 187 183 Hl2 

t Y. Varga, Mezlulu VI i VII kongressami Kominterna. Ekonomikn 
i politiko 1928-19.:J/f. yg (Dclwcen the Sixth ru1d Seventh Congresses of 
the Comintcm. Economy and Politics Between 1928 and 1934), Russ. 
ed., Partizda l, I \)35, p. 188. 

i Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1961, p. 777. 
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These far from accurate data show that the degree of 
exploitation has increased substantially since the war.' and 
that il is continuing to grow slowly but surely. In spite of 
the declarations of bourgeois spokesmen about the levelling 
of incomes in the highly deYeloped countries, the r elative 
impoverishment of the working class continues. 

A number of Soviet economists (V. Motylev, M. Smit
Falkner , A. Katz) declare that our calculations minimise lhe 
rate of exploitation and have therefore introduced various 
correction factors (both justified and unjustified ones) to 
find higher rates. \Ve shall not bore lhe i·eadcr with ~n 
analysis of their corrections-for to prove Lhe growth m 
the relative impoverishment we do not need the absolute 
rna<tnitude of the rate of exploitation but only its movement, 
i.e.~ its growth over a long period (even though this is ir
regular ralher than smooth). lt is from this vantage point 
that we compare Katz's data wi lh our data. 

Dvnamics in the Hate of Exploitation in the U. S. 
• Manufacturing Industry 

1919 I I I Growth or exploitation 
1931 1958 between 19Hl and 

1958 (per cent) 

Our approximation 122 147 192 58 
Katz's calculationst: 

fi rst calculation . 130 142 209 53 
second calculation 242 311 369 51 
third and final (1957) 

calculation . 253 344 397 57 
(1957) 

Katz's extremely complicated calculations show the same 
1.1rowth in the rate of exploitation (even a slightly smaller 
0 • . 
one) than do our approx1mal10ns. 

\Ve could stop our discussion h ere, but the reader could 
well ask why the figure in Katz's second calculation 
is about 100 per cent higher than in the .first. 1~his 
is because he regarded not only lhe profits of tradwg capital 

1 A. I. Katz, Polozlieniye proletariala SSitA pri imperiali::me, 
pp. 62, 70, 77. 
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but also the wages of commercial workers as deductions 
from the wages of the workers in the manufacturing in
dustry and added the resulting sum to the surplus value. 
This is entirely unjustified- they are not deductions from 
wages,1 but a payment made by the buyer out of Jiis income 
for trade services rendered. 

To make this clear Jct us consider pure services. The 
American worker sends a telegram and pays for it. Is that 
a deduction from his wages? Is the sum of wages received 
by the employees of the "American Telegraph and Tele
phone Co." a deduction from the sum of wages drawn by 
the workers of the manufacturing industry, as the author 
would h:we us believe from the example of commercial 
workers'! This is carrying things a bit too far. Payinn for 
the dispatch of his telegram the worker spends parl of his 
wages on services rendered. 

The same holds good for trade. Trading cstablishmenls 
render imporlant services to the buyer, indeed it would be 
difficult to imagine life in the United States without sucb 
services. Buyers are paying for these services in the form 
of mark-~ps on prices. This is the source of the wages of 
comm~rc1~l :vorkers .~ncl to consider it a part of the surplus 
value is nd1culous. l he attempt to use all sorts of com
plicated methods lo show a higher rate of exploitation does 
not make for a better understanding of lhc proletariat's 
relative impoverishment. 

1 ';I'his assumption also contradicts one of the keystones of Marx's 
teachmg, namely, that labour power, like every other commodity, is 
bought approximately at value. 

TIIE PROBLEM 
OF ABSOLUTE IMPOVERISIIMENT 

The problem of absolute impoverishment is much more 
complicated than that of relative impoverishment. All 
Marxists agree Lhat under capitalism relative impoverish
ment is a constant phenomenon, but hold diff ercnl views 
on the methods that should be used to prove it and also 
on Lhe rate of impoverishment. In general, there is a wide 
divergence of vic\VS on the problem of absolute impoverish
ment. 

The apologists of capitalism, Right-wing Social-Democrats 
and a few renegades like Browder declare lhat there is no 
absolute impoverishment. This is obviously wrong, for there 
have always been countries in the bourgeois world where 
an absolute impoverishment of the working people could 
be observed. First and foremost this applies to countries 
where the penetration of the capitalist mode of production 
destroyed or disturbed the old social system without 
superseding it. 

A hundred years ago Marx wrote about Germany: " ... \Ve, 
like all the rest of Continental Western Europe, suffer not 
only from the development of capitalist production, but also 
from the incompleteness of that development. Alongside of 
modern evils, a whole series of inherited evils oppress us, 
arising from the passive survival of antiquated modes of 
production, with their inevitable train of social and polit
ical anachronisms. \Ve suffer not only from the living, but 
from Lhe dead. Le mort saisit le vii !"1 

Sixty years ago Lenin developed Lhis view by declaring 

1 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 9. 
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that " .. :the border regions' of capitalism (i.e., those coun
tries and those branches of the national economy in whi<"h 
capi talism is only just emerging and clashing with pre
capilalist ~onditions) the growth of poverty-not only ·so
cial', but also the most horrible physical poverty, to the 
extent of starvation and death from stanation-assumes a 
mass scale."1 

This is no less true today . Even so staunch a supporter 
of capitalism as Stevenson admits that the per capita na
tional income of the peoples in the less developed countries 
is falling with every passing year, i.e ., that absolute 
impoYerishmcnt is taking place. 

The uiary of a Negro woman from the slums of the rich 
Brazilian town of Sao Paulo2 gives a horrifying picture of 
the life of the poor there. A mother of three (L wo of them 
while), she was abandoned by her husband and left dcs
titulc. She was unable to flnd a steady job. With the baby 
tied to her back, she spent every day rummaging through 
garbage cans in the part of Lown inhabi ted by the rich, col
lecting wa!'ite paper and other refuse which she later sold 
for a few pennies. She was never able Lo earn enough to 
feed her Lhn·c children. Iler entry on August 20, 1959, 
r eads: "Nothing can be worse than hunger." In addition to 
hunger she h ad to suffer the constant drunkenness, sweru·
ing and fights which are an integral part of slum life. 

The proletariat of \Vest Germany, France and lhc other 
European capitalist countries which participated in the 
Second World \Var, also experienced absolute impoverish
ment, i.e., an absolute decrease in real wages during the war 
and during the post-war inflation. 

But we are concerned not with the question of whether 
absolute impoverishment exists under capitalism or no t, 
but whether in the developed capitalist countries this im
poverishmen t is a constant, irreversible process, similar to 
that of relative impoverishment (as quite a few authors as
sert and "prove") , or whether it is neither constant nor 
irreversible. 

The first point of view is the more strange in that il 
contradicts the views expressed in the old Party Pro-

1 Y. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 4, p. 234. 
i Carolina l\farin de .Jesus, Beyond All l'ity, London, l\.)62. 
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gramme, written by Lenin, and the new Programme of tl~e 
C.P .S.U., which in the main repeats the views on this 
problem given in the old. 

Durinct the 1902 discussion of Plekhanov's draft for the 
Party P~ogramme Lenin wrote: " I am not proposing to 
speak of th e absolute growth of poverty and destitution ... "1 

and again: "'Growth of poverty of every description':-this 
borrowing from my draft is not a very apt one. I chd not 
speak about the growth of poverly. 'Of every <lescriplion' 
includes 'absolute' too."2 The Programme of the C.P.S.U. 
says: "Crises and periods of industrial stagnation, in turn, 
arc still more ruinous to small producers, increase the de
pendence of wage-labour on capital and lead m~re r~pidly 
to a relative , and sometimes an absolute, dctcnorat10n of 
the condition of the working class ."3 

It will be seen that the Programme of the C.P.S.U., like 
Lenin before it, says that the workers' position worsens 
absolutely "at times" due lo crises. "At times" means in 
the minority of cases but not constantly. 

Yet I. Kuzminov declares : "Unfortunately there are theo
reticians who remember Marx's tenet on the impoverish
ment of the working people only during crises and tend to 
forget about it during booms, thereby allowing the basic 
tenets of Marxism-Leninism to become dependent on the 
capitalist cycle and the vacillations of the capitalist 
markct."4 

Our dogmatists also ignore other warnings of the 
founders of Marxism. against a dogmatic, mechanical rei
teration of Marx's law on the polarisation of capitalist so
ciety and the growth of poverty as a result of the accumula
tion of capital. Marx himself spoke of the counter-tendency 
modifying this law: "Like all other laws il is modified in 
its working by many circumstances, the analysis of which 
does not concern us here ."5 As early as 1891, Engels pointed 
out the root factors modifying the operation of the law of 
the impoverishment of the prole tariat. He criticised the 

1 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 6, p. 48. 
2 Ibid. , p. 65. 
3 The Road to Communism, pp. 452-53. 
1 L Kuzminov, Obnishchaniye trudyashcltikllsya pri kapitalizme, 

p. 26. 
5 Karl :\Iarx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 644. 
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item in the 1891 draft programme of the German Social
Democralic Party reading: "The numbers and the want of 
the proletarians grow ever more." Engels wrote in this con
nection: "In so absolute a form this is incorrect. The or
ganisation of workers, their growing resistance will create 
a certain obstacle to the growth of poverty. But what 
definitely docs grow is the insecurity of their existence."1 

During the general crisis of capitalism this "obstacle" is 
even more effective than it wa.s 70 years ago when the or
ganisation of the workers was incomparably weaker than 
it is n ow. 

Our dogmatists arc ignoring this. Between 1947 and 1953 
the leading workers of the Economics Institute of the 
U.S.S .R. Academy of Sciences (after its merger with lhe In
stitute for World Economy) officially adopted the view that 
the absolute impoverishment of lhe working class was con
stant throughout the capitalist world. Some even spoke of 
a continuous progressive impoverishment, i.e., of a pro
gressive decrease in real wages. At that time I wrote that 
even a very small progressive decrease in real wages would 
in a comparatively short historical period reduce wages to 
zero (as can be seen from a very simple mathematical cal
culation2), but my objection went unnoticed. 

As distinct from the dogmatists, Marx adopted a very 
flexible approach to the problem. Ile established in a most 
general form that real wages musl he equal lo the value 
of the labour power, including the expenditure on the 
education of new workers. 

Did Marx declare that the real wages are a constant 
magnitude, that they always coincide with the value of la
bour power? He did not. Marx not only emphasised that 
the capitalists are constanlly trying to depress th e real 
wages below the level of the value of labour power, and 
often with marked success, but he even allowed I or the 
possibility of real wages rising above that level. "But hand
in-hand with the increasing productivity of labour, goes, as 
we have seen, the cheapening of the labourer, therefore a 

1 Marx/Engels, Wcrke, Bd. 22, S. 231 (italics mine.-Y. V.). 
2 If we suppose that in the first year real wages drop by 0.5 per 

cent and it decreases progressively by 0.1 per cent a year, the real 
wages would in 28 years amount to 50 per cent of their initial size. 
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higher rate of surplus-value, even when the real wages are 
rising."1 

Even though the size of the real wages is based on the 
value of the labour power, its actual size depends on the 
outcome of the class struggle between capital and labour. 
The concrete size of the real wages difTers from country to 
country and in any given period depends on the course 
taken by the class struggle. Besides, the real wages of the 
working class change regularly during the cycle. 

Some people, who consider themselves orthodox Marx
ists, still continue to maintain that absolute impoverishment 
is a constant process, and that even in highly developed cap· 
italist countries, such as Britain and the U.S.A., real wages 
al'e lower today than they were 60 years ago. 

In the above-mentioned book I. Kuzminov writes (p. 148) 
that "in Britain ... real wages ... arc at present [1958.
Y. V.] below the 1938 level, and h ence below the 1900-01 
level". He claims that lhe same is also true of the U.S.A. 
He also declares (p. 154) that in 1920 the wage level was 
"below the 1899 levei'', that before the Second World War 
it had not "caught up with the 1899-1900 level" (p. 157), 
that in 1952 it was 85 per cent of the 1939 level (p. 158), 
that in 1956 "the growth in real wages . . . h ad at best 
drawn the general wage level to that of pre-war 1939" 
(p. 160), while in 1958 wages were 5 per cent below the 
1956 level, i.e., that the wages of American workers in 1958 
were about five per cent below the 1939 level, which was 
already below the 1899-1900 level. According to I. Kuzminov 
the wages of American and British workers dropped stead
ily during the whole of the 20th century, i.e., there was 
an absolute impoverishment of the working class. In other 
words, the absolute impoverishment of the proletariat did 
not take place "at times", as a result of a crisis as for
mulated in the Programme of the C.P.S.U., but proceeded 
constantly over the century. 

A. Katz, even though he does it more carefully, also con
siders that absolute impoverishment in the U.S.A. is essen
tially a constant process. He writes: "In observing the dy
namics of real wages over a long historical period, it should 

1 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 604 (i talics mine.- Y. ~.). 
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be borne in mind lhat the absolute worsening of the condi
tions of the proletarian masses in so developed a country 
as the U.S.A. does not always assume the pattern of recti
linear molion."1 Translated into simple language this means 
that in the U.S.A. absolute impoverishment is a constant, 
though nol a rectilinear process. 

Is this statement correct? Considering the great diversity 
of forms taken by the development of capitalism in different 
countries and al different times, the laws of capitalism can· 
not always be expected to operate identically. The state· 
ment about the uninterrupted and identical impoverishment 
of the working class in all capitalist countries precludes a 
scientific study of this problem, which has so important a 
bearing on the class struggle of the proletariat. 

Dogmatists may argue as follows: statistics demonstrate 
that the real wages of workers in the U.S.A. and Britain 
have fallen during the 20th century. We shall reply by say
ing that this problem cannot be solved by statistics 
alone. 

\Vhat are statistical data based on? They are based on a 
comparison of' monetary wages with changes in the cost of 
living. This method can be used for short periods (not ex
ceeding ten year s), but is useless for long periods, especially 
for one as long as the whole of the 20th century. 

The present pattern of the worker's family consumption 
differs so much from the 1899 pattern that the two are 
incomparable. Technological progress has given birth to 
new requirements, and conversely, new requirements have 
motivated technological progress. At the beginning of the 
cenlury American workers did not have to spend money on 
motor cars, radios, TVs, dry cleaning, etc. They prepared 
their food at home from fresh products. Today they arc 
buying cans, ready-to-cook foods, etc. In view of these 
changes, how can the cost of living index or the consumer 
price index be used as a yardstick of r eal wages ?2 

1 A. I. Katz, op. cit., p. 168 (italics rnine.-Y. V.) . 
2 Statistical bodies in bourgeois countries try to get over this 

difficulty by periodically "adapting" the cost of living index to the 
changes in the consumption pattern. But tlus involves further com
putations and often serves to depict the position of the workers in a 
heller light than it really is. 
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The following shows how quickly the type of food c~n
sumed in the U.S.A. changes: in 1962, as compared with 
1947-49 the average American ate 45 per cent more beef, 
60 per ~ent more chicken, 70 per cent more margarine, 312 
per cent more fresh frozen fruit, 362 per cent more fresh 
frozen vegetables, 10 per cent less potatoes, 15 per cent 
less flour, 30 per cent less butter, 30 per cent less fresh 
vegetables.1 

In approaching any study of this involved problem we 
should always remember Lenin's words that " ... ii:t vi7w 
of the extreme complexity of the phenomena of social hfe 
it is always possible to select any number of examples or 

•t• "2 separate data to prove any proposi lOn .... . 
Even todav millions of proletarians m the U.S.A. and 

Britain live fn slums and are undernourished. People un
cmployerl for a long time still sink in lo extreme povert!. 

Lord Orr, a maJor authority on this problem, wrote m 
1943: "Nutritional anaemia affects nearly 50 per cent of 
the women of child-bearing age amongst the poorest-paid 
working class. Infant mortality rate , tuberculosis and so?1e 
other pathological condit ions, which arc a!Tected by diet, 
are much higher amongst ill-fed people. C~il<lren do not 
grow to their full stature. The av<'rage height of adults 
amongst the poor is about 4 inches less than amongst the 
adequately-fed well-to-do."3 

All this is true. But it still does not mean that the bulk 
of the British or American workers, the working class as a 
whole is worse off todav than it was al the end of the 19th 
centu;y. A substantial ;hange in the patter~ .of consump· 
tion, labour intensity and labour condthons, makes 
sta tistics useless. 

The table on "Summary of Apparent Annual Real \Vages" 
given by Katz4 (travelling expenses and rents are excluded) 

t The Economist, January 19, 1963. Dased on National Food Situa
tion, U.S. Department of Agriculture. 

2 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 22, p. 190. 
3 John Boyd Orr, Food and the People, London, 194~'. p. 20. He 

points out that the much simpler and coarser food~ tl~e B~1tish. workers 
(and peasants) ate 250 years ago con~ained more vita~ms, .iron and 
calcium than the modern town-dwellers far more exqmsitc diet. How
ever, this is due not to a drop in real wages but lo changed habits. 

" A. I. Katz, op. cit., p. 230. 
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proves conclusively that such computations arc useless . 
Here is the table: 

1884-1892 
1893-1903 

. 100 
90 

1950-1960 .•.. . 98.1 

Comparing the data for 1950-60 with that for 1884-92 we 
find that ~·eal wages for 1950-60 have dropped by two per 
cent; but if we compare them with 1893-1903, we find that 
they have grown by eight per cent. What do such figures 
prove? 
. Lenin rightl)'.' remarked that in dealing with such excep

tionally. complicated phenomena, the same phenomenon 
can be mterprcted in many different ways. \Vorkers buy 
cars because urban development has led to the emergence 
of la~ge cilics. For this reason Katz excludes the money 
~me~!can wor~crs spend on the purchase of cars from their 
.free wa~es, i.e., from that part set aside for the satisfac

tion of strictly personal requirements . 
. Is he right in doing this? Partly yes, and partly no. Since 

the car serves to convey the worker to his place of work 
the mo?ey ~pent on it decreases the part left to him fo; 
the satisfaction of other requirements-lowers his real 
wages. ~ut he also .uses his car for pleasure-drives in it 
to the ~mema, uses it . for Sunday outings, takes it with him 
on hoh.day, etc. Such expenditure snould not be excluded 
from his real wages. 

Here is another example : the change in the consumption 
of bread ~nd potatoes. In poor countries a decrease in the 
~ons~mption ?f bread and potatoes may signify a worsen
~ng. in the diet. In rich countries, on the other hand, it 
md1cates an improvement in the diet: the more meat 
vegetables, fruit people eat, the less bread they use. ' 

Or take the dec:eased consumption of butter and the in
creas;.d :ons?mption of margarine . On the face of it, the 
subshtut10~ m the average American's diet of margarine 
f?r butter is. a '~orsening of the diet. But American physi
~1ans (and hf~ m~urance co~panies which are interested 
m h~vmg their clients pay t~eir premiums for as long as 
possible) hav~ conducted a vJgorous campaign against the 
use of. all ammal fats. Can statistics tell us how great a 
share m the clecreasecl consumption of butter is due to the 
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fact that margarine is cheaper than butter. and how great 
a share is due to people following medical adYice? Is it a 
worsening in the diet or an improvement? 

In social life, tendencies are always fighting counter
tendencies. Let us look, for example, at working conditions. 
The capitalists assert that since workers have been freed 
of harcl physical labour, working conditions are better today 
than they were before. This is untrue. The workers' muscles 
are probably taxed to a far less degree but the h.igh tempo, 
monotony,1 and constant concentration of allenhon needed 
for conveyor work strains their nerves. On the other hand 
factories are now better lit, better heated, the working day 
is shorter. and in a number of countries workers are re
ceiving pa'id holidays. At first the capitalists fiercely resisted 
the demands of workers for heller working conclitions, now 
they have realised that a bettcrmenl of these conditions mau 
e1Jen be profitable for them, for it raises labour produc
tivilv irrespective of their will. Thus we sec lhat in this 
fieJc( too, tendencies and counter-lendencies arc in constant 
conflict. A truly scientific analysis requires Lhat both be 
considered. 

* • • 

The worst fault of our dogmatists is thal they divorce 
economics from politics. 

We consider their view on the conslanl and inevitable 
absolute impoverishment of the working class not only 
wrong but even politically harmful. How can Communists 
mobilise the working class for the protection of their in
terests, for strikes, if they themselves stale that a deteriora
tion in their position is inevitable? Experience shows that 
political slogans are able to mobilise the large mass of non
Party workers only if they are linked with economic 
demands in which the workers themselves are vitally in
terested. \Vhat could a Communist striker answer if a strike
breaker asked him: "\Vhy should I go on strike and refuse 
rny wages today if you yourself say that our impoverish
ment is inevitable?" 

In the above mentioned book I. Kuzminov writes: "We 

1 Experience shows that drivers tire much more on one-way bigh· 
ways without crossings than on m<linary highways. 
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must not forget that even tlie most successful struggle of the 
workers under capitalism cannot .. . overcome the opera
tion of the law of capitalist accumulation, which means that 
the working people's conditions will not improve but 
worsen."1 

\Ve Communists decisively refu\e the reformist assertion 
that the working class is able to change the capitalist 
system through economic and parliamentary struggle and 
that modern capitalism is no longer capitalism, but some
thing in-between capitalism and socialism, as the pro
ponents of capitalism, including the reformists, keep re
pealing. These are obvious lies. Under capitalism workers 
arc as much slaves today as they were a hundred years ago. 
They can exist only by selling their labour power to the 
capitalists. But this ·does not mean that the conditions of 
lhcir slavery are <:onstantly worsening. 

In analysing working-class conditions, the dogmatists 
completely ignore the intimate links that exist between 
economy and politics. They are forgetting Lenin's definition 
of politics as a concentrated expression of the economy. 
They ignore the new political conditions in the fight 
between labour and capital; ignore the fact that the very 
existence of the socialist world is forcing the capilalist5 
and thE' statesmen of the capitalist countries to aclapt their 
relations with the working class of their country to the 
conditions in which the struggle between the two world 
systems is now proceed ing. Now as then, they are interested 
in exploiting the workers to the utmost and paying them 
the lowest possible wage. But, for political reasons, the 
~apitalist class as a whole does not want the class struggle 
m their country to become too intense since this could lead 
to the workers embracing communism. A simultaneous fight 
against the socialist world and the working class in their 
country would endanger th eir rule. This is especially true 
of the highly developed capitalist countries such as Britain 
and the U.S.A. where the working class (factory and office 
workers) constitute the overriding majority of the popula
tion.2 The presence of a powerful socialist world system 

1 I. Ku:;.minov, op. cit., r. 27. 
2 The history of Gcrm:in and Italian fascism is a warning to the 

bourgeoisie lo avoid <'xlrcmes as long as possible. 
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forces the U.S., British and other governments to concern 
themseh·es with the interests of their bourgeoisie as a 
whole. This forces them to intervene in the struggle 
between labour and capital and often even lo take steps 
against separate capitalist enterprises which have aggrav
ated the conflict with their workers to an extent greater 
than is permissible by the common in lerests of the cap
italist class during the third stage of capitalism's general 
crisis. 

The conditions under which Lhe struggle between labour 
and capital proceeds are different from those of sixty years 
a(fo when the capitalist svstem st.ill seemed invincible. The 
e~istence and strengthening of the world socialist system 
helps the working class in th e capitalist, especially in the 
highly developed, countries in the struggle against the cap· 
italists. Because of the struggle between the two systems, 
monopoly capital has to enter into compromises with the 
workers in order to prevent them from embarking on the 
road lo revolution. 

* * * 

There is one more political question we should like to 
ask our dogmatists. 

If the real wages of workers in Lhe U.S.A. and Britain 
are lower than they were at the beginning of the century, 
if workino conditions have worsened and are continuing 
to worsen~ how can they explain the fact that neither in 
the U.S.A. nor in Britain have the Communist Parties yet 
been able to gain a hold on the rpinds of the masses; that 
in the U.S.A. there is not even a working-class reformist 
parly and that millions of workers, in spite of great struc
tural unemployment, vote for bourgeois parties; that in 
Britain where a reformist workers' party has been in exist
ence since the beginning of the century, no less than six 
million factorv and office workers in the 1959 elections 
voted for the J Conservatives, who wo11 the elections, even 
though more than 90 per cenl of the gainfully employed 
population live on earned incomes? 

Far be it from us lo belittle the enormous influence 
exerted by bourgeois propaganda. lhe petty-bourgeois me
dium and lhe country's history on the political behaviour 
of lhe working class. But these ideological factors could 
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hardly h ave sucli a telling influence if both the real wages 
and working conditions had deteriorated in comparison with 
the beginning of the century. After all , the economic posi
tion must exert a greater influence on the political behaviour 
of the working class than an ideology foreign to it. 

How will our dogmatists answer this question? 

• * ... 

Finally, by harping on the constant absolute impoveris11-
ment of the working class in the highly developed capitalist 
countries, these dogmatists arc discrediting Soviet economic 
science abroad. 

Many Mar.xi.st scholars in those countries have made ·a 
thorough study of the working class's position by combining 
statistical methods of research: with on-the-spot observa
tion. It is interesting to note that their computations con
tradi ct the views of our dogmatists. 

The figures obtained by six British Marxist researchers 
in conjuncti on with workers of the editorial offices of the 
magazine World 1ltfarxist Review, provide the following data 
on the position of the British working class1: 

i880. 
1890. 
1900. 
1910 . 

Real Wages of Adult Male Workers in Industry 

(1850=100) 

134 
166 
183 
169 

1930. 
1938. 
1960. 

212 
222 
335 

TI1ese figures are greatly at odds with the picture painted 
by M. Smit-Falkner, I. Kuzminov et al. 

The British workers pay for this increase in real wages. 
"This warrants the conclusion that much of the increase 
in real wages is due to more intensive work and longer 
hours."2 

But in spite of an that, the authors of the survey say: 
"The increase in the real earnings of the British working 

1 World Marxist Hevicw No. 8, Prague, 1963, p. 31. 
2 Ibid. 
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people in the post-war years can be rightfully regarded as 
a major success of the labour mouement."1 

In his report at the :Moscow :\lccting of Marxist Econ
omists, A. Arzumanyan quoted the following figures: 

Dynamics of Real Wages (weekly)2 

(1938=100) 

I u. S. A. I Britain IF. R. G.1 France I Italy Japan 

1948 89.4 101 913 68 103 48.6 
1958 106.8 123 rnz 96 121 112.8 
19130 111.7 1:35 H7 125 127.1 

These figures are inaccurale and .should not be compared 
with each other because of the different patterns of con
sumption in the various countries. However they do show 
that since the Second \Vorld \Var real wages have grown 
considerably in the highly developed capitalist countries, 
and there has definitelv been no absolute impoverishment. 
True, labour intensity and the value of labour power have 
grown too. Also, a growth in real wages is not the same as 
a growth in the welfare of the workers; it is only one aspect 
of the workers' welfare, albeit an important one.4 

Theoretically, there can be absolute impoverishment even 
when real wages are growing. This, Marx says, will happen 
when the labour intensity, i.e., the expenditure of muscular 
and nervous energy, etc., grows faster than real wages. But 
in modern times this does not happen in the developed 
capitalist countries. 

1 World Marxist Review, ~o. 8, Prague, 1963, p. 30. 
2 Problem.-t of Modern Capitalism and the Working Class, Prague, 

19611, p. 59. 
a For the year 1950. 
4 A. A. Arzumanyan, a prominent Soviet economist, says (p. 60): 

" ... The upper limit of the ·workers' livini; standard is determined by 
the value of labour power." This is neither very accurate nor quite 
understandable. According to l\farx. wages (i.e., the p::tyment for the 
value of the labour power) fluctuate around value-they can be higher 
or lower than their value, dependiug on the conditions on the labour 
market and the relation of forces in the class struggle, an important 
factor being the organisation and fighting efficiency of the working c lass. 
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• • * 

After many years of resistance Kuzminov has finally 
changed his stand on this question. In October 1963 he 
wrote: "As for absolute impoverishment, neither Marx nor 
Lenin ever said this was an uninterrupted process .... The 
living standard of the workers is subject to considerable 
1luctuation, it might rise or decline for more or less long 
periods."1 

This is true. However it is strange that I. Kuzminov did 
not think it necessary to add a few critical words on his 
previous views. 

1 International Affairs No. 10, 1963, p. 53. 

THE LABOUR ARISTOCHACY AFTER 
THE SECOND WORLD WAR 

The role of the labour aristocracy has been thoroughly 
studied by the founders of Marxism-Leninism. But the deep 
changes wrought by the development of capitalism, espe
cially since the Second World War, have not failed to affect 
the labour aristocracy, its composition, and the sources of 
its privileges. 

Under pre-monopoly capitalism only Britain had a labour 
aristocracy. The monopoly superprofits of British capitalists 
provided the funds ensuring its privileged position. Britain 
was then the workshop of the world and, in addition to 
ordinary profits derived from exploiting the working class 
within the country, British capitalists garnered huge 
superprofits from exploiting the enormous colonial empire. 
Engels said of Britain that "this most bourgeois of all na
tions is apparently aiming ultimately at the possession of a 
bourgeois aristocracy and a. bourgeois proletariat alongside 
the bourgeoisie" .1 

"This aristocracy of labour," Lenin wrote, "which at that 
time earned tolerably good wages, boxed itself up in narrow, 
self-interested -craft unions, and isolated itself from the mass 
of the proletariat, wbile in politics it supported the liberal 
bourgeoisie. And to this very day perhaps nowhere in the 
world are there so many liberals among the advanced 
workers as in Britain."2 This and many other statements by 

1 Marx and Engels, Selected Correspondence, p. I 10. 
2 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 19, p. :370 (ilalics mine.-Y. V.). 
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Lenin show that he regarded lhe labour aristocracy 
primarily as a polilical faclo1·. 

The feature typical of the labour ai·istocracy is its divorce 
from the mass of workets, its desertion of the working 
class and its siding with the bourgeoisie and the anti
revolutionary infl.uence exerted by it on the mass of 
workers. 

The principal reasons for its betrayal of the working 
class are the economic privileges enjoyed by Lhe labour 
aristocracy. 

A concrete hislorical analysis of this phenomenon shows 
that this problem is far more complicated than would seem 
a t first sight. 

It is not only colonial superprofils which are responsible 
for the comparatively good conditions of the labour aristoc
racy and for its defection to the side of the bourgeoisie. 
In economic respects the U.S.A. was for a long lime a co
lonial country. But the American workers (except new im
migrants) were economically in a better and more privileged 
position than their European counterparts. This was 
because there was practically no land rent in America, be
cause large tr.acts of land were waiting to be cultivated, and 
anybody havmg worked a few years as a hired worker 
could become an independenl farmer. 

The labour aristocracy, formed of while workers in the 
colonies, stands on a difkrent basis . The difference between 
their inco~es and those ?f lhe native population (Rhodesia, 
South Afnca, etc.) eons1derably exceeds that between Lhe 
labour aristocracy and unskilled workers in metropolitan 
co unlries. Their function, too, is different. They have no 
ideolog~cal infl.ue~ce on native workers and are bribed by 
the white capitalists solely to make them allies in their 
oppression of non-white workers. 

Often the bourgeoisie is supported not only by the labour 
aristocracy, but also by low-paid workers, the bulk of which 
has not yet been drawn into lhe trade union movement. 
These include farmhands, workers in villages employed by 
artisans, unskilled factory workers, especially women, etc. 
Th~y are politically backward, irresponsible, badly or
gamsed and fall under the influence notably of religious 
parties. They also vote for these parties, in other words, for 
the bourgeoisie. Only a r evolutionary crisis is able lo 
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stir them from the political lethargy inlo which they have 
fallen. 

ilut it would be dogmalic and wrong to believe th a t the 
labour aristocracy always sides with the bourgeoisie. Ilislor
ical events have demonstrated that it is not only economic 
conditions which determine the polilical behaviour of work
ers. ·workers are able to suffer adverse conditions for a 
\'ery long time, in fact they even get used to them. Dis
salisf action is caused primarily by a worsening of condi
tions, especially by a rapid worsening. The same also 
applies to the labour aristocracy. It holds the side of Lhe 
bourgeoisie so long as its economic privileges are stable, 
but, if its position sharply deteriorates, it may become an 
active participant in the revolutionary struggle. This hap
pened in Hungary in 1918-19 before the establishment of 
Lhc diclalorsh ip of the proletariat when a sharp inflation 
plunged down the living standard of the workers. Skilled 
workers who were receiving the highest rates reacted far 
more vehemently to the worsening of their position than 
did badly paid workers. They joined lhe Communist Parly 
and often played a leading role in the fight to overthrow the 
bourgeoisie. Simjlar dcvelopmenls were observed in the 
workers' revolutionary movement in Germany. 

Allempts to establish the numbers of the labour aristoc
racy are of a certain scientific interest,t but numbers do 
not decide the political influence of the labour aristocracy 
on lhe behaviour of the working class as a whole in a 
definite historical situation. 

The reasons responsible for that influence changed during 
the course of capitalist -development. In the 19th century, 
workers' skills played the decisive role. The labour aristoc
racy consisled exclusively of skilled workers, even though 
not all skilled \VOrkers were part of it. At that time the 
composition of the working class was comparatively simple. 

1 British scientists give the following figures for the composition 
of lhc British working class (per cent); 

Labour aristocracy (top level skilled workers)-aboul 15 
Skilled and semi-skilled workers- nbout 45-50 
Unskilled workers-about 35-~0 

The British Labour .Movement. 1770-1920. A History by A. L. Morion 
and George Tate, London, 195G. 
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It consisted of two categories (excluding supervisors): 
skilled workers who had acquired their qualifications after 
three to five years of empirical study under artisans, and 
unskilled workers who worked under the skilled workers. 
The ideological influence of the labour aristocracy was 
based on their role in prnduction-unskilled workers could 
not work without them; when skilled workers went on 
strike, unskilled workers could not work. 

With the development of the machine industry and es
pecially of conveyorised and automatic lines, the composi
tion of the industrial working class changed substantially. 
The number of skilled workers became relatively small, that 
of "trained" workers rose steeply, and the term of training 
became much shorter. At the Ford Motor Works, for 
example, i t took only one day to "train" a worker. This led 
to the emergence of a small layer of highly skilled ·workers 
who had acquired their skills not empirically but at special 
schools where they had been taught lo adjust and repair 
automatic lines, appliances, etc. There is practically no 
difference between these ·workers, technicians and produc
tion engineers. 

This change can be seen by the example of the U.S.A. 
and Britain. 

The Gap Between Wage-Rates for Skilled and Vnskillcd Work 
in Britainl 

Narrowing Differentials 

Engincoring (weekly rates) 
patternmakors' . . . . 
fitters and turners' . 

Builders (hourly, rates) 
bricklayers' . . . . . 

Railways (wookly ratos) 
ongino drivers' 

1 The Economist, April 23, 1960, p. 363. 
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1914 

184 
170 

150 

211 

(per cent) 

1960 

133 
119 

114 

147 

For the U.S.A. we have the following <lata: 

1914 
1948 

Average Weekly Earnings for Production Workers 
in 25 :Manufacturing Industries, 

hy Sex and Degree of Skill1 
(dollars) 

Unskilled, Skilled and semi· Percent~e by wl1ich earnings 
male skilled, male ot skilled workers exceed 

those or unskilled workers 

10.7 15.0 42 
50.0 ()3.5 27 

It will be seen that in the U.S.A., too, wages Lend to 
equalise even though this tendency operates exceedingly 
slowly. 

The data given above shows that there is a tendency 
towards a levelling of the wages of skilled and unskilled 
workers. This shows that the position of the labour aristoc
racy (in the old sense of the word) is weakening for two 
reasons-the share of skilled workers is diminishing and 
the pay differential between them and unskilled labour is 
decreasing. 

Yet in spite of this tendency there is still a great differ
ence between some categories of American workers. Ac
cording to official statistics,2 in November 1962 industrial 
workers in the transport equipment branches were drawing 
the highest hourly rate-2.98 dollars; those in the garment 
industry, the lowesL-1.67 dollars. Partly this is due to the 
fact that in the former branch only about 10 per cent of the 
workers are women, while in the latter they account for 
more than 80 per cent. Since the above figures give the 
average for the whole branch, and there are large differ
ences ·within th e branch itself,. it follows that some ·workers 
in America earn twice as much as those in the low bracket. 
These figures show that even though wages Lend to equalise, 
pay differences are still very high and a labour aristocracy 
continues to exist. 

1 llislorical Statistics of the United States, 2nd Edition, p. 94. (More 
recent data is unavai lable. Percentages computed by the author.) 

2 Federnl Reserve Bulletin, December J \)62, p. 1687. 
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In Britain women workers are still subjectecl lo dis 
crimination. 

Men o,·or 2 l . . 
Womon over 18 

Weekly Wages in British Industryl 
( shilli11 gs) 

October October 
1059 1938 19~8 

G9 J.38 271 
32.() 74.G 140 

Now, as before the war, women are earning about half 
as much as mrn. Admittedly, they arc generally less skilled, 
but even wlHm they are doing the same work as men, they 
receive much less. In lhe CS.A. this discrimination iii less 
pronounced. 

"' * * 

If wr approach the prohkm of the labour aristocracy on 
a world scale wo must consider most U.S. industrial workers 
(except Kegroes, Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, etc.) as forming 
a labour aristocracy as eompared with workers in other 
capitalist <'ounlrics. This does not mean that there is no 
poverty among the U.S. working class. En•n President 
J(ennedy had to aclmit that more than 30 million Americans 
live in poverty. These are mainly ~egroes, Mexican workers, 
new immigrants or homeless farm labourers who wander 
from place to place, the unemployed who have exhausted 
all legal sources of aid, etc. ~evertheless, the layer of 
the labour aristocracy is wider in the U.S.A. today than 
it was in Britain even during the period of its high<'sl 
prosperi Ly. 

The average hourly wages of workers (men and women) 
in the manufacturing industry in 19612 amounted to: 

t Unili>d [{in(Jdom Ar11mal Absrnct of Statistics, 19:l8·48, p. 11(); 
Hl61, p. 128. 

2 U. N. data. Monthly 811/letin of Stutis/ics, January HJl\:J, p. 116 
(recalc.:ulal<•d into dollar~ at the official rate of exchange.-Y. V.). 
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(dollars) 

I West Britain Britain 
U.S. A. Germany France Italy (only 111co) (men and 

\\OfilCD) 

2.32 I 0.72 0.45 0.40 0.95 0.801 

\Ve are well aware that these figures distort facts in 
favour of the American workers. Computations ac<'ording to 
the official rate of the dollar tend to lessen the purchasing 
power of \Vest European currencies. Unemployment is 
much higher in the U.S.A. than in Western Europe. West 
European workers having children receive . special benefits, 
arc given aid in case of unemployment, disability due to 
illness, complete disability, etc., while in Lhc U.S.A. only 
a minority enjoys such benefits. Dut oven if we evaluate 
these additions at 00 per cent of their wages, the wages of 
\Vest European workers are only a half or a third of those 
of' their American counlerparls. The diff crt•nce in the hourly 
wage level in the American ancl \.Vest European manufac
turinn industries exceeds the difference in wages between 
the l~our aristocracy and unskilled workers in Britain at 
any time in its history. . 

That the American industrial workers are the labour ari
stocracy of the capitalist worlcl becomes O\'Cn m?rc obvious 
if we compare their wages with those of industrial workers 
in the less developed capitalist countries. l".S. workers earn 
as much in a week as workers in neighbouring Mexico earn 
in a month, and as much as African workers earn in lwo to 
three months. 

* * "' 
Where does the big bourgeoisie of Lhe highly developed 

countries cret the monev lo bribe and maintain the labour ~ . 
aristocracy? . 

One often hears that the liberation of the colonies from 
the imperialist yoke has deprived, or al least considerably 
decreased, lhe bourgeoisie's possibilities of bribing a part 
of the workers. 

ln our opinion this is untrue. Only the former colonies 
and semi-colonies which liberated themselves under the 
leadership of the \vorking class ancl the Communist Parties 

1 Our estimate. 
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(North Korea, '.'forth Vietnam, China and Cuba) and took 
the road of socialist development, have succeeded in freeing 
lhemsch"es from imperialist exploitation. In all other large 
Asian countries- India and Pakistan , the l\liddle East. th<' 
whole of Africa, Lalin America (except Cuba), political 
sovereignly did not bring economic liberation from the 
domination of foreign capital. Britain's capital investments 
in India doubled after that country's liberation and profits 
grew correspondingly. The overt imperialist rule of old was 
replaced by neo-colonialism, mixed capitalist companies 
were set up, loans were granted by the \Vorld Bank Novern-

t " 'd" d d , t> men a1 was exten e , etc. "\Ve are unable to give accurate 
data but there is no doubt that the total capital inoeslments 
of imperialist countries in the less developed bourgeois 
countries and the profits and superpl'o{i.ts being pumped 
out of lhem are much higher now than lhev were before 
their liberation. J 

The profits the imperialists derive from trading with the 
developing countries have also gro,vn considerably because 
the prices of goods being exported by them have riseu 
steeply, while lhe prices of the developing countries' staple 
export commodities have dropped: In other words, the 
terms of tradei become worse for the former colonies. 

Let us make an attempt to approximate the additional 
tribute exacled by the highly developed imperialist coun
tries from the developing countries as a result of deteriorat
ing terms of trade during the past decade. 

Highly developed countries3 • .• / 

Less developed countries4 • • I 

1950 

96 
108 

Terms of Trade2 

(1958=100) 

1960 

103 
99 

1962 

105 
95 

1 The "terms of trade" is !he export price index divided by the 
import price index. 

•2 Moril/1l11 Bulletin of St(JliSlics, .January 1963, p. XI. 
3 According to the U.N. classification these include the U.S.A., 

Canada, lhe W est European countries, Japan, Australia, Kew Zealand 
and South Africa. This classification is not quile accurate for although 
Spain and Portugal are \Vest European countries thcv cannot be 
con.sid<'red highly dcYcloped. • 

4 All other capitalis t countries. 
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This shows that although during the past decade the 
terms of fore ign trade have improved by seven per cent for 
the imperialist countries, they have worsened during the 
same period for the less developed countries by 14 per 
cent. 

How much do the imperialist countries trading with the 
less developed countries gain from this disparity? In 1960 
(the last year for which data are available) the highly de
veloped countries sold the less developed countries com
modities to the value of 21,200 million dollars.1 Their profit, 
due to the worsening of the terms of trade for Lhe less de
veloped countries by 7 per cent, amounted to 1,400 million 
dollars. In 19130 the highly developed counlries bought from 
the less developed countries commodities to the value of 
19,800 million dollars. The losses incurred by the less de
veloped countries due lo lhe worsening of the terms of trade 
by 14 per cent (that is the buyers' profit) amounted to 
2,800 million dollars. The total gain of the imperialists thus 
amounlerl lo 4,200 million dollars in 1960 alone. 

As we sec, imperialist profits from capital investmenls 
in t_he less developed countries, in addition to the huge 
profits from their foreign trade with these countries, pro
vide them with large sums of money with which to bribe 
the labour aristocracy. 

But large as it is, this sum is not enough. This can be 
seen from the following comparison. Let us, for example, 
lake the U.S.A., the richest capitalist country in the world, 
and Canada. In 1961 "Cniled States exports to the less de
veloped countries amounted to 7 ,000 million dollars and its 
imports from them to 6,800 million dollars.2 Even if we 
presume that their gain from the better lerms of trade was 
equal to that computed above (and this is an exaggeration 
because the U.S.A. and Canada export a lol of foodstuffs to 
those countries), it would have amounted to 1,300 million 
dollars. Let us add to it the net profit on capital investments 
in the less developed countries, amounting to 2,300 million 
clollars.3 To avoid any underestimalion let us round lhe sum 
off Lo 4,000 million dollars. 

t iHonthfy Rullelin of Slalistics, August 1962, p. XVIII. 
2 Ibid., March 1963, p. XVJ. 
~ Statistical Abstract of Ute United Stole.~, Hl<H, p. 865 (for 1960). 
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Undoubtedly, 4,000 millions dollars a year is a lot of 
money. Y ct even so this sum is not large enough lo 
transform the bulk of the American working class into a 
labour aristocracy. This can be seen from lhc fo llowing 
figures. 

Assuming full employment, the total sum of wages and 
salaries paid by private business in lhe United States 
in 1051 comprised 14.2,000 million dollars.t The 4,000 mil
lion dollars of superprofits pumped out of the less devel 
oped countries a mounted lo only three per cent of thal 
lo ta I. 

In 1060 the average estimated income of a fully employed 
worker in I.he U.S. private seclor amounted to 4,734 dol
lars .2 These figures are a gross overestimalion, for they 
include the ineom c of highly paid employees and do n ot 
exclude losses due to unemployment, taxes and other pay
ments. Yet it is obvious that even if the American (and 
Canadian) bourgeoisie hacl spent all lhe superprofits pumped 
oul of lhc less developecl countries on bribing its workers, 
this ·would have sufficed to transform onlv a small share of 
its 40 million strong army of workers ·and rank-and-file 
employees into a labour aristocracy. 

Tlze principal source of funds for bribing a considerable 
portion of ll!e working class is Ute rapid growth in labour 
productivity which is not accompanied by a corresponding 
shortening of working lime. This can be shown by the 
example of the growth of labour productivity in U.S. 
industry. 

Output in !\fan-hours in the l\fanufaclurin!! 
Industry as a Wholea 

(194'7 -49=100) 

IV50 1955 1960 

97.6 109.5 125.6 135.7 

1 Slatistic:il /\hslr~rt of the~ lJnilecl Stales, 1~16 1 , p. 303 (for HHHl). 
2 lhid., p. :12:1. 
:i Ibid., p. 217, HltiO non-agricultural branches of produdio11. 

Accon.ling lo official statistics labour produdivity has 
grown by almost 40 per cent since the Second World \Var.1 

At the same time the working week has decreased but very 
little, in any case, by less than 10 per ccnt.2 The growth 
in the labour productivity has nol been paralleled by a 
corresponding drop in prices; on the contrary, the "index 
of consumer goods prices" is now 25 per cent higher than 
it was in 1948 and continues to grow steadily. 

All this means that American capital appropriates at 
present a far greater proportion of the surplus product 
(some 20 to 30 per cent more) than il clicl 15 years ago. 

The rapid growth of labour productivity provides the 
bourgeoisie with vast reserves wilh which to bribe a con
siderable share of the working class.3 On the olher hand, it 
ereales an ever increasing structural unemployment- the 
scourge of the \Vorking class. 

The other advanced capitalist countries d<·vclop along 
similar lines. 

Since the war labour productivity has grown considcr
ahly in all industrially developed countries, whi le Lhe aelual 

1 These figures are obviously inaccurate. Th<'y include office work
ers, artisans, etc. The labour productivi ly of inrlustrial workers has 
undoubtedly grown to an ~Yen gr<·alcr cxl<'nt. On the other hand, the 
general effect of the growth in lahour prorluctivity is slightly less, 
since depreciation deductions haYC grown be>cnuse of the introduction 
of more complicated and more cxpcnsh-e equipment. 

2. American slatislics compute the duration of the working we<'k 
nol by !hr numbm· of hours worked during the week by fully employed 
workers, but by the average number of hours work<'cl pC>r week by 
enterprises, i.e., the average working lime (full, reduced or with the 
closure of enterprises taken into account) per worker. In crisis years 
the st11tistic.s therefore show a considerable decrease in working time. 

3 \Ve have not been tible lo obtain concrC>le flgures to show how 
much the American bourgeoisie gains from the growth in labour pro· 
rluctivity. The following figures give a rough iclen: 

U. $. Nulional Incomo Mlt>us Incomes of Factory 
und Office \Vorko1·~ 

(in tho11s. m'ill ion dollcr.r•) 

1947 19Gl 

70 107 12G 

Or-corporate profits 
23.u l ":i.o I 

(Survey of Current Businns, July J\lfl2, pp. li-7.) 
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working lime has decreased little as compared with the 
pre-war working week of 48 hours. 

In 1961 the number of hours actually worked per week 
was 45.3 in West Germany, 45.7 in France, 46.8 in Britain 
and 48.5 in Jtaly.1 

Even though there were several hundred thousand un
employed in Britain during the week ending April 27, 1963, 
about 1.7 million British workers (or 28.6 per cent of the 
total) each worked an average of 8 hours overtime a week.2 

* * * 
The functions the labour aristocracy is expected to per

form arc to safeguard the capitalist system, and disseminate 
bourgeois ideology among the working class so as Lo keep 
it from laking the revolutionary road. In carrying out these 
functions, the labour aristocracy, whose importance in pro
duction and influence on other layers of workers has waned 
because of technological progress, is being increasingly as
sisted, and even superseded, by the workers' bureaucracy. 

After the First World War Lenin wrote: "An entire social 
stratum, consisting of parliamentarians, journalists, labour 
officials, privileged offlce personnel, and certain strata of 
the proletariat, has sprung up and has become amalgamated 
with its own national bourgeoisie, which has proved fully 
capable of appreciating and 'adapting' it."3 

Today the reformist workers' bureaucracy has become 
even more numerous and powerful. As distinct from the 
labour aristocracy, members of lhc bureaucracy tend to be 
clerical rather than production workers. The incomes of 
the lower bracket of the bureaucracy are no higher than 
those of the aristocracy of labour but thev have the ad 
vantage of not having to fear unemployment, the cver
prescnt scourge of lhe working dass. The elite of the bu
reaucracy has an income which is as high as Lhat of the 
bourgeoisie; its way of life is also that of the bourgeoisie. 
The leader of "Her Majesty's Opposition" receives a l\Hn
istcr's salary from the British bourgeois government. The 

1 Monthly llulletin of Statistics, Pebruary 1963, p. 11. 
2 Dala from the Ministry of Labour. The Times, June 8, 1963. During 

that same week 08,700 workers worked part time. 
3 V. I. Lenin, Cnllcr.ll'cl Work~, Vol. 21, p. 250, 

incomes of the American trade union b?sses arc equal to 
those of millionaire rentiers, often reachmg 100,000 dollars 
a year.1 

The workers' bureaucTacy has become very numerous. 
Its chief detachments are: . . 

1. The bureaucracy of tlie Social-Democraltc part.ies: 
members of parliament, the editorial staff, party functi.on
aries and also those stale, municipal and other officials 
who owe their jobs t.o party influence. . . _ 

2. The trade union bureaucracy, wluch exerts a maJ~r 
influence on the workers. In co-operation with the bourgeois 
bureacracy in the factories, it often controls t.he fate. of 
individual workers (within the frame,vork of th:- ~ollechve 
wage contract): deciding upon who .wi~l lose lus JO?. first, 
who ,.vill be transferred to a better-paid JOb, what assistance 
will be given in the evenl of unemployment, clc. If a worker 
quarrels with somebody from Lhe pur~y bu.rcaucracy . or 
leaves the reformist party, he need not fear dll'ect negative 
consequences, but if he quanels with. someh?dy from_ the 
trade union bureaucracy, this may be his unclom?. A ~01.ker 
often cannot leave Lhe trade union with~ut losmg his JOh. 
The trade union bureaucracy signs collective wage contracts 
wilh the bosses; the trade union members often do no more 
than endorse them by vote.2 -

3_ The co-operative bureaucracy-also numerous-is 
closelv linked ·with the reformist party bureaucracy but 
exert; a much smaller influence on the workers than the 
tracle union bureauCTacy. , 

Jt is difficult to establish how numerous the. w~rkers 
bureaucracy really is. Although in the la1:ge ~ountnes it defi
nitely reaches tens of thousands. But tls m:iportai~~e and 
influence depends not only on its size, for m add,'.t10~ t~ 
the paid bureaucracy there are large n.u~bcrs. of act.Ive 
trade union members who strive for paid JObs m the trade 

1 In the middle of February 1903 lhe New Jersey Trade Union of 
l\fotor Transport \Vorkers decided to raise the salary .or A. Pro".encano, 
·t leader by 50 000 dollars a year. If he had received that increase 1 5 

' ' • d J 13 000 dollars a ye·tr He con-his salary \Vould have amounte to • , •. · 
sidcrcd it expedient to refuse. (The 1'imes, February 16, 196.'~; February 

21,l~~3.~rilain shop-strwards sometime~ oppose the influence wielded 
h~: the tr::ide union burc11ucracy. 
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union or party apparatus ancl therefore willingly fulfil all 
orders given by these bodies. 

The principal function of the labour a ristocracy and 
workers' bureaucracy is to disseminate bourgeois ideology 
and to struggle against Marxist or conununist ideology 
within lhc working class. Thdr main ideological instru
ments arc legal activity, the repudiation of all illegal activ
ity, the embellishment of bourgeois democracy and pal'lia
mentarism, !he Leaching about Lhe supra-class character of 
the democratic bourgeois slate, chauvinism and religion, 
anti-Marxism an<T anti-communism. 

Almos!: half a century ago Lenin wrote that: "Opportun
ism and so<:ial-chauvi.nism harJe tli.e same political content, 
namely, cla~s collaboration, repudiation of the dictatorship 
of the proletariat, repudiation of revoltitionary action, un
conditional accc!plance of bourgeois legality, confidence in 
the bourgeoisie and lack of c·onficlence in the proletariat. 
Social-cfl.(awillism i.~ tfw direct conli.mwlion and consum
mation of British liberal-labour politics, of il!/illerandism and 
flernstcinis111. 

"The struggle between the two main trends in the labour 
movement- revolutionary socialism and opporLunist 
socialism- fills lhe entire period from 1889 to 1914."t 

Lenin does not mention the Church as one of the con
ductors of l>ourgeois ideology to the working class. This is 
explruned hy th<' fact that before the First "!orld War reli
gion was not used as widely in the class struggle as it is 
now. At thaL time there still existed liberal, anti-clerical 
tendencies in the bourgeoisie and the reformist labour move
ment. Since the First, and especially since the Second 
\Vorlcl \Var, religion and the Church have become one of 
I.he principal means of deceiving workers. Catholic parties 
were creat<'d or strengthened. In Britain a number of 
Labour Parly lcaders-~facdonald, Lansbury, Hendcrson
were devout churchmen. A multitude of r eligious sects in 
the U.S.A. are trying to obstruct the growth of class 
consciousness among work()rs. 

'When the people recovered from the shock of the Second 
\Vorld \Var, the influence of religion and the Church in 

1 
V. I. L<'ni11, (;11flc«tc1~ Works, Vol. 22, p. 112. 

, , '''en todav this influence is much Politics waned. Howe, er, e h F .• l 'uorld War. 
h ·t ·as before t e • irs '' · 

stronger t an I v. t (at all leYels) are of workmg-
Trad~ '!nion ~m~eau~ra s bureaucracy of the refo~w.ist 

class ongm; hO\\·e\·er, m tl~eb . g plaved by bourgeois m-
. · sinct role is em J h 

parties, an mcrea ". k 11 \V.lson-all lhe past t ree 
tcllectuals. Attlee, Gaits e .'are iall of bourgrois origin; the 
leaders of the Labour Party G ,.·iollet Ollcnhauer, etc. 

1. t Leon Blum 1uv !\ ' • 
same app ies o . k' b ,+\,een the reformist parties This illusLrates the close Im s c., 

. . 1 anrl the bourgeo!Sle. 

* * * 
. ·h· t easure the bourgeoisie, with 

If \Ve were asked m w a m l Ll1c '"<l1'k"rs' bureauc-. t cracv an< " " · the help of the labour .ans/. t-'~,..,· tl~e working class from 
racy, has succeeded ll1 ( I\el Ii l have to give lhe following 
the revolutionary P~~h we s iou ~ ~ow been successful in 
reply: Lhe bourgeo:s1c h.a~'. ~1p o the n;volutionary palh in 
diverting the 'v~rkmg clarsc~o~~inavian counlries, but has 
the rich Anglo-._ ::ixo~1 am : thcr ca ltalist counlries. 
not succeeded in clom_g so m o ll ,~-Jrking class docs not 

In the U.S.A., fo.r mstanc:~~t .~elens of millions of factory 
even have a reformist m~s p y, f the lwo lar.-te bourgeois 
and office workers Yote 1or one o . l Pa1-ty h;s no mass 

. tl 40 vear-old Commun1s . all 
par Lies; ie -• 1 cl exists only s<'m1-leg Y · 
inlluonce, is persccule< an . g the bourgeoisie, deceive 
The trade union leaders, scrtv1n 1· l\fa1·x1'sm and anti-

d propaga e an t -n , 
tJ1e workers an . . . ns )rcvail in Canada. 
communism. Identical co~d1\~o Id :\Jew Zealand) has a 

Britain (as well as :.\ustra ia a~t .which is. essentially, 
lon"-cstahlished workmg-clasls bp ~eois party .2 The bour-

lt>. • , than a seconc our t> ·t Lh 
not img more . . . . d"callv handing over to J e 
gcoisie is not atrmd okf pe~~o g1 

full well that this does not 
reins of government, no" m 

, 1 ad r of the trade union burcauc· 
1 This does not mean that the. c, c s . · ·i The Jlritish bour-

racy are less obedient s~rvants of !he tbou:ft:~~1:~. After Gaitskell's 
geoisie still lauds Bcvu~ . as. a "'[.?~ 11~~ Wilson'~ but Brown's can-
dcnth the British bourgcome s1'.pp.url ; . 
<lidature as leader of the La?om .~·ff)· rn this p1trty is that L11bour 

2 Typical of the bourgeo1s spmt pervau ~of the Labour l'arly .h<~ 
l\f p Jay recently suggesti:'d that ~hle nal1~; emhnnassing lo vole for 

· · nv voters cons1c eret • change<! h<'causc ma _ · 
:t I'" rly so dc~ignated, 



constitute a threat to the capitalist system. Jn Sweden Lhe 
Social-Democratic Party has held office continuously for the 
past 25 years-either alone or in coalition with other bour
geois parties-and has ruled the country without detriment 
Lo Sweden's capitalist system. Communist Parties still do not 
constitute an important factor in the political life of those 
countries. 

In_ t_hese countries_, the stale Lenin described as the pre
requunte for revoluL1011, when the bourgeoisie is no longer 
able, and the proletariat no longer willing to live in the old 
way, has not as yet set in, despite mass unemployment in 
the U.S.A. and Britain. 

True, in the U.S.A. there are long and stubborn mass 
strikes, which arc often Tegarded. as an expression of the 
rcvolutiona1y frame of ~ind of the American.working class. 
llut we believe that, m the present concrete historical 
conditions, this is a somewhat hasty conclusion. 

During times of rc\'olution, long mass strikes arc a 
symptom and simultaneously a factor for Ll1e intensification 
of t~e revolutionary struggle, a sign that the workers refuse 
to live under existing conditions. Yet the mass strikes in 
the U.S.A. today only prove that the workers consider 
themseh'es strong enough to resist the worsenin" 
of lheir position due to the constant crrowth of consume; 
goods prices, and resort to strikes to hnpro,·e their condi
tions within lhe capitalist framework . 

'~he fact t~al these strikes are often headed by rabid 
anti-Communists, by champions of capitalism, is vivid proof 
that they are not a threat to the capitalist system in the 
U.S.A. The Kennedy administration has several limes (for 
example during lhe iron and steel workers' strike or Lhe 
dockers' strike) even found it expedient to intervene in the 
strike on behalf of the strikers to safccruarcl the interests 
of the big bourgeoisie as a whole. The A~erican bourgeoisie 
is still able to rule by the old methods and the bulk of 
American workers (and also British, Ca~adian, Australian 
~d Swed.ish wo~·kers) still prefer to go on living as they do. 
For tile time bemg the labour aristocracy and workers' bu
reaucracy in these countries are still managing to cope with 
the tasks entrusted them by the bourgeoisie. 

But _thi s docs not apply to France and Italy, where the 
reformist w()rkers' movement is much smaller than the 
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communist movement, and where Lhe Communist Parties 
exert a strong influence on th t> lrad(' union movement. E\'en 
Lhour.rh the reformisl and Catholic pa rt ic>s ha\'e succeeded 

'-' d . in alienating a part of the workers and some Ira e umons, 
proletarian solidarity generally oulw<'ighs lhcir ideological 
differences and in large strikes even the dissident trade 
unions co-operate with the communist trade unions. The 
mass strike of French miners in March 1963, which was 
supported by practically the whole of France's working 
class, had (irrespective of its outcome) quite a difTerent 
political nature to the mass strikes in the U.S.A. 

* * * 
The above shows that in the richest capitalist countries 

the big bourgeoisie is still able to bribe wide layers of the 
labour aristocracy, and with their help and that of the re
formist workers' bureaucracy, has so far succeede<l in keep
ing most of the workers on ils side. Unt this i.s a transient 
state of affairs. The development of the re"olut1onary work
ers' movement will obviously follow l~1e pallern of the 
working-class movements in Italy, France, etc., which aim 
to destroy the in1luence of the bourgeoisie . 



THE PLOW OF CAPITAL DURING TIIE LEVELLING 
OF THE RATE OF PROFIT. RATE OF PHOFIT 

U~DER :rvlOKOPOLY CAPITALISM 

Marx states that the constant flow of capital from branches 
yielding a lower than average rate of profit to branch es 
with a higher rate of profit tends to equalise the rate of' 
profit in the various branches of production. 

He wrote that " ... capital withdra\vs from a sphere with 
a lo~v r~te of profi! a.nd invades others, which yield a high er 
pro ht. 1 l~rou~h t?1s ~ncessant outflow and inilux , or , brie!ly, 
through its d1stnbuhon among the vari ows spheres, which 
depends on ho,.,,- the rate of profit falls here and rises there 
iL crea~es such a i:alio of supply to demand that the avcrag~ 
profit m the vanous spheres of production becomes the 

"l same .... 
Textbooks on political economy generally repeat this fo r

mula. Take the one edited by K. V. Ostrovityanov, for 
~xample, which says that "in pursuit of higher profits cap
ital flows from branch to branch, and this results in the 
est·ablishment of an average rate of profit. .. "2. 

. In reality however , and especially in present-day condi
ltons, the flow of capital from one branch to the other is a 
far more ~on~pl icatcd problem than Marx's general formula 
se.ems to md1cate. Devc.loping this idea, Marx himself (as 
'~111 be shown further m the essay) modified his general 
form~1 la._ l3y .th e flow of capital l\farx unclersloocl changes in 
the chstnbution of the aggregalc social capital in its func-

1 R~rl )llarx, Capita l, Vol. III, p. 195. 
i Politirheskayl/ ekonomiya il'olitical Economy), Textbook, 4th 

Huss . ed., c;ospolitizcl11t, 1962, p. 154. 
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lion of industrial productive capital. 'Vhcn an industrial 
capitalist sells his factory to another capitalist, he with
draws his capital from that branch. Bul this does not effect 
any ch anges in the distribution of th(• aggregate social capi
tal and has no influence on the formation of the rate of 
profit, since this capital is replaced by an equally large 
capital belonging to another capitalist. This is also true of 
share transfers. Transaclions in "paper duplicates of real 
capital" are also unimportant in this ('Onncction, for they 
too bring no real changes in the distribution of productive 
capital. Changes in the ratlo between the sum total produc
tive and sum total loan capital are also immaterial. 

If an industry ·Or an individual <:nlerprise is using loan 
capital for which it has to pay out a certain part of profits 
in interes t, iL makes this paymenl after the average rate of 
profit has formed. Only changes in the distribution of pro
ductive capital between differenl industries affect the rate 
of profit. 

Let us study the flow of capital in greater detail. The flow 
of capital from m1e bran<'h lo anollH:r 'vas no problem under 
capitalism of the free competition era analysed by Marx:. 
At that time there was no funclamental difference between 
this no,v and the foundation of a new produc;tive enlerprise 
or the extension of an aheady existing one, i.e., the trans
formation of money capital into constant C'apital (bolh fixed 
and circulating) and variable capital, since the establish
ment of a new enterprise brought with it an expansion of 
production and an influx of capital to an already existing 
branch (the rare exception being when the production of an 
entirely new article was undertaken). The outflow of capital 
is a far more complicated matter. The outflow of circulating 
capital poses no problems-raw and auxiliary materials are 
processed, finished goods sold and the variable capital 
assumes a monetary fo rm and can be invested in some other 
branch of production. But lhe outflow of ftxed capital is a 
far more complicated matter-some buildings and power 
installations could be used in ano ther branch, even though 
this would involve considerable additional outlay, hul what 
of equipment? A se\'ving machine will do nothing but sew, 
a turning lathe i.s good only for turning, a ship can only 
carry loads over 'vater. The outnow of capital is therefore 
invariably linked with the loss of a part of il. 
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Marx saw this clearly: "Yet with respect to each sphere of 
aC'lual procluclion ~ industry, agriculture, mining, etc. Llw 
transfer of capital from one sphere to another offers consid
erable difficulties, particularly on account of the existing 
fixed capilal."J 

In Marx's lime the share of fixed capital in the Lola! 
capital of industrial enterprises was relatively small since 
technology was still on a comparatively low level; and the 
share of Department II in industry was much higher than 
that of Department I. 

But even in Marx's time there were branches of economy 
from which an outflow of capital was practically impossible. 
The railways, for example, involved capital investments 
which in those days were considered huge. In Lhe railways 
the share of fixed capital is very high in comparison with 
that of circulating capital invested in raw and other mate
rials, and has a form that makes it useful only in railway 
transport-rails and sleepers, bridges, station buildings, 
engines and cars arc useless in any other branch, except l'or 
lhe small amount that could be recouped as scrap. The same 
applies also lo waler transport. 

In many cases the capitalist has only one way out-to 
export the equipment he no longer wants (engines, cars, 
ships) and lo im·cst the r esulting money in another branch. 
This will lead to an outflow of capital from that parlicular 
country, but nothing will have changed in lhe capitalist 
system as a whole-there will have been a geographical 
migration of capital but not a flow of capital from one 
branch of production to another. 

IL is not hard to see that no\\'adays the flow of capital is 
connected with far greater difficulties than it was in Marx's 
time. First, because technological progress has brought an 
enormous growlh of the share of fixed capital in the aggre
gate capital, both in individual enterprises and on a world 
scale. Secondly, from the moment the enterprise is estab
lished, the fixed capital is adapted for production only in 
that particular industry. The buildings and plant of a modern 
chemical works can be used only in the chemical industry. 
An iron and steel works can produce only metal. The e<ruip
ment of a modern motor works is adapted only for conveyor 

' Knrl Mnrx, Capital, Vol. III, Moscow, 1960, p. 208. 
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production, its automatic lines are no more than a heap 
of scrap if they cannot be used for the production of cars. 
This is true of most modern large en terprises. The flow of 
capital would entail enormous losses and become respon
sible for the bankruptcy of enterprises . 

This naturally poses the following question: was Marx 
wrong when he said that the flow of capilal tends to equal
ise the rate of profit? 

No, he was not. Marx used his usual dialectical method of 
investigation-he first solved the problem in its most 
general form, and then worked it out in greater detail. He 
says that, "the general rate of profit is never anything 
more than a tendency, a movemenl to equalise specific rates 
of profit. The competition between capilalisls-which is 
itself Lhis movement Loward equilibrium-consists here of 
their gradually withdrawing capital from spheres in which 
profit is for an appreciable length of time below average, 
and gradually investing capilal inlo spheres jn which profit 
is above average. Or it may also consist in additional capital 
distributing itself gradually and in varying proportions 
among these spheres."1 

The words given in italics show that the flow of capital 
tends to equalise the rate of profit. The outflow of capital 
is rare and is connected with huge losses. It would be more 
correct to say that the oulflow of capital takes place when 
a business has incurred losses for a number of years and 
when the future, too, promises no profits.2 The tendency 
towards the levelling of the rate of profit expresses itself in 
the gradual distribution of newly invested capital in differ· 
ent proportions among the various branches in conformity 
with the rate of profit they offer to the investor. 

This applies in equal measure to pre-monopoly and 
monopoly capitalism. But, under capitalism of the free 
competition era, the influx of additional capital was 
unrestricted, while under monopoly capitalism this influx 
runs up against a number of new obstacles. The monopolies 
already existing in the given branch arc able to expand their 

i Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. Ill, p. 306 (italics mine.-Y. V.). 
2 After the Second World War many short-distance railway lines 

were closed down in Britain bccawsc they could not compete with 
road transport. 
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enterprises by im·esling additional capital if this expansion 
does not endanger monopoly prices, and raise the size of 
total profits. But the investment by other firms into branches 
controlled by one or several monopolies, united in cartels 
and trusts, runs up against strong opposition. The monopo
lies use Yarious means to obstruct competitors, for new 
enterprises cou ld endanger monopoly prices. The means 
they use for that purpose are known to the reader both 
from Lenin's works on imperialism and from everyday 
life. \Ve shall therefore only touch upon the question in 
passing. 

The primary obstacle to creating new enterprises in 
monopoly-controlled branches is the vast amount of capital 
needed Lo build a modern enterprise. It is very difficult Lo 
raise so large a sum without turning for help to the big 
banks. In view of the close links existing between these 
ban ks and the monopolies, the ruling finance oligarchy is 
generally apt lo refuse this help. New enterprises can be set 
up in the monopoly-ruled branches (apart from enterprises 
belonging to these monopolies) only as a result of an inva
sion of the new monopolies into a branch controlled by the 
olcl, i.e., as a res ult of a war between them. 

The inYestment of new capital is also obstructed by the 
fact that the existing monopolies control the raw material 
so urces and monopolise production by a ramified sys lem of 
patents. All this we know from Lenin's works. 

A n<'w factor is sta le intervention, which is a character
istic of stale-monopoly capitalism. In most highly developed 
capitalist countries the state has the right to intervene in 
some form or other when large enterprises are set up, and 
it uses this right in the interests of monopolies.1 

The above shows that while the inilux of capital into 
monopoly-dominated branches is so difficult that it is prac
tically impossible for outsiders to penetrate into them, the 
monopolies, on the other hand, can easily invest new capital 
iu non-monopolised branches, driving weaker competitors 

1 Owing to the enmity of the masses against the monopolies, which 
jack 111> prices, the state from lime to time proclaims (with a lot of 
horn-blowing) "strict measures and laws" against monopolies. This 
happened in the U.S.A. But the American monopolies suffer from 
these laws as little as the \.Vest German monopolies do from lite 
"decarlclisntion" ·proclaimed by the \.V es tern occupation vowers. 
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out of business bv conducting a "price war", i.e .. by first 
undercutting thei; competi tors and then, haYing ruined 
them, establishing high monopoly prices and drawing high 
monopoly profits.1 

The above poses the question: to wliat extent does the 
tendency towards the levelling of the rate of profit promote 
the formation of a single rate of profit under present-day 
state-monopoly capitalism? 

This question wiJI be answered further in the essay. 

* * * 

The tendency of the rate of profit lo /<ill operates inde
pendently of the tendency for the formation of an average 
rate of profit as a result of the flow of capital. , 

From a purely theoretical point of view the existence of 
this tenclencv cannot be denied. Undoubtedly, the decrease 
in the share of variable capital in comparison with fixed 
capital must evolve a tendency for the rate of profll to 
decline. But unfortunately we have no flgurcs to substantiate 
this theoretical premise. Bourgeois statistics do not give 
reliable data aboul the aggregate social tapital functioning 
in the various spheres of production , nor about the total 
surplus value (profit) being appropriated. The income tax 
returns being published arc deliberately minimised . This is 
done by exaggerating depreciation and by other methods of 
creating "hidden" reserves. 

1 A comparatively recent phenomenon in the acliviti~s of lhe mo
nopolies is diversilication. This means that the monopolies use newly 
accumulated capital to take over enterprist>s for the further processing 
of their output, or to ensure U1cm with raw ma te rials; for the pr~duc
lion of packing materials; for the direct. sale of go.ods to retailers, 
bypassing intermediate links, or set itp thell' ?Wll r~ta1l networks, etc., 
in an attempt to expand the market for theu· mttm pl"oduc ts and to 
achieve a better rate of equipment utilisation. 

The diversification enables the monopolies to distrlbute capital 
among different branches of production and decrease the losses con
nected with the closure of some of lhoir enterprises. But it does not 
eliminate the losses a given monopoly sustains when it ·transfers its 
lixc<l capital from one branch to another. . 

Alongside this diversification we observe the opposite !cndency
American motor monopolies buy parts from other cnterpnses (often 
linancia lly dependent on them} and themselves merely assemble the 
parts produced by hundreds of suppliers. 
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The decline in the rate of profit cannot Le calculated 
directlv.1 

The ·decline in the rate of profit is also restrained because 
an increasing number of capitalists refuse to invest money 
in production {direct profits), but prefer to net a lower but 
more certain profit by investing money into bonds, privi
leged shares with a fixed dividend, etc. This means that a 
part of the aggregate profit assumes the form of interest. That 
part of the functioning industrial capital yields a rate of 
profit below average, while the other part yields a rate 
above average. This shows that the rate of profit would 
be lower if there were no loan capital and the total prollt 
were distributed evenly over the aggregate capital. 

This was noted by Marx, who wrote that "in stock 
companies the function is divorced from capital owner
ship .... Since profit here (in large stock companies.-f .V.) 
assumes the pure form of interest, undertakings of this sort 
arc still possible if they yield bare interest, and this is one 
of the causes stemming the fall of the general rate of profit, 
since sucJ:l undertakings, in which the ratio of constant 
capital lo the variable is so enormous, do not necessarily 
enter into the equalisation of the general rate of profit."2 

Under monopoly capitalism the distribution of profits is 
greatly modified, and, as is shown below, the problem of the 
average rate of profit becomes even more complicated. 

• * * 
The above difficulties obstructing the outflow of capital 

and the influx into monopoly-dominated branches poses the 

i Before the First World War we had already made attempts to 
show the decline in the rate of profit by indirect methods. We pro
ceeded from the fact that capi.talists have a choice of investing money 
into industry and nelling a direct profit, or into gilt-edged securities, 
such as British Consolidated Annuities or French Rents, which pay a 
fixed interest. If the rate of profit were to decline steadily over a long 
period, there would be a corresponding increase in the quotations for 
government bonds. Since this did not happen we can presume that 
before the First World War the rate of profit did not decline. We 
avoid using the word "proves", for our reasoning does not take into 
account the influence exerted by many other faclors. This indirect 
method cannot be used for the period following the Second World 
War because of the numerous and repeated inflations and cunency 
stabilisations. 

2 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. III, p. 437. 
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following question-to what extent does the tendency 
towards the levelling of the rate of profit operate under 
modern monopoly capitalism? 

Before replying to that question. let us make the follow
ing two qualifications: 

1. The rate of profit made by the monopolies is higher 
than the averaae rate of profit for non-monopoly enter
prises. Indeed there would be no seI?se in establishing 
monopolies if they did not ensure a higher rate o~ profit. 

2. Monopoly capitalism, as was repealedl~ underlined by 
Lenin, noes not remove anarchy of production and compe
tition and does not result in the formation of an all-embrac
ing monopoly, as believed by Ililferding. Thi:5 i:ieans that 
there is no constant and clearly defined lrmtt between 
monopol!J and non-monopoly enterprises. ~artels and trusts 
form and disintegrate. A monopoly controlling a branch can 
lose its monopoly hold because of the penetration into .that 
branch of an outsider. Technical innovations sometimes 
undermine the monopoly positions of enterprises. The eco
nomic sections of leading capitalist newspapers repo~t such 
things every day. The distinction between monopolies and 
non-monopolies, and hence between the monopoly and 
average rate of profit is unstable and cannot be clearly 
de(uied. . 

Yet there are exceptions to this rule. In every highly 
developed capitalist country there is a group ?f giant enter
prises which have an enormous fixed capital and huge 
internal reserves. Here are a few figures about some of the 
largest monopolies. In 1963 the profit~ ~f General Motors 
amounted to 1,592 million dollars.1 This is equal to almost 
half of Austria's national income. Or to take another 
example, in 1964 the American T~l~graph and Telephone 
Company intends to spend 3,250 m1lhon dollars on moder~
ising its enterprises.2 Such giants <lo not fear economic 
crises, nor do they fear competitors. Their ~onopoly ~r?flt 
cannot be halted bv crises of overproduction or pohhcal 
upheavals within the capitalist framework, nor by wars and 
inflation. Technical innovations are also unable to under
mine their position, for they control all scientific research 

t The Times, January 28, 1064. 
2 Ibid., February 12, 1964, 
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and inventions in their fields of activity and protect them
s~lvcs by a1~ all-embracing system of patents. Other compa
mes belongmg to the group of giants ar e the Standar d Oil 
Co., Du Pont's General ~fotors Corporation, United States 
Steel _Corporali_on , etc., in the U.S.A.; Shell, Unilevers, 
Imperial Chemical Industries, etc., in Britain; the I. G. 
F~rbenindustrie and Krupp in West Germany. During the 
crippling 1929-33 crisis a number of German Grossbanken, 
an<l some financial speculators like Samuel Insull in the 
U.S.A. ~i:td Ivar Kreuger in Sweden went bankrupt, but even 
_that cn_s1s was tmal?le Lo undermine the position of the giant 
m<luslnal monopolies. As regards political upheavals within 
~he framewo1·k of the capitalist system, there has been no 
Ju~1damcntal change in Krupp's position under Vililhclm I, 
vVilhelm If, the vVeirnar period, Hitler's regime, or Adenauer 
and Erhard. · 

It is ~~ossible to establish statistically tlie share of 
mono~>ol 1 cs m the econ~my or to compute the size of monop
oly p1ofits. The followmg data on the "U.S.A. gives a very 
approximate picture1: 

1929 
1939 
1949 
1959 
1960 

Thous. million dollars, pre-tax 

Pro!Jts or non-corporations 

8.6 
7.5 

22.2 
34.8 
36.0 

CQrporation proltts 

9.6 
6.4 

26.4 
47.0 
45.0 

Since we ~re int~resled only in comparing the profits of 
non-corporatwns \VIth corpor ations (joint-stock companies) 
we can ignore the devaluation of the dollar. 
. These figures (excluding those for 19392) tell the follow
rng story. 

~ United ~t.otes. Economic ~eport of lhe President, 1961, p. 138. 
In. the U.IOs the pro fl ls ot the o\vners of non-corporations- farm

ers, ar~1sans, mereh~n.ts, Ja·wycrs, doctors, etc.-droppcd less sJ1arply 
than did lho~c- of JOH_ll->;lock c.ornpanies, many of which Jost their 
monopoly positions during Ute crisis and depression. 
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1. The profits of joint-stock comp_anie~ g1:ew quicker than 
those of individually-ovmed enterprises. fh1s was due partly 
to the constant transformation of individually owned enter-
prises into joint-stock companies. . 

2. The distribution of profits changes slowly: even m ~960 
four-n inths of all profits 'vere made by non-corporat10ns 
and five-ninths by joint-s tock companies. It can he assumed 
with a hiah clearee of certainty thal the actual profits of the 
joint-stock co~panies were higher, .since they l~ave _more 
opportunities than indiviclu~l enterp1:lses for crcatmg hidden 
profit reserves and for evadmg taxati on.. . . . 

With an even higher degree of probalnhty we may as~u.me 
that all monopoly profits are a pa.rt· of the pro(i.ts of Jomt
stock <~ompanies. True. thcTe are also monopoly non-corpo
ralions like the Pord Motor Company (before ils transfor
mation into a joint-slock company) and Krupp in \Vest 
Germanv. But t:hcsc are extremely rare excepl:ions and we 
need not consider them. 

Of -course, not all joint-stock companies arc monopolies, 
in fad, quite a few are nol. \Ve do n_ol k~1ow_h.ow the aggre
"ate profit of joint-stock compames is d1v1ded between 
~onopoly and non-monopoly enterprises. There are no 
statistics (and cannot be) to show us this d~visi?n, for the 
line between monopolies and non-monopolies 1s unstable 
and constantly changing.1 

In any case the above material shows that the share of 
joint-stock companies of_ lhe non-mon_opo!y lype acco?nts 
for about 35 per cent (this, we emphasise, is an approx1ma-

1 If we assume that in the U.S.A. all joint-stock companies with a 
capital of 50 million dollars and up are monopolies, w~ich _is probably 
close 10 the truth, we can give the following data for 19;:19 (in thousand 
million rlollars): 

Profils of all joint-stock com1>anies . . . · . 38 
including those of joint-stock companies w ilh a 

capital of S5-0 million and up . . . . . • . 24 

(Statistical libslract of the United Stales, UJ6J, pp. 487-88) · 
The substantial rliscrcpancy between the figure for U.S. corpora

tion profits for 1959- $47,000 million (11ccording to th~ J'.l.cport ?f the 
President) anrl $38,000 million (:w~ording to Lhc Sf,al1sl1cal _Abstrac!) 
is explained by the fact that the latter source gi~es ta~abl~ mco~es ; 
This by the way shows tlrnt one-fifth of corporuhon capital •s offlc1all) 
exempted from taxes. In reality the sh::ire of the non-t11xahlc profits 
is even higher. 
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tion) of the total corporation profits. Suen is the structure 
of the monopoly profits in countries where lhe specific 
weight of the monopolies is very high. The figures for 1959 
given below afford an idea of U.S. corporation profitsi: 

Total corporation profits . . . . . 
Profits of 500 largest corporations 
Profits of 100 largest corporations 

'000 mlllton dollars 

47.0 
12.0 

8.2 

This shows that the 500 largest companies arc collecting 
a quarter of the profits of all joint-stock companies, and the 
l.00 largest- one -sixth. 

The annual survey published by Fortune magazine gives 
<i somewhat more concrete picture of the distribution of 
profits in U.S. industry. It says that 57 per cent of the 
annual sales of industrial output falls to the 500 largest 
companies. They collect about 72 per cent of industry's total 
profits.2 This means that the largest enterprises sell their 
goods at a higher profit lhan small firms. But this does not 
mean that their profit reduced to actually invested capital, 
i.e., their rate of profit, was higher in the same proportion. 
This would happen only if the invested capital per dollar of 
sales was equal for all enterprises. However we can assume 
with certainly that the organic composition of capital is 
above average in giant enterprises and tthat the ratio be
tween their total capital (fixed plus circulating) and the sales 
,·olume is also h igher. The difference in the rate of profit is 
therefore as great as the difference in profits compared with 
the sum of sales. 

In 1960 the net worth of the capital of the 500 largest 
companies was $115,000 million, their net profits amounted 
to $11,600 million, i.e., they made an average proftt of 10 
per cent, which is undoubtedly above the average netted by 
non-monopoly enterprises. 

At the same Lime il would be entirely wrong to regard 
these ten per cent as Lhc average monopoly profit. vVe have 
shown above that between monopolies there is not any, or 
hardly any, migration of capital. Hence there is also no 
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1 Slalislicnl Abs/1·act of the United States, 1961, p. 482. 
2 Fortune, July Hlul, p. 167. 

tendency towards the formation of an average monopoly 
profit.1 

This can also be seen from data published by Fortune 
magazine. The higliest profit on invested capital-43.4 per 
cent-was made by a comparatively small firm whicli 
accounted for only 1/481 of the total sales. Some giant 
corporations made a profit of less than ten per cent, 24 firms 
out of 500 showed losses, including Lockheed, the huge air
craft producer, which was no less than $43,000,000 in the red. 

We should like to point out that the "net worth" of capital 
(essentially the subscribed share capital) given in the quoted 
statistical data by no means coincides with the capital 
actually invested. If a company shows too high a profit in 
comparison with its share capital it has to pay very high 
dividends. This is not profitable when wages arc negotiated 
and Lax returns are submilled. For this reason the size of 
the share capital is being artificially boosted without new 
capital investments. This is done by transforming old shares 
into new ones, of double or even quadruple the nominal 
value, or by issuing no par value shares. This makes the rate 
of profit and dividends appear lower, while the sum of 
distributed dividends remains the same or even increases. 
Identical profits on the subscribed share capital may there
fore yield different rates of profit when reduced Lo the 
actually invested capital. 
· A study of the whole financial history of individual giant 
corporations from the moment of their foundation (take the 
Alcoa, for example) will show that the capital actually in
vested is comparatively small, and that the dividends on this 
capital are fantastically high. Capital, as has been shown 
by Marx, consists wholly of accumulated surplus value. 

"' . .. 
The profits made by the monopolies consist tlieoretically 

of two components: the average profit on the capital and 
the monopoly superprofit exceeding that average. vVe do not 

1 These figures indicate also the monstrous exploitation of workers. 
The total profit of the 500 largest corporations amounting Lo $11,600 
million was produced by 9,178,511 factory and oflice workers. Hence 
every worker gave a profit of $1,250. As will be shown further in the 
es;;ay, part of the profits, consists of appropriations of surplus value 
created in non-monopoly enterprises. The above flgure for the labour 
force includes millions of employees who do not c1·c11lc surplus value. 
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and cannot know the concrete magnitude of these parts, 
since we arc dealing with a tendency that is constantly 
changing under the influence of many economic factors. 

" Te may now ask the question: what is the economic 
essence, the economic source of monopoly superprofits? 

The usual explanation is that Lhe monopolies are estab
lishing high prices for their commodities and are making 
supcrprofits at the consumers' expense by jacking up prices. 
This is true only if we confine ourselves to studying compe
tition. But this slatemen t contradicts one of the fundamental 
tenets of Marxist economic theory, according Lo which under 
capitalism the total sum of values must be equal to the total 
sum of prices (provided, of course, that money is stable). 

The assertion one often hears about monopoly profits be
ing based on the purehasc of labour power at a price lower 
than that paid by non-monopoly enterprises is also theoret· 
ically unfoun<lcd. This would mean that monopoly capital 
always pays for labour power less than its value. This 
statement contradicts the hfisic tenets of :.\farx's law of 
labour value, according to which all commodities, including 
labour power. arc sold at value, even though prices 
constantly fluctuate around the value. 

Under capitalism there is a tendency for wages to dip 
below the Yalue of labour power. :Marx wrole that "in lhe 
chapters on the production of surplus-value it was constant
ly presupposed that wages are at least equal to the value 
of labour-power. Forcible reduction of wages below this 
value plays, however, in practice loo important a part for 
us not to pause upon it for a moment. It, in fact, transforms, 
within certain limits, the labourer's necessary consumplion
fun<l into a fund for the accumulation of capitaJ."1 

This tendency, ·which was strongly pronounced in Marx's 
time, is still operating today in the developing countries. 
But in the highly developed countries it is opposed by a 
number of counter -tendencies, such as the power of the 
trade unions, the bourgeoisie's fear of the working class at 
a lime of conflicl between the two systems, the activities of 
lhe Communist Parties, etc. 

The assertion that m onopoly capital buys labour power 
more cheaply than non-monopoly capilal is not borne out 
in practice. This can be seen from lhc following: 

1 Karl :Vlarx, Capitnl, Vol. I, p. !i99. 
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1. In all highly developed capitalist countries workers in 
small enterprises are constantly striving to obtain jobs in 
large enterprises. 

2. The wages of workers in highly monopolised branches 
are higher than those of workers in the non-monopolised 
branches. Below are some figures pertaining to the U.S .A. 

Ilighly monopolised branches 

Motor industry . . . 
Iron and steel . . . 
Inorganic chemistry 

115 
116 
115 

Official Average Weekly Wagesl 
(1960, tn dollars) 

Non-monoJ">Oliscd or relatively 
non·rnonopol iscd brnnchcR 

Clothes industry 
Tobacco induslry 
Carpentry output 

. 48-fi9 

. 53-80 

. fifi-81 

The difference is to a great extent due to the larger share 
of women working in branches of Lhe second group, even 
though the wages of men, loo, arc lower in them. 

A similar survey by the British Ministry of Labour shows 
lhc difference in the e~nings of workers in Britain's metal
working industry, depending on the size of the enterprise 
(figures include overtime and other additions, and do not 
exclude taxes and various payments-this, however, does 
not affect the r atio). 

Workers' Remuneration in Big and Small Firmsz 
(average weekly earning, in shillings) 

Workers on tiroo rato Workers on piece rate 

Size of hrm according to "" "" "" "' ~ "d number of employees 8 . "' ::::l . ., ·-a :;;; ·-d ·cu E·-
~ 

';J s·-.. 
"' C$ .. "' "' E-1 :12!: E.; r;/}!l 

25-99 313.9 264.3 242.2 328.3 295.8 
1.00-499 335.7 279.4 243.0 340.3 301.0 
500 and up 383 .3 339.0 264.8 374.0 341.0 
Average for all enterprises 354.3 316.(l 253.8 362.2 331.5 

1 Statistical Abstract of the United St(lles, H>Gl, pp. 220-22. 
2 The Economist, June l, HJG3, p. 9'.l2. 

~ 
:;;; 
"' I: 

::::> 

253.2 
262.8 
269.1 
265.9 
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It should be emphasised that the nominal weekly wage 
of fully employed workers does not correspond to the sum 
the workers are actually receiving: high taxes and social 
security payments, chronic unemployment, etc., lower wages 
substantially. But this does not influence the difference in 
the workers' weekly wages. The intensity of labour is higher 
in heavy industry than in light industry, although in light 
industry, too, steps are taken to speed up production, and 
the lower piece rates raise the tempo and create what is 
aptly described as the "sweating system". Yet, in spite of all 
that, it is very difficult to believe that the American mo~op
olies, paying often twice as much as non-monopolised 
enterprises, arc buying labour power below its value. 

In spite of higher wages, the rate of exploitation may be 
higher in monopoly than in non-monopoly branches, if the 
difference in the level of labour productivity and labour 
intensity in monopoly enterprises is higher than the diff e
rence in the remuneration of labour. 

In view of the enormous economic and political might 
of modern monopoly capitalism, it is easy to draw the 
conclusion that the largest monopoly companies are able lo 
force workers to agree to any terms they may choose to 
provide. In reality this is not so, as proved by the periodic 
and often prolonged strikes for wage rises in the highly 
developed monopoly capitalist countries. In analysing the 
relation of forces between the monopolies and the trade 
unions we should bear in mind that: 

1. The larger an enterprise the higher is the organic 
composition of its capital; the smaller the share of expendi
ture on wages in the total production outlays, the larger the 
losses it incurs from stoppages resulting from wage conflicts. 
As technology and especially automation develop, the more 
important this rule becomes. 

2. Intensive and long struggles for wage increases have 
also a political significance, for they worsen the relations 
b<~tween the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, and intensify 
the class struggle. In the cold war era this is entirely unde
sirable for the big bourgeoisie. The common interests of 
the capitalist class clash with the interests of the individual 
monopolies trying to dictate employment conditions to their 
workers. The explanation of monopoly profits by an in
creased exploitation of workers in monopoly-owned enter-
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prises should not be regarded as ~ general law allhou?h ~n 
some cases this may be true, parhcularly for monopolies lil 
economically underdeveloped countries where extremely 
low wages are paid to nath"e workers. 

A Marxist analysis of the essence of monopoly superprofits 
requires the application of m~tho~s w~ich are ~o less con
sistent than those Marx applied lil his analysis of profit. 
\Vhile such an analysis rem.ains abstract, we can presume 
the existence of a pure capitalist society consisting only of 
capitalists and workers, and all .capitalist co~ntries can. be 
considered as a single market, i.e., we can ignore foreign 
trade. All profit in such a society-both average and monop
oly superprofits-is but another form of surplus value. 
There is no other source of profit except surplus value. The 
size of the surplus value determines the size of the aggregate 
profit-the latter cannot exceed the former. . 

This theoretical assumption leads to the conclusion that 
in a pure capitalist society monopoly superpro(lts can evolve 
only as a result of an irregular dis~ributio~ or th~ aggregate 
surplus value or aggregate profi.t, L.e., a dzstrzbz;t.twn accord
ing to which profi.t does not correspond to the amount of 
capital invested. There can be no other source of monopoly 
superprofits. Since monopolies make a profit abo~e the av~r
age rate, non-monopoly enterprises are . making ~rof1ts 
which are lower than they should receive m proportion to 
their capital. 

The redistribution of the aggregate profit in favour of the 
monopolies is effected throug~ the mechan~sm of .Prices: 
monopolies are able to sell their ~oods al. prices which are 
higher than the price of prod~ction, w~lle non-monop~ly 
enterprises are forced to sell theirs at a price below the price 
of production. But the sum total of prices is equal to the 
sum total of values, just like the sum total of surplus value 
is of necessity equal to the sum total of profits.1 . . 

In passing to a concrete analysis we must bear m ~md 
that modern capitalist society incorporates not only capital-

1 From time to time some monopolies (and monopoly capital as 
a whole) enrich themselves by a further centralisation of capital: they 
swallow up enterprises in financial difficulties through mergers, etc. 
But this occasional appropriation of capital is not a component part 
of regular monopoly superprofits. 
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ists and workers but also millions of small independent 
commodity producers-poor and medium farmers and arti
sans. They, too. ha\'e a part to play in the formation of 
monopoly profits. The relation of prices established by the 
monopolies- high monopoly prices on commodities bouuht 
from monopolies and low prices on commodities sold° to 
them- forces small commodity producers to hand over part 
of their profits to the monopolies. 

A more detailed analysis should also take into account the 
geographical location of capitalism. Monopoly capital is 
almost completely concentrated in ·western Europe, North 
America and Japan. In other capitalist countries monopolies 
in the embryonic stage arc found on rare occasions amona 
the local bourgeoisie, like the Tata concern in India. Th~ 
Latin American, African, and Asian capitalist countries are 
~ssentially eco.n~micall.y less developed and their economy 
is based on millions of small independent owners: farmers 
and artisans. This division into monopoly capitalist and less 
devt•loped countries is simultaneously a division into indu
strial and agricultural countries. About 90 per cent of the 
capitalist world's industrial output is to this clay concentrat
ed in \Vestern Europe, North America and Japan. The trib
ute exacted by the monopolies from small commodity 
producers through unequivalent exchange flows first a11d 
(or~most fro~ the less developed countries to monopoly cap-
1tal1st countries. The political liberation of the colonies has 
as yet wrought no changes in this respect. The fact that this 
tribute is being exacted can be clearlv seen from the increas
ing dilTerencc between prices for r~w materials and food
stuffs on the one hand, and industrial goods on the othcr.1 
The unequivalcnt exchange is a means by which rich 

1 In 1960 the price index was: 

Highly developed capitalist countries 
Less developed capitalist countriea . 

Export 

100 
94 

(1053=100) 

Import 

96 
99 

During the seven-year period from 19:'i3 to 1960, the Lcrms of 
exchange have worsened for the Jess developed countries by nine per 
cent. (Montflly Bulletin of Statistics, April 1961, pp. VIII-IX.) 
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capitalist countries can constantly plunder poor countries, 
and is a constant source of monopoly superprofits, even 
though a certain share is appropriated also by the non
monopoly enterprises in the industrial countries. 

The following facts demonstrate that this part of the 
monopoly profits is received mainly from the less developed 
countries. 

1. In the economy of lhe monopoly capitalist countries the 
share of independent small commodity producers is negli
gible as compared with that of large-scale industry. In 
Britain, factory and office workers comprise 05 per cent of 
the gainfully employed population, in the other advanced 
capitalist countries-about 80 per cent. The aggregate 
income of independent small commodity prnducers accounts 
for only a very small part of the aggregate national income. 
For that reason only a very small portion of the monopoly 
supcrproflts can he formed at the expense or local small
scale commodity producers. 

2. The perpetuation of the capitalist system and preven
tion of the spread of anti-capitalist propaganda are among 
the most important funclions of the governments of the 
monopoly capitalist countries. They therefore go out of their 
way to keep independent small commodity producers (espe
cially the peasants, who are the mosl numerous among that 
section) on their side. The monopoly capitalist countries
the U.S.A., Britain, France, \Vest Germany- have therefore 
eYolYed a whole system of laws and measures to maintain 
prices on farm products at a reasonable level. Their import 
is restricted and special institutions have been founded to 
give credit to farmers, etc. In the U.S.A. farmers are at 
present receiving about $6,000 million a year in subsidies to 
support prices and limit production. 1 The lion's share is 
collected by capitalist farmers, bul a certain share goes to 
the small commodity producers and staves olT their final 
ruin. 

But nobody protects the small commodity producers in 
the less developed counlries against international monopoly 

capital. Yet, no matter how destructive the actions of monop
oly capital in the economically less clevelope<l countries, 

1 See the essay "The Problem of Agrarian Crises". 
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the tribute it collects there forms only a small share of the 
t.otal monopoly superprofit s. 

:rhe monop?lY cap~talist countries charge high monopoly 
prices for the mdustnal goods they export to the less devel
oped ~ounlries, and pay low monopoly prices for the raw 
materials and foodstuffs they import from those countries. 
Let us assume that the superprofits being derived by them 
through trade amount to 10 per cent of the forei"n trade 
turn~ver, which is probably a somewhat exaggerat:d figure 
(Lenm evaluated the whole profit from foreign trade under 
imperialism at 10 per cent). 

In 1959 the export of raw materials, fuel and foodstuffs 
from the economically less developed capitalist countries 
totalled $22,000 million, the import of industrial goods
$16,600 million.1 

At the same time the less developed countries imported 
foodstuffs, raw materials and fuel to the value of $9 000 
million and exported finished goods to the value of $3

1

000 
million. ' 
. It follows that the net export of raw materials, fuel and 
foodstuffs from the less developed countries amounted to 
$13,000 million and the net import of industrial fmished 
goods-$13,600 million, the total turnover amounting to 
$27 ,000 million2. 

Tra.de wilh the soci~ist countries accounts for part of 
lhal figure, and trade with those capitalist countries which 
cannot be considered highly · developed also constitutes a 
small part. About $25,000 million of the total falls to the 
s~are of the monopoly capitalist countries, which at a rate 
oi 10 per cent will amount to $2,500 million worth of 
superprofits: A ce~·tain part of that sum went to non-monop
oly enterpnses m those countries. It follows that the 
additional profit from foreign trade with the less developed 
countries constitutes an important part of monopoly super
profits but not a decisive one. 

The f ~urlh source of monopoly profits being reaped by 
m?nopohes owning enterprises in the less developed coun
tnes is the purchase of labour power at a price below value 

~ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, March 1961, pp. XVI-XVII. 
The figu11es ~re rounded off, since they are not very accurate 

anyway: when s~1ps change their destination en route this does not 
affect export stahstlcs, etc. 
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and the more intense exploitation of labour there. (The 
wages of whites in Rhodesia, Katanga, etc. , are much higher 
than those of nafo·e workers.) This does not con tradict our 
former assertion that the purchase of labour power below 
value cannot be the source of monopoly superprofits. Our 
statement referred to the capitalist labour market in gener
al where labour power is bought al value. This, naturally, 
is no more than a tendency, as are all the laws af capitalism. 
The price of labour po,ver fluctuates around its value. It can 
I herefore also be sfo!hllv above or bdow value, dependin" <.~ .I (") 

on the prevailing historical condi lions and especially on the 
influence of the reproduction cycle. But in the final analysis 
lhc price of labour power is regulated by value. In this 
particular case we speak about the pu rchase of labour 
power not on the labour market of the advanced capitaliM 
counlries, but in countries in which the agrarian over
population creates an enormous surplus for the supply 
of labour power, and where, until very recently, there were 
no trade unions to help the workerl> Hghl the capitalists who 
squeezed the price of fabour po,ver to a level below value . 

"' "' * 

Let us now summari!Sc Uie conclusions we haYe drawn 
from our analvsis: 

1. Under mJonopoly capitalism as under non-monopoly 
capi talism , the rates of profit in different branches tend to 
<'qualise and form an average profit. But thr monopolies are 
also making addi tional profits which do not tend to equalise, 
and hence there is no such thing as an average rate of 
monopoly pr ofit. This is inherent in the very nature of 
monopoly itself. At th e same time, as far as non-monopoly 
enterprises are concerned, there has been no change in the 
tendency towards lhe establishment of :m average rate of 
profit, proportionate to the size of capital. Marx mentioned 
that even if for some reason or other capital in some sphere 
stopped participating in the levelling process (he mentioned 
the railways as an example), this would no l affect the gener
al tendency. In such a case the average rate would establish 
itself for that part of the aggregate social capital participat
ing in the levelling process. 

The profits of the monopolies not only fail to participate 
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i!1 Lhe lc'Y<'lling of _the general rate of profit but the monopo
ltcs e,·e:i appropriate part of the profits of non-rnonopoh 
enterprises. -

2. IL is difficl~ll lo draw a line between the monopoly and 
_a,·erage rates o1 profit, for enterprises which today are mak
mg mo°:opoly superprofits may tomorrow lose their monop 
oly pos1t10n and ·will lhcn have to be content with llH· 
H\'1'rage r~itc of prolit. 

:~. In spite or ~he differences between the monopoly and 
axcra~e _rate~ of profit, their movement in the indu:;trial 
cyc~e is 1den l1cal: Lhcy drop during the crisis phase, but rise 
durmg the recovery and boom phases. Changes in the size 
of rnon~poly profits ea nnot be established because the 
mo~opohcs. _accumulate large overt and covert reserves 
wl~de c·on.cllt10ns a.re favourable and use them in times of 
cn.sc.s to pay out the usual dividends. 

'1 · Monopc~ly supcrprofits arc derived from three sources: 
. a) .uw ma_m sourc~ is th~! distribu tion of aggregate surplus 
~ alue out of proportion w1th the am01mt of capital invested 
m ~ach s_cparale enterprise (proportional distribution was 
typical of _nou-rnonopoly capitalism), ancl the redistribution 
of_ profits m favour of the monopolies and to the detriment 
ol non-monopoly capitalist enterprises; 

b) U1c appropriation of parl of the value being produced 
by 1.nd~pe11dt•nt_ small commodity producers of the non
cap1tallsl type m the country and outside of it; 

c) t1.1c purchase of labour power in the less developed 
countr~es by the almost exclusiYely foreign monopolies 
operating there at a price below its value. 

~aturally, we arc unable to calculate the exact share of 
each source- we estimate very roughly that the first source 
accounts for 80 per cent, and the othe1· two for 20 per cent 
111 the monopoly superprofits. 

* * * 

In our analysis we h ave intentiona.Uv avoi·de l St 1· '. lfiT f . " < ams c e n1 wn o maximum profit. Stalin 's asser tion that "it is 
not the averag? p~·ofil but Lhc m aximum profit, that modern 
monopoly cap1tal1sm needs for more or less extended re
production" is entirely unfounded. Even the term "max:
mum profit" which Stalin substitutes for Leniu'.s te1:1~1 
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··monopoly superprofil" (a subject w<' have trc>atecl elsc
wlwre L) is ambiguous an<l inaccurate. 

The striving for maximum profits is not distinctive of 
modern capital, in fart, docs not apply lo capitalism alone. 
Phoenician merchants who traded a.long the shores of the 
J\Iediterranean, Roman usurers, Ilansa merchants, Catholic 
Princes of the Church who in the Middle Ages engaged in 
usury, all strove as much for maximum proftts as the mo
nopoly bourgeoisie today. The fact that capital e,·cn in ils 
pre-monopoly stage was r eady to commit any crime for 
Lhc sake of maximum profits was mcnliom·d by :\farx in his 
Capital. 

The term " maximum profit" becomes even less under 
s tandable if we presume tha t it refers to monopoly capital 
as a whole, an assumption which mo:;t likely coincides with 
Stalin's poin t of v iew . He describes the "securing of the 
maximum profit" as the basic economic law of modern 
capitalism. In a mathematical .sense Lhe term "maximum 
profit" was in tended to express thal monopoly capital ap
propriates all the .surplus value b<'ing cr<'aled in ('apitalist 
society. This is sheer nonsense. Even in the U.S.A., the most 
highly deyeloped capitalist country, millions of farmers. 
merchants, factory owners, entrepreneurs and joint-stock 
companies of the non-monopoly type arc receiying ap
proximately half the profits being appropriated by capital 
as a whole. This corresponds exactly with Lenin's well
known thesis (set forth by him during his controversy with 
J{ievsky) that there is not, and cannot be, any "pure impe
rialism", i.e., a capitalism in which there arc only monopo
lies. This does not in any way belittle the decisive role or 
the monopoly bourgeoisie, of Lhc fmancc oligarchy, in the 
economy and politics of the developed capitalisl countries. 
The absolutely meaningless term "maximum profit" renders 
Stalin's "basic law" useless (even if we IC'ave aside the 
rnethodological and phi losoph ieal aspects of lhe problem 
which we have dealt wi th elsewhere). Stalin's "basic 
economic law" is an efficacious political indictment of 
monopoly ('apitalism but no l a result o f a Marxist analys is. 

1 See Y. Varga, Osno1miye voprosy ekonomiki i poliliki imperia
li.:ma (BH~ic Problems of the Economy an<l Politics of ImpC'rialism), 
2ntl R11s,;. ed., Gospol ilizdat, 195.i, p. 2:1. 
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THE CAPACITY 
OF THE CAPITALIST :MARKET 

In his Economic l'roblems of Socialism in the U.S.S.R. 
Stalin makes short work not only of Lenin's thesis that in 
spite of the decay of capitalism under imperialism "on 
Lhe whole capitalism is growing fa1· more rapidly than 
before", hut even of his own (Stalin's) thesis on the stabil
ity of markets in the period of the general crisis of capital
ism. " In ''icw or the new conditions." Stalin wrote, ·'to 
which the Second ·world \ ·\Tar has given rise, both these 
theses must be regarded as having lost their validity." 

Among these new conditions he noted the geographic 
shrinking or lhe capitalist market as a result of the emer
gence and consolidation of the world socialist market and 
the facl that world resources have become less available Lo 
the principal capitalist countries (the U.S.A., Britain, 
France). This gave rise to the conclusion that "production 
growth in these countries will rest on a narrower basis, for 
the volume of output will decrease." 

Stalin's statement is far from clear. In a single sentence 
we have both the growth and the reduction of production. 

Stalin's unfounded assertion about the narrowing of the 
capitalist market over the years to come is to this day still 
echoed by some Soviet economists. 

A comparison of capitalist development in the post-war 
years with that of the pre-war years proves conclusively 
that Lenin was right and Slalin was wrnng. 

In spite of' the substantial geographic shrinking of the 
sphere controlled by capitalism, capitalist productive forces 
and capitalist production have, in the post-war years, grown 
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at a quicker pac.e than before, while the capitalist market, 
far from narrowing, has expanded. This is true of capital
ism as a whole and particularly of the U.S.A., Britain and 
France, i.e., the three countries mentioned by Stalin. 

Before examining concrete figures we shall define the 
terms we are using to avoid ambiguity. 

By market we understand the aggregate of all the inter
twining sales and purchase transactions as a resull of which 
commodities are channcllecl from Lhe producer to the final 
consumer. 

By capitali.'lt market we understand those sales and pur
chase transactions which serve the capitalist production 
process directly (purchases of clements of Lhe fixed capital), 
or sales of commodities produced in the proc<'sS of capitalist 
production. A special position is held by the sale ancl ex
ploitation of labour power, on which the whole capitalist 
system is based. 

The capacity of llw capitalist market is smaller titan llwt 
of the market as a whole. In the highly developed capitalist 
countries this difference is small, though even there a cer
tain share of the output of peasants, fishermen and artisans 
is sold directly to the consumer on local non-capitalist mar
kets. Jn the less developed capitalist counlries the capacity 
of the capitalist market is much smaller than that of the 
market as a whole, since Lhe share of the non-capitalist 
trade turnover there is very high. 

Jn his The Development of Capilalism in Russia Lenin 
pointed out that the capitalist market grows historically 
by drawing non-capitalist commodity producers into the 
capitalist trade turnover. This applies first and foremost to 
peasants who were formerly engaged in subsistence farm
ing or sold their produce on local (ncn-capitalist) markets. 
In countries like Britain and the U.~.A. this "depeasantis
ing" process has practically culminated, in other bourgeois 
countries it is slill proceeding. 

The best yardstick for the capacity of tiJe capitalist market 
is the volume of capitalist output. True, part of the capitalist 
output may not find a buyer; in fact, this is what always 
happens during crises of overproduction, but if we consider 
a long enough period, embracing several trade cycles, the 
capacity of the capitalist market is determined primarily 
by the volume of output. 
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lJnder capitalism there is a peculiar dialectical interrela
tion between the volume of output and the market capacity. 
The growth in output is limited by the capacity of the 
market, i.e., by consumer goods sales. These in turn are 
depressed by the "proletarianisation" of the masses, their 
low effective dC'mand resulting from the contradiction be
tween the social character of production and the private 
capitalist appropriation of the fruits of labour. ConYersely, 
the growth in the output of producer goods-the building 
of new factories, power stations, etc., and other expansion 
of fixed capital- entails a temporary increase in the varia
ble capilal, which results in a growth of the population's 
purchasing power and an expansion of the capitalist mar
ket's capacity. This expansion of the latter resulling from 
an expansion of fixed capital is temporary and leads even
tually to a crisis of overproduction. It is not constant, 
as Tugan Daranovsky erroneously asserted. 

Lel us now look al 11gure.s which demonstrate beyoncl a 
shadow <>f doubt that the thesis on the narrowin($ ol' the 
capitalist market since the Second \Vorld \Var i; wrong. 

Industrial Oulput of the Capitalist Worldt 

(1958=100) 

1950 1955 1961 

70 95 122 

Though not very accurate, these figures are convincina 
proof that since the Second \\Torlrl \Var there has been n~ 
narrowing of the capitalisl market but a verv considerable 
~xpansion. AU commodities produced during t-hat time have, 
m. one way or another, been realised. (Changes in that part 
ol the oulpul which is being used by the producers 
Llwrnselvcs or s.old by them on locaJ non-capitalist 
markets are urnmportant. In any case thal part is 
smaller now than il was before the Second \\Todd \Var.) 
There are now larger commodity stocks than there w<'r<' 

1 Jl/011/hly B11lleli11 of Statistics, June t9fi3, p. Vl!L 
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before the war and part of lh<' commo<litics is sold to 
consumers on credit. But considering that the industrial out
put of the capitalist world has increased by more than 50 
per cent, this too can be discounted. Althouuh the growth 
of agricultural output was smaller than that of induslrial 
output, it was nonetheless considerable. 

It is th~refore appar~nt .that the volume of output and 
the capacity of the capitalist market far from diminishinu 
since the war, as predicted by Stalin, have grown substan~ 
tially. 

In spile of the breaking away from capitalism of a nmuber 
of coun~ries cmb.rac~ng over 700 million people, the foreign 
trade ol· the ca1:it~1ltst world has also grown. (The foreign 
trade of the socialist counlrics with the cnpitalisl countries 
accounts for an in.significant share of their total forei«>n 
trade.) <> 

External T1·arll~ of the Capitii list Countriest 

(thovsand million dollars) 

Exports 
in current p:-ices 
in 1959 priCC:$ 

53.(l 
5l.8 

1060 

112.7 
111.5 

l'llll 

117 .7 
116.7 

From the table we see that exports have more than 
doubl~<l, not onl;y ~n current prices but e\'en in 1959 prices. 
~Lahn s . p~ed1chon that the industrial output of the 

U.S.A., Bntam and France will decrease has also not been 
corrob?rated ~y facts. The volume of out.put of all three 
countries has mcreased substantially since the war. In these 
t~uee count1:ies . in~lustrial output decides the general output 
'Vol~1mc, while 1t is common knowledge that since the war 
?gncul~ural ou.tput has grown appreciably in the U.S.A. and, 
111 particular, m France.2 For this reason we shall give 
figures only for the dynamics of industrial output. 

.~ Sl!llislical Yearbook of the 1!11itecl Nulions, JOG2, p . .J6G. 
- Sr:e lite e.ss~y "The Problem .of Agr:iri:in C:ri~t·.~". 
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Dynamics of Jnclustrial Outpul1 

(1953= 100) 

1938 1948 1955 1960 , ,9:-
U.S.A. 34 75 106 119 127 
Britain 76 84 111 126 127 
Franco 72 77 i17 161 170 

It should be noted that these data arc inaccurate and Lend 
~o exaggerate the actual growth. Every time the methods 
lor ~omputiJ~g indices are changed, the results cx('ced those 
o~tai~ed bef~r~. The inclusion in U.S. indices of the rapidly 
g1 owmg .serv1cmg. sphere has a particularly distorting effect. 
HoweYer, la_ck of space prevents us from makinu a con
cret~ analysis of these distorlions here. The nrowth in out· 
P1:1l m the :C.LS.A., Britain and France has bee;1 so large that 
with or without these .exaggerations, it is dear that fads 
have not borne out Stalm's prediction. 

Let. us return lo the problem of the capitalist market's 
capac!ly. Up to now volume of production was our main 
~-r1terion for determining the capacity of that market. This 
is a .c?rrect approach since if there are to be .sales, c·om
mod1t.1es must first be produced. But if we define the market 
~apac1ly as the aggregate of sales and purchases, its capac
ity may differ from country to country, clepcndinn on 
structural f ealures of their economies. ~ 

Let us take a simple example. Iron and steel works buy 
a wort~ of coal! b w?rth of ore and sell steel to engineering 
enterprises which m turn sell machinery to the final 
consumer. 

The chain of purchases and sales will then be expressed 
by the following formula: 

a+ b+ (a+b+x) +<a+b+x)+ y = 3a+3b-l- 2x+y 
where x- the increase in value (or price) of coal and ore 

transformed into steel; 

1 Slalislicol Yeorbook of the United Nations 19!H p 72 ·l . · .· 
2 Mo 111 f B 11 t · f s · · ' · , · ' p.• .~snn. 

)
. / 1 II ll em o _ tat1st1cs, July 19G3, p. 18 et passim (rccalcu-
,,tcd by llw 11ulhor for 19o3=100}. 
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y-the increase in the value (or price) of steel 
processed into machinery. 

The prices of coal and ore will pass into the price of 
steel, and together with the price of steel will once again 
be included in the price of the machinery. 

Let us assume that instead of a number of independent 
enterprises engaged in the mining of coal, ore, the smelting 
of steel and the production of machinery, we have a com
plex (or vertical trust) \vhich has its own ore anrl coal 
mines and its own iron and steel and engineering works. It 
sells only the machinery- the final product. Instead of two 
or three sales and purchase transactions there will he only 
one, which we can express as 

Thus, even though the volume of production remains 
unchanged, the market capacity will be lower in a country 
where vertical trusts are widespread. 

Let us therefore ask ourselves if it is correcl to define the 
market as the aggregate of all sales and purchase lransac
Lions. \Ve think that certain qualifkations should be intro· 
duced. In the capitalist world huge sums are spent on the 
sale and purchase of things having no genuine value
sccuritie.s (fictitious capital), land, building sites in towns, 
patents, etc. It often happens that for speculative reasons 
the same commodities are .sold over and over again. These 
transactions are purely fictitious- the seller has no com· 
modities for sale and the buyer does not even intend to 
acquire them. Such transactions are essentially only a 
speculation on future prices. 

To give an idea of the magnitude these fictitious sales and 
purchase transactions assume, let us point out that in 1959, 
for example, total sales on U.S. stock exchanges alone 
amounted to 54,000 million dollars.1 

Banks also sell their clients securities directly, bypassing 
Lhe exchange. Also in 1959, the total farm produce sold 
in the U.S.A. amounted to approximately half the above
:~0,600 million dollars.2 The aggregate sales of the 500 

1 Slat.istical ,\bstrac/ of the Unitecl States, l()f\1, p. 4(\0. 
2 llJid., p. 622. 
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largest industrial enterprises for that year amounted lo 
197 .000 million dollars.1 

If we include speculative sales and business transactions 
on the commodity exchanges, sales of land and real estate, 
e lc., we shall obtain a sum of at least 100,000 million 
dollars a year. 

Furthermore, the bulk of commodities is sold several 
limes while en roulc from producer to consumer. 

Sales in the U.S.A. in 19612 
(in '000 million dollars, a>.:erage monthly) 

WholeRale tn1de Retail trade \\lanufacturi:-l 

-""-------- - ---
30.7 I 12.6 18.2 

\Y(' think thal the above proves that the capa\'ily of Lhc 
capitalist m arket should nol be detlned as the simple sum of 
~111 sales and purchasrs . This 'Yould give us a markel capac
ity CX!'CCding the sum lot:d of prices of all produced com
nwditics by l 00-200 per cent. and would make it •hard lo 
unckrsland why capitalis ts find i1 difficult to sell their 
commodities. 

\\'e think that it would be far more accurate to ernluate 
the capacity of lhe capitalist market as tile sum of inilial 
sales of commodities and services, i.e., the sales of farmers, 
induslrial.isls, .artisans , the expenditure of freightagc and 
construcL1on. Such data arc available for a number of coun
tries.3 
Th~ councct ion between the nilume of outpul and tlw 

c~pac1ty of Lhc market is thus a dialectical one- the growth 
of output docs to some extent expand the capacity of Lhe 
market, au cl 1 he limited capacity of the market sets certain 
limits on the growlh of output. 

* * * 
,
1 Stalistical Ahs lror.L of the linitr<l States, Hl61, p. -182 . 
. 
2 Sw·vry of Currrnt RushJPss, Scptemb<'r 19o2, p. S-4. 
·
1 

See lhc C'S!rny ''Th<'oretica l Problems of Ifie Common l\hrl·,.t 
1·;co1101ny" for dal11 on \Vr.<.I Ger111any. ' ' · 
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The limit of the market capacity is a concrete figure thal 
can be computed for t>ach country, provided adequate 
statistical data are aYailable. 

The narrowness of the markets can be d(•fined as .the 
ratio between available productive capacities and possible 
aoods purchases. Both members of this ralio are able to 
develop in opposite directions. An absolute g~·owth ~f n:iarket 
capacity can go hand i.n han~ with a r.clal!Ye shn~km?. ~f 
the market in comparison w1lh the g1 ow th of p1 oductn e 
capacities, i.e., it may become m?re difficult \.o sell goods 
in spite of increased market capacity. . . 

Jn fact, this has become the dorn1nat1~g ~rend tmc~er 
<:apitalism. In pursuit of profits 1he cap1tahsts ~tead1ly 
expand production capacities and thereby succ~ed. 111 te~~ 
porarily expanding the market. Bul under cap1lahs~ llns 
expansion does not arnl cannot correspond Lo the g10wth 
of procluclive capacities. . . . .. , , 

In pursuit of profits capitalists e~pand .tl~c p1oc1.ucL1\ c 
apparatus and, under pressure of compchllo~, ~trne t~ 
lower the cost of commodities. Monopoly dommatwn does 
not alter this. There are many methods for cutting cosls-
bettcr u tilisalion of raw materials and fuel, the replaceme~1L 
of expensh·e raw materials by less expensive ones, ancl, 111 

particular, Lhe loweri_ng of lab.our co~t~, thr.~mgh dir.ect w~ge 
cuts throu<.th the mtroduct10n of r ational p10duc.L10n 
methods" b~ increasing labour inlensity, automating produc
tion, etc.' I~ the final analysis all methods used. to .lower 
costs decrease the amount of labour time cmbochcd m the 
commoditv and thereby lower the factory and office work
Prs' share" in the national income. This naturally ka<ls to 
crises of OYerproduction . . . 

In an attempt to contradict hislori~al !ad ~onw c.ap1tal
ist economists contend that the period ic <:rises oi .ov~r
proclucion do not spring from the nature ol t~1e capitalist 
system, that there should be no crises a~ all, su~ce yroduc
Lion, they say, creates j1H:ome~ b~lh (or cap1lahsts .a~1c! 
workers, the sum total of 'vh1ch 1s equal lo the ncwl5 
created value. This no one can deny. But they seem to 
foro-ct or mavbe are loath to admit, that il is very relevant 
lo ~apitalisl "reprocluction who receiv~s ~be in.com;- ~the 
factory :mil office workers or Lhe cap1lahsts. 1 he fm mer 
spend lhcir income immediately or soon after they receive 
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il on consumer goods . The capitalists, on the other band. 
e\'en though they liYe in luxury, plough back a large share 
of their income into new capital investments, that is, to 
expand and modernise the productive apparatus. Competi
tion forces them to do this. 

In the U.S.A. in 1961, which was no boom year, since 
industrial output rose by only one point above the preced
ing year (which is wilhin the limits of statistical inaccur
acy), capilalists spen t 69,000 million dollars1 of their 
profits on gross private domestic investments, including 
25,500 million on new means of production (producers' 
durable equipment, as they are called in the United States). 
Similar conditions prevailed in other developed capitalist 
countries. 

This means that productive capacilies grow constanlly, 
whereas lhe share of the national income going lo the 
factory and nl'Hce workers falls just a,s steadily. But since 
workers are the principal buyers of consumer goods, and 
since the sale of llwse goods decides the ultimate realisation 
of means of production, and hence the capacity of lhe cap
italist market, crises and a dip in the production growlh rate 
are an inevitable result. 

Ha"inS analysed the results of the 1929-33 crisis we wrnte 
in 1934: "The depression will not necessarily be followed 
by a reco,·cry. In some countries it will progress irregularly 
and al certain periods be attended by a sharp deterioration 
in market conditions .... IL would be a gross error to iden
tify lhe depression resulting from the general crisis of cap
italism and the end of stabilisation with a 'normal depres
sion' ."2 

The course of the 1929-38 cycle has endorsed this predic
tion. But the Second World War (and later the Korean 
\Var) with the ensuing enormous destruction and the greal 
excess of consumption over production, wrought deep 
changes in Lhe post-war reproduction cycle-3 

The long-lcrm tendency of capilalism towards a 

1 Survey of Current Business, Nalional Income )./umber, July 1 QG2, p. G. 
2 Y. Varga, Noviye ycwfi>niya v rnirovom ekonomicl1eskom krizise 

(New Developments in the 'World Economic Crisis), Russ. ed., 1934, 
pp. 113-14. 

:i See the ~ssay "Changt•s in the Reproduction Cycle Following 
the Secuncl \Vorld \Var". 
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decline in the growU1 of production is now d~·arl?' mani
fested in the rich capitalist rountri<>s whose ternton<'S were 
not in\'aded during the war. 

Indices of Industrial Output 

(I958= 1fJO) 

I t;.S.A. Canalla 

- - -'-----""----
Uritn111 

------

195G 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1!Jli2 

107 
11:~ 

116 
117 
126 

100 
108 
108 
112 
121 

911 
10::; 
112 
111 
H5 

The growth of production in those countries was appr~>x
imatcly two per cent a year. Since the. yearly populat10n 
"rowth in those countries was approximately one and a 
half per cenl, there was practically no growth in per capita 
out.put al all. · I I . 

In \Vest Germany the end of the Wrrtsc w .ts-
wzmcler is also attended by a slow-down in product10n 
growth. It should also be remembered that e"en this modest 
growU1 of production is a result of the arms ra('e. 

,\s a result of this development a large sh~re ~f ~xcd 
capital in the highly developed capitalist coun~ne~ hes ulle. 
In the U.S.A., Canada, and Britain at the begmnmg of .the 
sixties, 20 to 30 per cent of all available capacities were idle 
(300 shifts a year being considered full employm~nt) · 

Chronic mass unemployment is another co~eom1tant. of 
this development. It is particularly apparent m the U.S.A. 
and in Canada, even though a large share of the. workers 
there is incorporated in the Army, Navy and. Air Fo!·ce. 
In ·western Europe huge war losses, the d1:op 111. the birth 
rate during the war, the temporary expansion of the. m.ar
kel, arising out of the need lo create reserves, Lhe b'lllldrng 
of new structures to replace demolished ones, the ~eplac~
ment of worn fixed capital, etc., have arrested Hus b~s.1c 
tendency of capitalism during the era of i~s gex:ieral. cns1s. 

Eiahteen years ago I wrote: "The hornble {act ts that 
duri;g the past hventy-five years the world wars were the 
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onh· lime "hen all thvse looking for jobs were able to find 
lhern. Only when millions of people were killing each other . 
and olht·r millions were manufacturing dealh-dealing weap 
ons was capitalist so<·i0ty able to provide full employ
nu·nt."1 

.Since then the general crisis of capitalism has deepened. 
The contradiC'Lion between the social character of produl'
lion and private capitalist appropriation of the fruits of 
labour is aggravating. This contradiction makes itself fell 
in the furlhcr shrinking of the market, i.e., the relative 
insufficiency of its capadly, the growing underemployment 
of productive capadties, chronic mass unemployment and 
the general instability of capitalism. 

In the past the expansion of the world capitali:;t market 
resulling from the development of capitalist relations in the 
less advanced countries has had a restraining influence on 
the tendency or production gn)\vth rates Lo fall. Such an 
expansion of Lhe market can now be observed in Asia, Africa 
arnl Latin America. Ho,vever Lhe significance of this ten 
dcncy is diminishing due to the growlh of the number of 
conn Lrit·s which have freed themselves from imperialist rule 
and embarked upon the socialist road of development. 

·either KC'nncdy's " plans", nor the occasional ups"ing 
of production in some countries, nor the Common Markel 
and West European integration will be able to check this 
slow-clown in production growth. 

* * * 
Let us sum up: Stalin was wrong when he predicted a 

shrinking of the capitalist market. There is no such shrink
ing now, nor will there be any in future, except, of course, 
during crisis periods. 

Stalin confused two concepts-the absolute capacity of 
the capitalist market and ils relative narrowness. The mar· 
ket i1' becoming relatively narrower, i.e., lhe purchasing 
pown lags behind growing productive capacity even lhough 
in absolulc lnrms th ere is l'ltl expansion of the market. 

1 Y. Vargn, Iz111enc11iy11 v f'konMnike kapilali::ma u itor1e vtoroi mi· 
rouoi voi11y (Chnngcs in ·C~pitalisl Economy Broughl by the SC'rontl 
·world \Var), Russ. ed., Gospolitiztlat, l!HG, p. :ll9. 

PROBLEMS OF PIUCE FOlCVlATION, 
INFLATION AND GOLD 

\Ve presume that the reader is familiar with Marx's theory 
of value and price formation. However, in our opinion it 
is often oversimplitled and expounded dogmatically, in a 
way that docs not throw enough light on the evolution p1:ice 
formation has undergone since tht· days when Marx lor
mulated his initial theory. For this reason Wt' think i L neces
sary Lo gi\·c a short dcsc~ipl.ion of that eYolution . 

~IAIN STAGES 
II\ THE FORXIATIO'.'/ <W PH!CES 

1. Price C(1rresponds to value, i.e., to Lbe labour time 
embodied in a commodity unit and expressed in terms of 
money, this being the measure of gold embodying the same 
amount of labour time. 

Qualifications. 
a) The labour ti.me referred to above must he the socially 

necessary labour time, which in turn means that the labour 
power expended on the production of commodities must be 
of :n·erage skill, and the equipment used must correspond 
lo the level achieved at the given stage of leclmical <lew~l
opment. If the quality of equipment used is below the aver
age social level, the price of the commodity will be below 
its individual value, and vice versa, if the equipment's 
quality is above the average, the commodity will temporar
ily be sold al a price exceeding its individual value. 

h) The producti.on of diITercnt c-ommoclitics must tend to 
correspond to the effective social demand for these com
modities. If the output of a definite. commodity does not 
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fill the effective demand, ils price will temporarily rise ab°' c 
its value; if more than needed is produced, thP price will 
sink below value. 

c) Tile money unit must be stable in relalion lo r1old. The 
sum or prices will, in that case, equal the aggregate ,·ahH' 
of all marketed commodities. 

2. Under capitalism commodities are not sold al 1H1lue: 
1irices become prices ol production. Because of compelilion, 
goods produced by capital whose organic composition is 
below the average social lcvd arc sold at prices below their 
individual value, ·while goods produced by capital whose 
organic composition is above the average social level arc 
sold al prices above their individual vaiue. This Lends to 
enstu·c an average rate of profit for every enterprise. 

lJul the sum total of prices is always equal to the sum 
total of values. 

Industrial capitalists are selling their commodities to trad
ing capitalists al a discount (i.e., below the price of produc
tion), enahling trading capital to make the average rate of 
profit. \Vithout it there could be no capilalisl trade. The 
sum of prices (which is equal to the lotal value of the 
commoclilies) therefore refers to the sum total of sales to 
<'Onsumers. 

3. Influence of tlte trade cycle. During lhe crisis phase 
commo<lilics arc sold below the price of production; during 
booms- above that price. 

Hence, the sum of prices does not equal the sum of values 
every year, bul only if taken on an average for the cycle. 

4. Concrete market prices (apart from the influence 
exerted by the cycle) also deviate from the prices of pro
duclion due Lo the influence of many transient factors: the 
supply and demand situation at any given moment, the 
political s ituation, bad harvests, etc. 

All Lhc above refers lo capitalism of the free competition 
era. 

5. lnfluence exerted on price formation by monopolie.<;. 
The monopolies are selling their commodities al prices 
which are above the price of production. This is the main 
source of their superprofits. From an abstract theoretical 
po!nL of view this would mean that non-monopoly enter
pnses have to sell their commodities at prices below the 
price of production, for only in that case would the sum 
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of lhe prices equal the sum realised if all commodities were 
sold at their price of production. Bul in reality this is not 
so. Things have changed since the era of free compelition 
ga,-e way to that of monopoly capilalism. Non-monopoly 
enterprises buying commodities for productive purposes 
(raw materials, semi-manufactures, machines, devices, plant, 
scnices) from the monopolies at prices abo,·c production 
prices are generally unable Lo sell their output at current 
production prices as was the case Ull(ler capitalism of the 
free compctilion era, for if they did, they would incur heavy 
losses and go bankrupt. They sell their commodilics above 
the price of production and force the consumer to pay for 
the excess they have paid the monopolies. vVhelher they 
arc able to shift the whole excess or only part of it to the 
consumer, and "vhether they are able to make the former 
average rate of profit1 or not, depends on concrete market 
condilions. Every time commodities arc resold, retailers 
and consumers have to pay a considcn1blc share of lhe 
amount exacted by the monopolies over and above the price 
of production. 

Thus, the sum of prices actually becomes higher than 
Lhe sum of the prices of production and the sum of Yalues 
eYen if lhe medium of exchange is a gold currency. 

fi. The influence inflation has on the formation of prices 
is, in many ways, similar to that exerted by the monopo
lies. During a heavy inflation, prices in lerms of lhe nomin
al money unit may become hundreds of limes higher than 
they would be if the money corresponded lo ils official gold 
content. Prices in terms of money are out of all proportion 
to the amount of gold the money officially represents. 

7. Tbe influence exerted on price formation by taxes. 
Taxes tend to boost prices because the capitalists try to 
shift the burden of their income tax onto the consumer. 
Whether they succeed in doing so or not depends on the 
market for the individual commodities. But there is one tax 
that is automatically shifted to the buyer- the turnover tax 
on all commodities. (vVhcn only some commodities are 
laxe<I, the consumer can buy commodilies on which the lax 
is not levied.) All other conditions being <'<1ual, the sum of 

1 See the essay "The Flow of Capital During tho Lc•vclling of 
the Hale of Profit. Hate of Profit l:nder :\lonopoly Capitalism". 
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prices plus the sum of the turnover tax will be higher than 
Lhe sum of production prices plus the incr ease in prices 
due lo the machinations of the monopolies. 

8. Tile influence of speculation. At times we observe a 
temporary spcculati,·e rise or fall in the prices of some 
commodilies. 

1n the period of Lhe general crisis of capitalism wilh ils 
almosl iwrmanent inflation, concrete markel prices dcvial<• 
from values. 

The fo llowing should be stressed in this conne<'Lion. 
No maltcr how much the formation of prices is distorted 
by the above faclor.s, value, i.e., the socially necessary labour 
time embodied in the commodity unil remains the princip<1! 
reyulatol' of price relalionx. No matter how much the gen
eral price level deviates from value, Lhe commodity unil 
whose vallle is Len times higher than that of another com
modity will always be sold al an approximately ten Lirnc·s 
the price of lhe laller, no matter how great the distortions 
in price formH"tion. ~farx's Lheory of labour value stating 
that the amotlnt of socially necessary labour Lime embodiP<l 
i11 a commodity unil ser\'c.s as the basis for price formation. 
is correct and !'Ontinuf's to apply. 

Before the gl·neral crisis of capitalism, the stahilily ol' 
!'urren<"i('S, lhe idenlical purchasing power of banknotes 
and gold coins of the same denomination were the rule; 
inflalion-U1c exception. But during the general crisis 
of ca pitalisrn, and especially sint:e the Second ·world 
"·ar, slable currencies arc the exception and currency 
"chaos", inflation, de\·alualion, sut:cessful or relati\'ely 
sut:cessful attempts lo stabilise the currency haye be<"onw 
the rule. 

The deplh of lhe third stage of the general crisis of cap
italism can be seen from the fact that some 19 years after 
the end of I he Second '\! orl<l \Var most capitalist countries, 
including the U.S.A., the richest oJ them all, arc unable to 
stabilise their currencies an<l are constantly slru<1<1Jing 
against inllation. "'t> 

vV.ithouL ~l l~ar<l t:\lrrency there can be no normal repro
ducl10n oJ social capital. 

Thus Lhe indices of wholesale prices indicate the depth 
of inflation. 
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Index ~umbers of Wholesale Priccs1 

1 

'.'feutral countries VanquiHhed countries 

Sweden Swiberland I Spain West Gennaoyl Japan• \ Italy 
I 

rn:~8 . J 38 17 16 4.6 2 

JH'Jfl 106 102 57 10;1 36 HM 
(1952) (1952) 

19GO HJ 101 1-·1 107 Hi1 99 i.)-

IH62 HG J04 16/i 110 100 102 

Vietor cotintries Less dcvclope1l 1:ountries 

C.SA. Britain> Brazil Argcnlllltl Egypt 

1!l38 
: I 

t\6 5') 13 25 29 ,, 
'1!148 !J(j 102 r:•J 6(j !13 '1·• 

(1052) 

1960 109 113 399 150 118 

'19G2 109 H7 224 ·121 

These fiaures are nol \'ery ::iccuratc bc<"ausc \'arying 
methods h~ve been used for Lheir computation in different 
('ounlries. Frequent de\'aluations also distort the picture. 
Nevertheless the following deductions can be made: 

a} prices soared in all countries either during the war or 
immediately after; 

b) the price level rnse between 1938 and 1049 by an 
average 100 to 300 per cenl. In Italy prices increased 52 
times; 

c) since 1948 the movement of prices was e:vcn ~ore 
irregular than before. In a number of countries pnces 
stabilised or advanced slowly, but in J apan and Spain they 
rose another 100 to 200 per ccnl; 

1 Stalisticul Yeru·book of the Unili>d Nations, Hl5~, P· 408 cl Pl'.~
sim; 1961, p. 4.74 et passim. Monl/1/u /Jullelin. of Sta~1s~cs, .June 19b3, 
p. 118 et passim (recalculated by lh<• autho1 to 1Ho3- 100} . 

2 No rarlier data available. 
3 Finished goods. 
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cl) in a number of deYcloping countries. th e inllationary 
growth of prices continues to the present <lay, in spite of 
the dip in the price of raw materials on !he world markd. 

The rise in prices is not the result of a change in llw 
rnlue of goods. This can be proved in two ways: 

1. Let us assume that the value of commodities, i.e., thl' 
lahour lime embodird in them, has grown between 1938 and 
H)()2 by 100 per cent and more and that prices have there
fore shot up. But quite the opposite is the case: owing to 
the rapid devclopmc·nt of technology, labour productivity 
has grown substantially during that period. At present a 
commodity unit embodies less labour lime Uum it did in 
19::18, and prices sl1ould therefore be lower, not higher. 

2. Theoretically the growth of prices could he tthe rcsull 
of a sharp decline in the value of gold. But this too is 
impossible. There has been no Ledmieal revolution in gvlcl 
mining, and the labour lime embodied in gold has certainly 
nol dec:rcased several-fold. 

The index of consum er goods prices and the cost of lb -
ing index ('Omputed by the l\alional City Bankl show Lhal 
between 1950 and Hl60 prices rose in all capil<1lisl countries 
ancl that this resulted in a steady decline of the pnrchasing 
power of llw currencies of 43 capitalist countries. 

Annual Devaluation of Currcncil'S (per cent) 

(between 1950 and 1960) 

Below 1 -Ii countrios (Philippine,;, Ceylon, PorLugal, Guate-
mala) 

From Lo 2 - 3 countries (Switzerland, Belgium, Ecuador) 
From 2 to 3 - 10 countri!3s (amongthem-l;.S.A. , WostGermauy, 

1Laly, India) 
From 3 Lo 1 - () counLries (among them - Britain, Japan) 
From 4 to 5- !i countries (among Lbom -Swedcu, Norway) 
From .5 lo G- 5 countries (among them-France) 
From 6 to 10 - fi cou11trios (all developing) 
F1·om 10 Lo 38 -- 8 countries (all developing, except Isra(i)) 

The irregularity is very pronounced; in all highly devel
oped countries price increases fluctuated between two and 

1 
N11lio11u/ City Br111k Monthly f,efter, l\lay Hl61, p . 59. 
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fh·e per cent. The devaluation of money continued at 
approximately the same rate between 1~61 and 19~3 .. 

None of the above factors can explain thrsc pnce in

creases. If their increase was due Lo a rise in the ~alue of 
commodities or to a drop in the value. of gold, ~he _mcrease 
would have been approximately equal m all capitalist coun
tries. But the actual increases differ from country Lo coun-
try, ranging from double Lo 100-folc~. . . . 

'The price increases have an obviously rnfl.atwn~ry char
acter, i.e., market prices have Jost all connccl1on w.1th value , 
with the prices expressed in the gold content ol the cur
rency uni.ts (the nominal, but not the actual). . 

During the war m1d the post-war chaos llus. would not 
have been surprising. For rn~ny years _the eff ecttvc clcmru~d 
for all sorts of goods outweighed their suppl.y, and tl~e~c
fore one of the basic conditions for the sale ol com_mod1L~~s 
accordin'-' to value was absenl: namely, the dynanuc cqmh
hrium bc~lween supply and demand. H<'ncc, the growth of 
the money supply in circulation was a conscc1uencc and 
not a cause of price increases. . 

The problem of inflation has a very iI?.porlant bear~ng o~ 
the living conditions of factory and office worke~s m t.hc 
capitalist countries. The conslant growth ?~ prices -1~
tlationary and otherwise-bas bcc.oI?c a de~1~1ve ~actor m 
the deterioration of the workers' livmg conditions m many 
countries. \Vhen, as a result of the class struggle, the work
ers succeed j 11 obtaining a wage increase to compensate for 
the price advance, inflation reduces this success to naught. 

Bourccois economists explain the constant growth of 
prices by an "excessive" growt.h ?,f w_ages. Thc:y arc con
stantly harping on the "'''age-pncc spJral. Inflat~on mak~s 
the struggle of the working class for h?ltcr w~rkmg conch
tions more clifficull and crealcs the impression _that t.he 
workers arc constantly on the offensive, whereas m reahty 
thev are only defending themselves from ~he _aan:~ge 
wrouuht by inflation. The lie that the workers ~nJUShhed 
dcma~ds raise the cost of living and thereb)'. bring about 
inflation is used by the bourgeoisie to deceive th~ petty 
bcmrgeois in town and country and Lo bins them ~gamsl the 
workers. . 

This vitally important problem of inflation. l~as, ~urmg 
the past fifteen ycaTs, been studied only supC'rfic1ally m the 
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So,·ict Union, and new developments in this field haw not 
been thoroughly taken into account. 

It is difficult to study inflation because we are ne,·er ahl<' 
to obse~'·e the movement of commodity values directly, i.e .. 
the socially necessary labour time embodied in the com
modity unit. expressed as a definite weight of gold. What 
we are able to obscrYc is not Lhe value of commodities and 
nol their price of production but only concrete market 
priccs,1 which dev iate from the price of production because 
of comprl.ition and market conditions. 
Fr~m the multitude of causes responsible for the growth 

of pnccs, we shall first single out those which are nol of 
an inflationary nature, for this will show that inflalion is 
the decisive factor in the present high price level. 

In spite of what bourgeois economists say, not every price 
increase is inflationary. · 

The prices of practically all commodities ri~c when Lhc 
~rade c:ycle enters an upward phase and, in particular, dnr
mg booms. But this is not an inflationary growth, for it can 
he o~servcd eYen when a genuine gold currency is in cir
culal1on and. when lhc central banks arc still willing to 
~~xcl~ange ~ht'tr banknotes for gold or when gold coins an• 
m nrct~lal1on together with banknotes and their purrhasiug 
power is equal lo the latter. The price ach-ance at a definite 
phase of t.he <'ycle is neither caused by changes in the 
money bemg exchanged for commodities nor is it a 
permanent excess of prices o\•er value.2 

Price increases of short duration due, for instance, to 

1 Often not even actual market .i:irices, but official prices (dependiu~ 
on nume_rous factors, the actual prices at which 1:ommodities are sold 
cm~ be higher or lower than official prices). 

~ The va_luc of commodities is probably higher in the prosperil\' 
phase than 1~1 other phases, because many of the workers being drnw;1 
m_to p~·ot1u~t1on :~re ne'~ workers or workers who have loot some 
o! their skill chmng thcu· enforced idleness. For this reason the so
C!ally 1~cccssnry !abo_ur time emboclicd in a commodity unit and dc
c1.d_1 11g its _value, is higher cluring the prosperity phase (all other i:ou
cl1llons hemg eq ual) than it is during the crisis and depression phas(' 
when huge la ho~ir resm·ves e1~1thle capitalist enterprises to emploj; 
onl:y I.he most sk1Jlccl ancl e_xperrnnce<l workers. This cannot be proved 
statist1cally, bN'llll~•· lechmcal progress also decreases the sod>1l!y 
llt'cessary labour lime contained in a commodity unit, especi>11lv during 
!Jooms wh~n new fartories (built in the rrvival phasr) are bcin" put 
mto operation. " 
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a bad harvest must also not be regarded as infialionary. 
These increases are due to a temporary increase in the 
amounl of social labour per unit of agricultural produce. 
Increases in the prices of some commodilies due to slock 
exchange speculations are also not of an inflationary nature. 
Only a more or less permanent increase in the pri~es of 
commodities above their values in gold can be considered 
inflationarv. 

As has been pointed out above, under monopoly capital
ism those superprofils which make for an enduring rise of 
prices above value arc also not of a truly inllal.io~rnry 
nature. Every intermediate purchaser pays a parl ot the 
excess charged by the monopolies, the final consumer pay
ing the part not covered by the preceding buyers. 

But let us turn to historical facts. Even al the beginning 
of the 20th ccnlurv, before the First 'Vorld 'Var, when 
all currencies were" based on gold, there was a universal 
price advance. \Vhat caused it? lt would be ridiculous to 
presume that the value of all cornmoditics grew or, in other 
words, that twenty years before the outbreak of th e First 
\Vorld W'ar there w::is a steep rhe in the amount of socially 
necessary labour per commodity unit. Tl'thnological pro
gress lowers the v::ilue of commodities. 

" 'c might assume that the Yalue of gol<l decr<'ased and 
that this was the reason for the rise in prices. Ilut there 
was no major technical advance in golcl mining at that Lim<'. 
llesides the value of gold tends to grow as it becomes in
creasingly necessary to extract it from deeper and less rich 
deposits. 

In analysing the reasons responsible for Lhe high prices 
prevailing over half a century ago, we came Lo the con
clusion that the principal cause for lhis price advance lay 
in the high prices charged by monopolies for Lhe commodi
ties they produced. 

The reason why monopoly prices cause a general price 
advance can be explained by the following. The monopolies 
arc especially powerful in heavy industry-the oil, iron 
and steel, chemical and engineering industries, i.e., in those 
branches whose output is induded in the cosl of articles 
prorluced by nearly all other branches of economy-agri
culture, Lhe manufacturing industry, transport and the 
building industry. IL is therefore easy lo sec lhat if the 
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non monopoly enterprises which buy part of lhc means of 
production (raw materials and instruments of produclion) 
at monopoly pri~es above the price of production or value, 
were to ~ell their com~odities at a price below or equal 
to lh~ price of production or value, and the sum of prices 
remamed equal to the sum of values (as it should he theo
r etically), this would lead to mass bankruptcy of the non
mon~poly enterprises. However, this did nol happen in 
practic<'. 

'.\he .ac<'u.mulatiou and centralisation of capital under 
cap1~ahsm lS ~\ttended by a steady concentration of pro
duct.1011. The largest monopolies account for an ever irn:reas
ing share of the output. But al the same time there is no 
decrease in the number of enterprises. 

If the huge. sum comprising the monopoly superprofits 
were a deduction from the average profit of the non-mo
nopoly enterprises they would have gone bankrupt long ago. 

1929 
1957 

Annual Average Numhcr of Firms in the U.S.A.I 
(thousands) 

Operating 

:1,029 
4.,47P 

275 (1940) 
405 

Discontinued 
businesses 

3t8 (1940) 
311 

Naturally, Lhe bulk of small enterprises somehow manages 
to make e~ds meet, even though they are handing over 
y~rt o~ l~eir pro~ts to th~ monopo~ies. B1:1t in the main they 
1u ~ sluflmg the increase m the pnce Jcv1ed by the monop
olies on to the shoulders of their buvers. 

A:gri~Ultlll'e is. th~ Only. branch vi!l the highly dCYClopcd 
cap1tal1st counlnes m which there 1s a decrease iu the ab
sol~1te number of enterprises. This is due to the mass ru i 
nat10~ of t~ie peasants (see the essay "The Problem of 
Agrarian Cri~es"). Farmers and peasanls are punished by 
lhe mo~1opohcs m two ways: by having to buy means of 
production and partly nrticles of consumption al high mo-
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~ Historical Stali:~tics of the United States, 2nd Edition, pp. il70 71 . 
2 4007 nf them hHc labour. 

nopoly prices, and by ha,·ing to sell their commodi~ies at 
low monopoly prices. The mass ruin of the peasants 1s also 
a result of the agrarian crisis, and in the less deYeloped 
countries-of unequivalent exch ange. 

Under imperialism the sale of the key types of means 
of production at high monopoly prices leads to a general 
price advance, even without inflation. Ente~·prises u~ing 
these means of production are compelled lo raise the prices 
of their output above Yaluc in order not to incur loss<'s. 
If market conditions are unfavourable, they go bankrupt 
and the supply of the commodities manufaclured hy them 
decreases. Sooner or later the demand for these commod
ities catches up with and outstrips Lhcir supply, and lhen 
prices are raised to a level which enables producers s till 
functioning at that lime to make the usual minimlm1 profit. 
Thus they are able to make the consumer pay for at l~ast 
a part of the excess they have to pay for the raw matcrrnls 
and instruments of production they buy from the monop
olies. 

The extra charges for monopoly-produced commodities 
boost the prices of consumer articles and, in the final 
analysis, of all commodities, thereby lowering the real 
wages of factory and office work<'TS. They demand higher 
wages and succeed in getting them through strikes. But, 
all other conditions being equal , wage increases bring aboul 
a C'ertain growth in the cost of some commodities produced 
in the affected enterprises, which in Lum leads to a further 
price advance. . 

l\ on-monopoly enterprises generally do not succeed in 

making their buyers pay the full amount of the monopoly 
surcharge. For that reason the profit they net is below the 
average rate, i .e., the rate they would obtain if there were 
no monopolies. This explains our statement thal monopoly 
superprofits are partly created al the expense of the profits 
of non-monopoly producers. 

In this way high monopoly p rices gradually cause a gen
eral p rice advance. In practice the mechanism is far more 
complicated than has been described above. The struggle 
between monopolies often takes the form of drastic pric<~ 
cuts. The price formation in individual countries is also 
influenced by goyernmenl policy - by customs tariffs. export 
and import restrictions, in rli red taxes, de., etc. 
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The efTed the monopolies exert on the formation of 
prices warrants a special study. Studies arc made difficull 
because during the period of the general crisis of capital
ism this influence and the effects of inflation on prices are 
interlinked, ancl it is almost impossible to separate one from 
the other. But we are certain that any deep and detailed 
analysis will corroborate our view on the mechanism hy 
which the monopolies bring 3bout a general increase in the 
retail prices of all commodities. 

Finally, in some countries the general price advance may 
be due lo a pl'olonged passive balance of payments. l\1any 
consider Su<'h price advances an inflation. \Ve have no wish 
to quibbl e, but this type of price advance should be distin
guished from Lhe price aclvance at present operating in all 
capitalist countries, ineluding those having aclivc balances 
of payments. l3esicle.:.:, under capitalism Hie rise in imporl: 
prices, the expansion of the exports and the imports of cap
ital have a spontaneous positive effect on the balance of 
payments and lend to r estore lhe former price level. Modern 
universal inflation does not have this tendency. 

* * * 
Lel us now lake a closer look al inilation and its effec t 0 11 

price formal ion. ~larxist writings continuously reilcrnk 
Marx's proposition that inflation is a con g<>stion of the con
duits of circulation with paper money. It is generallv said 
that an inflationary rise in prices is due to the rac't that 
to cover the budget deficit, the government issues mor<' 
banknotes than the total amount of gold coins needed to 
ensure the commodity turnover at existing prices and the 
obtaining rate of money circul ation. 

In studying modern inflation we cannot confine ourselves 
to Marx's proposition, for much has changed in the fielcl 
of money circulation since then. In Marx's dav there were 
four fundamentally different types of money il~ circulation: 

a) Gold coins- money which has a value of its O\vn an<l 
is able to fulfil all Lhe functions of money. There could not 
be a surplus of goJcl coins causing inflation.t 

1 This <!ors not lll <'Ml that a surplus of gol rl can neuer Jwcome 
l"l':SJ>Oll.!>i hlc for a violcnl rhc in prices. Twice in the llistnry of capi lal-
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b) Silver coins . In Marx·s lime a sysh•m of a b!metal
lism prevailed in a number of W est European <'~un~nes and 
in the LS.A .. i.e., silver and gold were Lhe prmc1pal cur
rency and sil~·er coins served a s money u_nils_ on a par ~ith 
gold coins. This r esulted in great comphcaltons, fo r silver 
dropped below the value officially fixed for il in r elation 
to gold. For this reason silver coins ceased lo be a sound 
money and lost their standing as universal mo1~ey. 

c) Banknotes, which had no va~ue of lhe1r ow~, were 
i.ssued by emission banks (at that t_ime .mosl cow~1r1<'s h~cl 
s<·veral emission banks) on the basis o l rommcrc1al cred it. 
They were a phase of the as yet uncompleted circulation 
process. Goods rarely pass directly from the producer to the 
consumer without an interim distribution phase- they pl:lss 
through the "sphere of circulation"- in other words through 
warehouses, factories for further processing and wholesale 
or retail traders. l:ntil goods reach the final consumer, 
banks "rant commercial credit secured by bills of exchange. 
These t:ibills were discounted by emission hanks which 
issued banknotes on their basis. 

These genuine banknotes, "credit money", could not b<:
corne surplus in circulation sin<"C they relll1"!1<'d automa.t1-
cally to the emission hank. " 1hen a commocl1ly readied its 
fina·l consumer, it was sold for cash which passed from llw 
retailer lo the ·wholesaler, then to the manufadurer, and 
finally Lo the bank in redemption of the comm~rc~al bill or 
t•xchange, whence il was returned to the emission bank 
issuing banknotes.1 . . 

cl) Paper money in the narrow sense of the wor~l, i.e., 
banknotes issued by the state to cover budget dcfic1ls. As 
dis tinct from banknotes issued by emission banks these 
cannot leave the sphere of c irculation but can be withdrawn 

ism in the 16th century following !he discovery_ of Amcri~a, ~nd. in 
!he middle of the 19th century, following the c11scoycry ol lh~ nclt 
American and Australian goldflelds- lhere ~vas a. pnce. rcvoluhor~: : 
tiirge rn;;ss of low-value gold was thrown mto ctrculallon, ~nd smce 
commodity production did not expand correspondingly, prices rose 
.sharply. . 

1 The above shows that the s tability of gcmunc b~nknotes does not 
depend on the size of the gold backing. The c11rrcnc1c.s of somr. coun-
1 rics, that of the Austro-Hungari;111 mou:irchy, for example, wcr<' stable 
even I hough !h('y had no gold lrnckiug. 
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from circulation by lhe stale as taxes (exceeding go,·ern
ment spending), or through state loans. 

Under c·~rtain. conditions the emission of paper money 
may cause mflat1on, under other conditions no inflation will 
follow. \Yhen commodity production and the volume of 
trade turnover grow, while the sum of "Old coins and !Jank
no~es in circula.lion do_es not, and if the supply of money 
uni Is becomes msuffic1ent al an unchanged rate of their 
turnover, the issuing of paper money by the stale do<'s not 
1wces~arily cause an inflation. Bul if the government prints 
and cm:ulal<'s more paper money than lhe sum of gold or 
banknotes needed in circulation, this inevitably results in 
inflalion.1 

Under these conditions :\farx's definition that inflation 
is a congestion of the circulation conduits with paper 
money was perfectly adequate. But capitalist circulation 
today differs in many respects from the davs when ~Vfarx 
developed his money theory in A. Critique of Political 
Economy. 

\Vhat has changed? 
a) Gold i.~ no lonaer in circulation. It is conccntrate<l 

in the funds of Lh~ central <'mission banks and is used onlv 
~s uniy~~rsal mo~ey to . settle balance of payment ddicils. 
(1old corns sometimes c1rcttlale in countries where inflation 
progresses at so rapid a rate that people refuse to sell their 
~oods for paper money. They are also hoarded, especially 
m the less den~loped countries. 

b) Silver is no longer money. Siker coins are us<'d only 
as small change.2 

c) Paper money in the narrow sense of the word, i.e. , 
treas1~ry notes (or bank.notes issued by the state) has form
ally disappeared from circulation. 

~) l!ndcr modern capitalism banknotes have become the 
mam lorm of money in circulation. Their economic nature 

.t. Tt follows. I.ha! the so-called "quantitative theory" of 111o11cv dc
:lanng that price.~ always change (in an inverse relation) with ch;iuges 
11_1 the :suppl:'>'. of money in circulation is wron": an increase in the 
cll'curayon o~ g~lcl coins or genuine (fuU-rnlue) IJ:rnknolcs does not 
r(•sult 111 H price mcrcase. 

2• In Norlh-l/1.1st Africa_, especially in Ethiopia, silver coins (the 
Mrma Ther_csa I haler) still serve as money. But this exception docs 
not con I r:1tl1cl lhr rule. 
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has changed substantially. 1\ow il is difficult to tell wheth
er banknotes are genuine creclil money, issued to con•r 
credit operations, or not. A very large proportion of bank
notes, probably the bulk of the money now in circulation 
in the capitalist world, \Vas issued directly on Lhe basis of 
the enormous credits granted by central emission banks 
(mostly stale banks) to various goYerumen ls, primarily for 
Ille purpose or CO\'Cring huclget deficits. 

Cl'ctlits Granted hy the Central Hanks to (jo\·emments1 

( '000 milliOt! currency units) 

U.S.A. (dollars) 
1954 ........... 28.6 
1962 .... . ...... 35.8 
Britain (pounds slerling) 
t9M. . . . . . 2.1 
1962 . . . . . . 2.7 
1''rance (francs) 
1954. 
t!Hi2 . . . . . . 

9.9 
. 10.(i 

Wo:; t. Ge1·many (marks) 
'19M. . . . . . 4.3 
1!!62 ..... . 
Sweden (kro1101·) 
!H511. 
HJ(j~ •...•. 

5.9 

3.0 
4.o 

(.Juite obYiously, banknotes issued for lhc go\'ernment 
arc not genuine banknotes but paper money , bearing only 
an external resemblance lo banknotes. 

This change in the economic nature of banknotes was 
brought about mainly by the Second World War. In 1929 
credits granted by banks to the U.S. Government accounted 
for only 10 per cent of private credits, in Sweden and 
Germany they were practically nil, and only in Britain did 
they equal private credits. 

Indirectly, a portion of the credits granlccl by banks lo 
private persons is state credit. Private firms obtain credit 
on government stock (military antl other loans). In the 
U.S.A. banks are obliged by law to grant credit on U.S. 
military loans. 

c) In Britain and the British dom.inions, and especially 
in the U.S .A., an ever increasing role is being plaued by per
sonal clieqizes, which arc paid or compensalc•d through the 
drawer's bank deposit. In circulation, cl1e,1ues substitute 

1 International Financial Statistics, April 19G~. pp. 112, 11(), 2:30, 
'.l!.ifi, 260. 
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targ<'ly for banknotes. In Britain a~d the U.S .. \. the} a~e 
used for large payments and are widely accepted even Ill 
shops. Indicali\'C of' the great role played i? rno~eru cir.cu 
lation by deposits and cheques drawn on tnem, ts the fa~t 
that in bourgeois statistics deposits are called ''deposit 
money''1 and are placed on a par with banknotes. 

Thus Marx's defini Lion of inflation is correct even today 
inasnrnch as slate budget deficits still remain lhc lkc:isive 
reason for inflation. 

Dul as "papt>r money", i.e., treasury notes, arc 110 longer 
issued, and only banknotes are in circulation, part of which 
according Lo their economic essence is paper money, :.\'1arx's 
tenet that inflation is a congestion of the conduits of cir
culation wilh paper money needs additional explanation. 
The role of paper money has no\v been taken over by bank
notes (which have losl their former economic content), bank 
deposits, short-term state loans, etc. 

Our economists often interpret Marx's tenet to mean that 
lhc congestion of the channels of circulation with paper 
money is the cause of inOation. In our opinion lhis is 
wrong. The causes of inflation arc economic and nol tech · 
nical. 

Mar'< did not go into this question. He did not say wlwlhn 
the state resorts to the issue of paper money to CO\ er 
budget dclidts because it is unwilling or unable lo tah 
other measures. The reason for it is not hard to see. In 
:.\larx's Lime the problem of inflation was an important parl 
of the money theory. But as we have already pointed out. 
inflation was rare in practice. Al that time it could be ob
serYed only in a fe'w countries, and its effects were 11l'ither 
deep nor enduring. 

But, during the general crisis of capitalism, and partic
ularly since the Second World \Var, inflaUon has spread 
to all capitalist countries and has become an acute economic 
and political problem. IL is of particular importance to the 
working class since it affects bolh its living conditions and 
the success of its .c;truggle against the capitalists. It is, 
therefore, necessary to reveal the economic and political 

1 J\11 example Arc offldal U.)I. data. They show that in mosl 
capit<1li.sl coun ll'i r.s !ht• sum of deposil monies comprises aboul half the 
sum of the bankn()tes in circulation, in the U.S.A.-·the lwo arc almost 
rqual. 
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conditions responsible for unin•rsal inflation, to find out 
why all bourgeois goYcrnments (using loans from the cen
tral emission banks as a con•r) had to put large sums of 
surplus money into circulation. 

,\ distinction should be drawn betwC'en inflation as a 
process, expressed in the rise of pri('PS, and an inflated 
price Jcycl, persisting even after a slabilisalion of money 
has been achieved. The stabili;.ation of money in present 
day conditions does not mean a return to !he price lev<'l 
prevailing prior lo the beginning of the infla I.ion proeess, 
cloes not mean a restoration of the pre-inlla1ion purchasing 
power of rnoney. The gap between prices expressed in 
monetary units, which formally represent the former 
amount of gold, and the value of commodities remai ns even 
after the m-oney has been stabilised. The economy adjusts 
itself to these new price level.s, and only a deep economic 
crisis of overproduction can narrow lhc gap <'real<'cl by the 
inflationary process. 

* * "' 
\Ye arc usin,q LS. data lo illustrate these conditions 

because in mosl oth<.>r capitalist counlrfrs then· has been a 
<lC'nlluation of money af'tl'r the Second \\·orlcl \Var, i .<'., 
an official reduction in the weight of gold represented by 
the money unit circulating in the <'ountry. In France, for 
example, the dollar rate has changed rep<'atedly since the 
war. 

These data prove that a simple repelilion of Marx's 
definition of inflation does not explain lhe course taken 
by inJ1ation in the U.S.A. either during or since the Second 
World War. (Sec table on p. 192.) 

Between 1937 and 1945 the total money (banknotes) in 
circulation increased by 300 per cenl, deposits by 200 per 
cent, while the stale budget deficit amounted lo the enor
mous sum of 200,000 milli.on dollars. However, the ofJicial 
index of wholesale prices grew by only 20 per cent. But 
the index does not reflect the real slate of affairs, for il 
rails to take account oJ military deliveries and blaek mar
ket sales. The correct price index was prol>ably uol 62 but 
ra11ged between 80 and 100. 

The opposite applied between 1015 and l 050. The total 
money in circulation decreased by 1,000 million dollars, 
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Data on Post-War Jnflation::.,in the L.S.A.1 
t'OOO million dollars at the end of the yrar) 

1937 119~5 t95Q 11955 1961 

Currency ia t· i I'm lat ion () 26 25 28 '.11) 

Deposits in '"om111crcial banks . 2-1 70 92 i()!) I l!J 

State hudgct deficit, summed up 
for a poriocl boLwcen years .. 200 17 11 HJ 

Gold sto\'k rn 20 2:3 22 17 

Index oC i1tdustrial procluction 
(l953 = 100) 4G 80 84 10fi 120 

'Wholesale price inclex (1953--=100) 51 (i2 !)4 101 J082 

total deposits grew by only 20 per cent and the official 
wholesale price index by 50 per cenl. 

Het,Ycen 1950 and 1961 the movement ol' ~111 U1ese factors 
lH'came more normal. Money circulation grew by about 
1 G per cent. This could not have an inflationary effect sinl'e 
the decisive factor in U.S. economy-industrial output
grcw by more than 75 per cent during that period. The 
commodity turnover grew in approximately the same pro
portion, and hence, assuming lhat the rate remained stable, 
the need for money increased. Yet, the price index grew by 
about 15 per cent. 

For the whole period between 1937 and 1961 the stale 
budget deficit amounted to about 238,000 million dollars. 
while the sum of banknotes in circulation grew hy only 
24,000 million dollars or 10 per cent. Obviously, only a 
very small part of the budget deficit could be covered by 
the incrC'ased issue of banknotes, and therefore iL could 
not have h<>cn responsible for the inflation, especially since 

1 fli.~loricol. ,~/11/istics of the United States, 2nd Edition, pp. ()J7, 
619, 711. Stalt.~t1 caf Yearbook of lhe United Nations, 195(), pp. 4.52, 
'184, 4\JO; 1\JUI, p. 72. Montlily flullclin of Statistics, May 1962, p. 120; 
J till(' 1!)6:1, )IJ>. 22, 128. 

2 Hcrakula tc<I by the author from base vear 1Hii8=100 lo base 
year l()j3=100. All figures in the table are r-ounded off to thousand 
million~. 
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the substantial growth in commodity circulation would have 
made it iiecessary to increase the supply of banknotes in 
circulation eYen if there had been no price advance. 

vVe think that the following are the main factors re
sponsible for the above: 

1. Price limits enforced by the government. This is an 
entirely new factor, which did not exist under the pre
monopoly capitalism studied by Marx, with its mechanism 
of free price formation through competition on the market, 
based on the price of production. 

Slate price regulalions kept of /lcial prices much lower 
than they would have been if they had corresponded to a 
greater increase of banknotes in circulation. 'Vhen state 
regulation of prices was abolished in 1946, prices soared to 
a level roughly corresponding to the real state of affairs. 

In Brilain, where price regulation was not abandoned 
immediately after the war and where the black market 
played a far less important role than in the U.S.A., the price 
advance proceeded more regularly: 

1!l3'; 1945 

33 

Official Wholesale Price Index in Britainl 
(1953=100) 

19~8 1955 !96t• 

67 80 104 105 

The devaluation of the pound sterling by 30 per cent in 
1949 had very little effect on price formation. 

2. The money turnover rate decreased during the war. 
Large sums of cash were in the hands of black market 
speculators. Black market transactions (at pl'ices higher 
than the official ones) were made in cash so as to leave no 
rccords.3 U.S . armed forces, stationed far from the U.S.A., 

1 Statistical Yearbook, 1956, p. 460; Montlily Dullctin of Slatistics, 
Jm\e 19!13, p. 118 et passim. . ' 

- Recalculated by the author from !Jase year 1958= 100 to base 
year 1953=100. 

a During the war the supply of money in circulation grew rapidly, 
t~spcc ially of banknotes of a high d.enomination. 
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had large cash sums at their disposal. Thus a part of the 
banknotes was deposited· abroad, where devaluation set in 
earlier and more violently than in the lJ.S.A. 

In this manner conduits of circulation were filled with 
paper money even though it differed from that used in 
Marx's time. 

* * * 

The real reason I or universal inflation both during and 
after the Second \Vorld \Var stems from the deep changes 
in the econom~1 of the participant capitalist countries as a 
result o:f the wa!". ·war expenses eat up as much as half 
the national product- arms and other war materials are 
destroyed in battle and thus become a deduction from the 
national income and wealth, also the real national wealth 
m~d national incomes of the warring countries, especially 
of those devastated by the war, decrease while the nominal 
national income and national wealth, expressed in money 
ter~s, _grow because ~~ie gove~·nment pays for alJ military 
dehvenes at a much higher pnce than the price of produc
tion. This contradictory movement ol the real und nominal 
nalional wealth and national income is the real economic 
reason for war-time inflation , while the blocking of the 
channels of circulation with paper money is the conse
quence . 

. ~resent-day methods of financing wars, and peace-time 
military expenditure make it possible to cover the enormous 
state budget deficit without a large issue of additional paper 
money. At present it is not a direct issue of additional paper 
m?ney thal co~responds to the inflated post-war sum of 
prices but the mcrease in deposits, used in the wholesale 
commod~ly circulation turnover instead of paper money, 
and the issue of war lo~ns and other substitutes for paper 
money. 

All these problems require further study. One thing is 
clear, however, that the genuine reason for inflation is not 
lhc filling up ~f the conduits of circulation with paper 
money but a discrepancy between the real and nominal 
national income during the Second \Vorld \Var and after il. 

"' * * 
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Inflation brings great changes in th<' distribution of the 
national income between the different classes and layers of 
capitalist society. It brings sufferings to the worker, '~hose 
real wages rapidly fall because money devaluates quicker 
than wages rise and it brings even more suffering to salaried 
workers, officials and pensioners, whose wages are fixed for 
a long time ahead. Rentiers also suffer losses .. Huge losses 
are incurred by creditors because the purchasmg power of 
the money they receive in settlement of debts is much 
lower than the purchasing power of the money they orig
inally lent. Inflation also affects artisans and pctly traders, 
who by force of habit continue to sell their commodities at 
the purchase price plus the usual mark-up. Their books 
show a prollt, but the money realised for their commodities 
enables them to buy less goods than they sold. 

Inllation is profitable for the ruling class-the industrial 
bourgeoisie-which buys labour power below its value, and 
pm·chases raw materials from "independent" producers 
below the price of production, sellles its debts in clevaluated 
money and receives ever greater credits from the banks 
(in the final analysis these come from the central emission 
bank). The industrial capitalists buy material values on 
credit and settle their debts with devaluated money. Land
owners, kulaks and house-owners also gain from inflation, 
for it automatically pays off mortgages. Large-scale specu
lators-bankers, who engage in currency and commodity 
speculation-also benefit. 

Seeing that the ruling classes profit from inflation, our 
economists often contend that such a state of affairs is 
always profitable for the bourgeoisie. However, they are 
wrong. 

Inflation is only profitable to lhe bourgeoisie at a certain 
stage in its development. But every infialion produces a 
progressive and accelerating devaluation of money. At a 
certain stage of development the disturbance to capitalist 
reproduction caused by the inflation assumes so large a 
scale that it becomes unprofitable even for the bourgeoisie. 

"Excessive", "uncontrollable inflations" tend to disturb 
the commodity turnover since nobody wishes to sell com
modities knowing thaL lheir prices will rise on the next day. 
The links between town and cotmtry arc disrupted when 
peasants find that they are unable to buy the commodities 
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they wanl in town, they quickly stop supplying towns wilh 
food, refuse Lo sell their products for rapidly depreciating 
money and are interested only in barter-a shirt for meal. 
The labour discipline in factories suffers too, since the 
workers lose inlerest in wages which are paid in rapidly 
depreciating money. l\fany workers even stop working 
because lhey have to leave town in search of food. Factory 
owners are forced to supply their workers with basic food
sluffs or to pay lhem partly in kind, in the outpul of the 
factory, which the \.Vorkers can then use for barter with the 
peasanls. Paper money thus loses its value and its place is 
lakcn partly by some stable foreign currency, gold coins 
or even gold bars. All capitalists are forced lo take up cur
rency speculation to counter the devaluation of money, etc. 

At a ccrlain poinl every inflation becomes unprofitable 
and harmful not only to the working people but, wilh Lhe 
possible exceplion of a handful of professional speculators, 
also lo the ruling classes. The bourgeoisie therefore finds 
it necessary to put an end to the in!lalion and stabilise the 
currency. 

We can draw on many historical facts to prove that this 
is so. There have been over a hundred major inflations in 
various capitalist countries since capitalism emerged. They 
all ended in stabilisation. This stabilisation was effected by 
the ruling bourgeoisie in its own interests. The fact thal 
in a number of countries the bourgeoisie was unable to 
stabilise lhc currency for as long as 15 to 18 years shows 
that capitalism has weakened in the present stage of its 
general crisis. A number of highly developed countries are 
now deliberately carrying through a slow, regulated in
flation according to John Maynard Keynes's recommen
dations. 

In the second half of 1963, France and Italy were com
pelled lo take strong measures to stop the rapid price 
advance, including the establishment of price limits for 
many commodilies in France. This had to be done in spite 
of the fact that there were huge gold reserves in the central 
banks of both countries and that these reserves were grow
ing. To maintain its remaining gold reserves, the United 
States was compelled to ask the \Vest European central 
banks not to demand gold in exchange for their dollar 
deposits in lhc U.S.A. and had to cut down on its foreign 
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spending, even though this harmed its role as the leading 
imperialist power. 

Inflation generally ends with a stabilisation of m~ney, 
even if a temporary one, but its consequences do not disap
pear without trace. The purchasing power ?f th~ money 
unit becomes smaller than it was before the mfl~t10n, ev.e~ 
if the official gold backing remains unchanged, 1.e., stabili
sation is effected without devaluation. Afler a protracted 
inflation, the capitalist economy adjusts itself lo t~1e new, 
higher price level. The formation of monopoly prices, cy
clical chanoes and price fluctuations on the market proceed 
at the new ban<l higher level. The distribution of t.hc n~tion~l 
income, which changed greatly during the ~nflat~on is 
gradually restored and appr~aches t~e pre-mflat10n.~ry 
pattern. Capitalist reproductwn conlmucs Lo funclwn 
"normallv" but at a new price level. 

vVe safo above that the price advance since the Sec.ond 
vVorlcl \Var was not of a purely inflalionary nature, smcc 
a part of it can be accoun~ed for by monopoly I!rice boo~~
ing. This can be seen from the following: if the pr~ce 
advance were purely inflationary, it would ha~·~ applied 
in a more or less even measure to all commochhes. Only 
changes in the value of commodities could have accounted 
for such differences. 

A more or less proportionale increase in the price of all 
commodities would have indicated changes in the value of 
the commodities. But aclually the prices of monopoly
produced commodities rose much highe.r than thos.e of non
monopoly producers. This can be seen from lhe price move
ment in the U.S.A., where the nominal gold contenl of the 
dollar has remained unchanged. 

1 . Monopoly produced comrnodi~ies 
Steel ingols . . . . . . . . . . 

1939 
(January) 

34 

Price per Tont 
(dollars) 

1061 
(December) 

80 

1 Morgan Guaranty Trusl Survey, January 1962, pp. 10-11. 
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Pig iron ............. . 
Petrol (Oklahoma) . . . . . . . . . 

2. Non-monopoly produced commodities 
Steel scrap . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Pigs (Chicago) per hundredweight 
Heavy skins (cents JlOr pound) .. 

1939 
(January) 

20.5 
1 

15.5 
7.35 

11.5 

Continued 

1961 
(December) 

66 
3 

36 
16.35 
14.5 

The eo~modities in the first group increased by an 
average of 200 per cent, those in the second-by about 100 
per cent. 

A similar trend can be observed in industry. 

Index Numbers of Wholesale Prices' 

( 1957 ·59=100) 

1. Highly monopolised commodities 
l<'uol ................. . 
Metals .............. . 
\facli in cry . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

2. i\on-monopolised or loss monopoJised com· 
moditjes 
Farm producls . 
Texlilos .... 
Miscellaneous . 

1953 

95.V 
83.6 
82.2 

105.9 
102.8 
105.4 

19G2 
(June) 

99.6 
100 
102.2 

95.3 
100.8 
105.4 

True, these figures are far from accurate but the tend
cnc~ ~s clearly visible . . Changes in the vah:e of the com
m.od1ties ca?i;iot account for a different growth in Lhc price 
of com~o<l1t1es produced at monopoly and non-monopoly 
en.terp1:1se~. And lhe f~ct that we observe such changes 
pnmanly ill lhe first group of commodities, where technical 
progress advanced much quicker than in the second, shows 

1 Federal Ueserue Bulletin, August 1.962, p. 1052. 
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that our reasoning is correct. It also shows that non-monop
oly enterprises were unable to make the consumers of their 
commodities pay the whole of the monopoly surcharge. 

• • • 

This poses a new question-how can we explain the fact 
that even now, when the currencies of most capilalisl coun
tries have been stabilised, a kilo of gold will buy far fewer 
commodilies of the same quality than before Lhe war? 

At present we arc unable to give an exhaustive answer 
to this question, even though it is of Lhe greatest conse
quence to the Soviet Union, itself a large-scale producer of 
the gold that is often used as universal money for commod
ity purchases on the world markel. It is most important 
from a theoretical slanclpoinl. 

\Ve know that whenever and wherever lhere is a remzlar 
exchange of products, be it barter or a commodity turnover 
by mean!> of any universal equivalcnl--cattle, iron, silver, 
gold-the products or commodities are exchanged (sold) 
according to their value, i.e., according lo the socially neces
sary labour embodied in the commodity unil and the 
universal equivalent. 

For what reason then does a kilo of gold fetch less than 
half the am01mt of commodities it did before the war? 

Gold imported into the U.S.A. is exchang(•d (as in other 
highly developed counh·ics) at the rate of 35 dollars an 
ounce. But 35 dollars will now buy only 50 per cent of 
what they did before lhe war. Theoretically we could 
assume that each commodity unit now contains twice as 
much labour time as il did before lhe war. But this is 
obviously ·wrong. Since 1938 the produclivily of social labour 
has grown by at least 30 to 50 per cent. Hence, a com
modity unit now contains less labour time. 

\Ve could also assume that the labour time embodied in 
a kilo of gold is now half of whal it ·was before the war. 
But this, too, is out of the question- there has been no 
Lechnical revolution in gold mining frncl a kilo of gold con
tains no less, or at least not much Jess, fa.hour time than 
it did before the war. 

\Vhat we clo see is that gold being exchanged for com
modities fetches less than its value and lhat this has made 
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gold mining ~npr?fitable, as_ c~ be seen from the drop in 
g~ld producllon m the capitalist countries as compared 
w1lh the pre-~~r level, while the production of nearly all 
other commodities has grown substantially. 

1088 
19li0 

Volume Index ~umbers in Capitalist Worldl 

(1953= 100) 

l'rimary Production In 
commodities m~nufacturing 

77 
120 

50 
110 

. Im~uslrial prod~ction has nearly trebled, the production 
of pnmary materials (agriculture, fishing, mining, etc.) has 
grown by 50 per cent. Gold is almost the only proclti<·t 
whose output has not gro\\.'ll. 

1938 

993 

Gold Production in the Capitalist World2 

(thousand kg) 

1941 
(maximum) 

1,108 

1945 
(minimum) 

654 

1960 

1,044 

, , Owing lo Ll_ie present. ~ow rate at. which gold is being 
exchanged f~1. commod1t1es, enterprises mining it under 
adverse conchtrons are unable to make the average rate of 
profit. 

How c~n we explain the. strange fact tha t gold, which 
ev~n today serves as umversal money, i.e., the only 
universally accepted form of currency, is being exchanged 
below value? 

This could be due to the following causes: during .the 

: St~tistica;._ Yearbook of the United Nations, 1961, p. 59 . 
. Ibid., l!l.11, p. 174; 1961, p. 153. The sudden drop during lite 

war 1s probably due to labour shortage. 
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Second ' Vorld War, and a few years after it, all capitalist 
countries had a passive trade balance and balance of pay
ments with the U.S.A. This brought on the dollar deficit. 
The U.S.A. seized a considerable portion of the capitalist 
world's gold reserves. Other countries having a chronically 
passive balance of payments were unable to maintain their 
gold reserves. 

1929 
I 

4.0 -I 

Gold Reserves of the United States 
(thousand million dollars at the end of the year) 

(at 35 dollars an ounce) 

1988 
1949 l955 1962 (rnaxiinu111) 

14.5 21.6 2·1.8 1G.O 

The U.S.A. accepted gol<l at an unchanged rate-at 35 
dollars an ounce. This was profitable for U.S. business since 
owing to the inflationary devaluation of the dollar lhey 
were gi>ing far fewer commodities per kilo of gold than 
lhey had before the >var -less lhan they would have had to 
gin! if the exchange of commodilies for gold proceeded at 
value. 

'fhis can be proved by lwo facts. 
Until very recently an ounc·e of gold was sold on the 

black markets of r\ew York, London, Paris, elc., not at 
35, but al 40 to 45 dollars an ounce. Jn 1951 the Republic 
of South Africa, the world's principal gold producer, sold 
about 40 per cent of its output as industrial gold at a price 
higher than the 35 dollars an ounce being paid by the 
U.S.A. and all the banks of thf' capitalist world.1 In the 
U.S.A., loo, more than the official rate was paid for newly 
mined gold. 

The gold producing countries, such as the Republic ol' 
South Africa an<l. Australia. insistently demanded an 
increase in the "price" of gold, but the U.S.A. no less 
insistently refused to fall in with this demand. 

1 Sec Y. Varga, Osnovniye voprusy ekonomiki i poliliki imperia
lizma posle 1Jtoroi mirouoi 1Joiny, pp. 66-67. 
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All these issues arc concealed in bourgeois economic 
writing. Instead of quoting commodities in gold, the univer
sal measure of value, bourgeois papers quote the "price" of 
gold in different currencies. Instead of expressing the rate 
of currencies in gold, they are officially quoted in dollars 
and cents. 

By selling gold, the central banks support the rates of 
their currencies not in relation to gold but in relation to the 
dollar. Everything seems to have turned upside down. 

This is all the more strange since the U.S. dollar is not 
a gold currency. Dollar bills are not exchanged for gold, 
even though they formally have a 25 per cent gold backing. 
U.S. citizens (except jewellers) are not allowed to store 
gold, either al home or abroad. Gold is paid oul only to 
foreign countries ancl central banks in payment of U.S. 
dehtli. The gold reserves of the United States are lower 
now than they were in 1939. In 1962 the per capita gold 
reserves of Switzerland or the i\'cthcrlands were higher 
than those of the U.S.A. 

Rut in spite of the fact that officially the dollar is being 
equated to gold, the true rate gradually re-establishes itself. 
The hiilk of newly minecl gold is sold not to the central 
banks at the official rate of 35 dollars an ounce, but is 
bought by private persons, at a much higher rate and 
hoarded. 

Accordin~ to the report of the International :Monetary 
Fundl for 1961 over 50 per cent of the gold mined in the 
capitalist countries between the beginning of 1950 and the 
end of 1961 has not been sold to the central banks at the 
official rate but been bought up by private persons for 
hoarding or for the production of jewellery. In 1960 private 
gold purchases accounted for 1,035 million dollars, while 
the increase in the gold reserves of the central banks, for 
only 340 million dollars. Even though the United States has 
concluded agreements with most \Vest European central 
banks obliging them to grant the U.S.A. temporary credits 
to artificially maintain the dollar al ils official rate, these 
banks Loo arc trying to exchange dollars they accumulated 
during the dollar shortage. 

The t<>nclcncy to exchange the dollars in bank reserves 

1 Neue Zurcher Zeilung, October 21, 1962. 
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for gold has become universal and can be seen particulary 
in Switzerland, the Netherlands, ltaly and West Germany. 

Reserves of Emission Banks1 

(million. dollars at the end o I the year) 

195t 19GO 1962 

{ gold 635 1,170 1,365 
Belgium foreign CUI'l'0llCY 419 252 257 

{ gold 597 1,641 2,!J87 
France foreign cune ncy HJ 429 1,023 

West Germany { p,olcl 28 2,971 3.679 
oreign cnrrenc;y 427 3,766 2,768 

{ ooold 833 2,20:1 2,24:.1 
Italy fc,reign ClJfl'CllCY 441 876 1,'198 

{ gold 541. 1,451 t,581 
Nclherlands (1052) 

291 162 foreign currency 379 

Switzerland { gold 1,451 2,185 2,6(i7 
foreign currency 193 139 205 

{ · old 2,800 
Hritain2 

foreign currency 431 

The devaluation of currencies is another way of rc-cstab
Jishin.:r a normal rate of exchange. According to the report 
of the

0 

International l\fonetary Fund, 23 countries have low
ered the nominal gold content of their currencies during 
1962 alone. 

Since the artificially maintained official rate of exchange 
between the dollar and gold does not correspond to the 
law of value it is to be expected thal it will soon be 
chancted and 'that the rate between them will be dictated 
directly by the law of value and n.ot in the round~bout way 
it is now. Sooner or later there will be a deualualum of the 
dollar-this is inevitable. The abnormally high rate of the 
dollar could exist only so long as the U.S./\. was econom-

1 Statistical Yearbook of Ifie United Nations, 1961, p. 52l et passim; 
Jfonthly Bulletin of Statistics, .June 1963, p. 17l ct passim. 

2 Figures for other years are unavailable. 
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ically strong enough lo force all other capitalist countries 
to accepl the exaggerated rate.1 

• • * 

'Ve should also like to touch upon another problem that 
has been gi-ren liltle atlention in Marxist studies and calls 
for further research. 

Golcl is lhc universal equivalent and measure of the value 
of commodities. It is a heller equivalent than all the other 
commodities which have, during the course of history, ful 
fille1l lhis function. A small weight of gold contains a large 
amount of embodied labour time, it is easily divisible, or 
equal quality in all its parls, etc. Like a.11 other commodities, 
the value of gold changes. l\farx shows this in A Conlrihu
tion to the Critique of Political Economy. The value of an 
ounce of gol<l differs in various gold mining enterprises as 
does Lhe actual labour time embodied in exlracting it. Fur
thermore, gol1l may be produced bolh from rich ~ind from 
poor _ore; may be produced by primitive manual techniques 
or with_ the most up-to-dale machinery. Some gold mining 
cnterpnses arc paymg extremely high mine rents. The div
idends paid by some South African enlerprises have covered 
invested capital a hundred times over; many, on the other 
han<l, h aYc gone bankrupt or have stopped production. 

The poinl i~ that in gold production expenditure depends 
almost exclusively on the mass of ore extracted and nol 
on ils gold content, which differs within wide limits. Jn 
1962 the ore ex tractecl at the South African Geduld mines 
contained 20 clwl of gold per ton of ore, while that extracted 
in the Brcakpan mines contained 2.17 dwt or slightly 
more than one-tenth of the gold content of the former.:z. 

_Wha_t e~o!1om i c mechanism transforms gold, which is 
mmcd m cldlcrent places and under different conditions and 

. • 
1 The f~llowing shows h~w cli~torted the present situali.on really 

is. Gold co.ms, even those being nuntc<l now and therefore no rarity 
stand eonstder.nbly above mint J>ar because it is convenient to hoar1l 
lhem. The Swiss gol<I coin (minted in 1925) for .100 francs is quoted 
at 957 pc~· cent above mint_ par; the British sovereign at 20 per cent, 
th? American ten-dollJ'l.r com at :-io per cent, the l!lt5 Austrian gold 
corns at 7 per cent above mint par. (Neue ZU.rchrr Zeitung Octolwr 
26, Hl62.) • , 

2 Neuc Ztlrclwr 7.l'itung, October 27, 1962. 
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initially differs in value, into a world currency or uni,·ersal 
money with a unified value per kilogram? In other words, 
which of the different values a t which gold is actually 
produced, determines the value of the end product? Or, to 
put it in other words-\vhat determines the presence and 
scale of the differential mine rent in lhe gold-mining 
industry? 

This problem cannot be solved by drawing a parallel 
with other commodities whose price includes differential 
rcnl (metals or wheat, for example). The price of the mass 
of these commodities still necessary to satisfy effective 
social demand is determined by the value of "marginal" 
units, produced under the worst possible conditions, i.e., 
in conditions in ·which the highest labour time is contained 
per commodity unit. For the sake of simplicity we shall 
disregard absolute rcnl. 

But as far as gold as a world currency is concerned, the 
problem of the amount needed lo satisfy social demand 
docs not exist. In this sense gold has no marginal value 
determining lhe value (price) of the total ou tput- all mined 
gold is needed. There are not and cannot he difficullies over 
its r calisalion since gold, as the universal equivalent , is 
exch angeable for all other commodilies. 

The problem is simple enough for each individual gold
mining enlerprise. If the production of a kilo of gold costs 
more than the gold itself the enterprise runs at a loss and 
must be closed. If expenditure is lo\.ver than the cost of 
production and the invested capital yields the average rate 
of profit, the enterprise is viable. If, for example, only half 
a kilo of gold has to be spent to produce a fw-ther kilo, 
mine rent is formed. This renl is expressed in lerms of 
gold , and naturally also in the currency of the r elevan t 
country. 

The problem is to establish whal individual value becomes 
the universal gold value and by what economic mechanism 
this transformation is effected. The problem is complicated 
by the following. Only very little of Lhe gold mined is used 
as industrial gold. The bulk of the annual yield becomes 
world currency. The known gold reserves of the capilalisl 
world (excluding the gold hoarded by private persons) 
amounted, at the end of 1960, lo 40.5 thousand million dol
lars. This is about 50 times the annual yield and about 100 
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times the amount of gold being added annually lo lhe golcl 
reserves. This shows that the currency funds contain gold 
mined a hundred, and even more years ago. There can be 
no doubt that the value of gold mined 100 years ago by 
predominantly primitive methods was much higher than 
that of the gold being mined today. 

This gives rise to the following question: does the value 
of the gold being mined today determine the value of all 
the gold stored in the currency funds? Or is there some 
sort of historically established average value for all the gold 
in stock, which is exerting an inlluence on the value of the 
gold being mined today? 

We arc merely raising this question without being able 
to give a satisfactory answer. So complicated a queslion 
needs detailed study by Marxist financists. 

CHANGES IN THE REPRODUCTION 
CYCLE FOLLOWING 

TIIE SECOND WORLD WAR 

In investigating this problem Marxist economic science 
has to answer the following questions: 

l. Why does the reproduction cycle of the 20 years fol
lowing the end of the Second World \Var differ substantial
ly from that of the intcr-w::ir period? Is this difference due 
only to the far-reaching changes in capitalism during and 
::iftcr the Seconcl \Vorld \Var or are other reasons respon
sible for it? 

2. Why are there such striking differences in the devel
opment of that cycle, on Lhe one hand in tbe U.S.A., Canada 
and Lo a certain extent in Britain, where slight improve
ments rapidly alternated with shallow crises, and in the 
continental European countries (France, \Vest Germany, 
Italy), on the other, \vhere no crises of overproduction (the 
drop of industrial output below the level for the preceding 
year) have as yet set in? 

Admittedly, never in the history of capilalism have cycles 
fully complied with Marx's scheme. The laws of the repro
duction cycle, like all laws, are no more than scientific ab
stractions, and are determined by the different tendencies 
and counter-tendencies a l work in eapitalist economy. But 
lhe h istory of capitalism has neYcr before known so great 
and enduring a divergence between Lhe L wo main parls of 
the capitalist world-l\orlh Ame1·ica and continental 
Europe. 

3. Finally the most important question- will capitalist 
reproduction, so long a/i c:-ipitalism continues to exisl, 
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follow the pattern of development of the U.S.A. or of the 
West European capi talist countries? 

... • * 

Let us remind the reader that during the inter-war period 
the production cycle was running relatively normally . There 
were lhree world crises of overproduction: 1920-21, 1929-33 
and 1937-38. Of them the 1920-21 crisis was not long-lived 
and not deep; the 1929-33 crisis the longest and most pros
trating in the history of capitalism, and the 1937-38 crisis 
of average intensity. 

Below are the indices of world industrial output during 
that period. 

1913. 
1920. 
1929. 

1932. 

General Index of tho Capitalist World's Industrial Output1 

(1929=100) 

()8.2 1933. 71.9 
66 .9 1!J34 . 77.7 

100.0 'l935 . 86.0 
(pre-crisi ~ 19:16. !JG.4 

peak) 
1937. 103 .7 

63.8 1938. 93.0 (minimum) 

Though these data do not claim absoiule ac<.:uracy, they 
arc accurate enough to show the cyclic course of reproduc
tion. If we had monthly figures, the amplitude of oscilla tion 
would be even greater . The figures show that between 1920 
and 1938 production grew by about 50 per cent, or by an 
average of 3.5 per cent a year. But growth was confined to 
the period between 1920 and 1929. From 1929 to 1938 there 
was practically no growth; nor was there any real upswing 
after the 1929-33 crisis.2 The 1937 peak exceeded the 1929 
level by only 4 per cent. 

The 20 years since the end of the Second \Vorlcl ·war 
differ considerably from the two decades following Lhe end 

1 Mirouoye kilozu(1isl1Jo (World Economy), Russ. ed., 1938-:39, p. 362. 
2 The exception was Germany where war preparations altcre<I I.he 

reproduction cycle. 
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0 r the First \Vorld \Var. \:Vorl<l industrial outpul grew at a 
more r apid pace, the cyclical rnoYemcnl was expressed much 
less clearly and the oscillations wer e less pronounced. 

Index o[ the Capitalist \Yorld 's Industrial Production1 

(1953=100) 

§ l §l~ 1~1~ 1~ 1 ~ \§ 1~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1~ 1~ 1~ I~ 
5(i 151 I Gl I tiS 17318419:1 111211171 '121111811301139 1114 1153 

Durin•t the post-war period industrial output more than 
t'> r.: r.; t . doubled. The average yearly growth was o .. ) per cen , i.e., 

)1.ighcr than during the inler-w~r period. 
As mentioned above, product1011 growlh was not the re~ult 

of induslrial development in the less deYclopcrl cow1tnes, 
but was clue almost exclusively to au expansion of output 
in the highly developed capitalist countries. 

The U.N. gives the following percentages for the shares 
of groups of countries in the world industrial output 
between 1953 and 19583: 

Enumerat· Rest ot 
U.S.A. and Western cd coun· capitalist 

Canada Europe JaJX1n tries in cor· world 
pore 

1953. 55 .0 32.6 2.1 89.7 10.3 
1!l58. 49 .5 36 .3 3.5 89.3 10.7 

During the five years in which the imperialist countr.ies 
were beating the drum about the dev?lopment of produ.cttve 
forces in the less developed countnes, the share o.[ the 

1 U.N. data. Statistical Yeai·book of tile Uniled ,\'ation~, 1955, P· 11?; 
19tH, p. 60. Monll1ly Bulletin of Statistics, May L9ti2, p. VI ; June 196.'1, 
p. VI. 

2 Rt'cakulated by the author from Hl58= 100. . 
3 Statistical Yearbook of the Unitecl NatioJ1S, 1961, p. 62 ct passun; 

Montlily Bulletin of Statistics, Fe~ruury 19G3, pp. Xll-XIV. 
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latter in the capitalisl world's industrial output increased 
by only 0.4 per cent-a figure well 'vithin Lhe limits of 
statistical error. The highly de,Teloped countries continue 
to account for Lhe bulk of the world's induslrial output. 

During that same period the cyclic movement of world 
capitalist producLion was expressed only feebly. In the crisis 
year of 1958 Lhe industrial output of the capitalist world 
dropped by only ~ per cent below the 1957 level. There 
was no depression phase-indeed the 1959 output level was 
considerably above the preceding peak.1 

And yet development remained extremely uneven in Lhc 
highly developed capilalist countries. It depended on the 
degree to which their economies had been d islocated 
during the war and, i.n particular, on the slate of their 
productive apparatus (fixed capital, raw materials, etc.). 
The counlrics which were not exhausted by the war and 
had not been devasLatccl, began Lo increase Lheir output as 
soon as they had overcome the difficultv of shiflin" from 

" ("> 

wru· to peace-time production; but Lhe countries which had 
been devastated by war an<l whose productive apparatus 
had been seriously damaged, needed several years before 
they were able to expand their outpul. 

Delow we give figures on incluslrial output in the impor
tant capitalist counlries, grouped according to the 1947 
product.ion le\'el. (Sec table on p. 211.) 

The table shows Lhat: 
a) the vanquished countries, whose post-war outpul was 

~xtre.mely. l?w, managed to raise their output without an 
i?tcnm cr1t1cal drop; Lhc 1958 crisis affected their produc
tion growlh ralc only to a very sJiaht dearee· 

b) . 9 t> t> , 
m 1 62 the industrial production level in these 

countries was about 200 per cent higher than it had been 
in 1937- i.e., Lhey had developed quicker than the U.S.A. 
and Brilain. The causes for this rapid development will be 
explained below; 

c) as dislinct from the vanquisherl countries a number 
o! comparatively sli~ht crises hit the U.S.A. During the. past 
eight years p~·o~uctwn has grown very slowly both in the 
U.S .A. and Bnlam. 

.. 
1 

A consideration of monthly data would furnish a slightly greater 
chfl erence. 
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Japan 

19372 80 
1947. 29 
194.8 . 38 
1940 . .iJ.8 
1950. 55 
1%1 . 74 
1952. 82 
1053 . 100 
1954.. 108 
1!lii5 . 116 
1H5(). l44 
19fl7. 167 
1%8 . 168 
1959. 208 
1!160 - 26i 
1961. 317 
1!)()2. 345 

Index ~umbers of Industrial Production 
(1953=100) 

West 
Italy l France 

I 
Germa· U.S.A. Britaln I Canada 

ny I 
78 63 I 78 46 76 43 
... .. . 71 75 76 76 
40 (i2 81 78 83 7!l 
57 (jS 88 n 88 80 
72 79 88 81l !)4 85 
85 90 99 !JO 97 91 
H2 91 1oa 93 !)4 94 

100 mo 100 100 100 '100 
1'12 109 109 nil 107 98 
'12H '120 120 106 111 110 
'139 128 133 109 112 120 
147 137 14.4 HO 1'14 120 
151 142 150 102 112 120 
162 158 15(i rn; 118 129 
180 180 174 119 126 130 
191 200 184 120 128 133 
200 206 1.96 122 129 141 

Marxist economists are divided on the intcrprelation of 
these facts, some declaring lhal lhe cycle following the 
1937-38 crisis continued right Lhrough the war and ended 
with the regular crisis of overproduction in 1946. 

\Ve disagree. The Second \:Vorld \Var, like every othe1: 
great war,3 interrupled the normal course or th~ cycle ancl 
created an enormous demand for war materials and a 
corresponding reduclion in civilian production, with the 

~ U. N. data. Statistical Yearbook of the United Nat ions, 1955, p. 117 
ct passim; 1961, p. 71 ct passim. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, l\fay 
HJ62, p, 16 ct passim; June lll63, p. 16 et passim ( 19(:)2 recalculatec.l 
by lhc author from 1958=100). 

2 \Ve arc comparing with l\J37 and 11ot lll:l8 ~ecirn~c the latter 
was a crisis year, am! 1939 marked the oulhrN1k of lhc war .. 

:1 Even the comparatively small war in Korea cxC'rt.cd a cons1der~ble 
influence on the post -war cycle-rescn<'S of strategic r.aw materials 
were c reated, military spending .jncrca!>cd stcrply :rnd prices soared. 
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k'esull that, tor a number of years, the effecti\'e <lcmand 
oulwcighcd supply . In conditions when nearly half Lhe 
gross nalional producl of a capitalist society goes to satisfy 
war needs, when enormous wealth is destroyed by the war, 
when the main problem of capitalist enterprises becomes 
not how to sell their goods, but where to get the necessary 
raw materia ls, machines and labour force to produce them, 
there can be no overproduction of commodities and no crises 
of overproduc tion, and hence no cyclic movement of 
reproduction. Thus world war· interrupts the cyclic move
ment of reproduction; indeed cyclic reproduclion and 
crises of overproduction are simply inconceivable. 

The main function of the cycle, of botl1 its course as 
a whole and its separate phases, is lo create the condi
tions for a crisis of overproduction. Duriny the war 
years no such conditions are created. ·For illis reason 
periods of pro/onaed war rnust not be included in the 
cycle. 

There arc those who object to this argumenl. They .say 
that the cyclic<1l nature of reproduclion slems from the 
operation of the general law·s of capitalism and that capital
ism r emains capitalism even in times of war. For this 
reason , they say, lhe cyclic course of reproduction continues 
even during the world wars. 

\Ve consider this approach too dogmalic. It lacks what 
Lenin called " the living soul of Marxism"-a concrele 
analysis of a concrete situation. After all , :\farx established 
the laws of lhc capitalist economy in peace-time. Even 
though there were wars in his Lime, they did not exert a 
great influence on the economy and "military economy" 
simply did not exist. 

Some of our economists expressed the opinion that the 
war itself creates Lhe conditions for a crisis of overproduc
tion because of the excessive development of the war 
industry and its associated branches (ferrous and non-fer
rous metallurgy, the metal-working, chemical and other 
industries) and tl~e lagging behind of industries producing 
consumer goods, i.e., creates a major disproportion within 
the economy. This theory echoes the bourgeois and revision
i~ t view t~al it is not capitalism itself that is responsible 
for the cnses of overproduction, nor is it the conlradiclion 
bet ween the social character of production and the private 
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capitalist form of appropriation with Lhe ensuing poverty 
and proletarianisation of the masses, but a disproportion 
between the various branches of production.1 

This is incorrect. The fact that after a period of war the 
produc live capacity of some industries is too high, and 
tha t of others too low, may cause a partial crisis in some 
war industries, but cannot bring about a general crisis 
of overproduction. In many important industries, especially 
those producing consumer goods, demand continued to 
exceed supply even after the war .2 

The only fact which could be inlerpreted as an inclication 
of overproduction during the war was the drop in ·the 
general index of industrial output in the U.S.A. in 1944 
from a peak 2,14 (1935-39=100) in Ff:bruary to 2:30 in July3. 
However this drop was due primarily to an overestimation 
of the requirements for means of transport and heavy 
armaments; the drop in production th erefore affected 
mainly engineering (incluo ing the production of tanks , 
guns, etc.) and transport machinery building. 

The facts show that this drop in production was not of 
a cyclical nature: a) in 1946 there was still a general 

1 This llicory is based on the tenet of English classical political 
<'<'onomy slating lhat ewry commodity includes wages, profit and r~nl, 
i.e., that the production of a commodity in itself creates the purchasing 
power ensuring il~ sale, and Lha l a general crisis of overproduction is 
therefore impossible. . 

This tenet is wrong-indeed it was refuted by l\Iarx. Even so it 
continues to circulate to this day. In the mouthpiece of the Guaranty 
Trust, the largest American bank, we read that every bi t of the cash 
value of any ar ticle produced or any service rendered rcprcs<'n~s ~ome
body's income or purchasing power . ... If goods arc unsold th.is 1s not 
an indication of low purchasing power but of the fact that tlus power 
is not utilised to the full. 

2 E ven in the U.S.A., where the organic composition of capital is 
much hi<>hcr than in the other capitalist countries, the share of Depart
mcnt· lf ls not smaller than that of Department I. During 1957 an !)qual 
amount of durables and non-durables was sold- about 170,000 million 
dollars worth of each (Survey of Current Rusi11ess, February _1958, 
p. S-3). The durables included consumer goods such as cars, furmlurc, 
etc. On the other hand. American statistics include coal and petrol, 
which are used prcdominanlly as means of production, in the non
durahles group. Bul on the whole, the division of goods into durables 
and non-durables more or less corresponds to the division into Depart
ments I and IT. 

3 Statistical Abstract of the United States, HJ44-45, p. 796. 
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shortage of pca('e-time goods in all capitalist countries; 
overproduction was obsen·ed only in war materials; 
b) there was a drop in production in the second half of 
1945 and in 1916 not only in the capitalist countries, but 
also in the Soviet T.Jnion, in spite of Soviet economy's 
planned and crisis-free development. 

There was lilllc difierence in the manner in which the 
transition from war to peace-1.ime economy was made in 
the capilalisl countries and in the Soviet l:'nion: war pro
duction stopped; millions of people had to be moved over 
enormous distances (soldiers, the evacuated population, 
PO\:Vs); people who n<H'mally did not work in induslry 
quitted thrh· jobs; production had to be adjusted in all 
industries which had ceased operating during the war, elc. 
Thus, even though this adjustment proceeded according to 
plan, the level of Soviet industrial output (1913=100} 
dropped from 782 in 194!1 to 662 in Hl46 in spite of the 
growth of the production of consumer goods from 295 in 
1945 to 335 in 1946.1 

In ::ill countries. lhe industrial outpul level was lower 
in the second half of HM 5 and in 1946, and partly in 194 7 
than it bad hccn during the war. This is not a cyclic 
phenomenon but the natural r<'sult of the switchover from 
war-lime to p<'ace-time economy. Part of the military 
plants was temporarily put out of use, part was re-equipped 
and transferred to the production of peace-time goods, 
while a part continued to produce weapons. Industry had to 
adjust itself to the production of a new range of goods. This 
transition took time and was attended by a drop in output. 
Thus, 1947 sltould be regarded as the beginning of a post
war cycle lasting from 10 to 11 years. 

In this rcspecl the first cycle following the Second \Vorld 
War differed greatly from that following the First. Then 
the crisis set in 2 Lo 3 years after the end of the First World 
·war. Trne, I.he 1.920-21 crisis was not long-lived and not 
very deep. The difference is explained by the fact that the 
First \Vorld 'War was comparatively short, less war 
materials were needed, fewer countries were involved and 
the damage wrought lo productive capacities was smaller, 

1 See Narodnoyc khozyaislvo SSSR v 1960 godu, p. 219. 
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The changrs world capitalist econom y underw<'nl as a 
result of the First \Vorld \Var were therefore much smaller 
than those wrought by the Second. 

This poses a theoretical question: what determines the 
difference in the length of individual C"ycles'? 

The expansion and renewal of fixed rapital is the material 
basis of the reproduction cycle. If we disregard extraordin
ary even ls - wars, crop failures , etc. - the length of the 
eye.le depends on the size of the fixed capital being renewed 
or <!xpandecl and the use to whieh il is put. The larger the 
amount of new capital investments, the longer the upward 
phases of the cycle-revival, boom (and overstrain). 

Tn studying the cycles we generally consider only the 
sum Lolal of ne\.v capital investments and pay little attention 
to thc~ir nalure. This is wrong: equal amounls of new capital 
investments can exert different influc11ccs on the cycle's 
duration depending on: 

l. vVhcthcr capilal investments are made prcclominantly 
into factories, etc., i.e., projects which immediately upon 
complclion directly increase the supply of commodities on 
the market, or (as vvas lhe case in the middle of the 19th 
century) into projects which increase the supply of goods 
on the markcl only indirectly. such as railways, ports, ves
sels. highways, bank buildings, department stores, etc. In 
the former case the conditions for a crisis mature much 
quicker. 

2. The ratio between the new capital investments and 
the value of commodities being put on the market after 
the new projects arc commissioned. Thus, for example, the 
building of a hydropower station requires large capital 
investments, but it supplies only a comparath•cly small 
amount of new commodities and invcstmenls arc recouped 
very slowly. At the same time factories with a lower organic 
composition of capital supply the market with more com
modities (in relation to the amount o( invested <'apital) and 
overproduction sets in much sooner. 

~- The length of time <luring which projects are under 
construction. On the one hand, technical progress and Lhc 
concenlralion of capital make for the building of large fac
tories and groups of factories. the designing ~rnd building of 
which takes much longer than the smalJ factories of a 
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century ago. On the other h and, the rate of construction is 
now much higher than eYer before. 

The factors which ha,·e caused this speeding up in the 
cycle arc described below. 

DISTINGUISHl.KG FEATURES 
OF THE FIRST POST-\V.AR CYCLE 

Even though for the past hundred years trade cycles 
have assumed a definite regularity, and arc all identical in 
their causes an<l nature, each has its own particular features, 
dependent on the concrete historical conditions in which 
it unfolds. 

The principal fealures of the cycle following the Second 
World War were: 

a) the exislrnce of two world systems, the continuous 
influence on world economy exerted by the cold war; 

b ) the disintegration of the colonial system of imperial
ism; 

c) the changes in the world capitalist economy wrought 
by the six-year long world war; 

d) the different economic (and political) circumstances 
in which various capitalist countries- neuh·al countries, the 
U.S.A., the 'Vest European countries, the victorious coun
tries and the Yanquished countries- found themselves after 
the war and consequent ditTerence in the length of the 
cycle in lhe various coun tries; 

e) the general inflation and steady and rapid price 
advance in all but a few neutral countries resulting partly 
from an artificial boosting of prices by the monopolies , 
and partly from the usual increase accompanying such 
economic upswings; 

f) the dollar deficit experience<! by most capitalis t coun
tries ; 

g) the marked intensificat ion in the agrarian crisis. 
Let us try to analyse briefly lhe influence exerted on 

the cycle by concrete historical conditions. 
The principal result of lhe cold war was that the capital

ist countries, nnd notnbly the U.S.A., took up Jarge-.s('ale 
production of arms soon afle1; lhe end of lhc war. This 
coHtinucd throughout the cycle al a steadily increasing rate. 
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Accordinct to our computations military sprnding as a 
~ 1 . . d1 percentage of the nationa mcome comprise : 

U.S.A. 
percentage of official nal.ional income 
petccntage of national in~ome after 

exclusion of double entries .... 
Britain 
percmtage of offici?l nat~onal income 
percenta"O of naL10nal mcorne afLer 

exclusion of double entries . . . . 
France 
percentage or official national income 
percentage of n:itiona l inc?me after 

exclusion of double entries . 

I 1937-38 I 191,8·49 I 1953-54 

1.5 6.5 

4.t 7.7 

5.9 6.1 

15.8 

ah. 22 

9.5 

ab. 12 

13.3 

ab. 16 

The share of war production in the national income 
continued to grow fo later years. 

The bulk of the military spending was channelled lo ~he 
production of arms, which the~sel\'es .. were becommg 
steadily more intricate and expensive. Miltlary technology 
developed so rapidly that weapons were often o?solete even 
before their serial production was taken up (this happened 
to the British atomic weapons Blue Streak and Skybolt). 
This means that even in peace-time the monopolies produc
ing armaments are getting new and highly profitable ord~rs. 
Continued internat ional tension and the cold wa: pohcy 
thus become extremely profitable for the monopolies. The 
sh ar e of militarv deliveries is much higher in the aggrega~c 
industrial outptit than it is in the national income, and it 
is even higher in the sum total of profits. . . 

The influence war production exe1:ts o~ reprod~1~tion m 
peace-time depends on the concrete lusloncal cond1t10ns. If, 
owing to a lack in effective demand, there are surpl~1s 
procluctive capacities, raw matcri~l~ and lal?oH:. fore~ 1.n 
the country (during the general cns1s of capitalism llns is 

- , Sc<' Y. Varg:i, O.~no1111iye voprosy ekonomiki i politiki imp<'rialiuno 
poslc vtoroi mirovoi voiny, p. 42. · 
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lhe normal state)1, military orders promote production and 
economic growth, extend Lhe market, lengthen the re\·ival 
and boom (and O\'erstraining) phases of the cycle, and 
hence the whole cycle. However, at the same Lime they 
produce or strengthen inflation. If, on the other hand , there 
are no idle production reserves, military production does 
not increase the aggregate industrial output but is effected 
at the expense of the output of the civilian branches and, 
finally, if the scale of war production is greater than Lhat 
warrante<l hy the country's economic resources, the result 
will he an overstrained and unbalanced economy similar to 
Lhat in Limes of war. 

The influence exerle<l hy war orders on the cycle can be 
clearly seen from the example of the 1948-1·9 crisis in th<'. 
U.S.A. (In this conneclion it is not particularly important 
whether it was an interim crisis or whether the war in 
Korea slopped iL from developing into a real crisis of over
~roduction .) The war in Korea gave an impetus to produc
tion growth. The index of industrial output rose from its 
lowest point of 95 in .July 1949 to an average 112 in 1950 
(1947-49=100), i.e., by 18 per cent.~ This shows that under 
certain conditions a steep increase in war orders can 
produce a revival and upswing in the economv. 

However Brilain·s economy in the last three years of 
the post-war cycle indicates that not all war orders produce 
a general expansion in production and market capacity. 
E,·en though the volume of war production was consider
able, the volume of aggregate production did not change 
throughout 1955, 1956 ancl 1957. Production capacities were 
used almost Lo the full and the high share of war production 
became responsible for an inflation and currencv crisis 
On the other hand, the comparatively low war expe~diture~ 

1 Idle capacities in the U.S.A. (per cent) : 

1()55 195() 1957 1958 

16 8 14 23 20 

(Data from 12th JlfacGrow !fill Survey). fn practice even more of the 
fix.ed capital stood idle, for the abo,·e figures are based on only 300 
sh1fl~ ~ Vt'ar. 

2 Feder(![ Rrscrve Bulletin, various issues. 
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of \Vest Germany and Japan greatly contributed to Lhc 
r apid rehabilitation in these countries of destroyed pro~uc
th·e capacities and to an expansion of the fixed . capital, 
resulting in substantial production growth durrng the 
upward phase. . . 

All these facts show that war production exerted a maJor 
influence on the course of the first post-war cycle. As 
regards the system of capitalist economy as a whole, we 
find that war production is able to lengthen the upwar<l 
and ovcrstr ain phases, and hence the whole cycle, but can
not avert a crisis of overproduction , as has been conclus
ively proved by the 195 i -58 crisis. . . . . er 

In their newspapers, the monopolies, which arc thnvmr, 
on war orders, propound the theory that such or~crs ~l~''. e 
a stabilising influence on the cour se of repro<~l~ClLOn. l l_11s 
is pure fantasy . The feverish development of m1lttary eqmp
ment intensifies anarchy of production. 

The data below show bo\v qi1ickly the cs.penditure on Lhc 
main kinds of vmr materials changes in the U .S.A.1. 

Percentage Expenditure 

Tanks. l Aircraft \ Etectronic;s I '.\lissilcs 
Year Vessels ammuni-

ti on 

1953. 6.8 50.0 31.5 11.2 0.5 

i961 . 7.8 12.4 28.2 18.0 33.6 

Such leaps do not stabilise the economy but disorganise 
it and often bring mass unemployment to U.S. towns. 

The disintegration of the colonial system also had a tell
ing influence on the course of the cycle_. The ~xport of :in 
capital to the former colonial and semi colonial countries 
which embarked on the socialist road of devclopme1~t.
China North Vietnam and North Korea- ceased. Poh~1cs 
becam'e all-important in deciding to which c?untry capita~ 
should be exported. This meant thal capital could be 
exported only to countries in which ~her~ wa~ ."l_aw ~nd 
order" in which there was no threat of national1s,lt10n, i.e., 
in whi~h there existed conditions favourable Lo a profitable 

1 The Economist, October 1:3, 19G2, P· 144. 
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investment of new capital. The disintegration of the colomal 
system also changed the volume and geographic destination 
of the capital exports. During the post-war cycle the sum 
of private capital exported (especially if we consider the 
drop in the purchasing power of all currencies) was much 
smaller than it had been during the 1921-29 cycle. Geo
graphically, loo, there were changes: capital was exported 
primarily to countries which from a capitalist point of view 
were safest-to Canada, the Latin American countries and 
in some cases, Africa. ' ' 
. A rec.ent development is the large-scale export of capital 
m the f01m of economic and military subsidies hv various 
governments, especially the U.S .A. As regards tl}e course 
of the cycle there is no difference between the export of 
private and stale rapital or subventions.1 All it means is 
that commodities arc exported from a country while no 
commodities are imported, as dislinct from normal foreign 
trade. This brings a temporary expansion of the market 
and , all o ther conditions being equal, a lengthening of the 
trade cycle. 

The loss of rc·sources brought about by the formation of 
the world socialist systC'm and the disintegration of the 
~olonial S)'.Ste~ clid not produce a shortage of raw materials 
~n the cap1talist world. During the post-war cycle a shortage 
m some raw materials and a steep increase in their price 
was observed only in 19;)0 when the United States was 
feverishly buying up various strategic raw materials to 
cre~te _m ilitary reserves. Modern technology h(']ped the 
capitalists to open up many new deposits in Canada South 
A~erica, Central Africa and even in the imperialist coun
tne.s thcrns~lves (oil in Texas, \Vest Germany and France), 
which provided a new source of raw materials for those 
in short supply. 

The false assertion that the capitalist world is short of 
raw materials can be seen from the fact that the over
production and a drop in prices of industrial raw materials 
began before the industrial crisis. 

1 The cfl'ccls of capital export and subvenlions are identical only 
llS regards . the <'OUl'Se of t'.te cycle. Actually subventions, in spite of 
t_he contention.~ of some Soviet economists, are not an export of capital. 

smc_e they do no l possess what Marx described as the essence of 
cap1h1l-self-i11crcasing value. 
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Prices on Industrial Raw Malerials in the tJ.S.A.t 

1!)56 1957 1958 
peak January January 

Copper (cents per pound) . 45.9 35.8 24.8 
Stoel scrap (dollar per ton) 67.0 63.0 33.0 
Zinc (cents por pound) . 13.5 13.5 10.0 
Lead 106.5 102.2 02.2 
Rubber" 37.2 33.5 27.2 
Hides " 13.5 tO.O n.2 

This shows that the prices for some types of raw 
materials (copper, lead, rubber, hides) began to drop in 
1957 . 

1'lte Second World Wal' in which all industrial countries 
in the world, except Sweden and Switzerland, participated, 
exerted a decisive influence on the course of llie (i.rst post
war cucle.2 

During the war the consumption level-military anu 
civilian with due account being taken also of the Llevasta
lion wrought by the war- -was considerably higher than 
the production level. The volume of national wealth 
decreased.3 Commodity stocks diminished. Fixed capital , 
excluding that in the military branches, wore out and 
became obsolete. Consumer demand, especially for dur
ables (housing, furniture, cars, household appliances), was 
not satisfied for years, since the production of these articles 
had been prohibited in order to free the productive forces 
(workers, raw materials and machines) for war production. 
The food consumption of the urban population (excluding 

1 Tiie Morgan Guaranty Trust Survey, January Hl58, pp. 12-13; Feb
ruary Hl58, pp. 12-13. 

2 Even the economy of the nculrl'll European countries was upset by 
Lhc war: the wa rring countries, and notably Gerrmu1y, were buying from 
them all types of goods al high prices. 

3 According lo American economists, even in tl1c O.S.A., which 
suffered no devastation in the war and which participated in it for 
a far shorter time than the European counlric.~, I he iM lional wealth 
(excluding that part which was government-owned) wns no larger in 
J!)45 than it had been in Hl29 (in 1929 prir.es). (S. Kuznets a nd L. Golct
scnil.h, Income and Wealth of tile United Stotes, Camlirirlge, 1952, pp. 
327-28.) 
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the rich, who boughl what they needed on the black mar
ket), was limited by the rationing system. By the end of 
the war there was a tremendous unsatisfied demand for 
means of production for the "peaccf ul" br anches and for 
consumer goods. 

This exlraord inarily high demand was effective. The 
government paid the capitalists high prices for military 
supplies. Profits, accumulated depreciation funds and accu
mulations r esulting from the decrease in stocks look the 
form of bank deposits, bonds (which could be readily con
verted into money) and cash. The well-to-do part of the 
population and even some categories of industrial workers 
could not spend the whole of their income because of the 
shortage of consumer goods and 'vhether they liked it or 
nol, were for<:cd lo save part of it. 

The foJlowing U.S. data show clearly thal owing lo the 
consumer goods shortage during the war the population 
was unable to spend all ol' its ineome. 

1939 1942 

2.9 27.8 

Personal Savings in the U.S.A. 1 

(thou Rand million dollars) 

1943 1944 1945 19n 

36.9 28.7 4.7 

The picture is so clear lhal no further comment is needed. 
At Lhe same time money circulation and deposits were 
growing, due partly to the war-time inflation. 

. "' ., 
fl Year < .... 'C . ., ., . ., 

<n:: ~~:a Gil QU'C 

1938. 5.8 0.24 
1945. 26.5 1.013 

l\foney in Circulation2 
(thousand millions at the end of the year) 

~ 
·~~.~ ~ .. ... ~ <O ;.:·8 i:I 

~e ~~~ 
'O ~ ci"' ;>. 

a~ ~B ~~ ~., ., .. 
i:i:iu ~ Q.~ Cl.l-"I r-. .... ~;.::: :; ;>. 

3.6 0.46 1.04 112 19 2.9 
14.R '1.34 2.79 577 368 54.8 

1 llrrill'(/ $/(I/es. Economic lfrport of the President, 19G1, p . 14'1. 
2 Stoli.,li1'a/ Yearbook of the lfnilerl Notion,, 19:i6, p. 484 et passim. 
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Both in industrial and less clc\'elopcd countries (Bra
zil), those which participated in the war or remained 
neutral, lhe supply of money in circulation grew by 200 
to 400 per cent, in the vanquished c-ountrics (Italy and 
Japan) it grew nearly 20 times over. 

Bank deposits should be adcled to the abo\'C. 

Depositst 
( thousancl million.~ at the l'nd of the ywr) 

<ll ., i::: 

" 
Q) 

0 

.S'" ~ I ·= ... 
~~ "' <I.I -·= ~~ 8~ Year "" "' "' ·"' ·~., ~ 'd.-c .,,,o >-· i::: 
u1 ::i i;:;:;:;:: ~2 ~ §t .,i:i ~§ s ., 

j:::O .::>, 
~g 88.g ~&~ U)l;J ~~ 

., 
>C.u ..... ..., 

1938. 26 0.9 8.5 I 1.2 
I 

1.9 80 Zi 4.7 
1!).<15 . 76 2 " 27 3 .1 3.8 136 2fl0 . ;) ;~(j 

I 

The cl:posit . growlh rate coindded roughly with the 
money circulat10n growth ralc.3 Taken together they show 
~hal, as a result of the 'var, th e purchasing power of society 
mcrease<l enormously. To this we should also add the 
deposils in savings accounts an<l lhe war bonds helcl by 
private persons and companies. l.\aturally there could have 
been no growing effective demand if prices had risen in 
proporlion to lhc supply of money in circulalion, long- and 
short-term deposits in savings banks. Howe,·er they did not. 

Year 

1938. 
1.945 ' 

AYerage Yearly General Wholesale Price Index 
(1953=100) 

ll'.S .A. Jcanada I Brazil !Britain lswooen)France I Italy I Japan 

46 46 13 31 37 4 2 0.4 
62 60 40 52 ()5 14 39 1.0 

~ Statistical Yearbook of. tlie. United Na~iom, 1956, p. 48·1 et pas.Sim. 
. Federal Reserve Bullelm gives even lughcr llgures. The differenr.c 
is probably due to the fact that the sum of cleposilti includes inter-hank 
mid state deposits. 

3 In Italy and Japan there was a s lJ'nng i11/lalion at thiil time and 
thr. growth of deposits was ther·pfnre ~mallC'r lhan lhc growl h in lhc 
.supply of mon<'y in circulation. 
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In the countries which were of overriding importance lo 
the industrial cycle (U .S.A. , Britain, Canada) at that time, 
prices ad\'anced during the war far less than the supply 
of money in circulation , long- and short-term deposits in 
savings banks. In other words, by the end of the war tl1e 
postponed demand in these countries was fully effective, 
even though black market prices \Vere higher than official 
ones. The situation differed in France and Italy, which had 
already been stricken by a deep inflation during the war. 

Following the end of the war the capacity of the capital
ist market was above "normal" both as regards the output 
of Department I and Department II, and this above all 
determined the course of the post-war cycle. The capitalists 
began to renew the worn fixed capital at an extremely rapid 
rate and ~llso began to expand it: in lhe victor countries 
this took place immediately after Lhe war, in the vanquished 
countries'' a few years later. This was the main r eason for 
the length of the revival and boom phases in the post-war 
cycle. This can be seen from the figures for the U.S.A., 
Britain and \Vest Germany given belo\Y. 

1929-38 

3.5 

Expenditure on ~cw Equipment in the U.S.A.2 

(thousand million dollars, average per year) 

1950-M 1955 1956 1957 

14.4 25.5 28.7 35.1 37.0 

The expansion of fixed capital continued steadily until 
..the first half of 1957. Even taking into account the falling 
purchasing power of the dollar throughout the post-war 
cycle, the scale of the expansion was several limes larger 
than it had been in the pre-war cycle. 

The sam e state of affairs obtained in Britain and West 
Germany. 

1 The neutral countries and especially the less developed ones which 
did not participate in the war directly also experienced a shortage of 
fixed capital towar<ls the end of the war. T!te reason was lh::tl the 
warring iuduslri:il countries were unable to supply them with means 
of production. 

2 Statistica l Abstra<:l of the United Stutes, l95J , p. ,144; Hl56, p. 498; 
1961 , p. 492. 
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Current prices 
1948 prices . . 

Gross Fixed Capital Formation in Britain1 

(million pounds sterling) 

1938 

656 
1,559 

1950 

1,702 
1,641 

1955 

2,855 
2,124 

1956 

3,139 
2,234 

In \Vest Germany capital investments in means of pro
duction and construction comprised (thousand million 
marks)2: 

1938 

7.1 

1%0-55 
average yearly 

27.8 

1955 

39.8 

Funds which had accumulated cluring the war were used 
to expand the fixed capital and lo replenish commodity 
stocks, which by the end of the war had fallen to a 'cry 
low level. In the CS.A., for example, commodity stocks in 
industry, wholesale and retail tra<le had by the end of the 
war fallen to 25,000 million dollars; <lw·ing the subsequent 
cycle they grew to 91,300 million dollars (August 195 7) . 
Similar conditions obtained in the other industrial 
countries. Production for the replenishment of stocks played 
a major role in lengthening the revival and boom. phases of 
the post-war cycle. In the U.S.A. stocks began to ilecrease 
only in the fourth quarter of 1957. But the enormous growth 
in commodity stocks as compared with the sum of sales 
indicated even earlier that stocks were too high and that 
there was an overproduction of com1nodilies. 

The third factor which made for a lengthening of the 
upward phase had nothing to do with the war, but was clue 
to an artificial expansion of the consumer goods market by 

1 Unilcd Kingdom Annual Abstract of Statislics, 1956, p. 249; 1%7, 
p. 252. 

2 Statislisches Juhrl>uch fiir die n u11desrcp11i>lil.: Deulscllland, 1957, 
s. 561. 
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considerably extending consumer credits. This slep was 
taken when the additional demand of the first post-war 
years was satisfied and lhe effective demand ceased to cor
respond wilh the volume of production. It was then that the 
future income, the future purchasing power of capitalist 
society, was used to save the present situation. This "\Vas 
practised particularly "\videly in the U.S.A., where consum· 
er credit grew from $5,700 million at the end of 1945 to 
$45,300 million in November 1957. On a smaller scale, con
sumer credit also grew in Britain and olher capitalist coun
tries. 

These lhree /actors- the extraordinarily large volllme of 
the renewal and expansion of fixed capital (in the war
devastated countries also tlte J'econslruction of destroyed 
factories, houses, etc.), the creation of large commodity 
stocks in production and trade, and sales on account of 
I uture incomes- were responsible for U1e length of the 
post-war cycle. 

In this connection we should also explain why the 1957-58 
crisis of overproduction which completecl lhe first post-war 
cycle did not sprea<l Lo such highly developed countries as 
France, \Vest Germany, Italy and Japan. 

In the light of the present discussion it is interesting to 
look into the mechanism by which a crisis emerging in one 
or several countries spreads lo other industrial countries. 

Countries afflicted by a crisis attempt to ease their posi
tion al the expense of other countries by expanding cxportsl 
and restricting imports. The development of a crisis stops 
new capital investments. 

The fall in share quotations caused by a crisis is regis
tered on the stock exchanges of all capitalist countries. 

In the event of a credit-monetary crisis the withdrawal 
of short-term loan capital from other countries may even 
cause a monetary-credit crisis therc.2 

Olher factors can also lead indireclly to the same result. 

1 Indicative in this respect is the sleep increase in the active side 
of the U.S. trade balance in 19!i i. 1t rose from 2,900 million dollars in 
l!l55 to 4,700 million dollars in 1956 anrl to 6,500 million dollars in 
1957 (excluding lhc export of arms). (Statistical Abstract of the United 
States, 1961, p. 86ii.) 

~ The crash of the German Grosshanken in 1931 following the with
drawa 1 of American short-term Joans serves as an example. 
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:\ crisis may become responsible for a sharp drop in raw 
malerial prices in some countries, and force countries with 
a mono-cultural economy to cut down on the import of 
manufactured goods. 

Prevailing conditions in the various countries decide 
which of these factors becomes the most active. The 
influence exerted by foreign trade in bringing about a crisis 
is felt most strongly in countries having high export and 
import quotas, for example in Britain and Belgium. Ilut, 
as a rule, a crisis of overproduction spreads to new coun
tries only if the conditions for a crisis have to a greater or 
larger extent already matured in their domestic ec:o110mu. 
This becomes clearer if we consider that, even with an ex
port quota of about 25 per cent (as in the case of Britain), 
a 10 per cent drop in exports comprises only 2.5 per cent of 
total production. In most countries this percentage is smaller. 

Even the sharp increase in industrial output belween 
1918 and 1958 to a level exceeding the pre-war by about 
100 per cent did not fully abolish the economic conse
quences of the Second World War, nor did it create the 
conditions for a crisis of overproduction. 

Thus, although by the end of the cycle the industrial 
outpul level of the capitalist world as a whole nearly dou
bled the 193 7 level, there were considerable differences be
tween individual countries as regards their level of produc· 
lion and the rate at ·which the production cycle developed. 
If the war in Korea had not given an impetus to U.S. 
industry (and that of a few other countries) U1e differences 
in the development of the cycle bet ween Lhe victorious and 
the vanquished countries would have been even greater. 

An important feature of the first post-war cycle was 
Lhe constant devaluation of the currencies of all capitalist 
countries as a result of inflation- a feature that was absent 
in all the 19th century cycles. This devalualion could be seen 
from the fact that in all countries, including the U.S.A., 
industrial gold was sold above its official dollar rate of 35 
dollars an ounce. This in tmn depreciated all other cur
rencies and resulted in an increase in prices, which to some 
extent continued even after the crisis in Ille U.S.A. had set 
in. Owing lo rapid technological progress the value of com
modities, i.e., the labour time embodied in a commodity unit, 
decreased during the course of the cycle, and the price 
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advance therefore indicated an inflationary break-away of 
commodity prices from true \.-alue. 

A price advance stretching owr many years lengthen~ 
the boom (and OYerstrain) phase and, with it, the whole 
cycle. EntrepreneuTs, expecting a further growth in prices, 
increase their stocks and strive to invest their money-loan 
capital into material values. The consumer, expecting a 
further growth in prices, hurriedly lays in goods (often on 
credit) for the future. The boom phase extends. There can 
be no doubt that inflation was one of the factors respon
sible for Lhc longer duration of the first post-war cycle. 

Nearly all capitalist countries experienced a doJlar defi<.:i t 
during the cycle.1 This was the result of various govern
mental measures taken in the interests of the monopolies 
to restrict imports, state dumping of monopoly-produced 
goods on the world market, and the extremely favourable 
u_s, balance of payments resulting from il, and finally the 
steady increase in U.S. gold reserves at the expense of the 
other capi talist countries. The dollar shortage was an 
~~ortant contributory factor to the inflation in many cap 
itahst countries, for example, Britain. 

The cycle was attended almost throughout by a sharp 
agrarian crisis. This was characteristic not only of the 
present cycle but of all cycles in the era of the neneral 
crisis of capitalism (as we hope to prove in the next t>essay). 

DISTINGUlSHING FEATUHES 
OF THE SECOND POST-WAR CYCLE 

Typical of the second post-war cycle is the continued 
struggle of the two systems ; the cqmplction, in the main. 
of the political liberation of the colonies, and a deepening 
of the agrarian crisis. 

The most important features distinguishing the second 
post-war cycle from the first arc the following: 
. ~) the v.anquished countries are no longer lagging behind 
m mdustna] output; all highly developed countries entered 

t T he excep tions were: 1) large gold producers; 2} large-scale 
cxp.orters of slralcgic raw materials to the U.S.A., and 3) Switzerland, 
whu~h became n haven for all capital of doubtful origin (nazis and spec
ula!ors from all ov<>r the world deposil their money in Swiss banks, 
wl11ch take care not to divulge "hank secrets"}. 
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the new cycle at an approximately equal level , as compared 
with 1937 ; 

b) the economic supremacy of the U.S.A. over all other 
capitalist countries has decreased considerably. Instead 
of the dollar deficit typical of the first cycle, the U.S-A. 
now has a considerable balance of payments deficit and 
a steady drain on its gold r eserves . It has even been com
pelled to seek financial aid from Lhe West European coun
tries. The long-term settlements by France and ·west Ger
many of their state debts to the U.S.A.; the agreement 
obliging the West European banks lo back the dollar; the 
sale of U.S. government bonds on the '"'est European money 
market; the 500 million dollar loan given lo the U.S.A. by 
the International :Monetary Fund, etc., were some of th«:> 
measures taken to slop this gold drain and to stabilise the 
dollar. The unusually high share of the U.S.A. in world 
industrial output, exports, and the volume of gold reserves, 
and also its political weight in world affairs proved to be 
only temporary conditions brought about by the Second 
'Vorld War. It turned out that in spite of the natural riches 
of the U.S.A. and high labour productivity based on up-to
date equipment, its economic might is insufficient to enable 
il permanently lo play the role of the defender of capital
ism on a world scale: 

c) the inflation i~ the h ighly developed countries char
acteristic of the first post-war cycle has lifted; the currency 
rates expressed in dollars relative to gold haYe stabilised ; 
but this s tabilisation does not mean that prices have 
slopped advancing. especially the retail prices being paid 
by consumers. 

France 

End of 1961 114 
End of 1962 119 

Jndex of Consumer Pricest 
(1968=100) 

West I Srttaln U .S.AI Japan Germ a - Italy 
ny 

105 104 105 103 110 
109 109 110 105 118 

The price increase was due to lhc activities of the mo
nopolies and their state, which ra ises indirect taxes and 

1 Monthly Bulletin of Statislir.s, April 19():1, p. 14() <'l passim. 
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duties and Lhus shifts an ever increasing share of the state 
expenditure on Lo the shoulders of factory and office workers; 

d) there were great changes on the \VOrld market. Durin" 
the first post-war cycle, and especially immediately afte~ 
Lhe war, American goods dominated the world market. The 
vanquished cou~tries produced goods predominantly for 
home consumpllon, and exported very little. This is no 
lo?ger true in the second post-war cycle. Sharp competition 
reigns on the world market, and the CS.A. and Lhe Com
mon. Market are introducing penalty duties. Japanese elcc
tromc products arc infiltrating into the American market. 
Collon. cloth . and other products of the less developed 
countries ar~ m demand on the British market. Complaints 
about dumpmg are heard every·where. All this shows that 
the world market is once again becoming too narrow for 
the st~adily ~xpanding productive capacities; 

e) mcrcasmg structural unemployment is bccomin" the 
s~~urgc of t~~. w?rking class, and 3: p~rsistent worry L~ Lhc 
bii:i bourgeo1s1e m the U.S.A., Ilntam, etc. By resorting 
to Stubborn class Struggle, the \VOrkin" class is able to fi"ht 
the high cosL of living more or less effectively, but can~ol 
comb~t the structural unemployment resulting from tech
nological progress, and, i~ pa1iiculru:, automation. The only 
measure that could, albeit temporarily, solve this problem 
would be to reduce the working time of the whole working 
class. t? about 30 hours a week. Naturally the capitalists arc 
umv1Ilmg to agree to suah a radical <decrease in surplus value. 
T~e statement made by William McChesney Martin, 

ChaITman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System, to the Joint Economic Committee of the U.S. Con
gr_ess, shows ~xtent t~ which monopoly capital is concerned 
with the rapid and mcessantly growing structural unem
~loy~enl. "The number of people having jobs rose 1.2 mil
lion. m 1962 .... Yet the average rate of unemployment 
declmed only to 5.6 per cent in 1962 from 6.7 per cent in 
1961: Furthermore, despite an increase in industrial pro
duction to a level 8 per cent above the previous hi"h in the 
first quarter of early 1960, the number of worke;s on the 
production lines of Lhc nation's factories declined 500,000, 
or 4 per cent, in the same period."i 

1 Federal Reserve Bulletin, February 1963, p. 123. 
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The honourable banker is less worried about the fate of 
the millions of unemployed, than about the consequences 
mass unemployment would have for U.S. economy and the 
domestic market. He says: "Vve also face the inescapable 
challenge of a faster growing population of working age. 
Many more jobs will have to be found each year. About a 
million and a quarter persons are expected to be added to 
the labour force in each of the next 5 years compared with 
only about 800,000 in the past 5 years. By 1965, the bur
geoning population of 18-24 years of age will account for 
more than half of the annual growth in the Jabour force. 
Unemployment rates are now very high among these young 
people, especially those with insufficient education. The 
long antieipated expansion in demand for homes, cars, and 
all sorts of goods and services ·will hardly materialise if we 
fail to find job opportunities for our growing population."1 

This is one of the most important problems for the 
future course of reproduction in the U.S.A., Britain, and 
the other highly developed countries. 

Even though the second post-war cycle develops in con
ditions differing considerably from those or the first, there 
still are distinctions between the ·way it unfolds in the vic
torious and in the vanquished countries. In the victorious 
countries (the U.S.A., Britain, Canada) the growth rates 
arc slower and there have already been crises- in the U.S.A. 
in 1960-61, in Britain in 1962-63- but no upward phase 
worth mentioning. 

Index of Industrial Production2 

(1958=100) 

I 1 
West I I Year Japan Germany France Italy U.S.A. Britain 

1959 124 107 101 111 1 ·13 105 

1960 156 119 110 128 116 112 

1.961 186 126 116 142 1 l7 114 

1962 201 132 123 I 
156 12G 115 

1 lhid., p. 128. 
2 U.N. data. 1lfonthly Bulletin of Statistics, June 19G3, p. 18 cl 

passim. 
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The table shows that in the second post-war C"yclc, too, 
there arc difl'ercnces in the type of cyclical movement in 
the U.S.A. and Britain, on the one hand, and the large in
dustrial capitalist countries of continental Europe, on the 
other. 

* * * 
How th('n will the reproduction cycle under capitalism 

develop in the future? 
At present the cycles differ in the two decisive parts of 

the capitalist world. We think it illogical for this state of 
affairs to continue within the single framework of monopoly 
capitalism. Sooner or later a eycle of a single lypet will be 
e.stablishccl throughout the capitalist world. In our opinion 
this cycle will resemble tile post-war development of the 
U.S.A. 

The tendency for the <:ycle lo shorten is based on lhc 
general laws of capitalist reproduction. The contradiction 
between the social character of production and the private 
capitalist form of appropriation, whkh forms the ha.sis of 
fhc cyclical movement, or Lo be more exact, the contradic 
tion hctwcen the striving of the capitalists for an unlimitcll 
expansion of production and the limited consumption 
capacity of capitalist soeiely becomes steadily deeper.:& For 
this reason crises of o\·crproduction will become more 
frequent. 

A hundred years ago l\larx discoyered this tendency of 
the cycl<' to shorten. Ile wrote: "Up lo now the cycle usually 
lasted ten to eleven years. Dut we have no reason to believr 
that this is a constant figure. On the contrary, the laws of 
capitalism we have described give us reason to beJie,,c thl\t 

1 This should nol be understood dogma!ically; there ai-e and will 
be deviations from this rule in individual countries. 

2 
The social consumption capacity is the sum spent on consumer 

articles, i.e., v+m- a (where a is accumulation). This is le5s than the 
social effective demand, which is c+v+m (c in this case being lhe 
share of the worn-out fixed capital}. But since :all production in the 
final analysis serves ·to •produce eon.9mner articles, the social consump
lion capacily is the decisive factor in lhe contradiction between the 
striving of capital for n boundless expansion of ·production and the 
nanow Jimils of consumption. 

Lenin proved that Tugan-Daranovsky's theory was wrong hecause 
it ignored the difference between consumption capacity and effective clemru1d. 
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this is a changing figure and that it will gradually 
"l . 

decrease. . 1. l s tended to 
Right throu<>h Uie history of capita ism eye e . f 

B t ·::.en 1825 and 1857 when regular cnses o shorten. ewe · B ·t · then the 
·er roduction could be observed only m n am, 

:osf highlv developed capitalist country' the cy~le la~ted 
11 years. I~ the second half of the _10th cenluryh w }~;~~~~~~~ 
had already assumed a w?!ld-w1de 85~;1~,88l2 \890 1900. 
sequence was observed-1801' 1860, 1 •' , , .. 

Acco;ding Lo 1'.farx's theory o~ crises an<l cycles, the crisis 
. the final (and initial) phase of the cycle. . 
is Between 1857 and ·moo there were five cycles with an 

average duration of 8.5 years each. . · 1907 1914 
In the early 20th century there were cn~es l~ .' :o I'. 

1920 1929. This shows that over 29 years there lwe1lel I lu 
c. clds of an average length of 7 years each. J~ s iou ( ~ ~~ 
y .. d th t . 1914 there was no noticeable cnsis 

be remcmbere a m · . . vV l l vVar Thus eyen 
because of the outbreak of ~he Fu.st or ~ e.se ?9 ears 
though there actual~y were four cnses dunng th . -· y , 

on~~:h~~y"~~:~l n~s~c~~l~~~i1er in future. loo, the cycle will 

tend to shorten. . · d that the 
\Ve think that this tendency will persist an . . 

c ·clical moYement in the whole capitalist world will acq~ire 
,) I , . semblance to that of post-war U.S.A., _1.c., an ever c ose1 re. 

1 
· crises 

there will be shorter intervals between ess serious ' 
and real boom plwses will b7 less pronoun;:.d. eslion styl· 

Some of our colleagues tnecl to bypass .1s ~u ( 't th 
. " 11 post-war crises in the U.S.A. and Dntam" excer, e 
rn9t;,8

3 
· · ) "interim" "partial" "preliminary or post

l ., crisis ' ' d b r Marx espe-. .- · " All these expressions have been use ) ' • 
1 ~~~~:; in his letters. But in Capital Marx developed on y 

the theory of genuine crises and cycles. f . rng 
o inion there are no real grounds or Iegar~ i. 

Tn our p . . . ·the US A (excer)t the 1%8 cns1s) 11 post \Var crises m · · · · h 
a · · : . · . th t "false" crises occur withm t c as mtenm. Marx sa)S a ' 

. 288 These lines are an 
t /,P. Capital de Karl Marx, Pan_s, !:; . · f C~pilal. Engels (for 

addition by :Y!arx to th~ Fren~h tnu:.s ~~J~l ~ the complete German 
reasons unknown •to us) did not include t \ ' in the second Russian 
edition; for Lhis reason they .do ~ot :ip~cnr blished by the Institute 
edition of K. :Ylarx's and F. Engels s Wor cs, pu 
of Marxism-Leninism. 
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normal cycle, but are not part of it, for they may occur 
in one cycle, and fail to appear in another. Howe,-er what 
we obsen·e in the U.S.A. and Britain is a constant, regular 
and relatively rapid succession of minor crises. We there
fore should not call them interim, although whatever we 
style them does not affect their nature. 

We therefore maintain that the regular cycle for the 
capitalist system as a whole will come to resemble the 
post-war cycles in the U_S.A. and Great Britain, i.e., 
will be shorter than it was before the Second World 
War. 

We think that in addition Lo a general aggravation of 
the contradictions of capitalism, in tlie post-war period 
.~ome new factors bave tended to slwtien tlie duration of 
the cycle. 

It is commonly known that the reproduction cycle is 
determined by the fixed capital, or to be more exact, every 
crisis is the starting point for a mass renewal and expansion 
of the fixed capital undertaken for the purpose of lowering 
production costs. This is because every capitalist thinks 
that the difficulty of selling his commodities is clue to their 
high cost of production. Similarly, the laws of competition 
operating under monopoly capitalism force capitalists Lo 
renew and expand their fixed capital. This means that they 
buy equipment (machines, devices), commodities for the 
building of new factories, for the accumulation of new 
stocks of raw materials, etc., and this in itseli effects an 
extension of the market. 

But the position changes as the renewal and expansion 
of the fixed capital draws to a close. Capitalists stop buy
ing the commodities and equipment they previously needed 
to build and equip new factories, just as the new capacities 
begin to supply the market with an additional mass of 
commodities. 

During the post-war period the renewal and expansion 
of capital is characterised by the following important new 
factors: 

1. Owing to speedy methods of construction, factories 
arc built and put into operation much quicker than before 
the war. 

2. Owing lo rapid technological progress, equipment 
becomes obsolete sooner than it did before. 
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3. The rapid replacement of equipment and of the w~ole 
fixed capital is encouraged under state-monopoly cap1t~l
ism. The governments of the highly developed cap1tal1st 
countries allow the monopolies to deduct from. profits de
preciation sums which are often two to three times lar~er 
than the actual wear. In the U.S.A., for example, any equip
ment at enterprises, which arc ~onside~e? important from 
a defence point of vie\v, is written ofl m five year~ and 
less. This provides capitalists with an ideal opportumty of 
renewing their fixed capital frequently at the expense of 
the taxpayer and tends to shorten the eye.le. . . 

4. Capital investments in the devel~pe~l cap1talts~ cot~n
tries are used mainly for the modern1sat10n of eqmpment 
in operating factories and not for the buil<ling of new facto
ries. In the U.S.A. spending was distributed as follows (per 
cent) 1 : 

Expansion 
Replacement 

nnd modernisation 

1959 -
1960. 

37 
35 

63 
65 

The reason is that capacities are underemployed and 
result in the following: a) the same amount of new capital 
investments enables capacities to be enlarged to a _far 
greater extent than if these funds were spent oi:i the bmld
ing of new factories2; b} the time between t~~ mvestments 
into capacities and the time when the capacities start pro
ducing is reduced. Both these fa~t?rs accelerate the. matur
ing of the prerequisites for a cns1s of overproduction and 
shorten the cycle. 

Since these factors operate not only in the U.S.A. but 
in all highly developed capitalist countries, a further 
reduction in the length of the cycle can be expected through· 
out the capitalist world. 

1 Business Week, April 30, 1960, .p. 28. . 
2 A thorough sludy of German pre-war industry 

nection with the reparation problem) showed lhal. 
equipment account for an average of 45 per cent ot 
of industrial enterprises. 

(mHde in con
machincs and 
Lhe total value 
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It is .also int~resling to establish which of the cycle's 
phases ts becommg shorter. If we look at posl-war deYel
opmen t in the U.S.A. it becomes obvious that first and 
forcm?st •. it is the depression phase. This is o~ly logical. 
!f cap1tahsts are able to renew and expand their fixed cap-
1~al 01:1t of their d_eprcciation funds, the phase of depres
sion, i.e., the penod when production stagnates must 
become less enduring. ' 

But the upward phase is also reduced and sometimes does 
n?t ev~n sel in a~ all. Under conditions when a large portion 
of a.~rulable ~quipment is constantly underemployed , even 
the mtroduct1on of .small new capacilies results in over
producti~n . For this reason the upward phase is shorter 
and the rise a very small one. The curve describing the cycle 
flattens out. ' 

vye ma.y expect subsequent crises to deepen in com
p<~nso~ w1th the first post-war period- indeed the post-war 
~:~·1se.s m the _u.S.A. exhibited a definite tendency to deepen. 
Il~c economists of the American National City Hank deter
mined the depth of the crises of overproduction in the 
U.S.A. accordmg .Lo monthly indices. The figures below 
clearly express this tendency of crises to dcepen.t 

1948-49 . 
1953-54 . 
1957-58 
19602 

Year I Depth or Crises 
(percentage drop of production) 

8 
10 
14 
10 

.It is Lo be expected that in future the large monopolies 
w~l be even more determined to shift the burden of these 
cnse~ onlo the shoulders of small capitalists, farmers, the 
workmg class and especially the populations of the less 
dc".elopcd countries, by capitalising on the further deterio
rat10n of the tcr~1s of trade between Lhem and Lhe highly 
developed co.untr1 e~-the drop in raw material prices and 
~mchan.gcd high prices on the commodities produced by the 
mduslnal monopolies. 

~ Firsl National Cily Banlc Monthly Letter, March 1960. 
Based on data from the Federal Reserve Rulletin. 
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A substantial growth in unemployment is also likely to 
ensue for two reasons: 1) the number of people coming of 
age and qualifying for work is increasing since the popu· 
lalion mo,•ement of the war and early post 'var years has 
slopped; 2) the rapid development of au Loma lion con
stantly decreases th e number of people needed to produce 
the same amount of commodities. Especially important in 
this respect is the mechanisation of office work- copying 
machines, computers, accounting machines, etc., etc. All 
Lhis means Lhat unemployment is coming also to the "white
collar workers". This is very important from a political 
point of view since this layer of the proletariat, which has 
grown steeply during the past century and at present com
prises 30 to 40 per cent of all employed, formerly considered 
itself nearer to the bourgeoisie than to the manual workers. 
W c may therefore expect this huge army of office workers 
and civil servants lo become far more revolutionary Lhan 
il is at present, Such indications can already be observed 
in Britain and France. 

A general intensification of the class struggle is Lo be 
expected, for the big bourgeoisie \Yill allempt Lo countcraet 
the drop in commodity sales by lowering procluclion costs 
through wage cuts. 

Nor should we forget the contradiction bel ween the direct 
<'conomic interests of the capitalists and their political 
interests. Their direct economic inleresls demand that they 
advance on the working class and cul down the wages 
and living standard of the workers . But because of the 
struggle between the two world systems, the bourgeoisie 
is unable to devote all its attention Lo direct economic inter
ests alone. Struggling tooth and nail against Lhe socialist 
world system, Lhe bo·urgeoisie must take full account of the 
political consequences any offensive against Lhe working 
class would have, especially in those countries where the 
proletariat comprises a large slice of Lhe population, such 
as the U.S.A., Britain and vVest Germany. 

Last but not least, researchers inlo this cycle should pay 
particular attention to Lhe peculiar change in the crisis 
phase over recent years. Formerly the crisis generally took 
Lhc form of an explosion-there was a sudden transition 
from the boom to the crisis phase. In America an<l Brilaia 
we now sec that the outburs.L is delayed, lhal instead of an 
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outburst there is often a marking of time on the achieved 
high level of production, which lasts for months, sometimes 
up to half a year, until a drop in production finally 
sets in. 

The capitalists now have a far deeper knowledge of the 
overproduction following a boom and also of world market 
conditions than they had in Marx's time or even 30 years 
ago. Al that lime, much less relevant information was 
available and it was published only after great delay. Most 
important of all it was retrospective and recorded only past 
even Ls. 

Now we have efficient projected statistics. 
In the highly developed industrial countries information 

on new orders, unfulfilled orders, contracts on new building 
work, proposed capital investments by joint-stock compa
nies, questionnaires on projected car sales, records of com
modity stocks al factories, in wholesale and retail trade, 
etc., are now being published regularly (and expeditiously). 
Many large enterprises and monopoly cartels have special 
organisations engaged in full-Lime market research for their 
commodities. This information enables capitalists to pre
gauge consumer demand and thus avoid an overproduction 
of commodilies. 

The monopoly capitalist s late also takes steps lo Lhis end. 
IL publishes forecasts on U1e national income, on total 
wages, on future stale expenditure, etc., for several years 
in ad\•ance. These predictions, though inaccurate, afford 
a certain guidance to the capitalists. 

Besides, when a recession is in the offing, the state can 
accelerate the placing of orders, increase their volume, 
lo·wer taxes to increase effective social demand, etc. But 
it is easy to overestimate the importance of state "anti
crisis measures", for their potential value is extremely lim
ited. Under capitalism there can be no state planning, no 
crisis-free capitalist reproduction. State measures are, how
ever, able to slightly reinforce some of the factors which 
lower Lhe intensity and duration of the upward phase and 
the dcplh and duration of crises in future cycles. 

In any case, the long and powerful growth in output 
observed up Lo the present in the vanquished industrial 
countries is unlikely to continue in the future. This is 
recognised also by many bourgeois economists. Per Jacobs-
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son, Director of the International Monetary Fund, address
ing young economists in ~ew York said: 

..... A new situation has arisen which shows certain simi
larities with what happened in the early 1930s .... I do not 
intend to com·ey the idea that we must repeat Lhe sad 
experiences of those years, but I do Lhink we will have Lo 
take definite measures to see that they arc not rcpeatccl."1 

The deepening of the general crisis of the capitalist sys
tem is expressed by the growth in the number of industries 
which are in a state of perpetual crisis, such as the coal, 
textile and ship-building industries, and those being grad
ually drawn. into Lhis stale-the iron and steel and motor 
industries. 

1 The Times, February 20, 1963, p.·10. 



THE PH.OBLEM 
OF AGRAlUAN CHISES 

More than half' the population of the capilalisl world is 
engaged in agriculture. The working peasantry is the pro
letariat's main ally in its struggle with capitalism. The 
probl~m of agrarian crises, essentially an economic prob
lem, is therefore also of enormous political imporlance. 
The problem i.!> gaining in significance as the markelabilitv 
of Uie peasant economy grows, as the whole agriculture o"r 
the bourgeois world is being dra•vn into capitalist relations. 

This important problem has been given insufficient study 
by so.viet. economists.1 In fact, there is not eYcn enough 
matenal lor such a study- no data has been collected on 
agr~cultural production, on prices and foreign trade in 
agr~cullural produce, on changes in ownership or on rents 
dunng .the past 100 years and arranged systematically on 
the basis of Marxist-Leninist theory. 

1 L. l. Lyuboshits's book Voprosy marksistsko-leninskoi teorii 
agr:arnykli ~rizisov (Proble~~ of ~iarxist-I:cninist Theory of Agrarian 
Crises) p~hshcd ~ Gospohhzdat m 1949 is a serious l\Iarxist allempl 
at analysing agr~rwn. C('ISCs. But it is now obsolete, for it does not 
e1i:i~racc the period since lhe Second \VorJ.d \Var, when the agrarian 
~ns1s of t.he 20t.h century assumed its final shape. Besides, in ex·plain
mg agrar1~n cns~s, th.c author mistakenly draws a parallel betvveen 
t~em. and 11:1-<lust~ial er1scs. On page 35 he says: "Long agrarian crises 
like .m?ustrrnl <:nses, arc not -only -a sharp explosion of capll'alist con: 
tn1d1ctions but also :a means for their foreeful levelling. It follows 
that · .. they arc neither permanent nor chronical and call therefore 
be overcome.:." T!1i.s statement is unsubslanti:ited by facl~. To this 
day Lhc agnmon crts1s that followc<l the First \Vodd \Var has no! bt·en 
overco~e (except d11ring the period of the Second World War and the 
years 1m~ecli~tcly following it); at present, it cml>races a greater 
number ol agncultun1l branches than ever before. 
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The problem of agrarian crises is far more complicated 
than that of industrial crises of o,·crproduction-primarily 
because agriculture itself is more complicated than indus
try, namely: 

a) industry works only for the market; the proportion 
of total output consumed by the producers themselves is 
insignificant. Agriculture on the other hand produces only 
partly for the market. In the less developed countries 
(except on plantations) it is conducted mainly to satisfy 
the personal needs of the direct producers. Even in the 
highly developed countries there arc millions of factory 
and office workers, artisans and small peasants who grow 
vegetables and fruit or keep pigs and Jowl for their own 
needs. Besides, a large portion of farm produce (fodder) 
is used for on-farm production pmposes. ln industry these 
conditions prevail only in vertical trusts; 

h) in industry social relations arc more or less simple
the capitalists arc faced by the hired workers. Of course 
there are also artisans, but in the cleveloped capitalist 
countries they play only a minor role. 

In agricullure, on the other hand, almost the same social 
relations that existed in the course of the whole of human 
history continue to preY.ail today. There are large capitalist 
mtcrpriscs in the capitalist countries and «apita1ist plan
tations in the less developed countries; there are independ
ent peasant economies; feudal Iatifundias in Asian and 
Latin American countries, in Spain, Southern Italy, etc., 
preserving all the forms of money rent and rent in kind, 
and even labour rent; there is semi-slavery in South Africa, 
the Portuguese colonies, etc.; 

c) in agriculture (and in mining) there is a special 
factor, missing in industry, namely absolute and differen
tial rent, which, in lease agreements, is often (ixed for many 
years (up to 10-12 years) in advance. This factor is reflected 
in the price of land, which depends not only on the size 
of the rent but also on the rate of interest yielded by loan 
capital; 

d ) in industry, production is usually continuous: new 
commodities reach the market every clay (only construc
tion, ship-building and the manufacture of large special
purpose machines and structures do not continue through
out the year}. 
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Because of climatic conditions, agricultural production 
has a yearly cycle (half- or thrice-yearly in tropical 
countries). The major countries reap only one harvest a 
year. It is very difflcult to change production during the 
agricultural year and, therefore, this is done only in the 
case of natural disaster; 

e) climatic and weather conditions are of little impor
tance Lo industrial production, to agriculture they arc of 
overriding importance. Climatic conditions decide what 
crops are lo be sown, and which are economically rational.1 
Unfavourable weather-dry winds, early or heavy frosts, 
etc.-may destroy most of the harvest and inflict consider
able losses for the year in question. 

All these factors make a study of lhe agrarian crisis 
extremely difftcull. The multitude of often contradictory 
phenomena makes it difficult to divide the important from 
lhe unimporl~mt, to determine the general trend or 
development. 

Let us give a few examples. 
A sharp drop in the price of agricullural products 

damages all enterprises producing them for the market. llut 
it does nol affect those who produce them for their own 
needs. 

The drop in fodder prices leads lo a systematic 
expansion of animal farming, especially pig breeding, 
'd1ich continues until overproduction sets in (the so-called 
pig-breeding cycle). 

Jn capitalisl countries rents are usually stipulated in 
long-lerm agreements. A fall in the price of agricultural 
produce during lhe period the lease is valid may therefore 
bring losses to the lessee, without affecting the lessor. 

Many more such examples could be given to illustrate 
the tremendous complexity of the agrarian crisis problem. 

Under such conditions il is understandable that a number 
of our economists resort to known methods and draw an 
analogy between agrarian crises and industrial crises of 
overproduction, bclic\•ing the former to be a consequence 
of the lall'er. In the second edition of the textbook on 
political economy we read: "Capitalist crises or overpro-

1 Unucr present-day conditions any crop can be grown in any 
climate but iL is often not ecunumical Lo do su. 
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duction ... bring partial or general overproduction in 
aariculture. Crises of overproduction in agriculture arc 

I:) • ··1 known as agrarian crises: 
True aararian crises and crises of overproduction have 

many 'fe:~'tures in common and are interrelated. The 
common basis of all aararian crises-the same as that of 
the general crisis of ca°pitalism and ~f ~ndustrial ~rises of 
overproduction-is the chief contrad1et1on of social pro
duction and private capitalist appro~riation. ll is on.ly com
modity production that makes possible ~oth agrar1~n. ~.ncl 
industrial crises. ·where agriculture is a1med at satisfymg 
the requirements of only the producers themselves, even 
thouoh there may be surplus pro<lucts, there can be no 

b . . 
crises of overproduction, no agranan crises. 

There are close links between agrarian crises and in<lus
tl'ial cydes. Agrarian crises exert an influence on the course 
of the industrial cyde, weaken the upward ph~se and 
deepen the crisis. Industrial crises of overprocluc~10n ~nay 
become responsible for crises in those branches ol agr~cul
ture supplying industry 'wilh lhl.x, cotton, wool, JUtc, 
rubber etc. Hut induslrial crises as suclt liave neoer brougl!t 
about ~n uyrarian crisis. Other causes are responsible for 
agrarian crises. 

The interaction of agrarian and industrial crises has 
changed considerably in the course of capitalist ~evelop
mcnt. Jn the 19th century when the share of agnculLUI"c 
in capitalist economy was still very high, agrari.an cri~es 
exerted a major influence on the course of the mdustnal 
cycle. This can be clearly seen from the protracted indus
trial crisis of the 1870s. At present, when the share of agri
cultural production in the capitalisl economy in ge~er~l, 
and in the decisive capitalist countries - the U.S.A., Bri_tam, 
West Germany-in particular, has decreased substantially, 
agrarian crises exercise a much smaller influence on the 
course of the industrial cycle. The presence of a deep 
agrarian crisis in the U.S.A. following the Second World 
War did not interfere with the boom in industry. 

1 Politiclteskaya ekonomiya (Political Economy), Tcxtboo~, 2nd 
Russ. ed., J H55, p. 224. Thi8 point l()f view expressed earhcr. by 
I. D. Laplcv and recently by E. L. Shifril;l in SelsA:o11e khoz!Jaistvo 
SSbA po.~le utoroi mirovoi voiny (U.S. Agriculture Sm_ce the. Scco~d 
World War), publi>'>hed by the .U.S.S.R. ·Academy of Sciences m 19:.i6. 
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Contrariwise, the strong growth of the share of industry 
in capitalist economy and especially of lhe processing of 
agricultural raw materials, has strengthened the influence 
of industrial crises on the state of agriculture. But tlzey 
cannot cause a general agrarian crisis. \Ve shall show this 
by the example of lhe two agrarian crises of the 19th and 
20th centuries. 

THE 19th CENTURY AGHARIAN CRISIS 

The agrarian cns1s of the 19th century lasted roughly 
from 1870 lo 1805.1 \Vas this crisis a consequence of the 
industrial crisis'! Of course not. This can be clearly seen 
from the following supplement to the manuscript of the 
third volume of Capital, written by Engels, a contemporary 
of thal crisis, in the early 1890s. 

To obvialc unnecessary arguments, we are quoting the 
text in full: 

"Transoceanic steamships and the railways of North an<l 
South America and India enabled some very singular tracts 
of land to compete in European grain markets. These were, 
on the one hand, the North American prairies and the 
Argentine pampas-plains cleared for the plough by Nature 
itself, and virgin soil which offered rich harvests for years 
to come even with primitive cultivation and without ferti 
lisers. And, on the other hand, there were the land holdings 
of Russian an<l Indian communist communities which had 
to sell a portion of lhcir produce, and a constantly increas
ing one at lhat, for the purpose of obtaining money for 
laxes wrung from them-frequently by means of torture
by a ruthless and despotic state. These products were sold 
without regard to price of production, they were sold al 
lhe price which the dealer ofTered, because the peasant 
perforce needed money without fail when taxes became due. 
And in face of this competition-coming from virgin plains 

1 It is diffkult to find .accurate data for the beginning and end of 
lhe ag.l"ari.an crisis since only a yearly account is taken of the produc
tion of basic agricultural <produce; and, unlike industry, no monthly 
figures are published. Price formation, .too, may differ for various types 
of agricultural commodities, depending on the harvest, speculation and 
the nature of the commodity, i.e., •whether it is a foodstuff or an 
industrial raw material, etc. 
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as well as from Russian and Indian peasants ground down 
bv taxation-the European tenant farmer and peasa~t 
c~uld not prevail at the old rents. A P?rlion of the land ~n 
Europe fell decisively out of compellllon as regards gram 
cultivation, and rents fell everywhere; ... and therefore the 
lament of landlords from Scotland lo Italy and from 
southern France to East Prussia."1 . 

Engels does not mention in~ustrial cr~ses, but e:cplai~s 
the agrarian crises by .the rapid .expans1~n of g~am prn
duction in the newly raised lands m America, the in:provc
ment in the transportation of grain and lower fre1ghtagc 
and Russia's and India's "hungry exporl", which filled the 
ma1·ket with agricultural produce in excess of the effective 
demand of the food importing countries. . 

To dispel all possible doubts, we are quotmg figur~s 
from a report by Professor Scring,2 a compete~l b01.~r~eo1s 
scholar, who, in 1883, by order of the Pniss1an .Mm1s_lry 
of Agriculture made a delailed study of U.S. _and Canadian 
agriculture (German agriculture \V3;S lhen s~r10usl~ affecte~ 
bv Lhc competition of North-American gram). His repo1t 
contained the following points. . 

a) In the second half of the 19th cent~y gram produc
tion expanded rapidly in the U.S.A. and m Canada. 

Corn and Wheat Production in the U.S.A.3 

( mtllton bushels) 

1850 t860 I 1870 1880 1890 1891 

Corn 592 839 1,125 1,707 1,650 2,336 
Wheat 100 173 254 502 449 678 

To exclude the influence of harvest fluctuations it would 
be necessary to compute averages for 5 Lo 10 years; the 

1 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. III, p. 726. . 
2 M. Sering, Die Landwirtschaftliche [(onkurenz Nord Amenkas in 

Geqcnwart und Zukunft, Leipzig, 1887. . .. 
' :1 .M. Sering, op. cit .. S. 1:m cl pas~irn; Historical Stat1st1cs of the 

United States, 1st Edi lion, Washington, 1949, 'P· 106. Data :o~ ~or~ 
are for the preceding year (1 bushel of wheat=27.2 kg, 1 us e o 
corn=25.4 kg}. 
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1890 and 1891 figures show that these fluctuations are 
considerable. But even these figures clearly demonstrate 
that, over a period of 40 years, the output of wheat in
creased by 400 to 500 per cent and that of corn by 200 to 
300 per c<>nt.1 The production of oats and barley grew at 
the same rate, that of linseed even quicker. 

b) Production grew predominantly through tlie expan
sion of areas under seed, and not through intensification 
or higher yields. This is important for a comparison with 
the modern agrarian crisis. 

Sowu Areas in the U.S.A.2 
(million acres) 

1866 1870 1880 1890 1891 

Corn 30 38 63 75 79 
Wheat 15 21 38 37 41 

The acreage harvested is not an accurate measure since 
it does nol include unharvested areas, '>vhich, in exteusiYe 
farming, are often considerable. 

1870·74 1875·79 

12.1 12.4 

Wheat; Acreage Harvcstedll 
(bushels per acre) 

1880·84 1885-89 1890.94 

12.2 12.9 13.8 

The Hhove shows that the avernge yield does not grow 
or grows exceedingly slowly. The lagging behind of crop 
yields ·was even greater in ·western Europe. 

1 Uuforlunn IC'ly we hnvc no data for Canada, which w:i:s a major 
wheat producer lln<l exporter. 

2 Jlistorica/ Stati.qtics of the United Slates, lst Edition, p. 106. 
3 M. St'riog, op. cit., S. iJi; 1855-94.- 0ur calculation is based on 

llistorical Statistics of the U11itcd States, 1st Edition, p. 106. 
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Britain Belgium Germany 

29.9 27.9 19.5 

IIarvests in the 1870s1 

(bushels per acre) 

France U.S.A. 

17.1 12.25 

In the U.S.A. wheat was produced by the extensive 
method and production costs were low. There were large 
strips of virgin land and, as Marx pointed ~ml, rent was 
only nominal. New land wa~ generally cu.lt1\rat:ccl ~lot by 
capitalist cnterprjses but by farmers who. tilled it with the 
help of their families and who used railways owned by 
local monopolies. 

Surplus wheat supplies were e~p?rte<l ~o the West 
European countries, notably to 13ntam, wluch 'vas then 
experiencing a sharp crisis in grain products and an 
agricultural crisis in general. 

1860 

16 

U.S. Wheat and 1''lour Exports2 

(in terms of '000,000 bushels of wheat) 

1870 1880 

52 1.80 

American wheat ousted other imported whC'at from Lhc 
British market and its share in British consumption grew 
from 12 per cent in 1851-55 to 54 per cent in 1876-.80.3 !he 
imports of American whea~ br?ught a sharp ~rop m pn~es 
on the British market, which m turn dclerm1ncd the pnce 
level of wheat on the world market. The prices of wheat 
in all countries were approximately eqLtal lo the British 
price minus transportation costs (from Lhe country of 
production to Britain). 

t M. Sering, op. cil., S. 472. Figun~s for France arc probably 
un<lcreslimated. 

2 Ibid., S. i39. · l 
3 This was promoted by the building in America of lranscontmcnta 

railways and the dcvelopIDClll of shipping. 
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Prussia 
Britain 

Wheat Prices in Britain and Prussiat 
(marks per ton) 

1871-75 I· 1881-85 

235 
246 

190 
180 

According to a report of the Royal Commission charged 
with investigating the causes of the British farming crisis 
in nearly all counties of England and Scotland farmers 
had suffered unparalleled disaster, large areas of good 
arable land had been transformed inlo pastures. The un
precedentedly large import of grain, especially from the 
U.S.A., served merely to aggravale conditions for Lhc 
farmers. 

Let us summarise: the agrarian crisis of the 19th century 
was not brought about by an industrial crisis. Neither 
Engels nor Sering, nor any other student of the 19th 
century agrarian crisis, considered it the consequence of 
industrial crises.2 

During the development of the agrarian crisis, thre<' 
distinct industrial cycles, ending in the 1873, 1882 and 1890 
crises respectively, hit the economy. If industrial crises pro
duced agrarian crises, an upward phase in industry should, 
theoretically, have put an end to the crisis in agricullure.:s 

The 19th cenlury agrarian crisis was an event unique 
in tile history of capitalism. It was caused by the basic 
contradiction of capitalism, the limited purchasing power 
of society resulting from it, and by the rapid expansion 
of sown areas on fertile lands in the Americas :~ This was 

1 M. Sering, op. cit., S. 555. 
2 True, Sering speaks of the influence exerted hy the 1873 cns1s 

but in a difl'e1,ent sense. He wrote (·p. 532) that the huge unemploymen t 
during the 1873 crisis favoured the expansion of grain production, 
since it freed many workers formerly employed in industry in the 
East for farming in the West. 

3 There are a number of faefor~-the fixed rent, the fact that th<' 
labour power of peasants cannot be used outside their own farms, 
etc.~which tend lo protract agrarian crises. 

4 
We must not exclude the possibilily thaL this may recur some

where else in the world. The well-known German geographer Humboldl 
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primarily a cns1s of the grain economy1 in \Vest~rn 
Europe and the American East, and nol a world . agra.nan 
crisis embracing all countries and all branches of agricul
ture (to the extent to which they produce .mark~t~ble out
put), as is the case wilh the modern agrarian cns1s. 

Cattle Population in the U.S.A. 
(million head) 

1867 l 1877 11887 11897 

Cattle 29 37 57 50 
Pigs . 34 39 43 51 

The 19th century agrarian crisis ended in the middle of 
Lhe 1890s. How was it overcome? 

1. Partly by the ruin of the economically weak peasants 
and landowners and the drop in ground rent and rents. 

2. Partly by the introduction in continental Europe .of 
duties on farm produce, notably on grain, in ~rder to raise 
prices on the domestic market above wo~ld prices. 

3. By stopping, after 1896, t~e expan.s10~ of areas sown 
to wheat in the U.S.A.; ma1zc cull1vahon grew very 
slowly.2 · · t 

4. And most important of all, through tile transitw~ o 
more intensive farming in Europe. This included a wider 
use of fertilisers and the expansion of branches other tl~an 
grain production-intensive an_imal f~rming; the grown~g 
of fodder crops, vegetables, fnut and mdu~tnal c~ops. This 
was a progressive development, a fact .Lhal i~ ''.ery rmportant 
in any analysis of the modern agrarian cns1s. 

said J 00 years ago that the Amazon Valley co~ Jd foe~l 500. million 
people if it were possible to destroy the weeds 1nterfenng with crop 
growth. The irrigation of the Sahara (•present-day technol?gY ·puts t~us 
within Lhe bounds ·of possibility) .could also plily a m~JOr role .. 1 ut 
these •aoo only possibilities and it is unlikely th~ L they will be realised 
under capitalism. 

1 Callie fnrrning developed in Lhc U.S.A. much slower than crop 
farming. 

2 Historical Statistics of the. United Slate.~, 1st Edition, p. 106. 
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What socio-historical conditions created additional 
markets for animal produce, vegetables, fruit and industrial 
crops at that time? 

In the first place, the rapid development of industry and 
the steep growth of the urban population connected with 
it. This resulted in a large additional demand for these 
products. It was also the time of the final redivision of the 
world between the imperialist states and the resulting 
cmcrgeucc of a wide layer of the labour aristocracy in the 
main imperialist countries of Europe, creatiug an additional 
demand for high quality foods. In short, the main factor 
in overcoming the agrarian crjsis in E urope was the gen
eral acceleration of capitalist development, the trend for 
·which was already obvious at the time when capilalism 
was entering the monopoly stage, and which was aualyscd 
by Lenin in his Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capital
ism. 

These processes can be illustrated by the example of 
Germany. During the agrarian crisis animal farming 
developed as follows: 

Year I Horses I Cattle 

1873 3.4 15.8 
1892 4.0 17.5 
1913 4.5 20.9 

Cattle Populatiooi 
(million head) 

Pigs Sheep 

7.1 25 
12.2 13.6 
25.6 5.5 

The large sheep population typical of this exlensive 
farming was rapidly decreasing, while the cattle and espe
cially the pig population was growing. At the same time the 
quality of the cattle improved and its average weight and 
milk vield increased. 

Cr~p farming too became more intensive: the aYerugc 
wheal yield rose from 15.42 cenlners per square hectare 

1 Statistischc.~ Jahrbuc11 fiir das Deutsche Reich, 1914, S. 51-53. 
2 M. Sering, op. cit., S. 472. 
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between 1878 and 1884 to 19.81 centners between 1903 and 
1907. The yields of other crops rose in approximately the 
same proportion. 

~aturally, it was not the peasants, but the German 
landowners, who were getting all possible help from the 
government and who gained from this intensification. 

The problem of the 19th century agrarian crisis should 
be subjected to a detailed l\farxist study based on docu
ments of that period. It should be emphasised that the 
processes studied by Lenin in his famous writings on the 
agrarian problem-the formation of a c~ipilalist domestic 
market by the differentiation of the peasantry, the con
centration of the agricultural means of production in the 
hands of eapitalist elements, etc.-takc place irrespective 
of whether there is an agrarian crisis or nol (Lenin ·wrote 
his works when the 19lh century agrarian crisis had ended 
and before the 20th century crisis set in}. The agrarian 
crisis accelerates these processes and results in even greater 
suffering for the peasants. 

THE ABSENCE OF AN AGRARIAN CRISIS 
AT THE BEGINNING OF THE 20th CENTURY 

In the beginning of the 20th century, up to t.he outbreak 
of the First World War, West European agnculture had 
adapted itself to American competition. The prices for 
agricultural commodities were no longer dipping, but had 
even tended to advance. 

London 
Amsterdam (American win-

ter) 
Chicago. 

Exchange Quotation per Ton2 

(German marks) 

Wheat I Rye Corn 

1904 
1 

1913 l 19011 l 1913 1904 I 1913 

144 158 . . . .. . . . . ... 

152 163 108 131 . . . ... 
... ... .. . . .. 83 103 

1 Statistisches Jahrbuch fur das Deutsche Ueich, Hl14, S. 44. 
2 Statfatisches Jahrbuch fiir das Deutsclie Rl'icl!, 1914, Internation:1· 

le Obersichten, S. 23x. 
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Exchange quotations for animal produce gre'v to an even 
greater extent between 1904 and 1913. In London, beef 
rose from 102 lo 119 marks per 100 kg, Argentinian beef 
from 48 to 61; pork from 92 lo 134 marks. A similar price 
movement could also be observed on other European 
markets.1 

Of great importance in this connection was the fact that 
the area under wheat and maize in the U.S.A. stopped 
expanding, harvests stabilised and exports fell owing to 
the growing home demand. Prices in the U.S.A. picked up. 

Sown Areas in the U.S.A.2 Yields 
(average yearly in mtllton acres) (million bushels) 

1896-1900 I 1909-13 1896-1900 l 1909·13 

Wheat 47 48 Wheat 710 682 
Corn 92 101 Corn 2,547 2,632 

The farm price per bushel of wheat rose from 72 cents 
in 1896 lo 99 cenls in 1909 and 80 cents in 1913; maize 
rose correspondingly from 21 to 58 and 68 cents. 

This shows that, by the early 20th century, the agrarian 
crisis had been overcome. 

THE AGRARIA~ CRISIS 
FO:ULOWI~G THE FIRST WORLD WAR 

The first agrarian crisis of the 20th century began soon 
after lhc outbreak of the general crisis of capitalism. Wheat 
prices in the U.S.A., which had grown substantially during 
lhc war and had reached 2.13 dollars per bushel in 1019, 
dropped in 1021 to 90 cents, i.e., below the 1909 level. The 
same was also lruc of other grains. 

1 Slatistisc/ie~ Jahrb1.1ch fiir das Deulsche Reich. ·1911, Intcrnatio
nide Ob<'rsichten, S. 211x. The ,pt'ice advance was not' of an inflationary 
nature, since the West European currencies were based on golrl. 

2 fl i.•lorical Slatislh's of the United States, 1st E<lition, p. l OG 
(average yearly figures computed by the author}. 
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Whal caused this sharp price drop? The main reason 
was the great expansion of sown areas in the Americas 
during and immediately following the world war. In this 
respect the 20th century crisis resembled that of the 19th. 
The area under wheat in Lhe U.S.A. grew from 52 million 
acres in 1913 lo 74 million acres in 1919. Sown areas 
expanded to an even greater extent in Canada- from 
an average 4 million hectares between 1909 and 1913, 
to an average 8.7 million hectares between 1920 and 
1924. 

But the growth of agricultural production in lhc 20th 
century was not due Lo the same causes that had been re
sponsible for that growth in the 19th century. In the 1870s 
and 1880s sown areas expanded because American farmers 
c.ullivaled virgin lands, in lhc 20th century lhc increase 
in .sown areas was effected by capitalist entrepreneurs and 
capitalist farmers. Capitalists who had accumulated a 
comparatively small capital during the worl<l war and who, 
because of monopoly control, could not elbow their way into 
industry and transport, were investing it in agricullure. 
Tliis situation is typical of the whole period of tlzc uenernl 
crisi.-; of capitalism and is at the root of the 20th century 
agrarian crisis. During the 20til century agriculture in Lile 
highly developed capitalist countries gradually passed from 
tlze manufactory stage to the machine or f aclory stage of 
development. 

Proponents of the view lhat agrarian crises arc a result 
of industrial crises of overproduction assert that the agrar
ian crisis was the outcome of the 1920-21 industrial crisis. 
A study of the facts docs not endorse Lheir view. Th~ con
sumption of farm products should have dropped considera
bly if the industrial crisis really had engendered the agrar
ian crisis through a decline of prices on farm products. 
But the 1920-21 crisis was too short to have such far
reaching results . It embraced primarily the non-bc1ligercnt 
countries, notablv the L.S.A., which had suffered from the 
war less than tl1e other warring countries. Data on per 
capita consumption during the crisis prove convincingly 
that it was not the decrease in consumption that was al the 
root of the price drop. EYen though the average yearly per 
capita consumption fell, it was far loo small an amount to 
cause such a sharp fall in prices. 
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Calorics a day 

Average Yearly Per Capita Consumption 
o f the U.S. Population1 

1913 1920 1921 1922 

3,480 3,350 3,260 3,460 
Wheat flour (pounds per year) 206 186 177 181 
11Ieat of all kinds .. .. 144 136 134 138 
Fats of all kinds " " 37 36 36 40 
Sugar .. .. 81 86 87 104 
Potatoes .. " 185 146 154 154 

Although we do not vouch for the accuracv of these 
data, Lhey do show that the decrease in co~1surnption 
(potatoes excepted) was very slight. The decrease in Lhe 
consumption of bread was less than 10 per cent, while thal 
of fats and sugar grew. The small drop in bread consump
tion certainly could not cause an agrarian crisis.2 

Champions of Lhe theory that industrial crises arc Lhe 
cause of agrarian crises will find iL even more difficult to 
explain why the agrarian crisis deepened. In the above 
mentioned textbook on political economy we find: "Agri
culture hacl not yet recovered from this crisis (1921-Y.V.] 
when at the end of 1928 there \Vere clear indications that 
a new agrarian crisis was maturing in Canada, the U.S.A., 
Brazil and Australia."3 

From the abo,·e it would appear that the 1921 agrarian 
crisis was over in Lhrce lo four years, but this contradicts 
the correct statement by the authors that agrarian crises 
are of an enduring character. 

We should be glad if K. V. Ostrovityanov, I. D. Laplev, 
E. L. Shifrin and other proponents of the above theory 
would explain how it was possible for the agrarian crisis 

1 Historical Statistics of the United States, 1st Edition, pp. ()2-54. 
2 The class nature of con.sumption can be clearly .';ccn from Lhc 

~act that the drop was registered in flour (bread) and potatoes but not 
m the products preclominnting in the .diet of the higher income bracl<ct 
-meat, fats, sugar; cansmnption did not decrease as rcgar<ls calory 
content. 

3 E. J,. Shifrin quotes this parngraph verbatim in hb hook 011 
page 8. 
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to set in "at the end of 1928", if al that time Lhere was as 
yet no indication of an industrial crisis? 

It is common knowledge that the 1929-33 crisis began 
in the U.S.A. with the stock exchange crash in the autumn 
of 1929, while industrial output, following a short drop, 
continued to expand even in the first months of 1930. The 
crisis really came into its own only in the second half of 
1930, and in some capitalist countries, France, for exam
ple, it began only in 1931.1 

How and with Lhe help of what economic mechanism, 
could the Hl29-33 crisis "produce" an agrarian crisis even 
before it emerged? It does not seem to make sense. 

The allegation that agrarian crises are the outcome of 
industrial crises contradicts facts and also Lhe views exp· 
ressed by Marx. In his only remark on the agrarian crisis of 
Lhe 19th cenlury, Marx said: "As regards the agricullural 
crisis, it will gradually inlcnsify, develop and eventually 
reach its peak, bringing with it a verilable revolution in 
land ownership, completely independcnl of' lhc cycles of 
commercial-industrial crises."2 

The contention that a new agrarian crisis began in the 
U.S.A. at the end of HJ28 is nol born<~ out hy any con
crete facts. 

Gross farm 
Income 

1928 13,550 
1929 13,824 

General Statistics on U.S. Agriculture 
(million dollars)3 

Cash receipts 
trom farm 

Prices recel ved I 
I>)' farmers 

Prices paid 
by farmers 

marketings (t9t0-t4=100) 

11,072 i51 155 
11,296 149 154 

The above data show no changes which could not be 
accounted for by statistical inaccuracies. The area sown 
to wheat in the U.S.A. even expanded from 59 million 
acres in Hl28 to 63 million acres in 1929. 

1 Mirovi11e ekonomicheskiye krizisy 184<~-19:J5 (19 (World Economic 
Cl"i~cs 1848-1935), Vol. I, Russ. ed., Sotsekgiz, 19;31. 

~ M~rx and Engels, Collected Works, Vol. XXVII, Russ. ed., p. 94. 
•1 Historical Stati.~tics of the United States, 1st Edition, p. 99. 
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Undoubtedly we could find some countries which showed 
a worsening of the situation in 1928. But a theory must not 
rely on indi' idual cases. A :\Iarxist theory must explain 
all, or at least the most important general phenomena.1 It 
may be that the old agrarian crisis continued into 1928, but 
there certainly arc no indications of a ne\v crisis. 

Admittedly, the 1929-33 industrial crisis, which was the 
deepest and most prolonged in history, deepened and int en 
sifted the agrarian crisis . The industrial crisis brought a 
sharp drop in prices of agricultural produce. 

Wheat (winler) (dolhrs per bushel) 
Maize (dollurs per bushel) . . . . . 
Pork (dollars per 11<! British pounds) . 
Cotlon (cents per Dl'itish pound) 

Wholesale (Exchange) Priccs2 

1929 

1.Hl 
0.95 

'10.42 
18.50 

19~2 

0.47 
0.32 
3.89 
fi.3li 

The sharp drop in prices led lo the system of state 
guru·antec<l prices which continues in the U.S.A. to thi~ day. 

The per capita consumption of the U.S. population drop
ped substanlially,:l as illustrated by the following figures: 

Calories per day . . . . . . 
Wheat flour (pounds a year) 
Potatoes 
Meat 
Fats .. 

1929 

3,480 
173 
155 
131 
45 

1935 

3, 170 
150 
138 (1934) 
116 
42 (1932) 

1 How complex and contr.aclictory these phenomena really ·are 
(especially in agriculture) can be seen from the following. In 11)29 
the price of a busbel of maize was 80 .cents in the U.S.A.; in 19:32 il 
d110pped to 32 coots. Yet in spite of that, the area under maize rose 
from 97.8 million Acres in 1920 to 106 million acres in 19:33. In 1932, 
in .spite of tbc industrial crisis, Lhe ·area under maize was the l'argest 
ever, and a r<..'CO.l'd huvest for those days was reaped. 

~ The Morgan Guamn/11 Trust Survey, December 19G:-l, p. 10. 
3 11 isto1·icai Stal is tics of the (] niled States, 1st Edition, pp. 52 54. 
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The drop was substantial. It is particularly interesting to 
note that general consumption reached an all-time low in 
1935, when continued mass unemployment had exhausted 
all the workers' means of subsistence and they could no 
longer obtain food on credit. This drop was also observed 
in other capitalist countries. 

The decrease in consumption was accompanied by a sharp 
drop in the price of farm products. The monopolies, flour, 
dairy and meat factories which bought up farm produ~ts, 
cut their purchasing prices. In spile of Lhe prostratmg 
crisis, industrial monopolies maintained prices at a co~
paratively high level. The price gap spelled ruin to Ameri
can farmers. 

AGRAHLAN CRfSlS 
OF THE 20th Gl~NTURY COMPARED 
WITH THAT OF THE 19th Cl~NTURY 

Although the agrarian crisis of lhc 20th century, like 
that of the 19th, was based on the contradiction between 
the social character of production and private capitalist 
appropriation, there were fundamental differences between 
the two. Let us emphasise that for our comparison we are 
examining the crisis at the peak of its development, i.e., 
the beoinninct of the i960s, i.e., lhe same crisis that began 
before 

0 
the S

0

econd \Vorld \Var and was only interrupted 
by the \.Var. 

The reason for the overproduction attending the 20th 
century agrarian crisis after the Second \Vorld ~Var was 
not an expansion of sown areasi and a change m trans
portation techniques as in the case of t}1e 1 ~th c~ntury 
crisis, but the higher yields due t? the 10ten.s1fi~~hon of 
production and utilisation of machmcry and. fertil1scr~ on 
a mass scale, in other words, the transformatzon of agricul
ture in the highly developed capitalist countries into one 
of the branches of capitalist machine production. . 

The wheat yields in the principal capitalist countncs 
provide an example of the above. 

1 Sown areas expanded in the U.S.A. and Canada. only in .the first 
years following the Second World \.Var, when agriculture m West 
Europe was in a very bad state. 
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Before the Before the 
First World Second World 

War ·war 
(1912 or 1913) (1931·35) 

U.S.A. 10.2 8.8 
Germany . 23.6 21..2 
franCQ 13.8 16.0 

Brl~ain 21.0 23.2 
Argentine 7.8 9.4 

Wheat Yiclds1 

( centners per hectare) 

1937 1950 1962 

9.2 17.4 16.1 
21.7 35.62 35. i3 
13.3 25.0 24.4 

(1936) 
20.6 35.0 40.2 
8.2 1.3.3 ... 

The figures arc accmale to ± 10 per cent (bearing in 
mind that all yields arc influenced by climatic condilions). 
But, in spite of inaccuracies, hvo facts are obvious. 

1. From just before the Ffrst \Vorl<l \Var and right up 
lo Lhe Second the average wheat yield in the leading 
capitalist countries remained at an approximately even 
level. This was clue largely to the prostrating 1929-33 
industrial crisis. 

2. Between 1937 and 1960-62 the average wheat yield 
gTew by 50 lo 100 per cent. The yields of other agricultural 
crops grew similarly. 

What is the reason for this unprecedented growth in 
yields, especially in the highly developed capitalist coun
tries such as the U.S.A., Germany, France and Britain? 

The reason is that fresh vast amounts of capital were 
invested in agriculture, it was supplied with machinery, 
artificial fert ilisers, chemical weed-killers, elc., in other 
words, agriculture was becoming a branch of industry. 

1 Slali~tiscfles Jallrbuch filr das Deutscl1e Reich, 1914, Internalioo· 
ale Dbers1chlcn; Hlil8, Internationale Dbersichten; Statistisclles Jahr· 
bucli filr die Bundesrep11fJ/ik Deutschland, 1962; Monthly Bulletin of 
Ayricullural Economics and Statistics (PAO), 1962, various issues; 
1963, No. 1. 

Wheat ns the main crop represents all grain production. This 
mc lhud was used by Marx in his analysis of ground rent. 

~ West Germany. 
3 Wirtscliaft und Statistik, No. 10, 1962, S. 604-05. 
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Let us take U.S. agriculture for example.1 

1910. 
1958. 
1!360 . 

Year 

Value of 
machinery and 

equipment 
(thousand 

mill Ion dollars) 

1.4 
17.4 
18.4 

Average per 
worker employed 

in agriculture 
(dollars) 

103 
2,020 
2,5!)2 

In addition to machinery and equipment, milch cows, 
pigs, meat eallle, hens, etc., are also fixed capital and their 
value should be added to the above. The capital invested 
per worker in means of production (machinery and equip
ment, without buildings) in r.s. manufactming indus
lry amounted to: 

1,800 dollars in 1929 
3,037 dollars in 1960 

The increase in capital investments in U.S. industry was 
undoubtedly slower than in agriculture. In agriculture the 
capital investment per worker is now higher lhan in many 
branches of the manufacturing industry.2 (\Ve must, of 
course, take into account that part of the agricultural 
means of production-ploughs, combine harvesters, sowers 
- are not used all year round, as in the case of industrial 
machinery.) 

Vast amounts of new capital inves tments in agriculture 
are also being made in the other highly de\Telopcd countries, 
but these do not go to poor and medium peasant farms. 
The same applies to the less developed <;ountries. 

1 Official data: Agricultural Statistics of the United Stales, 1950, 
pp. 443, 151; 1960, p. 448; Statistical Abstract of the United .states, 
1961, pp. 215, 628; United States Income and Output, W.ashmgton, 
19~8.p. 196. . 

2 The well-known American capi1Dli8l farmer Haswell Garst gives 
other figures: 30,000 dollars capital per workl'r in U.S. >igriculture and 
1.),000 dollars per worker in U.S. industry (U.S. New.~ un~l World Report, 
April 2, 1962, p. 78). But he rprobahly includes Lile pnce of land and 
the cost of housi,ng, which is wropg. 
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The growth of the machine pool1 on American farms in 
physical units (thousands) is given below: 

Combine 
No. ot farms 

Year Tractors Lorries :ll!aize possessing 
harvesters harvesters milking 

machines 

1920 246 139 4 10 55 
1940 1,545 1,047 '190 110 175 
19{)0 4.,770 3,110 1.065 780 730 

During the past 20 years the number of essential 
machines on U.S. farms has grown from 3 to 7 times. 
Similar conditions prevail in the other highly developed 
capitalist counlries. 

A major role in raising crop yields in the U.S.A. is the 
increased use of fertilisers. Their output has grown from 
9.4 million tons in 1940 to ~5 million tons in 19592, The 
use of fertilisers has grown considerably since the Second 
World \Var also in the West European countries. The con
~umption of nitrogenous fertilisers in \Vestern Europe 
mcreased as follows (per thousand tons of pure nitrogen)3: 

1954/55 1960/61 

2,167 3,060 

. The int~nsi{ication of agriculture and the overproduc
twn of agrzcultw·?l products are observed only in the higlzly 
developed countnes. In the less developed countries farming 
techniques have improved little if at all. According to the 
last census (1956) India had 

Wooden ploughs. 
Metal ploughs . . 
Tractors .... 

37 million 
2 million 

18,000 

1 Historical Statistics of the United States, 2nd Edition, pp. 284-85; 
Statistica! Abstract of the United States, 1961, p. 639. 

2 Stat1st1cal Ab.,tract of lhe Uniled States, 1961, p. 636. 
~ Deutsche.~ Wirtscflaflsinstitut, Hl63, 8 Heft, S. 12. 
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With such means of production it is impossible to 
raise food production and thus satisfy the needs of the 
rapidly growing population. Similar conditions prevail in 
the other less developed countries. 

The ever deepening disparity between lhe highly 
developed, rich capitalist countries and the less developed, 
poor countries lends the agrarian crisis a contradictory 
and dual nature: in the highly developed countries (and on 
colonial plantations) there is an overproduction of I oods; 
in the less developed countries-a shortage of food and 
hence, constant undernourishment. This is the second 
feature distinguishing the agrarian crisis of the 20th 
century from that of the 19th century. 

At present there is no "hungry export" of gr~in from 
the less developed countries, which Engels mentioned as 
one of the causes of the agrarian crisis. On the contrary, 
during the past few years the highly developed countries 
(the U.S.A., Canada, France) have been supplying the t:ss 
developed countries-India, Pakistan and others-with 
foodstuffs. U. S. supplies often lake the form of economic 
"aid". This shows that the old formula of regarding the 
less developed countries as "agrarian appendages" ol' the 
imperialist countries has to be reconsidered. 

Whilst capitalism still exists, the dual nature of the 
agrarian crises is unlikely to change substantially. . 

The growing concentration of capital and strengthening 
of monopoly rule in the highly developed capitalist coun
tries makes it more and more difficult for small capital to 
break into industry, except by the purchase at high Stock 
Exchange prices of shares yielding a. low interest, . or. by 
using their available cash as loan capital. Small capitalists 
will therefore continue to invest their capital in agricul
ture' transforn'iincr it into one of the branches of capitalist 
production. l\tlar;'s analysis of ground rent in Capital 
predicted that agriculture would be conducted ~lo~g purely 
capitalist lines-in the highly developed capttahst coun
tries this has become a reality. 

On the other hand, the less developed countries not only 
lack the capital necessary to raise yields, but in the pre~ence 
of feudal and semi-feudal latifundias (in Turkey, Pakistan, 
Brazil Arctentina and even Spain and Southern Italy) 
capital cottld not be invested in agriculture, even if it were 
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available. The present state of aarkulture in the less 
developed countries cannot be imp;oved without a radical 
land reform and large capital investments. 

i\.Iarx wr?te: '.'But the form of landed properly with 
whtch the mc1pient capitalist mode of production is con
fron~ed does not suit it. It first creates for itself the form 
requi~cd by subordin.ating agriculture to capital."1 
. Owmg t? an agrarian system which fetters all possibili
~1es of agr~cultural ?evelopmcnt, the less developed capilal-
1st countne~ find. it more and more difficult to provide 
f?od for then· rapidly growing populations. In 1953, Norris 
Edward D?dd! Director-General of the Food and Agricul
ture Orgamsat10n of the United Nations said that the chasm 
~etween the ba.dly fed and well fed was wider today than 
lt had been before. Ten years later this organisation in its 
latest report correctly ~utlined the prospects for the period 
up to 1970 as a. growmg surplus of food in the highly 
developed countries and the continuin<~ even worcen1'nrt 

d 
·1 l:" ,,, t'>> 

ui: ernouns iment and hunger in the Jess developed coun-
tries. 
. Speaking at Lhe vVorld Food Congress held in Washing ton 
m June .1963, Preside?t Kennedy solemnly declared: "The 
war agamst hunger is truly mankind's 'war of libera
~ion' .... There is no battle on earth or in space more 
~mportant, [for) peace and progress cannot be maintained 
m a ~vorld h~lf:fed an<l half-hungry. . . . We have the 
capacity to ehmmate hunger from the face of the earth " 
President Kennedy conLinued. "Victory will not come in 
the .ne~t y~ar .... But it must in our lifetime."2 But he gave 
no md1c~tion as to how this could b.e achieved. Newsweek, 
~rom which we are quoting, continues: "Behind this arrest
mg declaration of war against hunger were some appalling 
facts. 

"Ever.Y. day of this week some 10,000 people will die of 
~alnutnhon 01: starvation- more than at any Lime in 
history. ln India alone, 50 million children wil1 die of 
malnutrition in the next ten years. More than half the 
world's 3 billion people live in perpetual hunger .... "3 

1 Karl :.'lfarx, Capital, Vol. III, p. 617. 
2 Newsweek , June 17, 1963, p. 31. 
3 Ibid. 
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We believe that this will continue to apply not only up 
to 1970 but as long as capitalism continues to exist. 

Feudal landowners in the less developed countries are 
stubbornly resisting even a bourgeois reconstruction of 
agriculture, which, with the help of capital investments, 
would lead to important agricultural advances. Below 
arc a few interesting quotes, all taken from bourgeois 
sources. 

"The classic case of the medieval Spanish hacienda 
system lingering into the twentieth century is Peru. One 
hundred and sixty thousand Peruvians (1.5 per cent of the 
population of 11 million) own 76.2 per cent of the arable 
land. In contrast, 6 million Peruvians own less than 1 per 
cent. ... 

"The big ha<:iendas grow export crops like cotton, 
making fabulous profits for the owners, while the rural 
population lacks basic foods."1 

Another magazine surveys the slate of affairs in Latin 
America: "Less than 6 per cent is in tillage or tree 
crops .... Less than 5 per cent of the landowners own 70 
per cent of all arable land. Barely a quarter of Lh~s I.and 
is under cullivation or in livestock use. One result is food 
shortages that force 17 governments of Lalin America lo 
import food, often at a heavy drain on foreign-exchange 
earnings. Another result: A big proportion of the popula
tion in manv countries is living at a bare subsistence level 
under fcudai conditions .... Average South American gets 
1,200 calories a day .... "2 

An increase in agricultural output is practically impos-
sible under such agrarian relations. 

The table on p. 264 shows that under exisling agrarian 
relations, the developing countries, as distinct from 
the highly developed ones, are unable to increase harvest 
yields. 

Since the Second World War only in the Argentine has 
a substantial growth in crop yields been observed. In India 
and in Algeria harvests are no higher now than they were 
before the First World War. Indeed in India the rice har
vest is even lower now than it was before the First \\

7
orld 

1 Newsweek, May 28, 1962, p. 43. • 
2 U.S. News and World Report, August 21, 19()1, pp. 03-54. 
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War-it dropped from 16.5 cen tners between 1909 an<l 
1914 to 15.2 ccntners in 1961. 

Years India 

1909-1913 8.1 
1923-1927 7.5 
1925-1920 G.8 
1929-1933 7.2 
1934/1938 6.9 
1948/1949-1952/1953 6.7 
1958/1959 6.8 
1959/1960 7.9 
1960/1961 7.8 

Wheat Yields 
(centner per hectare)1 

Algeria Argentine 

6.7 6.6 
5.3 8.6 
5.5 8.6 
5.3 8.8 
5.6 9.8 
6.2 11.5 
6.3 12.8 
(i.4 13.3 
7.8 11 .o 

The much larger harvests gathered on the same, and 
sometimes eYen smaller, areas in the highly developed 
countries as a result of increasing capital im.-estments 
categorically repudiate the theory of diminishin" soil 
fertility,2 a theory which dominated bourgeois p~litical 
economy for the past 150 years, and which is still used 
to justify the poverty of the working people under capital
ism. Post-war development fully endorses :Marx's theory 
that additional capital investments in agriculture can, 
under certain conditions, increase yields and incomes over 
and above those of the preceding period. 

The development of agriculture is not a linear process. 
In Britain, for example, the area of cultivated land grew 
during the Second World War and, immediately after, 
began to diminish. 

1 A11n1.1aire lntrrn<1tio11a/ de Statistique Agricole, 1928/29, 1931/32, 
1939/40; International Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics 1933/34; 
United Nations , FAO, Yearbook, 1961. ' 

2 
At that time I share<! the then extremely popular view on the 

diminishing soil fertility. 
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1938 

Total cu!Livated area 9.0 
including under wheat 1.9 

Meadows (temporary and 
permanent) . 22.7 

Sown Areas and Meadows1 

(million acres, average) 

t9H max. \ 1948 1960 

14.5 13.2 11.2] 
3.2 2.3 p.1 

16.4 17.9 19.6 

Below we are giving data on three large wheat produ
ccrs.2 

Arca under wbe:it Yield 
(million hectares) (ccnt.ncr per hectare) 

1937 I 1960 I 19G1 t 987 I 1960 I 1961 

Canada 10.4 9.4 9.6 4.8 14.2 7.4 
Austtalia 5.7 4.9 5.7 9.0 11.1 1.0.4 
Argentine 6.2 4.4 4.6 8.1 13.3 ... 

(1959) 

The pattern of development imitates that of Lhe advanced 
capitalist countries, namely, the area under wheat <le
creases, while total yields increase (in 1961 there was a bad 
harvest in Canada). . 

It is thus clear that the reason for the overprod~ctwn 
in the capitalist countries was not due lo an expanswn of 
sown areas as was the case during tile 19lli century agrar
ian crisis, but to an increase in yields ove~ smaller. areas. 

Livestock farmincr has also grown considerably m the 
highly developed c;pitalist countries. Not only has the 
cattle population3 increased (except horses) but there has 

1 United Kingdom Annual Abstract of Statistics, 1938-48, 'P· 171; 

1961, p. 169. · R · l 1938 Internatio-
2 Statistisches J ahrbucll fiir das Deutsche e_~c 1, • • l l'k 

nak 'Obersichf.en s. 44x; Statistisclies Jahrbucll fur die n~~de~re~~) I 
Deutsch/and 19Sl, Internationale Obersichten, S. 4~x~ 1 b • · fg

50 3 Accord\ng to official data the growth in BntA1n etween 
an<l !960 (in millions) was as follows: 

Ca!Ue . 
Pigs . 
Sheep . • • . • . • • · · 

from 10.6 to 11.8 
from 3.0 to 5.7 
from 20.4 lo 27.9 
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been a marked increase in the productivity of livestock 
farming- the milk yield, the Jiye weight of pigs and meat 
cattle, etc. This can be seen by the example of West 
Germany. 

1937 

2,519 3,068 

Average Yearly :\filk Yield 

(in kilograms)I 

1960 1961 

3,395 3,428 

Capitalist development of agriculture has the same con
sequences as capilalisl development of industry: sman 
producers- small and medium farmers and peasants-are 
ruined and production is concentrated to an ever increasing 
extent in large capitalist enterprises. 

Yet there is one essential difference. In capitalist industry 
the decrease in the number of workers resulting from 
higher labour productivity has, up to now, been compen
sated by an increase in the volume of industrial output. 
Only in the very recent past has there been a tendency in 
the U.S.A. towards a decrease in productive workers in 
industry. In agriculture, the ousting of workers by capital, 
as :.\Iarx foresaw almost 100 years ago, is. by its very 
nalure, final and irrevocable. Marx wrote: "It is the nature 
of capitalist production to continually reduce the agricul
tural population as compared with the non-agricultural 
... in agriculture the ''ariable capital required for the 
exploitation of a certain plot of land decreases absolutely; 
it can thus only increase to Lhe extent that new land is 
taken inlo cultivalion .... " 2 But cultivated areas are no 
longer increasing in the capitalist countries. 

The absolute ousling of labour from agricullure can 
best be seen by the example of the U.S.A. Owing to the 

1 Statisliscllcs J ahrb11ch fiir das De11tscl;e Reiclz, Hl38, S. 125; 
Statistisches Jalirbuch fiir die Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 1961 S. 183; 
1962, s. 195. , 

2 Karl Marx, Copital, Vol. III, p. 622. 
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arowth in labour productivity, the number of those 
~mployed in U.S . agriculture is steadily decreasing. 

Labour Force in U.S. Agriculture1 

(mtllton) 

1929 1939 1949 19~7 1961 1962• 

10.5 9.6 8.0 6.2 5.5 5.2 

Between HM:9 and Hlfil the number of pe~plc em~loyed 
in U.S. agriculture decreased by 2:5 million, .i.e., by ~O p~r 
cent This was a result of the rapid growlh m the p10duc
tivit~ of agricultural labour. The hourly output gre.w 
(1947-49=100) from 54 p~r cenl in 1929 to 210 per cenl m 
19(it3, i.e., by an average of 12 per c.ent a yea~. . 

The mighty progress of agncullure . in the h1~hly 
developed capitalist countries is accom~an1ed by the ,.usu~ 
consequences: mass ruin of the working p~asanlry an 
the expulsion of many millions of workers from th~ pro
duction process. At the same time the overproduct10n of 
aoricultural products brings no benefits lo the urban 
,;'0 rkers since, due to the intervenli.on ?f Lhe government 
and the monopolies, food prices remam high. 

* • * 

1 Historical Statistics of tlie United Slates, 2nd Edition, ~· ~O. t 
2 Federal Reserve Bulletin, llfay 1963, p. 700; Survey 0 • 

1 
,ur~=~

Business December 1962, p. 27. Those ousted were i:iam ) 
employed peasants; their number decreased between l!loO and 1962 
from 4 3 to 2.6 million. 

293 3 U~ited States. Report of the President, 1062, p. • C on 'Market 
1o Bour eois statesmen of Lhe U.S.A. and the ,omm . h 

countries ~onsid~r the elimin~tion of. "non-vfoble';. 1ra~a~~~~~~iqt!e 0~£ not possessing sufficient capital, ·des1rable. The Market Countries 
lhc o.Meelin"' of Agricultural l\:fi.nisters of the Co:n~non .' l ·1 the need 
held at th~ beginning of Hl64 reads:. "The l\:hn1slcr~ci~c:c1 to trans
to create viabte agricul~ural. enterprises .... J'uh~h~~ of c~onomically 
form non-vi-ab!~ en~crprise~ rnto a sn::allcr t p in raising agricultural 
healthy enterprises is cons1?cred a major s; 

1964
) 

incomes." (Neue Ziircher Zellung, February 2 ' · 
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~ I 

The basic difference between the agrarian crisis of the 
19th ~entury and that of the 20th centurv lies in the 
following. ~ 

. The agr~ian crisis of the 19th century was a crisis only 
rn the gram economy and involved only Western Europe 
and the E_ast. of the Un_ited States. It took place at a time 
when capitalism was still developing on an ascending line 
an~ was ?vercome (except for the drop in ground rent) by 
an mten~1fied development of livestock farming. The rapid 
growth m the urban population created an additional 
demand for animal products. 
. The. agrarian crisis of the 20th century is a crisis 
rnvolurng all branches of agriculture. The overproduction 
embraces bot~ c~op and ~nimal farming in all highly 
?eveloped capitalist countries and in capitalist plantations 
m the less developed countries. The universal character of 
the agrarian crisis was already evident in the 1930s; the 
~econd \Vorld Wa~ interrupted the course of events, but 
m the 1960s the umversal overproduction of all am-icultural 
products reached its peak. b 

This is a~ain best ~lu~trated by the example of the 
U.S.A., the richest cap1tahst country in the world. To fight 
overproduction the U.S. government purchased and stored 
up the .following agricultural products: wheat, barley, maize, 
oats, nee •. cotton, butter, cheese, milk (powdered) four 
types of 011 seeds, sugar and six other products. By J~ne 30 
1960, the total value of stock in government stores amounted 
to 7 ,200 million dollars; wheat accounted for almost half 
of that amount. Jn 1960 storage costs alone amounted to 
522 million dollars.1 · 

Between 1950 and 1960 the United States used stocks 
!O the tune of $13,800 million for loans and "aid'', primar
ily to the less developed countries (i.e., not throuch the 
usi~al trade channels) .2 It is easy to imagine the disgrgani
sat~on that would have resulted if American surplus 
agncultural products had been dumped on the world 
market at free prices. 

The rapid development of capitalism in agriculture and 
the resultant overproduction of agricultural commodities 
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1 Statistical Abstract of tlte United States, 1961, p. 633. 
2 Ibid., p. 632. 

has also begun in the highly developed West European 
countries. 

The Common Market member-countries, taken in cor
pore, will soon have food surpluses . 

Frosh vegetables 
Pork .. 
Butter 
PoLatoes 
Sugar 

Extent to Which the Common Market Countries 
Are Supplied with Domestic Foods1 

(per cent) 

104 Wheat 93 
102 Beef 92 
101 Eggs 90 
100 All foods 87 
98 

The shorlage occurs mainly in those producls which for 
climalic reasons cannot be produced in Lhese countries
citrus fruit, oil-hearing seeds and other tropical produce. 

In France, where the share of agriculture in Lhe national 
economy is comparatively high, there was already a large 
surplus of wheat in 1962: about 25-27 million ccntners of 
grain had to be exported. Higher crop yields, at present 
averaging 29 centners per hectare, are responsible for the 
surplus. . . . 

The processes at work in French agriculture are similar 
to those present in the United States. During the past 12 
years the capital investments in French agriculture .h~ve 
doubled. The cow population has grown from 15 m1lhon 
to 20 million. Labour productivity has grown an average of 
7 per cent a year and with every year some 100'.0~0 w?rkers 
leave agriculture for the towns.2 Those remammg m t~e 
villages are mostly old people. The small peasan~ is 
vanishing and it is even doubtful whether the . medrnm 
peasant will manage to survive. In France land is worth 
only one-third of what it is worth in neighbouring West 
Germany.3 

These developments in agriculture fully conflrm Ma~x's 
prediction: " .. . the more the capitalist mode of producl10n 

t The Times, February 3, 1963. 
~ According to "Eludes et Conjoncture", Neue Zurcher Zeitun(J, 

August 29, 1962. 
a The Economist, September l, 1962, p. 775. 
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develops, tihe more does the concentration of capital upon 
the same area of Janel develop .... "1 

In the U.S.A. and France, as distinct from Britain, 
capital im·estmenls in agriculture are facilitated by the 
fact that the land is mainly owned by rich farmers and 
peasants, themselves capitalists. Land ownership is no 
obstacle to capital investments. I\fan wrote: "When the 
landlord is himself a capitalist, or the capitalist is himself 
a landlord ... for him landed property does not constitute 
an obstacle Lo the investment of capital."2 

Owing Lo her climate and historical background, Britain 
concentrates rn ainly on animal-products. But in this field, 
too, Lhere is overproduction. BrH.ain's agrarian policy is 
in a critical slate. The Economist comments: " ... lt was 
always assumed lhat if the subsidies were sensibly directed 
... these gluts could be avoided. 

"Last year it was proved that they could not; gluts 
appeared even in beef and mutton, and the Exchequer had 
lo pay out £70 million more a year in deficiency payments 
than it had bargained for. This was the Rubicon; it meant 
that the million or so farmers and farmworkers of Britain 
were now sufficiently efficient Lo produce a glut in anything 
so long as the off-farm prices proffered to them remained 
al anything like their present leveI."3 

Throughout the capilalist countries there is a growing 
overproduction of dairy products. In Britain in 1962, large 
amounts of skimmed milk were poured dO"\\o'll wells and 
into rivers and French peasants poured milk out into the 
streets to maintain high prices, etc. 

This is not a transient state of affairs. According to the 
evaluation made jointly by the Economic Commission for 
Europe and the Food and Agriculture Organisation Western 
Europe imported in 1958 some 97,000 tons of dairy 
products (in terms of butter). In 1965 Western Europe will 
have an export surplus of 235,000 tons and in 1970-of 
424,000 tons:" In a number of developed capitalist countries 
there is also a surplus of meat, bacon, etc. 
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t Karl .M::irx, Capital, Vol. III, p. 692. 
2 Ibid., p. 7ii1. 
:1 The Economist, Oclober f\, Hl62, p. 20. 
4 Ncuf' Ziirchcr Zcilun(J, December 11, Hl62. 

As regards plantation products. the crisis is deepest in 
coffee production. The price of Brazilian coffee dropped 
from 59 dollars a bag in 195 7 to 40 dollars in 1962.1 Coffee 
stocks now equal world requirements for the next two 
years.2 The world agreement on coffee did not improve 
the situation. 

Under existing condilions, Brazil, the main producer of 
coffee has no alternative but to destroy vast numbers of 
coffee' trees-under a government scheme about 1,000 
million coITee trees are to be cut down. 

* * * 
The price of wheat and other gr~i~1s drOJ~ped sharply 

durinr• the l 9th century agrarian crms. Dunng the 20th 
ccntu~y arrrarian crisis the governments of the West 
European ~ountries and the U.S.A. made an all-out effort 
Lo pre\•ent such a catastrophic price dr~p. This was done 
by raising customs dutics,3 establishing 1mpo.rl quota.s and 
fixing state prices for ag:icultural pro~ucts, m fact, m t,he 
manner still being practised today. 1he result of these 
measures is that prices lose toucli with the value or cost <~I 
those commodities-a slate of affairs determined by polzt· 
ical factors. This can be illustrated by the 1962 wheat 
prices for \Vestern Europe. 

West Germany Franco 

37 27 

1 Ibid., December 19, 1962. 

State Wheat Prices4 

(£ per ton) 

Britain 

27 

2 Tlte Times September 28, 1962. d 
3 J'et~"een 1929 and 193,1 when the agrarian crisis deepened un er 

.) n ' • d 1· wheat were the influence of the industrial crisis, customs u 1cs on I f 
raised: in Germany from 5 marks lo 25 mal'kS per ton, in taly rom 
11 lira to 75 lira, in France from 35 francs .to 80 fra~cs. . 

4 Data of the International \Vhe<it Counc1J. Tiie EcMwmrst, ).farch 
31, 1962, p. 1214. 
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Neither the value nor the cost of wheat can be higher 
in \Vesl Germany than in neighbouring France, where the 
climatic conditions and soil are no better than in West 
Germany, while capital investments in agriculture are 
lower. The reasons for the fact that in \Vest Germany the 
price of wheat is 36 per cent higher than in France or 
Britain, are purely political. Even in an agrarian country 
like Denmark there are minimum state prices on animal 
products. 

Other agricultural products arc also more expensive in 
West Germany. 

Prices Paid to Producersl 
(in 1961-62 tn marks per 100 kg) 

I West I Germany France l Italy l Tbe I Nether- Belgium 
lands 

·fodder barley 37 25 30 29 33 
Sugar beet. 7 5 6 5 5 
Pigs. 235 226 228 187 210 
Milk 35 31 29 31 27 
Eggs 306 277 314 183 227 

The price differences amount to as much as 30 per cent. 
Little wonder therefore that the German farmers and 
government are steadfastly resisting the plan to introduce 
equal prices for agricultural products in all Common Market 
countries by 1970. 

At present, state prices have also been introduced in 
countries exporting agricultural products-in the U.S.A., 
Canada, Argentina, etc. In the U.S.A. in 1962 the state 
wheat price on the domestic market was $2.34 for 60 
British pounds, while the export price was $1.63-1.73.2 In 
the Argentine, too, the state fixes prices for wheat, maize, 
millet and all oil-bearing crops, and so on.3 

These examples show that at present the movement of 
prices gives no indication of the periodicity of agrarian 
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1 Neue 7.ilrclicr 7.eitung, February 16, 1964. 
2 Month/11 Bulletin of Slatistics, June 1963, p. 132. 
3 Neue Zurcher Zeitung, September 11, 1962. 

crises, or of the course Lakcn by them in general. There 
are no longer free world prices for the bulk of agricultural 
products. 

During the post-war period the formation of prices for 
agricultural products was distorted not only by g°'·ern
ment intervention but also by the unequal devaluation of 
various world currencies. \Ve are using data only for the 
U.S.A., because the gold con lent of the rlollar has not 
changed (at least officially). 

1938 

38.3 

Wholesale Price Index for Farm Products in the U.S.A.1 

( 194'1·49= 100) 

1948 

7'.1.6 107.3 

1951 

113.4 
(max..) 

1953 1%7 !961' 

97 90.9 87.9 

The 1945 prices do not take the black market into 
accounL; the high prices in 1951 are due lo the war in 
Korea. After 1953 prices dropped litlle and were 150 per 
cent higher than in 1938, this in spite of huge overproduc
tion and the fact that capitalist farm costs were undoubt
edly much lower than in 1938. 

The table below shows that similar conditions obtained 
in \Vest Germany. 

Retail Prices for Farm Products3 

1938·39 1956-57 

100 211 228 

From this we can see that prices more than doubled. 

1 ll islorical Statistics of the United Slales, 2nd Edition, p. 117. 
2 Federal Reserve Bulletin, November J 062, p. l504 (recalculated 

by the author from the basi~ of 1957·fi!l=l00}. 
3 Stotistisches Jahrbur:fl filr die Bt111desrep11/>lik De11tschlu11d, 1961, 

s. 465. 
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(At present the mark is quoted in dollars at the pre-\var 
rate; in fact e,·en slightly higher.) 

The relali,·c stability of prices in the U.S.A. and 
Western Europe was achieved partly through the intro
duction of customs tariffs and partly through the very high 
expenditures incurred by the various governments in their 
attempts to mainlain agricultural prices at a high level. In 
the last fiscal year government spending on agricultural 
subsidies amounl<'d to: 

6,036 million <lollnrs in the U.S.A. (1962)t 
399 mill ion pounds= i, 120 million dollars in Drilain 
u, 600 million rrrnrks= 1, 1550 mi Hi on dollars ln 'West Germany 
(total for federal govornment and municipal administrations). 

vVe see that Lhc 'Vest German Government spends no 
less money on supporting agricultural production (in 
proportion to ils .!.hare in the economy) than the U.S.A. 

The state expenditure is profitable only for capilafo;t 
farmers ancl rich peasants (in Britain, ultimately, for the 
landowners). An official document of the L.S. Senate stales 
that lhe policy or maintaining priees has benefited mainly 
two million of the larger highly mechanised farms. Procluc
Lion in the other ;1.5 million farms is so small that Lhe 
farmers gain very little from maintaining high prices.2 In 
1955, cotton producers received an average of 268 dollars in 
subsidies. The larges t cotton producer gained 1,292,'172 
dollars. 

The state incurs enormous expenditure in maintaining 
these artifi.ciall11 high prices- strictly for political and not 
for economic reasollS. Jn the highly developed capitalist 
countries agriculture's share in the economy is insignifi
cant. In the U.S.A. in 19613 total private incomes from 
sources other than agriculture comprised $399,000 million, 
from agriculture- 17 ,000 million dollars. In other words, 
private incomes from agriculture accounted for only four 
per cent of lhc population's total private incomes. Out o( 
this sum one-third is accounted for by state subsidies. A 
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1 Federal Heseruc Bulletin, November 1962, p, 1479. 
2 Unilcu Slates, 8:!rd Congress, 2nd Session, Document l\u. 292. 
a Fe1fl>ral H t' «Cr1Je B11/leti11, :'-lovemlwr 19f\'.!, p. 1507. 

similar situation prevails in other highly de' eloped capital
ist com1tries (except Canada, and parlly France). 

In Britain particularly, slate subsidies account for a large 
share of farmers' incomes. This is explained by the great 
political influence exerted by the lando~vne~·s . T~e Lond.on 
Times wrote: "In 1961-62 the sum paid m dtrect pn~e 
support to British farmers represcnl<'d over half of their 
whole estimated net income for the year. If otlwr forms 
of subsidy are included, the totnl came 10 8~ per c~nt. 
These are the hard figures which have callecl 111 qm:stion 
the present system of agricultural supports and deficiency 
payments, firsl established urnler the 194 i Atl.": . . . 

The political cause underlying such ext.cns.ive subs1d~es 
is obvious. In the highly developed cap1tahsl countnes 
where 80 to 95 per ce1l.t of the ga infully employed popt~la· 
tion are factorv and office workers, i.e., a <:lass ~vh1ch 
(except for thC" upper echelons o~ office ':'orkcrs) is n~t 
in the least interested in the contmued l'Xtstencc of ca1~1-
talism, the well -lo -do peasantry (capitalist ta:rners) r('marn 
the only large layer of the populalio~ dl'fenchng ll~e. syste~1 
of prirntc property, the only ally ot the bourl:{~·o1s1e. ~t is 
for this reason that the gon~ruments of the .leading c~p1tal
ist coun tries spend huge funds on supportin~ lhem:-

The system of maintaining agTicultural prices ~v1th the 
help of large government subsidies harms the workmg class 
in three respects: 

1. The subsidies paid oul to c·apitalisl farmers and 
peasants arc, to a large extent. d?ri":ed from L~1e wages of 
workers by means of direct and mdirec l Laxall?n. 

2. The inaintenance of artificially high pn~es means 
that in spite of the overproch~dion .of f?odslulls , workers 
are compelled to pay high prices for lood. Look al the 
ngures for Lhe U.S.A., for example: 

1 The Time.~ february 2i, 19!i3. . 
2 The politi~al importance of lhat p1·ohl~m wns c!carly 1l l11~lrnted 

durin" the nc.rotiations on llrit•ain'1> entry mlo the Comm~n. Market. 
llritisl1 monop7>ly capital d~d not ohstruc~ lhc entry. hut Br'.t~1.~1 coul~ 
not come to terms on agricultural questions, . even I hough .1g11culturc 
ca rries Jillie weight in Britain's cconu111y. 'lhc. ground rcn.L of the 
British lord~ naturally played an ·imporl:rnt role rn lhat qucs lion. 
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Consumer Price indexes for All Foodst 

( 1947-49=100) 

1938 1948 1957 1951 1962 

48.4 104.1 115.4 121 122 

In spite of overproduction, consumer prices are constant
ly growing and are now double their pre-war Icvcl..2 To a 
great extent this is due to monopoly practices. 

3. The system of subsidising capitalist farmers and 
peasants increases mechanisation in agriculture and every 
year hundreds of. thousands of workers become "surplus" 
m tha_t b!·anch of the economy and have to seek employ
ment m m<luslry, thereby exerting pressure on. the labour 
markets. 

* * * 
Let us now summarise. 
1. Agrarian crist's are not cyclical , periodically repeating 

proce~ses. ~nduslrial crises in themselves do not produce 
agrarian cnses_ The 19th century agrarian crisis lasted 
~hroug_h?ul three in~Justrial cycles. The 20th century agrar
ian crlS1s reached its peak after the Second \.Vorld '\Tar 
at a time when there was no world crisis of overproduction. 
But, ceteris paribus, industrial crises deepen actrarian niscs 
and vice versa. t> 

2. The 20Lh century agrarian crisis was caused nol by 
an cxt~nsivc expansion of sown areas, but by a growth in 
crop yields a~d th~ productivity of livestock farming owing 
to large capital mvestments in the actricullure of the 
developed capitalist countries and capitalist plantations. 

3. In lhc 1960s, the 20th century agrarian crisis reached 
a contradictory stage in its development: the ovcrproduc-

, • 1 1-iistorical Statistics of tlze United Slates, 2nd Edition, p. 125. 
'Federal Reserve 8111/clin, November 1962, p. 150·i: May 1963, p. 701! 
(recalculated by lhc author for 1907-5!l=l00). 

i la Brit~in the official retail price index for foods grew frnrn t 00 
in January HJ56 to 111/l in June l!l61 (United J(inqdom llnmwl 
llbslract of Statistics, l!lGl, p. 30:{). · 
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tion of agricultural products in the highly developed capital
ist countries co-exists with a shortage of food in the less 
developed capitalist countries, which is due to a general 
Jack of means and the retarding influence of the semi
feudal agrarian system. The developed capitalist countries 
supply the less developed countries with food, and not vice 
versa as was the case during the 19th century.1 

4. The movement of prices for agricullural commodities 
(in countries with a tcmperale climate) has ceased lo be 
an indicator of the clevelopment of the agrarian crisis, 
since market prices are delermined not by competition on 
the world market but by politically inspired government 
subsidies to support a comparatively wide layer of small 
capitalists who uphold the capitalist syslem in agriculture. 

It follows that the glut of agricultural commodities in 
the highly developed capitalist counlries cannot be elimi
nated, since small c::ipilal is tryhig to find application in 
agriculture and will continue lo do so; at the same time 
there will be an intensification in lhe policy of high state 
prices serving to support the capitalist layer in agriculture 
and in the inevitable polarisation of society in Lhe advanced 
capitalist countries into a handful of monopolists and 
an enormous mass of manual and while-collar workers. 

In the highly developed capitalist countries there is room 
for a further growth in food consumption since broad 
sections of the population still cat unsatisfactorily. But the 
average consumption of calories, especially of fats and 
meat, is higher than is considered healthy by modern 
science.2 The consumption of some foods-fresh vegetables 
and fruit- ,vhich are of secondary importance to the 
agrarian crisis, will continue to grow. 

Theoretically there is the possibility of increasing 
agricultural production in lhe poor, less developed capital
ist countries, which would make it unnecessary for them 

1 Britain is the only highly developed capitalist country which is 
still n major food importer. . 

2 The absolutelv reliable statislical data collected by large American 
insurance companies, which are interested in extending the lives of 
their clients, prove that •people above normal weigh~ live an average 
five or ,six years less than ·people of a normal or s!Jghtly wb-norm~l 
weight. The insurance companies periodically send doctors to their 
richer clients to 'persua<lc them to eat Jess. 
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~o import foo~lstuffs. ~ul in practice this is no easy maller: 
it woul? reqmre a rac~1cal. land reform, a veritable agrarian 
rernluho~1 , and a major ml1ux of foreign capital for agri
cultural 10\'CSlmcnts .1 Obviously, such development would 
agg~·av~le lhe ?verproduction in the highly developed 
capitalist counlnes .2 Accord ing Lo a Ministry of Agriculture 
Report, the U.S.A. exported in 1961 one-sixth of its annual 
harvest.' acc~unting Jor 6,000 million dollars. In that year 
the Unttcd Sla tes was lhe largest exporter of arrricullural 
commo<lilies in the world. At · the same lime agricultural 
prodU<"C accoun ls Jor one-quarter of U.S. exports.3 

An analysis of the development of the arrrarian crisis 
since the Se<:ond \\Torld \Var confirms the vie~v I expressed 
?O years ago .• n~mely, that the 20th century agrarian cJ'isis 
zs not a per1ocl1cal and transient phenomenon, but part of 
the genernl crisis of capitalism. 

Critics of my views r eferred to .M~u-x's remark thal "lhere 
are no permanent crises" . This objection is based on a 
primi~ive l~gical error . The critics· wrongly declared that 
agrar!an c1?ses repe~t pl.'riodically in the s::ime \Vay as in
dustrial cnses and, m an attempt to justify themselves, 
quote ~larx's remark on cyclical crises . 

. N.obody d.cni~s the permanent character of the general 
cn s1s of cap1lahsm, which will end only ·when the capital ist 
system as suc:h ceases to exist. Nor does anyone deny the 
permanent underemployment of enterprises or the perma
nent mass unemployment arising from the general crisis 
of capitalism. 
. vVhat do~s the constant underemployment of factories 
mvo.h·e? It. mvo~ves p~tenlial permanent overproduction in 
the rncluslncs of the 111ghly developed countries. In agricul
ture permanent overproduction is a fact, while in indus
try, with the exception of crisis periods, it is potenlial -
this is the only cliffercnce between the Lwo. 

The r eason for this difference is explained by the 
following: 

1 The socia~isl countrk<: are able to redi5tribule investments and 
thus. allo.cnte funds for Lhc ·development of .agriculture when Lhcy 
consider 1l necessary. 

2 I~uring lhc pnsl Mende the U.S.A. has been exporting foo<l~ almost 
cxch1s1vcly lo Lhc lc~s <lcvclopcd countries. 

•1 Neuc Ziircl1N Zciluny, February l, 19G3. 
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In industry lhe production period is short and becomes 
e,·en shorter as a result of technical ad,•ance. (This ex
cludes large building projects: factories, ships, special pur
pose machine-tools which are built according Lo order and , 
therefore, rarely give rise to overproduction.) This means 
that production can be adapted lo demand, il can be 
decreased by 10, 20 or even 50 per cent. o,·erproduction 
is therefore only potential. At a certain stage in the curtail
ment of production profit disappears, bul even if produc
tion ceases completely, the capital invested in the enterprise 
r emains intact. 

The production period is much l<mger in crop farming: 
for winter crops it lasts almost a year, for spring crops
u p to six months. It is very difficult Lo limit procluction, 
the only thing that can be done fa to destroy. part of !he 
crops. In livestock farming the curtailment of produc~10n 
involves ~real losses. You cannol feed cows on half rat10ns 
or milk <;nly half their milk. Besides, the size of the ground 
rent is often slipulated in r<:'nt agrcem<'nls and this a]so 
makes it difficult to cut down production. For peasants 
who till the land themselves or are helped only by their 
families, such a lowering of production would mean that 
thev could not apply their labour and the farm would run 
to ~ack and ruin. In other words, large industrial enter· 
prises can limit production without great loss, but to most 
agricultural producers a curlail~ent of production. ~pells 
disaster. This explains ~vhy dunng the general cns1s of 
capitalism in the industries of the high!Y developed c~pit~l
ist countries there is permanent potential OYerproducho~ m 
the form of a constant underemployment of enterprises, 
wh ile in agriculture there is constant actual overproduction , 
a chronic agrarian crisis. . 

The coal industry proves that there can be a chrome 
crisis even in industry . The causes of this chronic. c risis. i~1 
the coal industry are similar to those of the a_granan cns1s 
in the h ighly developed capitalist countries . 1 hc_s ar~-lhe 
improvem ent of technology through large capital mve~t
mcnts · the rrrowth in lab our productivity; the decrease lll 

' l'> f k 'l'l the number of employed workers; the growth o stoc s. 1c 
only difference is that it is easier to cope with. o".'crprodtt~
Lion in industry by decreasing output, than it is m agn-
cullure. 



General Statistics on the U.S. 
Bituminous Coal Productiont 

Production 
Average number 

Stocks at end Output per or workers 
(milllon tons) (thousand ot year mansbitt 

people) (million tons) (tons)' 

1929. 535 503 40 5.06 
193!) . 395 422 45 5.19 
1956. 501 228 78 9.84 
HJ59. 412 179 - 12.22 

The above table shows that between 1929 and 1959 the 
output of coal dropped by 21 per cent, while coal stocks 
do.ubled; and the number of workers decreased by two
tlurds, I.he output per shift grew by 140 per cent. Al 
the same time the price of coal rose from $1.88 per ton in 
1936-40 to $4.73 in 1960.a 

An iden tical process is at work in . lhc British, West 
German and 13elgian coal industries. A similar chronic 
crisis is expected lo develop in iron and steel , the motor 
industry, etc. 

.T_he .develop~cnt therefore resembles that of the agrarian 
crisis m lhe lughly developed capitalist countries, except 
that output docs not grow, as in agriculture, but decreases. 

\Ve must not approach lhe chronic nature of the a"rarian 
or coal industry crises dogmatically. A chronic crisis does 
not exclude improvements over short periods. "Chronic" 
implies that there can be no improvement over a long 
period of lime, that the crisis cannot be overcome withi~ 
the framework of capitalism. 

It is interesting lo note thal L. I. Lyuboshits, even thou•1h 
he theoretically denies the chronic nature of the 20th 
century agrarian crisis, remains unbiased and disagrees 

1 llistorical Statistics of the United States, 2nd Edition p. 35G c t 
passim; Statistical. Al)Stract of the United States, 1961, p. 725. 

We are. excluding the war years so as not to distort the picture 
of the miun course .of d~velop!nen t, and for the sake of simplicity 
exclude also anthracite, smce lt ac·counts for only six per cent of 
total coal output. 
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2 Statistical Abstract of the United Stutes, 1961, p. i25. 
3 Ibid., p. 713. 

with the view often expressed by Soviet economists that the 
agrarian crisis was overcome in 1929. Actually the crisis 
continued, and later, during the Se('ond \Vorld "•ar, be
came deeper than it had been before the war. 

L. A. Mendelson correctly separates temporary critical 
phenomena arising in agriculture under the influence of 
industrial crises from independent enduring agrarian crises.1 

But his analvsis is abstract and lheorclical , lacks a 
concrete hislo;ical approach and con tains Ji llle fads and 
figures. Nor does his analysis cover the modern agrarian 
crisis. 

L. A. Mendelson speaks in deta il ahout lhc price drop. 
"Agrarian crises ... are expressed primarily through a ~ong
Lerm drop in priccs,"2 he says. But ot present there 1s no 
price drop3 in the countries which overproduce agricultural 
commodities since all prices are fi xed by the government. 
All the author's arguments about the influence of price 
drops on production , on the non-utilisation of infcr.ior 
lands, on r ent decreases, on ways to overcome th e agrarian 
crisis, arc therefore pointless. 

L. A. Mendelson makes these mistakes because in his 
works economics have lost touch with politics. Ile does not 
take into account that in conditions of an acute slruggle 
between the two systems the big bourgeoisie in the dcn~l
ope<l capitalist countries cannot tolerate a sharp drop in 
the price of agricultural commodities because this would 
ruin the only wide layer still supporting capitalism, namely 

t .Mirovaya ekonomika i me~hdunarodniye otr:osl!~niya (~orld 
Economy and International Relations), Russ. ed., 1908, t\o. 7, p. 4.>. 

2 This was correct before the Second World War. Jlclwccn 1929 
and 1933 the price index for agricultwal products fell: in the U.S.A. 
from 138 to 63 (1909-14= 100), in Germany from 137 to 93 (19rn= 
100). Hut this drop was due primarily lo the c~rrptionally deep 
industria I crisis of 1929-:~:i. 

:l In the U.S.A., the centre of agrarian overproduction, the index 
for .an agricultural produce was (1910-14= 100): 

195! I maximum 1057 

--2-36-. --i---:1-02- - l--23_5 _ 
1~46 

(Hi.~toricaf Stati.~tic.~ of the Uni/NI Stales. 2nd F.di tion, p. 283.) The 
price advance in 1951 was due to the war in Kore:\. 
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the well-lo-do farmers, and lea\'e agriculture with only a 
narrow layer of large capitalist producers. ~Icndclson did 
not realise the dual character of the modern world agrar
ian crisis, namely, the overproduction of agricultural com
modities in the highly developed capitalist countries on Lhc 
one hand, and the hunger in the less developed countries 
on the other; he also did not recognise one of the 
most important manifestations of the split in the modern 
capitalist world-the division of countries into rich and 
poor. 

Jn modern conditions there is also no point jn arguing 
about the role of Hxcd rent in prolonging agrarian. crises. 
Even though stable prices tend to stabilise and raise the 
ground rent, the share of all rents (rcnl per se, indebted
ness on mortgages) in the total expenditure of agricullural 
producers falls as agriculture intensifies. 

Bourgeois statis tics do not enable us to compute the ncl 
ground rent, but the following figures do give us a rough 
picture1: 

AgTicultural Income and Expenditure in the U.S.A. 
(1960) 

Gro;;.q ex- I Ot wllicll 

Gross rcndituf(' I Pure rent Includin:.r Tot."11 or on a;rricul· Interest Income• tural pro- Taxes on paid to pure rent enumc· 
non-agrl· to farm rated duction mortgages 

I culturists owner.;• expcn~e• 

ThousRnd milllon million dollars dollars 

38 16 11.5481 640 I 1 .031 11.500 [ 4.719 

The table shows that fixed expenditure- taxes, interest 
on mortgages and rent-accounted for 4,700 million dol
lars in 1960, i.e ., for less than one-third of the total expend
iture of U.S. farmers. Obviously this fixed expenditure can
not play a major role in protracting the agrarian crisis, 

i Statistical Abstract of the United Stales, 1961, p. 629. 
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2 Including .5talc subventions (over 3,000 million dollars). 
3 United States Agricullural Statistics, 1960, p. 492. 

the more so since one-third of it is redistributed between 
these same farmers. r\aturally, for many poor farmers this 
fixed expenditure can become ruinous. But it is unim
portant as far as the agrarian crisis is concerned. 

Lyuboshits writes: " The agrarian crisis ... should be 
analysed on the basis of the general crisis of capitalism, 
but not as one of its component parts .... " 1 This slatement 
is of little help in understanding the essence of the modern 
agrarian crisis, since all economic and polilical processes 
unfolding in our time musl be analysed on llte basis of the 
general crisis of capitalism. lt is not a question of wh ether 
we should con.sider agrarian crises as a "part" or on the 
" basis" of the general crisis of capitalism. The question 
is whether the agrarian crisis as we see it today is 
cy<:lic and transient or, as we believe, a non-cyclic and 
permanent process (ceasing only with the downfall of 
capitalism) .2 

\Ve must also aYoid a dogmatic approach lo this ques
tion. Just as there is no "pure" mocle of production, no 
" pure" imperialism, there is no "pure" agrarian crisis in 
the sense that all branches of agriculture in all countries 
are neY<'r simultaneously in the throes of an acute crisis 
or overproduction. Long worlcl wars put a temporary halt 
to agrarian crises of overproduction . The harYesl failures 
of specific crops on large territories can also temporarily 
mitigate it. (Thus, for example, the large wheat purchases 
on the capitalist market by China in 1961-62 and the So
viet Union in 1963 decreased the glut. But this is a tran
sient phenomenon, the result of a bad harvest, and does not 
affect the chronic character of the overproduction of wheat 
and of the agrarian crisis in general.) A change in agrarian 
policy can exert a certain effect on Lhe course of agrarian 
crises. That is why the agrarian crisis for some products 

1 L. I. Lyuhoshits, Voprosy marksislsko-leninskoi teori~ (lgrar~111kh 
krizisov (MarxisL-Leninist Theor.etical Problems of A.granan Crises), 
Russ. ed., p. 228. 

2 Lyuboshits, a conscien lious researcher, speaks of a ''miligntion" of 
Lhc agrarian crisis (between 1924 and 192G ancl be~ween. 193? a~d 
1937) anrl not of its end (p. 32i) lrnl of its renewed mtcns10ca1ton m 
HW (p. 320). 
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in some countries becomes increasingly acute at one t ime 
and hardly noticeable at another.1 But these fluctuations 
do not alter the fact that the overproduction of agricultural 
commodities will intensify in the m ajor capitalist countries, 
the concentration of production and land in the hands of 
capilalist farmers and the ruin of the working peasantry2 
will continue and monopoly oppression grow. At the same 
Lime the underprod uction of agricultural commodities in 
the less developed ca pitalist countries will apparenlly con
tinue until 1hc overthrow of capitalism as a wholc.3 

The agrarian overproduction in the highly developed cap
italist coun tries and Lhe shortage of food in Lhe less devel 
oped countries intensify because of the different population 
growth ralcs in these two groups of countries. 

Population in the Five Principal Ilighlv Developed 
Capitalist Countries-the U.S.A., Britain, France, 

\Vest Germany and Italy 
( milliart people)' 

19 ~3 1962 Increment 

350 392 42 

1 As we undersland it, !he new Programme of the C.P.S.U. speaks 
of agrarian crises in this sense, and not of their cyclic nature. 

i Beginning wilh 1955, in spite of the rapid growth of agricultural 
output in France, some 100,000 people left the countryside yearly. 
Accordin1g to the 1955 census 380,000 peasants owned plots of an area 
below two hectares. Two-thirds of all peasant households were wo1·ked 
by people above the age of 55. Young people left to work in industry 
(The Economist, Sepl('rnber 1, 1962, p. 775) . 

3 The interpretation of the agrarian crisis in the Textbook of 
Po litical Economy cdit-cd by N. A. Tsagolov, published in 1963 has the 
same shortcomings ·as the writings of L. A. Mendelson-it ignores the 
radical contmdiction ·between the overproduction in the rich countries 
and ~e chronic food shortage in the less developc<l countries, i.e., the 
most important and insuperable obstacle of the modern :igrarian crisis 
(sec Textbook of Political Economy, Russ. ed., p. 508-10). 

" Statistir(I/ Y uul>ook of the United IVations, 19!17, p. 23 cl passim; 
Mo11thly Bulletin of Statistics, January 1964, p. 1 et passim. 

Populat.ion in the Fh·e Principal Less Developed 
Countries- India, Pakistan, Indonesia, Brazil, Mexico 

(million people)l 

1953 1952 Increment 

616 7GO 

For ten years the percentage increment of the popula
tion comprised: in the highly developed countries - 12, in 
the less developed countries- 22! The growth in agricultural 
production in the latter hardly keeps pace with the popu
lation growth rate. 

I IIJid. 



THEORETICAL PROBLEMS 
OF TIIE CO.Mi\HJN MARKET ECONOMY 

. Th.c Common. !vfarket, and L?e pla_n of eapilalist integra
t~on ~~ tl~c h~ndtwork ol Lhc grnnt \\'est European monopo
lies. 1 heir auns arc many and Yaried. By expanding their 
m.arket, they wan~ to raise sales and proflls al Lhe expense 
'.'f ~eak.er compel1lors and. to consolidate the forces or cap
italism 111 Lhc slrugglc agamst the socialist svstem and th1· 
~vorking class of the member-counlries. Thev" arc also mak
mg efforts lo perpetuate and strengthen" the 1·c·onomic 
exploitation of lhe former African colonies throu{fh ntrious 
forms of nco-colonialism, and lo unite the force~ of \\'est 
E~ropcan .mon~poly capital against the econom ic supremacy 
of the United States. Monopoly capital uses slate power to 
~o!Ye these tasks. The Common Market and the attempts to 
mtegrate \:ycstern Europe, as we remarked above, arc hut a 
new stage H~ the deve~opmcnt of state-monopoly capitalism. 
. I~ goes without saymg that all the contradiclions of cap-
1 Lahsm are preserved within the framework of Lhe Common 
~farket-d irect tendencies clash with counter-tendencies, 
for every parlicipant in lhe Common :\Iarkel defends not 
only Lhe ~eneral .interests of Tnonopoly capital but also his 
O\vn part1culm mterests, everyone holds different views 
on the c~urse further inlegration should take, etc. 

. A conc1~e but filling description of this divergence was 
given by (1. Dell, an economist with the U.N .. who said that 
the ~ha~npion of free trade dreamed of abolishing barriers 
t? foreign trade. The proleclioni.st hoped that \Veslern 
E~trope .would be wallecl in by new customs barriers. The 
Right wing want<'d to ensure the business interests and to 
resist Llw demands for wage increases more cffec lh·dy. Tlw 
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Left wing dreamed of the inlernalional alliance of workers 
and the approach of the ideal of uniYc1·sal fra ternity. The 
federalists hoped for a supranational power and tlw gradual 
selling up of a federal goYernment. The confederationists 
saw the prospects of a "Europe of Slates"-a Europe of 
national states. The "Europeisls" dreamed of an emergence 
of the European spirit and self-consciousness. The cham
pions of the Allantic Alliance believed Lhat there would be 
a far wider union. 

Obviously, all these hopes cannot be realised at once. 
The whole range of problems connected wilh the Com

mon J\farket and \Vest European integralion has been 
investigated by the Institute of World Economy :md Inter
national Affairs of the LJ .S.S.R. Acackmv of Sciences and 
has been thoroughly discussed a l lhe International Confer
ence of Marxist Lheoreticians, held between August 27 and 
Scplember 3, 1962 in Moscovv.1 

vVc shall examine only one question: is the Common 
Markel able to expand the \Veist European cnpiLalist mar
ket at all, or lo any considerable extent, oyer and above the 
expansion brought about in all capitalist countries as a 
result of population growth and technical clcYelopmcnl '! 

The aclrncatcs of the Common Market claim thal it opens 
up a new er a of economic advance for capilalism in \Vestern 
Europe. They believe that a common m arket l'mbracing the 
\Vest European countries with a populalion equal to lhat 
of Lhe United Slates, will aulomati<:ally raise \Vcslern 
Europe Lo the level of Lhe U.S., both economically and 
politically. The theoretical basis for this assertion is that 
the volume of the domestic market and c<:onomic power 
arc dependent on the population o[ lhe C'Ottnlries joining 
the market. 

Let us q uote a few f acls Lo prove Lhat this view is entirely 
unfounded . India has twice as large a population as the 
United States but the volume of her domestic market and 
her economic power a re incomparably smaller. In 1959 
India's national income was evaluated a l 128,000 million 
rupees (27 ,000 million dollars) .2 The U.S. national income 

1 See Problems of Modern Cupilalism 011d l11c Working Clas.~. 
Pc:icc and Socialism Publishers, Prague, 19():}. 

1 M ontlily 13!!/lt:tin of Statisti<:s, May J 06'.1, pp. I .:>O, J 51. 
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for that year was 30i ,000 million dollars, or 15 times as 
high. The relation between the volumes of the domestic 
markets of those countries is approximately equal to the 
above. 

It is common knowledge that evaluations of the national 
income level are extremely inaccurate. But the enormous 
difference makes these inaccuracies unimportant. One 
might argue that it is wrong to compare developing India 
with the U.S.A., one of the most developed capitalist coun
tries. Like lhe U.S.A., Lhc Common Market countries have 
already reached a high level of development. In one sense 
lhis is Lrue, and yet, in others, completely false. As com
pared w ilh the less developed Asian, African and Latin 
American countries the Common Market countries are 
highly developed, hut as compared with the United States 
they are relatively backward.1 In the Common .Markel 
countries labour productivity is i/a to 'h and the per 
capita national income 1/~ of that in the U.S.A. Their 
domestic markets lag behind the U.S.A. in approximately 
the same proportion. 

The advantages ol' the U.S.A. in the development of 
labour produclivily are in part explainable by the historical 
factors described in Lenin·s works. These factors may yru·y. 
Dul there arc also factors of a permanent nalure which 
cannot be eliminated by the creation of a Common :\farket. 
The U.S.A. has a better climate. is far richer in natural re
sources and has greater stocks· of minerals (oil, coal, cop
per and other non-ferrous metals). In addition the agricul
tural ar<'a of the U.S.A. is four limes the size of all the 
\Vest European Common Market countries taken together. 

Owing lo the uneven deYelopment of capitalism, the 
economic supremacy of the U.S.A. over \Vestern Europe has 
dccreasc·d subslantiaUy in comparison ·with lhe years im
mediately follcn.ving lhe Second \Vorld \Var. Even so, the 
difference is still considerable. The association of a number 
of West European countries into a common market can
not remoye the natural and historical reasons responsible 
for this supremacy (the enormous national wealth, technical 
equipm<•nt, etc.). 

1 If we hase the compririson on the labour productivity level, which 
Lenin con.~idered <lecisivc for delerminiug the dc.gree to which a social 
system is progressive. 
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The population fioure is also unable to determine produc
tion growth rates. Let us Lake Japan, for e:-.ample. As a 
result of the Second \Vorld War the counL7y lost a large 
share of its pre-war "domestic'' market ol .mor~ t.han a 
100 million people, more than li,·e in Japan 1t:ell. \cl the 
production growth rate in Japa.n ~etween ~?ol and 1901 
was higher than in any other cap1tahst counlI Y. 

Japan ..... 
WesL Germany . 
France ..... 

Industrial Production Index 
(1953=100) 

1951 \ 1961 1951 \ 1961 

74 
85 
99 

317 ltlllY 
191 Brilain 
181: U.S.A .. 

90 
97 
89 

200 
128 
120 

In spite of the loss of !11ost of he1: mark:l.' Japan. manage~~ 
lo increase her in<lustnal procluction b) ~00 pc1 c?.nl .. bc 
L ween HJ51 and HHH. During tbc same yenod. the pt mcipal 
\Vest European countries raised Lhell' mdustnal output by 
about 100 per cent, the LS.A. by only 33 p~r cent. In the 
agricultural field Japan succeeded in harvesllng a~ a\·cra~~ 
of 4.8.6 ccntners of rice per hectare on an area of 3.3 mil 
lion hectares, as compared with 39 Cl'nlners before the 
St•cond World War. f 

,Thus, the contention that the mer?ing of a ~~mb~r o 
\\\•sl Euror>ean countries into a single marJ,cl with ~ 

· -s " ··11 · f turc "cconom1-population as large as the u ... ~. \\· 1 , m u .' , , 
cally equalise'' Western Europe ancl the U.S.A., is complete-
ly unscientific. l 

If the proponents of the Common l\'tn.rket approach l ic 
analysis of the problem scientifically, the? ~hould be. able 
to explain how the merger of a numher oJ European ~o~g(; 
tries into a single market can expand Lhal market b) 
to 200 per cent. This they have failed to do. Lcl .us attcr~~~ 
Lo make a theoretical analysis ol' the <'('On~Hn~c chan'.'c~ 
that would result from a complete t•co110111 1c inlegratwn 
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of W estern Europc.1 Can it improYe the economic position 
of the countries in the Common :.\farket'? :.\larxists should 
formulate the question as follows: can such an association 
lead lo a conslunt, or enduring non-cyclic expansion of tlie 
population's consumption capacity? Thus it is more a 
question of an expansion of the demand for Department II 
(consumer) goods than that of an expansion of the market 
as such. An expansion of the market for Department I 
goods cannot <'nsure an enduring upswing of production 
as a whole. If the demand for goocls producecl by Deparl
ment 11 is not high enough, the production of Department 
I goods is bound to decrease. Only adherents of Tugan
Raranovsky's theory can believe that a constant expansion 
of fixed capital can ensure a steady crisis-free ups\\1ing of 
capitalist production. 

It is common knowledge that capitalist reproduction fol 
lows a cyclic c·ourse. During the revival and boom phases 
the Jixcd capital cxpancls (new factories are built, new 
equipment repla«es old) and the market for producer goods 
widens. This in turn temporarily expands the market for 
consum('l' goods. s ince more workers are drawn into pro
duclion , the wage fund increases, and the demand for con
sumer goods grows. But we arc not interested in this cycli
cal and transient expansion of the capitalist market. Our 
aim is to di~covcr whether a merger of the domestic markets 
of a number of countries can generate a steady high demand 
for consumer goods. \Ve shall attempt to study this problem 
in a pure form. excluding from our analysis all secondary 
and irrelevant issues. ·we shall therefore adopt the me thod 
of sci<'ntific abstraction and analyse the following: 

1. The consequences resulting from the union of two 
highly developed imperialist countries. 

2. The consequences resulting from the union of a highly 
developed and a less developed country. 

We shall proceed from the assumption that this union 
will lake place not over a decade, as is planned in the case 
of the Common Market, but immediately, without any tran -

1 Tl1is assumption is naturally unrealistic. The Common Markel is 
by •no means a full economic ·union and iL is even <loubtful whether 
such a union will ever be achieved. But for lhe sake of an abstract 
analysis, we can make thi~ assumption. 
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sition period.1 \\' e shall further assume thal complete 
economic union has already been effected and that the 
united countries enjoy absolutely equal ('Onditions as 
regards competition. These conditions presuppose . the 
abolition of customs tariffs between them, a complete free
dom of movement for all commodities, capital and labour 
force; full equality in taxes, social security, economic legis
lation , etc.; Lhe abolition or equalisation of all state eco
nomic measures-subsidies, export credit guarantees, etc. 

* * * 

Proceeding from the above assumption, what will be the 
economic consequences of the uni.on of two highly devel
oped capitalist countries'! lt can be said with certain~y 
that the ehanges \Vill be insignific:mt because there ·will 
be no change in the operation of the objective economic laws 
of capitalism (imperialism). 

Therefore, no constant or even protracted expan sion of 
the market for eonsumer goods should be expcch'd , al least 
not in excess of' that usual for more or less enduring periods. 
There will also be no endming rise in the production level 
of the united countries. This, however , does not mean that 
there will be no changes at all , but lhal these changes will 
lead to the strengthening of some tendencies and the weak-
ening of others. . .. 

The monopolies will continue to remain the dce1s1ve 
factor in economic development but their effect on that 
development will be a contradictory one. The largest monop
olies in the various industries of both coun tries will at
tempt to corner the newly acquired ~1arkct for their o~vn 
uoods. vVith this aim in view they will expand production 
~apacities and invest more capital,2 thereby intensifying 

1 In the presence of a transition period of. ten yeal's, it ~s difficult 
to determine what is a .consequence -of the uuw11 and what is ibrought 
about by o ther factors, such as the cyclical development of reproduc
tion, a stock exchange crash, political events, etc. The Commo~ Market 
is given credit for the production growth in West Germany 111 r~cent 
years. But opponents of the Common .!\forket cou!d equ.a~ly ~ttr1bute 
to it the deterioration of \V.cst Germany's economic pos1l1on m 1962. 

2 The length of the period during which consid<•rablc new capital 
irwestments will be made and their siz;e will dep<:nd (all other con
ditions being equal) on the phase of the cycle during which the union 
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the competiti,·e struggle. In fac t, the development will re 
semble thal cl~araC'tcristic of r evival and boom phases: the 
market capac1ly for goods of Departments I and II will 
t~mporarily expand. But the very same processes respon
s~ble for the .e~pansion will ultimately create lhe prerequi
s1Les for a cris1s of overproduction and lead to a shrinkinn 
of the .~arket. Other monopolies will abstain from ope1~ 
compelll1ve struggle. They will create cartels and trusls 
on Lhe basis of Lhe coalescence of capital and the economic 
links thal existed between them prior to the union of the 
two countries, and this will consolidate the might of the 
monopolies. 
~he intens~flcat~on ~f the competitive struggle in the 

muted countries will brmg certain structural changes. These 
in turn will airect primarily the weaker branches of the 
economy and individual enterprises, ,,rhich, for historical 
reaso.ns or due to 1l? unsuccessful economico-geogruphic 
l~cal10n, are prod~cmg commodities at a cost exceeding 
"orld m.arket pn~:cs. These branches and enterprises 
would exist only w1th lhe help of high protective customs 
tari~l's. Any "common. market" merger \Vill abolish this pro
!ect10n. Rival enterpnses producing goods of the same qual
ity al a lower cost will then push aside and ruin their 
weaker competitors, forcing them lo close down their fac
tories and sell out for a song. The centralisation of capital 
will thus intensifv. 

. T~e ~erger W'm a~so bring changes in the geographic 
<l1s.lnbut10n of faclones. One of the consequences of Lhe 
umon (granted completely free competition) will be the 
grad~al co_nce~tralion of production in the most profitable 
loc~tions, 1.e., 1~ places where production outlay is lowest. 
TJus process w1Jl take a long time, since the transfer of 
factories (if the share of fixecJ capital is high, and large 
sui:-is have been spent on buildings, underground instal
lat10ns , accc·ss .roads and on bulky and complicated machin
ery) usually mvolves great losses, and is therefore un
profitable. Bul new factories will gradually be built in the 

i~ effeelcd. H it coincides with the boom p.}1ase, the shortage of mate
rial and . m.a.npo.wer r:sotirccs .'~ill hamper the investment of large 
sums. If 1.L 1s eilected m the cns1s phase, the capitalists will be in no 
~urry to m"'.cst new capital. The most profitable time for new capital 
mvcslments 1s the revival phase. 
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most suitable places. Enterprises less profitably JocatPd will 
slowly be forced lo close down1 and production will shift 
to more profitable areas. 

Ilow will these changes afTcct the domestic market? 
Social labour productivity will grow: the socially necessary 
labour lime embodied in a commodity unit will decrease, 
and, all other conditions being equal, Jess workers will be 
needed to produce the same amoun l of goods. This will 
result in a decrease of total wages, even if the size of real 
wages of every individual worker remains unchanged, and 
will flatten the market for commodities produced by De
partment II. The result will therefore be diametrically op
posed to that predicted by the advocatt'S of the Common 
J\farket. 

The outcome will depend greatly on the gains made in 
the class struggle. The most pressing qucslion in all highly 
developed capitalist countries at present is who shouJcl 
reap the fruits of teclmological progress and the growth of 
htbonr productivity and how these fruits should be divided 
between c::ipital and labour. Thi:; problem will be none the 
less acute after the merger of th<' lwo highly developed 
countries. The market capacily will <lepc·nd on how this 
question is sohecl. Factory and offi<:<' workers comprise 
the bulk of the population in the highly developed capital
ist C'Ountries and the size of their wages decides the market 
for consumer goods, and thus lhe market C"apacily in 
general. 

Tn recent years capitalist economists in a numuer of 
countries , and especially in the U.S.A., haYc declared that 
the national income as a whole should be considered the 
yardstick of a country's economic progress. They complete
ly ignore the importance ol' lhe distribulion of the nation
al income and even demand that the share received by 
capital be increased because, they assert, only a constant 
nrowlh of investments can ensure the steady expansion of 
production and wider employment, save the capitalist world 
from crises of overproduction and ensure vklory in lhe 
competition with the socialist countries. 

1 The closure of factories may be brought nbout not only by their 
unfavourable looation, but also by other factors, such as the obsoles
cence of equipment, financiill machinations, etc. 
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Th(•ir arguments hold. no water. The market capadty 
depends largely on the distribution of the national income 
between Lhe capitalists and the workers, because the latkr 
generally spend their total earnings on the purchase of 
consumer arti~les; their savings (life insurance and sayings 
account deposits) form only a small part of their income 
and are ultimately also spent on articles of consumption. 
\Vilh the spread of the hire-purchase system for consumer 
'.lurabl~s (<·ars, TV sets, housing, etc.) they are even buy
mg th111gs 011 account of future earnings. The capilalisls, 
on the other hand, do not spend a large share of their 
income on articles of consumption, but accumulate their 
pro.fits. The l~igher their income, the larger the saving1o1, 
wluch can ullnnatdy be spent on means of production. Dut 
as the m.arkct capacity in the final analysis depends on the 
market ior consumer goods, .so the distribution of Lhc na
tional income exercises a substantial effect on the devel
opment of n1pitalist reproduction. 
. C~mslant e~pansion of fixed capital without a correspond
rng increase m the demand for consumer goods cannot pro· 
duce a stable prosperity, as is affirmed by lhe spokesmen 
of the monopolies, but only <:onstant underemployment of 
enterprises, chronic mass unemployment and an ag"rava
~ion .of the market problem. Neither continuous, larg~ cap
ital m\·estmenls, nor a dearU1 of them (which would lead 
~o stai:tn~li~n) can ensure the permanent welfare of capital
ism. 1 h1s is even more true in Lhc present epoch of the 
genrral crisis of capitalism than il was when Karl :'\Iarx dis
covered and formulated the laws governing the movement 
of capitalist society towards its inevitable doom. 
. Thus, the amalgamation of two highly developed capital
ist cou?trics is able .to give an impetus to the temporary 
expansion of production, the resultant chan"CS will resem
ble the revival phase of the cycle. But it cai~nol ensure an 
enduring expansion of the market capacity in the amal
~ama.lecl countries, n?r _can it improve their economic posi
lwn {or any length of time. On the contrary, the inll'nsificd 
competitive struggle, the ousting of weaker competitors, 
the mor<' rapid centralisation of capital, the concentration 
of industrial production in the most favourable localions
all lend to decrease lahour requirements and real wa"es 
with a resulting drop in the demand for consumer go;ds'. 
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and hence an aggravation of the market problem. \Vhether 
this tendencv will ctain the upper hand depends on the 
progress of the class ~truggle, an analysis of which is b<.'yond 
lhe scope of this essay.1 . " 

A. G. Mileikovsky doubts the correctness of our ne'':s.-
That is his privilege. But he attempts to refute them with 
faulty arguments. 

Our abstract theoretical arguments could be refuted: 
a) if it were shown that they co1~tradict .l\:larxi~m-Le?-ini.sm 
or are hased on a faulty prenuse; h) if an mveshgat10n 
based on :'\farxist methodology uncovered an economic 
mechanism by means of which a mc~·ge~· of the m.arkets of 
two or more highly developed cap1taltst countries could 
kad to an enduring expansion of the market (long~r than 
is usual for capitalism). Mileikovl-lky chose a ~hfiere:1t 
approach. He al~empted to contnH!icl Lh~s tl~eoret1c.al dis~ 
course by referrmg to the practical h1~tor~cal e.xampk 
furnished by lhe advance of German .cap1t~hsm alte~ the 
mercrer of industrialised Alsace-Lorrame w1lh lhe lughly 
devcloped Ruhr region. \V: _would ha~·c: n~ o~jcction~ if 
the concrete historical cond1t10ns prcYa1hng m (1ermany at 
that time corresponded lo the conditions post.ulaled in. our 
abstract th<'oretical discourse his example da1ms to refute. 
However they do not. . . 

In Germanv in 1871 there was no union of lwo lughly 
clcYeloped regions, bul a union of these regions with other, 

I The reactionary trade union functionaries of the ~Vt•slern coui~
tries invariably stress their hostility towards commumsm and their 
loyalty to capitalism. George Meany, head of the AFL-CIO, for 
c·xample, is the most rabid maligner of socialism an<l calls ceaselcs.sly 
for a crusade against the socialist countries. He, and other trade u~1on 
functionaries of his ilk, do not or will not see that the trade uruons 
in capitalist countries have igained some me~s1irc of success not only 
hC'.cause of the intensification of the working class movement an.~ 
the increasing determination of the workers lo sl~n~ up for t~eu 
interests, but also because of the existence of the s?cia~1st commun•t;Y
It is this fear of socialism, this foar that c-0mmurnst .1dc::is may gam 
a firmer ·hold on the minds of workers, that sometimes m::ide. U.S. 
stf1tesmcn-thc Republican Nixon ancl the Dc1~oc!·at Kennedy-inter
vene in labour conflicts in the interests of cap1tl\hs~ as a whole ~nd 
contain, at least to a certain extent, the more m1ht~nt monopolies. 
The socialist world is a staunch defender of the mtcrests of the 
working people in capitalist countr.ics'. 

2 Prob/emy sovremennogo kap1tHl1zma i T11l>od1y Ha.~s. P· lf>a. 
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much larger parts of Germany which were far less devel 
oped (Bavaria, East Prussia, etc.), where the bulk of the 
peasants conducted subsistence farming. Marx, an eye
witness, wrote of Germany at that lime: "'Ve, like all 
the rest of Continental "·estern Europe, suffer not onlv 
from the_ <le,·elopment of capitalist production, but also 
from the mcomplel<•ness of that development."1 

The expansion of the market in Germany after all re"ions 
h - ' 0 

ad been merged into a single economic territory, cannot 
be used lo refute our theory because the concrete historical 
relalions obtaining at lhat time in no way correspond with 
our contentions. 

* * * 
The ·situ::Jtion will be entirely different in the case of a 

union of a highly developed with a less developed counlry. 
Under certain conditions .such a union will facilitate a tem
porary, though refativcly protracted, expansion of the 
capitalist market. 

l3y "less developed" we mean a countrv in which a hi"li 
propo~·tion or the po1~ulation is engaged in agriculture a~cl 
m which th e productffe forces are at a low level of dcn~l
opm ent, the national inrnme is low and the population 
lives in po' erty.2 The n>lume of domestic trade in such 
countries is insignificant since the marketable percentage 
?f the ~olal output ~s low. The peasants are mainly engaged 
m subsistence 1armmg. 

Th is lasl po in l is of o" erridin u importance as re•Jards 
the possibility of extending Lh

0

e market. Karl itarx 
demonstraled that the historical basis for the creation of 
the caJ?italisl market is the transformation of producers 
for their own needs into commodity producers and consum
ers. In his Development of Capitalism in Russia, Lenin 

I Kari Marx, Capilal, Vol. I, p. V. 
2 T!iis, of cou1·se, doc~ not. mean that there are no rich in those 

counln~s . In poor countrLCs .hke Iran, Turkey, Pakistan, Brazil, de., 
~here a1e huge f?udal posscss10ns. In the less developed countries there 
is ~lso large_ capital, often amassed through plain robbery. The Chiang
Ka1-sh ek clique's "burN1ucratir. capital" in Kuomintang China for 
~xamp~e, and_ the wealth of ~atin American dictators, carefully ;alted 
away in foreign bank deposits, etc., were gained in 1>recisclv that 
way. · -
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analysed the process of the creation of the capitalist market 
by the transition from subsistence farming to commodity 
production. He also explained the stratification of the 
peasantry in connection with this transition, their diY_ision 
into rural capitalists (kulaks) on the one hand, and farm
hands, who are compelled to sell their labour power, on 
the other. On the basis of Lenin's analysis it is clear that 
the union of a highly developed and a less de\'elopcd 
countrv ·will accelerate the formation of a capitalist 
markel in the latter in precisely that way. 

The abolition of such obstacles as customs tariffs, the 
shortage of foreign currency, etc., will rcsull in a vast 
influx of industrial commodities from the highly developed 
to the less developed country. These commodities will do 
away with many of the products previously produced by 
peasants. At the same time capitalis ts will buy more of 
other peasant-produced commodilies. \.apilal investmenl.s 
will he encouraged by the fact that profits will remain 
in the country, there will be less dimger of nationalisalion, 
and so on. 'fhc development of capitalist industry will also 
be accelerated hv lhe disintegration of the peasantry and 
the growth of agrarian overpopulation, which will create 
an abundant and cheap labour force , as yet not organised 
into trade unions or badly organised. 

Thus there will he a prolonged expansion of the capital
ist market in both parts of the merger. But the process will 
not be conlinuous. It will stop as soon as all subsistence 
producers become commodity producers. 

Not everv union of a highly dcYelopccl with an agrarian 
country expands the market. Let us presume thal New 
Zealand enters into a union ·with some highly developed 
industrial country. New Zealand has an advanced, purely 
capitalist agriculturei producing cornmoclilies for the 
capilalist world market. In spite of its. agra ri~n ec?nomy, 
New Zealand is v1:~ry rich. Her per caplla nal10nal mcome 
(about 1,200 dollars a year) exceeds thal of .the hig~ly 
cleveloped \Vest European industrial countries. (Jmtc 
obviously a union of l\ew Zealand with a highly developed 

1 1 n 1900 farm produce accounted for 95 per cent of f\ cw Zealand's 
exports. \.Vool , meat, butter and cheese accounted for Sf> per cent of 
her exports. 
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industrial country would not expand her market. The only 
result would be that the industrial country mergin" with 
New Z(•alancl would seize most of the market for ind~strial 
goods, which would bring a redistribution of the positions 
already existing on the capitalist market, but no actual 
expansion. 

The scale hy which the market of the new union will 
expand depends also on the area and population of the 
merging countries. If, for example, a highly industrialised 
country wilh a population of say 50 million unites with a 
less developed country with a population of only 5 million , 
the m~rket in the small country may rapidly expand. For 
the muon as n whole, however, this expansion will be of no 
consequence. 

Following this line of reasoning it is easy to predict that 
no great <'xpansion in the size of the market is to be ex
pected from an "association" of the Common Market with 
formn colonies which have recently gained political 
sovereignty but arc still economically dependent on their 
former metropolitan countries. The population of the Six 
is over 170 million, that of the "associated" African coun
tries- about 70 miJlion.1 Besides, the per capita market 
capacity is much greater in the E.E.C. countries than in 
Africa. This can be seen from a comparison of th e national 
irn·omes of the Common Market and the " associated' ' 
countries. The total national income of the Six is evaluated 
al 44,:500 million pounds sterling.2 \Ve do not know the 
exact size or the national income of the African countries 
joining the Common l\larket, but by analogy with ollwr 
less developed countries, their national income will hardly 
exceed 20 to 25 pounds sterling per capita a year, i.e., not 
more than _2,000 million pounds sterling a year. It should 
be emphasised that market capacity and the national 
income do not corrcspond.3 However, the size of the nation
al income docs give a rough indication of the market 

1 0<'11/srlles Wirlschaftsinstitu.t, Bericht N. 13, 1963, S. 238. 
~ Harclay's Br111k f,etle.r, ~[arch 16, 1962, p. 1 . 
a The mnrkt'I <'apacity is greater lh•~n the national income because 

conm1odilil'S fire re.sold. In the U.S.A. in 1961, sales (industry and 
lrade) accounted for $738,000 million, while the gr-oss national product 
w11.s $419,000 million (Survey of Current Business, ~lay 1962, p. 7, S-4). 
In \Vest Germany the figures were: sales (togeth<!r with the export 
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capacity. One thing is obvious. Enn if lht~ de,·c~opm<'~ll of 
capitalist relations expands the markel capacity o~ the 
·' associated., African eountries Lhrecfolcl, 1 there will be 
hardly any noticeable exp~nsi~n in. the E.~.C_. counl~ies. 
As recrards the larae countnes m wluch capitalist rclat10ns 
are a~ yet weakl}~ developed (India, Pakistan , Indonesia, 
the Latin American countries), they would not he accepted 
into the Common Markel even if Britain joins. 

From this we mav conclude that Lhe economic integra
tion of the E.E.C. member-counlries with some of the 
emergent African countries will not res~ll in a consic~crahle 
expansion of the capitalisl market. Jn v1ew of ~hc . ~1111vci:sal 
striving of the African peoples for econom.1c hber~t~on 
from imperialism, it is unlikely that they will be w1lhng 
to remain economic appendages of Lhe Common .Market 
for any lenrtth of time. The Congo wilh its rn million popu
lation is b~coming more and more depenclent on the 
U.S.A. 

* * * 
\Vhat docs the future hold in store for Lh.e E.E.C.? The 

answer lo this question hingef; on wheth<'r the c~pitali~t 
market will expand or shrink. Rul , far from slressmg lh1s 
aspect of U1e problem, the proponenls of \VC'sl European 
integration harp on the prospects for greater ex_rorts. 
Rcadina their "works" it reminds one of the days ol :\for
cantilis~1. \Vhat other assessment could be made o~· L?e 
basic theorv of the Common :\Iarkel advocates who u1s1st 
that lhe economic development of modern cap1Lalism 
depends on the size of exports. Thi.s renasc.ence of merr~n
tile ideology is not accidental. It 1s explained by the iol-

lowing: . . . 
· d d t apac1l1es ct1·ow fasler a) production an pro uc ion c · · '"' 

and sales of farm products)-671">,000 million mnrks (1960) , ~n~l the 
gross national product (1959):-28t,000 million marks (Slatcstrsches 
Jalrrbucl1 filr die Rundesrcpubl1k Deutsch/an~, Hl(H). . . . 

1 Such growlh is highly improbnble since cap1lal1s t plantal1?ns 
piny an important r·ole in the agriculture in. some of these co~mtries. 
What is more, an expansion of the domestic market wo~1ld . mvolve 
great <'xpendHurc on road-building, transp<Jrt, cle. .con~idenng the 
sparsity of the population in the "associated" countries, it would be 
extremely difficult to recoup this outlay. 
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than consumer cleman<l , a state of affairs typical of modern 
capitalism. The bourgeoisie and bourgeois scholars, who can 
see only what goes on upon the surface, think that exporl 
is the uni vcrsal remedy for the narrowness of the domestic 
market. They either cannot or will not see that today the 
narrown<>ss of market is characteristic of all capitalisl 
countries (disregarding, of course, the rare boom phases of 
the trade cycle); 

b) the currencies and finances of capitalist countries are 
unstable. Prior to lhc advent of the general crisis, "hard" 
currencies were a feature of capitalism, i.e., the money unit 
was convertible into the stipulated amount of gold. This 
stability was based on the unrestricted circulation of gold 
coins in the country and gold bars on the world market. 
Al present currencies are only relatively hard. The bulk 
of lhe less developed, and even many highly developed 
countries , such as the U.S.A., Canada and Britain, arc 
constantly worried about Lhc state of their balance of 
payments and arc forced to resort Lo various measures Lo 
avoid deYalualion. 

Incomes from exports are the main factor contributing 
lo a favourable (aeth·e) balance of payments. It is therefore 
easy to sec why the U.S.A., Britain and almost all other 
capitalist countries consider lhc increase in exports the 
key to a stable economic policy. Exports are important not 
onl~· f~r modern .bourgeois s~ates, but also for many large 
capttahsl enterprises. They often deliberately provide these 
enterprises (e\'en if exports lake the form of dumping) 
with additional activity, without which thev would 
have Lo opC'ralc at a loss. Export subsidies, st~te credit 
guarantees, elc., arc a source of additional monopoly 
profits. 

But important as exports are, their increase is not the 
universal cure-all that some bourgeois economists and 
statesmen imagine. This can be seen by analysing the role 
of exports in the economy of some of the leading capitalist 
countries. In \Vest Germany, for example, the market 
capacity (excluding resales) was approximately the follow
ing1: 

1 Statistis<;,he.~ Jahrbuch fiir die Bundesrepublik Deutsch/and, 1961, 
s. 168, 243, 2:>2. 

3(Y) 

Cross indust.rial produc.l (according lo t.hc 
1954 census) . . . . . . . . . . . 

Sales ol artisan produced commodit.ies (1955) 
Sales of farm produce (1957-58) 

Market, capacity .. ... 

154.000 million m111ks 
37 ,000 million marks 
17 ,000 million marks 

208,000 million marks 

In 1956,1 31 ,000 million marks worth of commodities 
were exported. This means that exports accoun~ed for 15 
per cent of \Vest Germany's total market capac.1ly .. It can 
be reasonablv assumed that the share of exports m Lhe 
other Common Markel countries, for which we have no 
data, is approximately the same. . . 

It is very difficult to give a concrete appratsal of Lhe 
E.E.C.'s export prospects. They depend on a multitude of 
fadors, as yet unkninvn. Bul one thing is clear, even if ll~e 
export of the E.E.C. countries grows by 50 per cent, this 
'"ould expand the aggregate market capacity Ly .only. 7 .5 
per cent, which will solve neither the problem ol realtsa
tion nor the other ills of modern capitalism. 

In fact an increase in exports by f>O per cent would , -" expand the general market capacity by e\~en less than. ~ ·" 
per cent. Firsl of all, a country cxporlmg. commodtl1e~ 
receiYes reimbursements for their \'aluc L rom abroad.2 

These reimbursements predominantly take the form of 
other commodities, since no country is able to pay for all 
its imports in gold. Moreover the imports often consist ?f 
commodities which are also produced in the country m 
question. This naturally results in a narrowin~ of the 
market for domestic goods. To illustrate our pomt let us 
look at Lhe 1960 trade figures between 'Vcsl Germany 
and the U.S.A. for machinery of identical categories.a 

t W c are opera ling with sales figures for 1956 because they. are 
the onlv ones available. In reccnl years exporls have grown cons1cler
ablv: i1; l!J61 thev rose to 51,000 million rn:nks. B11t lhc volume of 
incl'i.1strial output l1as also grown: from 129 in 1955 to Ull i.n. 1961 
(1953=100). Thus, the ratio between the realisation of cornmod1ties on 
the domestic and foreign markets has hardly changed. 

2 Except in thnsc cases when goodti are <'xportcd for lhc purpose 
of capital investments abroad. 

3 Siatistisches Jahrbuch fiir die Rundesrepul>lik Deuts<'Ttland, 19G1, 
s. 310-11. 
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I West German I West German 

I 
Imports from Exports to the 

the U.S.A. li.8.A . 

{million marks)· 

Machine tools 129 74 
Machinery for the lex tilo and tanning 

indu stries 53 78 
Office machines. 78 63 
1\lachinory for the paper incl 11stry and 

printing plan~s. 21 68 
Cars and aoroplunos 259 1, 183 
Elec~rlc nquipmcnt 200 2'14 

Most of the imported machinery could have been produced 
at home, albeil at a higher cost. Imports tend Lo decrcas<~ 
the mark.el for domestic machinery of the same Lypc. 

vVc assumed thal the exports of the Common .Vlarket 
countries would grow by 50 per cent over a period of five 
years. Dul production within the E .E.C. countrv ilscll' will 
<1lso grow by about 15 per cent (an average of :3 per cent 
a year). A growth in exports of 50 per cent would there
fore expand the aggregate domestic and foreign markets 
nol by 7 . .3 per cent but only by about 6 per cenl. 

* * * 

In condusion we would like to remind the reader that 
our analysis is abstract and theoretical. It does not touch 
on the concrete historical conditions in which the Common 
Markel has been created and functions. The theoretical 
assumption thal full economic integration will be achieved 
has been postulated in order to show that even this would 
not solve lhe insuperable problems facing capitalism. But 
such a complete economic union is entirely unrealistic. 
Equal conditions for all compelilors within the Common 
l\farket are .to be created only by 1970. Even when they 
arc, there will be no complete union. 

A com~lete economic ~nion would mean a single cur· 
~·ency, a. srngle lmdget, a smgle slate, i.e., complete political 
mtcgral1011.' lh.(• rcjecli.on of all individual sovereignly by 
lht· countm•s m question. The chances of this happening 
arc so slight as lo be negligible. Hov .. · could countries such 
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as Britain and France, which ha\ e a long histor) as in
dependent nations , Yolunlaril) reject U1eir SO\ ereignty and 
submit to Lhe decisions of a body in which they will be 
in the minority? It is therefore qu'ite logi('al lhal ~k Gaulle 
speaks only of a federation which would pr<'s<•n ·c the 
soYereignty of each indiYiduaJ parlicipant, and not of 
complete political integration. 

Proponents of political integration haYe not lhoughl out 
their plan lo ils logical conclusion. Tl is easy enough to sel 
up a 'Vest European Parliament thal would decide on the 
eommon affairs of the Common Markel member-countries. 
One can even imagine a European Government lhat would 
exercise complete control over all mutual 'Vesl European 
inlerests . A joint military command, like that ol' NATO, 
could be created. But this is still a far cry from full polilical 
integration. \Vho, for instance, would command the armed 
forces of the mernber-counlries'l The existence of NATO 
clid not stop de Gaulle from wilhdrawing his fl<·eL from lhc 
joint command and from creating his own nuclear weapons. 
As long as each capitalist country has ils own armed forces, 
all political integration is conditional and temporary. 

The achocates and propagan<lisls of political intcgralion 
will han! us believe that after 1970 U1c Rome Treaty will 
be eternal and that no mernber-counlry will have the 
righl to leave the community. This is nonsens('. The deci
sions of an international court cannol force a sovereign 
state, possessing its own armed forces, lo obsc·n·e a treaty 
it considers no longer advantageous, let alone harmful. ln 
such a case war would be the only means to make a sover
eign coun try fulfil the agreement. But a war of the Com
mon .Market countries against a member who has decided 
to withdraw or who is sabotaging Lhc Rome Treaty, is 
extremely unlikely. 

Irrespective of all these concrete historical conditions, 
it is still highly debatable whether u union or highly 
developed capitalisl countries is able lo effect any appre
ciable expansion of their markets over and above the 
normal. Marxists who answer Lhis question in the aJlirma
livc have yet lo demonstrale Lhe economic mechanism 
producing this expansion. 



THE REASON FOR THE POPULARITY 
OF KEYNESIAN THEORIES 

This essay is noL aimed at subjecting Kevnes's theories 
to a ba~-rage of criticism; that has been ~lone by olher 
econ01:r1;1sls.t \\'.e are only inleresled in explaining why 
Keynes~ theories have become so dominant in capitalist 
econonnc thought. \Vhal can explain the fact that states
n:en wh~ embo<~y Lhe inleresls of monopoly capilal, univer
s1Ly proiessors m the capitalist countries, and rcl'ormisl 
leaders of the working-class movement have all become 
adherents of Keynesian theories? 

A multiludc of facls show that this is so. \Vhcn Lhe li.S. 
buclgel showed a deficit of 10,000 million dollars. President 
Kennedy att7mpled to "whip up" U.S. economic deYelop
mei:t accordmg to Keynesian precepts. Bolh monopoly 
cap1Lal and U.S. trade union leaders insisted on tax cu ls 
in spilc of the budget deficit and their demands were mcl. 
At the beginning of the sixties "deficit financino" became a 
general rule, while a balanced budget was a~ exception. 
We~t ~ermany, ~ranee, Mexico and the U.A.R. are Lhe only 
cap1tahsl countries where state expenditure does not exceed 
revenue. 

The Democratic and Republican parties in lhe U.S.A., 
the Bri~i~h Conservalives, John Strnchey, the Labour Parly 
theoretic1an, an d even IIjalmar Schachat, the former chief 
nazi economist , are all guided by Keynes's theories. 

Il may br: argued Lhal it is nol surprising that capilalisls 
and. refo1:n_11st labour leaders and also professors of bour
geois political economy consider that the capitalist system 

1 Sl·e the writings of ·w. Foster, I. Blyumin, A. Trakhlenbrrg c·l al. 
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is eternal. In their allempls to preserve it and lo adjust it 
to changing conditions in order lo a\'C•rt a proletarian re,·o
lution, it is therefore quite natural that they all adhere lo 
one economic theory. 

Bul Lhis is an oversimplification. During lhe past fifty 
years hundreds of bourgeois economic theories have 
emerged, all of which are based on the assumption Lhat 
Lhe capitalist system can be preserved and improved. Why 
has Keynes's theory become the most popular of all? 

Maybe, because it gives a deeper and more ralional 
analysis of capitalism than other Lheories? No, this is 
not so. 

Keynes dealt only with the superficial phenomena of 
capilalist economy. Paraphrasing :Marx's words, we could 
call him the surface genius of bourgeois society.1 He docs 
not pay the slightest attenlion to the basic categories of 
capitalist economy, the explanalion of which takes up so 
much space in the writing of Lhe classics of bourgeois 
polilical economy (and which were later exhaustively ex
plained by l\farx). He (loes not analyse categories such as 
commodity and money, value and surplus value, interest 
and entrepreneur's profit; he <ll'aws no distinction between 
Lhe law of the movement of individual capital and thal of 
the aggregate social capilal, etc. Everything is clear to him, 
nolhing poses a problem. 

Capital per se brings in interest, like land brings in 
rent, for both are "scarce": "The owner of capital can 
obtain interesl because capital is scartc, just as the 
owner of land can obtain rent because land is scarce."2 But 
Keynes neither shows the economic sources ol' interest 
and rent, nor does he indicate their place in capitalist 
economy. 

\Vhal is more, an explanation of interest and rent by 

1 "Cl::issical economy," Marx said, "never arrived al a consciousness 
of lhc results of its own analysis; it ... was thus led, as will be seen 
lnlC'r, into inextricable confusion .and coutracliction, while it offered to 
the vulgar economists a secure hasis of operations for their shallow
ness, which on pdnciple worships appearances only." (Karl Marx, 
C(lpitul, Vol. I, p. 538.) 

2 J. l\L Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest anrl 
Money, London, 1936, p. 376. \Ve shall refer to Keynes's main work 
repeatedly since he himself rejected many propositions he had 
advanced in his former "theoretical" work- A Tre(ltisc on Money. 
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the "scarcity" of capital and land is wrong even in a super 
ficial analysis. During depressions large sums of money lie 
idle, yet no one ever loans them out to others free of 
charge. In Brazil, .\rgenlina, Peru, etc., large land
owners block the culli,·ation of vast areas in order to make 
land "scarce" and thus force the peasants Lo pay high 
rents. This ·'scarcity" of land is completely unnatural; the 
artificial creation of bourgeois land monopolists. 

K<·ynes's explanations of other economic categories arc 
no less superficial. Prolit is a re\,;ard for the entrepreneur's 
work and business risks. Price, he continues, is lhe amounl 
of money offered f'or a commodity in accordance with the 
prevailing supply and demand situation. 

Keynes has not created an economic theory of Iiis own: 
he is a typical eclectic. Marx's description of .Macleod suits 
him remarkably well: "Macleod, who has taken upon 11im
self to dress up the confused ideas of Lombard ~treel in 
the most learned finery, is a successful cross bel\vC!cn the 
superstitious merl'antilists, and the enlightened Frce-t1:ade 
bagmen."1 

Keynes openly reful1:!s the teaching of the founders of 
bourgeois politil'al economy. The reason for it is not hard 
to see. Their teachings logkally lead lo Marxism and the 
admission Lhat the capitalist mode of production is histor
ically transi(•nt- a Lruth unacceptable to those who repre
sent the interests of monopoly capital. He draws his 
" theoreli<·al" views from a multitude of sources: he e:11.plains 
prices, profit and interest by the theory of marginal utility 
advanced by the Austrian school, poverty- according lo 
Malthus and attempts to justify profit by the '·refusal 
theory". In many cases Keynes reverts to the mercantilists; 
he praises the entirely unknown Silvio Gesell and places 
him on an equal footing with Malthus and Marx(!). 

Keynes's eclecticism is one of the reasons for his popu
larity: in his confused rag-tag of economics, everyone can 
choose what he likes best. 

Keynes's "analysis" has nothing in common with genuine 
political economy in the classical and Marxist sense. His is 
an invented psychology hopefully applied to economics. 

Keynes openly declares that: "Thus \Ve can sometimes 

I Knrl !\fan:, Crtpitril, Vol. I, p. 61. 
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r('gard our ultimate indepenrll'nt variables as consisting of 
(1) the three fundamental psychologin1l factors, namely, 
the psychological propensity lo consume, the psychological 
attitude lo liquidity and the psychological expectation of 
future yield from capital-assets, (2) the wagc-unil as deter
mined by the bargains reached between employers and 
employed, and (3) the quantity of money as determined 
by the action of the central bank; so that , if we take as 
given the factors specifted above, these variables determine 
the national income (or dividend) and the quantity of 
cmployment."1 

We see that profit, the deus ex machina of Lhc capitalist 
mode of production, is not even m entioned .2 He attempts 
to depiet the everlasting capitalist search for profits as a 
secondary consideration. "If human nature fell no tempta
tion to take a chance, no satisfaction (proHL apart) in 
constructing a Jaclory, a railway, a mine or a farm, there 
might nol be much investment merely as a result of cold 
calculation ."3 

In his pseudo-psychology Keynes borcl<'rs on the absurd. 
Ile says: " In estimating the prospeds of investment, we 
must have regard, therefore, to the nerves and hysteria ancl 
ev<'n the digestions and reactions to the weather or those 
upon whose spontaneous acth·ity it largely ckpcnds."" 

Ile completely forgets lhat competition forces the indi
vidual capitalist Lo make a profit or perish. 

Since Keynes docs not recognise a dass analysis, does 
nol mention classes5 at all, his psyehological analysis 
applies to abstract economic man and his psychological 
"laws" have no validity in the real capilalisl worlcl. Let us 
illustrate this by an example. 

Keynes advances a "law''6 aceord ing ·lo which an in
crease in a person's income is attended by an increase in his 

1 J . l\f. Keynes, op. cit., Bk. IV, CJ1. 18, pp. 24.6-47. 
2 fie later i11lroouced profit inlo his llH.'tll')' in the form of enlre-

preneUl' profit. 
:i .J. l\L Keynes, op. ril., Bk. IV, Ch. 12, p. trio. 
lo lhid., p. 162. 
" Tie lllentions das.ses only nure, referri11g lo llinn ns Jiu• "sa\'ing 

classes", an expression one cannot read without a smile. (Ibid., Bk. 
II I, Ch. 10, p. J 23.) 

G J. l\L Keynes, op. cit., p. 28. 
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consumption , but lo a lesser degree than that of his 
income, since part of it is saved. 

An investigation of this would-be law as applied lo Lhc 
various classes of society, would show lhat its opera lion 
is far from universal. 

In the capitalist world there are at least a thousand 
million people whose incomes are so low that they are 
forced to live in perpetual hunger. Even in the U.S.A., the 
~·ichest capitalist cou~try, there are millions of people whose 
mco~c cannot pr~v1de them with even normal daily 
nounshmtmt.1 Obviously, any addition to the incomes of 
that. poorest bracket of. the population will be Jully spent 
on u.1creas~d consu.mpt10n and, with a few exceptions, 
nothmg will be left lo save. \Vhat !-lense is there in the 
"propensity to save" if nothing is left to be saved? 
. Convers~ly, in the l~ig?Iy clcvelopecl countric!-l, especially 
111 the U.S .;\. and Bnlam, there is a wide layer or ('ivil 
servants, olfice workers and skilled workers whose con
sumption would expand if their incomes were Lo increase. 
Tht•se are the layers which usually buy durables on the 
instalment system (houses, cars, Jurniture, T\' st>ts, etc.) 
and spend more than they earn. 

As soon as Uteir income rises, they buy more thin"s 011 

credit for sums whieh exceed by far the actual incr:mcnl 
in their income. This process can be clearly st•t>n from 
U.S. statistics, comparing Lhe sum or wages "·ith the sum 
of credit salcs.2 

1958. 
1()59 . 

Year 

Factory and 1 · I . . -
Ofncc Workers' • Personal Savings Const1nwr Crcd_i l 

Wages 

249 
268 

(thousand million dollars) 

24.4 
23.4. 

40.8 
li9.0 

1 The third report of the FAO st~tes "a quaJ'ler of A1nericn11 
households h11d n caloric intake below the FAO ualional re<111ircment 
scale" (TJ1e Economist, June 29, 1963, p. 1348). 

~ United Slates. Ecr>J1omic Report of Lb.e P1·e:side11t, HHH, pp. HI, 
145, 180. The figures are not very accurate, but are good enough lo 
prove our argument. 
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Thus, Keynes's assertion is al ,·ariance with facts. 
And finally, in the highly de,•cloped capitalist countries 

there is a layer, admittedly a narrow one, which includes 
those at the top of the monopoly bourgeoisie, whose in
comes arc so large that it would be simply impossible to 
spend U1em on consumer goods. How could one spend an 
income amounting to millions of dollars a year on con
sumer goods? 

An advertisement hung up outside a large American 
department store at Christmas speaks volumes: "What can 
uou give for Christmas lo one wbo has everything'!" The 
husband can present his 'vife with a new elegant four
seater aeroplane costing $45 ,000. Or lhc wife can give her 
husband a new plane for $00,000. Or even better-the 
husband can give his wife a roffee pol (!) made of pure 
gold ancl studded with di:unonds, worth $150,000. 

Naturally, a furtlwr incr<'aSe in Lhe ineomcs of such 
people will not promote consumer spt•n<ling. 

J(eynes's would-he univl'rsal psychological "law" applies 
only to people in a ('ertain income bra(' ket: that is, to 
r<'nliers with a moderate income. 

All this would seem to incli('ale that Key1ws·s wondrous 
panacea for overcoming the nitrrowncss of the capitalist 
markd, nm1wly an inneas<' of unpro<luctive consumption 
among the non-working classt·s, adnmcecl in his time by 
.\Ialthus. is ridiculous in presenl concrete historical con
<litions.1 

Keynes·s other psychologiral " laws" are no less schemat
ic and sPnseless when applit•d lo modern capitalism but his 
proposal Lo expand unprodul'Livc consumption is not as 
absunl as it would seem at firsl glnncc, but has a very 
definite class sense: il is intended lo justify the expenditure 
on arms and wars, so profitable for monopoly capital. 
"Pyramid-building. earthc1uakcs, even wars may serve to 
increase wealth . ... "2 

t Keynes quotes J\falthu~'s letter lo Ricar<lo and expresses his 
::igreerncnt with it. In Lhat lellcr Malthus says: ''!low can it be 
s:iirl ... that an increase of unproductive consumption .among land
lords and capitalists may not sornctimes be the proper reme<ly for a 
state of things in which the motiv<'s to production fail?" (.T. M. Key
nes. The Generol Theory ... , Tik. VI, Ch. 2:l, p. 3()3.) 

~ Ibid., Bk. III, Ch. 10, 'P· 12n. 
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.. The t,1~i~-cl. and perhaps ~realest shortcoming of Keynes's 
t.heor) is the .abs_<·ncc of any historical approach to th e 

p10blen~s of .ca1~1 lal 1sm. Ile completely ignores the develop 
menl of cap1tahsm ~rom one his torical s tage to the other. 

i:c ~oes not menl10n one of the most important laws of 
cap1tahsl .deYelopmenl- the concentration of capital as a 
result of ~ls accumulation and centralisation , every vear 
transforming millions of "small people", peasants, arlis"ans 
merchants, small e.apitalisls into propcrtyless proletarians'. 
~Te m~kes no mcnl10n of the transformation of the capital-
1~m. of. the ,fr('e c.:ompctilion. era in lo modern monopoly 
~ap1.tahsm: and completely 1gnores the existence of tlrn 
So~:1et Urnon auc! Lile struggle between the two svstems. 

l he absence of any historical analysis of nccessilv leads 
to a false a~1d .impractical approa<'h- to the probl~ms of 
modern c~t[Hlalism.,1 reducing its special features to mere 
~cnets w.h.1ch, though theornlically C'orrect, are untenable 
m pn·nulmg conditions. Let us gin~ a few exampl<·s. 

K<·ynes i:cp~ale<lly speaks with irony about the fact thal 
under c:l}ntali~m hun<lr<'ds of thousands of workers arc 
husy transferring gold from the bowels of the earth to the 
rn~tlts of ~he· central banks. Looking at it from an abstrad 
po1~t of VH'W this is absurd. '\'e also know what role Lenin 
ass1gnecl to golcl in a communist society. Yel Lenin nen-r 
'.mce ~~>oke of the alJs~rdity of gold mining under capital
ism. Smee .lltc•r<' are mdependenl states in the <'apitalist 
systc•m , winch arc> based on commodity production ancl 
worl<l .trade, world money is absolutely essential. Attempts 
are h<·m~. m~1de at pr~~sent lo limit the role of gold as '"orld 
money. I he International Monetary Fund and the numer
ous agreC'mcnls on mutual currt'ncy assistance between thl' 
cenl.rnl banl~s of llw h ighly cl<'\"elopecl capitalist countries 
all scne !l11s aim. To this day a defi cit in a country's 
balai?ce ol payments (albeit an accidental and temporary 
~lefic1t.) can he sc lllcd only by paying out world cu rreney, 
111 other words , gol d. -

Throughoul the capitalist world , the sta le of the aoJd 
resc1Tcs is being giYetl constant attention. The lhreaf of 

1 ~t i~ typical thnl Kl·ynes completely ig-.1·ores the monopoly charac
ter. o( m?d<•rn car>ilalism. l ~ven the wonl "monopoly" 11ppears in his 
mam wo1 k only once, whc>n he spN1 ks of "monopoly price". 
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a "gold drain" from the lJ.S.A. is the greatest worry of the 
U.S. economic adminis tration . ~o matl<'r how senseless it 
may seem, the mining and accumulation of gold is un
aYoidable under capitalism , and only someone who utlerl5 
disregards the historical development of the capitalist 
system and the concrete conditions prevailing at the 
m<iclern stage, and who r esorts to inventing hypothetical 
laws, can douht the need for mining gold under modern 
<'apitalism. 

* * * 
How is it to be explained that in spite of all these 

shortcomings, Keynes is recognised as the leading authority 
on bourgeois economic science and economic policy in the 
capital ist world? 

Kevncs's main work \Vas wi:itlen in t.hc firs t half of the 
thirti~s , when the impact of the greatest economic crisis 
in the history of capitalism and the resulting protracted 
depression and mass unemploymen t were being felt 
throughout the capitalist world. 

It "·as no longer possible to deny the existence of the 
general crisis of capitalism, which Marxists had diagnosed 
immediately after the Firs t " 'oriel \Var. The theory, 
adrnnced by the unworthy successors of classical bourgeois 
political economy about the harmonious de,·elopment o{ 
<'apitalism, about the internal force of capitalism automat
ically overcoming all emerging difficult ies, had broken 
down.1 The diseased state of capitalism could no longer be 
denied. Keynes 'note: "The outstanding faults or the 
economic society in which we lin~ are its failure to provide 
for full employment and its arbitrary and inequitable 
distribution of wealth and incomes."2 

Keynes was out to achieve the following: a) to prove 
that the faults of capitalism, in particular that of chronic 
mass unemployment, are not products or the capitalist 
system per se but are an effect of general psychological 

I K()yncs unfoundedly attempts to pass off a numbor of vulgar 
economists, including the "vulgar" .T. Say, as Marx called him, as 
classics of polilical economy and c:riticising lhc learhill,:(S of lhe former 
about llu: harmo•1iot1s llHl11rc of capil:ilisll\ d isrreclils the c l;1ssics, in 
particular, Ricardo, who discovered many lruths aboul capitalism. 

~ J. M. Keynes, op. cit., Bk. VI, Ch. 2·1, p. ::!72. 
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laws, and that lhe responsibility for them therefore falls 
not upon lhe ruling big bourgeoisie (monopoly capital) but 
upon permanent factors independent of the social 
system; b) to recommend measures which in reality 'vould 
serve the interests of the monopoly bourgeoisie, but would, 
on the face of it, be acceptable Lo the reformists. 

\Villiam Fosler formulated this as follows: "Kevnesianism 
is essentially a producl of the general crisis of c:i°pitalism."1 

How does Keynes manage to whitewash capital and the 
bourgeoisie in general of all responsibiiily for the faults 
of capitalism'? 

First of all he justifies all unearned incomes in the spirit 
of Lhe marginal utility theory, declaring lhal they arc based 
not on the approprialion of surplus value, not on exploila
lion, but on the scarcity of the factors of produclion. The 
bourgeoisie , he says, has a natural righl to profit , since 
capital is scarce; lhe landowner has a natural right lo r<'nt, 
since land loo is scarce; the owner of loan capital has a 
natural right lo interest, as a reward for his willingness lo 
temporarily part wilh the "liquidity" of his capital (here 
we have the olcl "refusal theory"); capitalists who direcl 
companies are <'ntitled lo proilts because their "vork calls 
for a high qualification and at the same time they risk lhe 
capital invl.'sted in the enterprise. Indeed, to understand all 
is to pardon all! 

But how docs h(• C'xplain and justify mass unemployment 
and the rc•sulting privations of the working class? 

On the basis of his high-sounding but meaningless 
arguments we c-an draw the following conclusions. 

The numl>C'r of employed workers depends on the 
"effective demand", i.e., on consumer spending and new 
capital investments. "If the propensity to consume an<J the 
rate of new inveslmenl result in a deficient ejfcctivc 
demand , the actual level of employment will fall short of 
the supply of lahour, potentially available at the existing 
rC'al wage .... "2 

This is quite t ru e bul ii. docs not explain unemployment. 
Accordi ng to Keynes, unemployment emerges because 

the more workers an entrepreneur hires, the less profit 

t Polilical Affairs, No. J, .January 1948, p. 27. 
2 J. M. Kcyn<'s, '!'hf' Gl'nNal Theory ... , Ch. 3, p. 30. 
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each worker brings in (the law of "diminishing returns") .1 

Thus Lhe greater the number of employed workers the 
larger the wage expenditure in comparison with w?rk pro
duced, a process which continues until profits disappear 
com pleLely. 

The second reason for unemployment is thal not all 
people spend all their income on personal c~n~umptio~1 or 
on investments, preferring to keep some of i.l i~1 the l o~m 
of cash and demandin« and receiving a ('Crlam mlcrcst lor 
it. The interest on lo~n capital slops the utilisation of 
workers by capi tal when the prolit this. capital yields to 
Lhe capitalist becomes smaller than the mlerest he has lo 
pay fo r it. . . 

The rate of interest is a "highly psychological 
phenomenon".'}, But "the cos ls o:f bringing b?1Towers 
and leaders together and uncertainly as lo the future of 
the rate of interest ... set a lower limil, which in pr esent 
circumstances may perhaps be as h igh as 2 or ~.!l per 
<·rnl on long term".3 . 

As an incorrigible eclcdic, Keynes cu1~1b11.ws lhe thl'ory. 
of marginal utility with Knapp's quanl1Ut.h\'I' throry ol 
money. . 

Backed only bv Ycrbose and meaumgk~s urgmncnls, 
Keynes <leclares tha~ loan r.apit.a.l an<~ rat~s o~· interes~ 
<ll'lenninc the margmal prohtah1llly of n1p1.lal and ll~us 
lead lo a decrease in emplo)·mcnl. This wh1lcwaslws lll 

<lustrial capital of all blame for 11w resulting unemploy
ment. 

Roth his ar<Jumcnts are absolutely fallacious. 
Jn the boom

0 
phase preceding a crisi~, wh.cn employment 

is almost max imal and mucl~ ovcrllme is worked, . ll~e 
expenditure on wages may increase som<·:d1al. But lt~1s 1s 
a ttended by a decrease in gcueral <0 xpc1~d1lu~·c per l~lllt of 
output and, the decisive factor, a pnce nsc. IL. is not 
the drop in profits r es ulting from h~ghcr .expeml1lt'.re on 
waaes and interest thM is n•.spons1bk (or the d~ op in 
pl'(~ducliOll and employment bul the ()V('l'pl'OdUCt1011 Of 
commodities. 

1 lbid., p. 1i. 
2 Ibid., Ch. Jfi, p. 202. 
~ Ibid., Ch. HI, p. 2HJ. 
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As regards the role of interest, every Marxist knows 
lhat interest is a special part of profit, that the rate of 
inlerest is regulated by supply and demand and more or 
less d<'pends on the rate of profit, and not vice versa, as 
declared by Keynes. The exceptions are monetary and 
credit crises of short duration, when money is at a premium 
and entrepreneurs are willing lo pay virtually any price 
for it. 

The error of Keynes's theories can even be proved from 
statistirs. Tf we analyse a detailed balance of any large 
capitalist company il will show that the expenditure on 
interest accounts for a small share of the lotal production 
expenditure. The summary balances of the largesl British 
companies, published quarterly in 1'ile Econoinist, show 
that even directors' salaries exceed the interest paicl for 
Jong-term credi ts.1· 

The "rel urn on invested capital" of the 500 largesl U.S. 
companies was l 0.3 per cent.2 How can the rate of int.crest 
being paid for a relatively small sum of credits determine 
the ralc of employm<'nt? 

The same applies to American capital (excluding banks 
and insunrn<·c companies) in general. 

Below are dala for 19623: 

)loney funds of companies 
iucluding those deriving from 

bonds .. 
othor debt 
bank loans 

Total . 

( thousand 
million 
dollar a) 

57 .6 

5.0 
2.5 
3.0 

10.5 

'Ve do nol know the rale of interest paid on these 
credits but assurnc lltat it was 6. per cent (which would be 
very high). In thal case the sum total of interest would 

1 Thr.sc items do nOL show the expen<liturc on interest for short· 
tcrna bmik Cl'Cdits but these, too, cannot amount to much. 

't Statistical Abs/met of the United States, 19fJ1, p. 482. 
3 Survey of Current nusiness, l\fay l!l6:3, 'P· 10. \Ve do not lake 

into account current, interest-free credits. 
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amount to some 600 million dollars. In 1962 the total 
profits of American corporations (exduding banks and in
surance companies) amounlcd to aboul 40,000 million 
dollars. This shows that the interest hardly affected their 
profits. But Keynes dedicates a large proportion of his book 
lo pro\'ing the decisive in!lu('ncc of lhe rate of interest. 

Every Marxist realises that the principal cause of 
unemployment is the capitalist system itself- the contra
diction between the social character of production and 
private capitalist appropriation, or Lo be more concrete, 
the contradiction between the striving ol' capital for unlimit
ed expai1sion of produotion an<l limited cons umption,1 the 
so-called "enduring narrowncs1'; of lhc capitalist market". 

rndcr capitalism there is permanent unemployment in 
HH' form of agrarian overpopulation and periodic 
mwmployment during crises of industrial overproduction. 
During the period of the general crisis it gradually assumes 
a chronic mass characler. It is aggrnvaLNl by Lhe rational
isation. mechanisation and antornatisation of production. 
Following the Second \Vorld 'Var, chronic mass unemploy
ment temporarily decreased as a resull of Lhe enormous 
losses in human resources during Lhc war, lhe decline in 
Lhe birth rate and the mohilisalion of' millions of' people 
for the armed forc<'s and war production. l3ut in the coming 
decades chronic mass unemployment is bound Lo become 
capitalism's thorniest problem. The explanalion invented 
by Keynes has no connection with th(• real causes of uncm
ploymPnt. 

Keynes puts the rart before the horse when he explains 
o\·erproduction by the achie\'ement of full employment and 
the cul in profils which is supposed Lo be caused by il. 
l\1farx wrote: "It is these absolutt• movements of the accum
ulation of capital which are rclkctcd as relative move
ments of the mass of exploitable labour-power, and there
fore seem produced by the Latter's o'vn independent 
movcmcnt."2 The reasons why the big bourgeois ie, and 

1 This contradiction is so obvious that ev<.: 11 K(•ync.~ noticed it. His 
vHgue explanation reads: "Each lime we Sc<'11rc today's equilibrium 
by inC'rcased in·vestment we are aggravating the d ifficulty of securing 
equilibrium tomorrow." (.!. l\f. J<t-yri.c.s, Tile Gl'nl'l'a/ TlicorlJ ... , Ch. 8, 
p. 105.) 

2 Karl Marx, Capilul, Vol. I, p. G20. 
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especially the industrial bourgeoisie, have made J{eynes 
their prophd is not hard to see. 

Keynes declares that the bourgeois system can be 
preserved with the help of state-capitalist measures. He 
recommends slate intervention in the economy "as the 
only practicable means of avoiding the destruction of 
existing economic forms in their entiretv and as the con
dition of the succcss f'ul functioning of individual iniliative."1 

As mentioned above, he maintains that the principal 
evils of capitali sm crises of overproduction and mass 
unemployment-arc nol the faull of the bourgeoisie but a 
result of "high wages". ' 

'vVe shall give only one example (allhough we coulcl 
give thousm1ds) of how the bourgeoisie makes use of 
Keynesian theories. \Villiam F. Buller, Vice-Prcsiclenl. of 
the Chase Manhattan Bank, Lhe largest concern in the 
Rockefeller lin:rncial empire, declared that the following 
causes were responsible for the c~risis that broke out in 
the U.S.A. in Hl60. 

" \Vages have con tinued to increase more rapidly than 
output per man-hour, raising unit labour co&ts aboul 2 p\'r 
cent pc•r annum .... 

" Thus, prolils li::1vc been squeezed .... A decline in tlH' 
rate of profit itwariably leads to a cutback in expenditurc·s 
for nt•w planl and equipment. Business must n•ducc the 
rate of growth of capital assets in an attempt lo maximise 
the rale of r<'lurn. This means that only those im·estmcnl 
projcC'ls which offer a good re turn can go aheacl."2 

This is quoted almost verbatim from Keynes's book. 
The remedies Keynes offers the big bourgeoisie for 

decreasing unemployment are in complete harmony w1th 
lhe interests of I he monopolies. To lower wages he rC'rom 
mends a gradual aclvance of prices with the help or a 
controlled inllalion. Ile constantly reilerates that the capi· 
talists should not lower the nominal wages, for this would 
encount<'r far stiffer resistance from the workers than an 
indirect lowering of wages resulting from an increase in 
lhc prices of those commodities bought mainly by workers. 
" In fac-L, a moYC'ment by employers to revise money-wage 

1 .f. M. K<'yne~. The (ieneral Theoru ... , Ch. 24. p. 380. 
2 U.S. News nnd \Vol'/d Report. September HJ, Hl60, p. 68. 
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bargains downwa1·d will be much more strongly resisted 
than a gradual and automatic lo,v<'ring of real wages as 
a result of rising prices.'· L 

During the post-war years lhe bourgeoisie of most 
countries resorted lo this policy. 

Index of Consumer Goods Prices' 
(1953=100) 

Year I U.S.A. ( Britain \ Italy ] !!'ranee ]oe;~!~1y I Indin I Canada I Japan 

Hl48 
HIGO 

90 
H1 

77 
121 

86 
115 

70 
134 

fl() 

1H 
!H 

11Ci 
87 

111 
63 

1'14 

The scale of the price ach·ance differs from country to 
country, bul a universal tendency can he ckarly discerned 
amongst them. 

Keynes also recommends llefh:il financing of public 
works (and incidenlally the chance of s<·curing prolilable 
slate orders) as a measure for improving the economy. 

He urges enlrepreneurs not to expand productive capaci
ties exccssiYcly: " ... Capital has to be kept scarce enough 
in the long-period to have a marginal efficiency which is 
at least equal lo the rale of int<•rest for a l><'riod equal lo 
the life of lhe capital, as dctermin<'cl by psychological and 
institutional conditions.":.! 

Ilow is the surplus capital to be used? 
Keynes recommends that surplus capilal in the pro

duction sphere be spent unproductively on the private and 
public consumption of luxury goocls. In this he supports 
Malthus. Moreover, he also backs Silvio Gescll's recom 
mendation that money should be periodically changed, Lo 
force people to spend it and not lo keep it in a liquid form; 
this would raise the interest l"ale on loan capital and limit 
the possibilities of profitable nt>w invesl.rucnls for produc-

1 J. M. Keynes, Tile General Theory ... , Cb. 19, p. 264. 
i Statistical Yearbook of tile United N<11io11s, HHH, p. 480 ct passim; 

Monll1ly Bulletin of Statistics, June 19G3, p. 144 cl p:1~sim. We do not 
give data for countries with a strong inflation. 

3 J. :VL Keynes, The General Theory ... , Ch. lG, p. 217. 
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tion capital. In addition to high wages, Ke,-1ws lavs the 
blame for all capitalist eYils on the ·'strivin",., to in<Tl'asc• 
liquidity", loan capital and a high rate of ~ten•st. This 
leads· straight lo Hitler's di\'ision of capital into "creatiYe'" 
and "predatory" capital. 
. What is the cla~s. co~notation of Keynes's neYer ending 

talk about the decisive mfluence of the rate of interest on 
capitalist 7conomy and unemployment? 

As mentioned above the question of the rate of interest 
is unim~>0rtanl to in<lus~rial monopoly capital-the big 
mono~ohes use co~pa_rat1vely small sums of loan capital, 
financmg new capital mveslment mainly out of their own 
reser ves. There arc many factors which exert a much 
greater influence on cost and profit than the rate of interest. 
These :~re the pri~es of raw materials and fuel, railway 
and fre1ghlagc tariffs, import duties, the extent to which 
productive cRpacitics are employed, etc_, etc. 

Nor should ~v7 forge_l that, as a result of the increasing 
~oalcscence of m~uslnal an<l hanking capital (inclucling 
msurance compan1e.s}, the finance oligarchy, which rules 
over bo.lh , stops_ to. worry how the Lota] profits appropriat
ed by it are chstnbulcd between the various compani('s 
under its <:ontrol. 

Botl~ in the highly developPd and in the poor capitalist 
connlrics there art' hundrecls of thousands of medium and 
small "unYiable" capitalist enterprises which arc doomed 
Lo ruin by the centralisation of capital. They are always 
up to thC'ir ears in debt ancl have to pay usurers and bankers 
high rate.s ?f i~t~resl. The r~ason for their bankruptcy is 
often their mabil1ty Lo pay oil credits and accrued interests 
by Lh.c appointed date .. 'l:he class connotation oJ Keynes's 
leachmg about the clec1s1ve role of the rate of interest is 
best expressed in his attempts lo exonerate capitalism in 
general, and monopoly capital in particular, from the 
responsibilily for the mass ruin of small capitalists, 
peasants . and artisans. 

A:ll this i~roves that it was no accident that monopoly 
capital preferred Keynes to hundreds of other vulcrar 
economists and made him its standard bearer. n 

To o~vialc any idealistic or other such interpretation 
of the views expre~secl above, we would like lo emphasise 
that monopoly capital cfovelops state-monopoly capitaJism, 
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deficit financing, indirect wage culs through a steady raise 
of retail prices, etc., not simply because these measures 
were recommended by Keynes. Monopoly capital would 
conduct this policy even if Keynes had never been born. 
Keynes only gave the policy conducted by monopoly capital
ism a pseudo-scientific foundation cloaked by demagogy to 
make il acceptable to the other classes of capitalist society. 

* * * 

All this leads to a new question: why is it that not only 
monopoly capital but also the reformist parties and the 
trade union burcaucrac~y champion Keynesian ideas? 

The union between reformism and Keynesian theories is 
based on Lhe fact that reformists and revisionists consider 
Marxism obsolete. They are unable to create their own 
theory of modern monopoly capitalism and arc therefore 
in need of a sound bourgeois theory, whkh on the one hand 
criticises capitalism and declares that it must be re
organised (this is intended to pacify unsatisfied workers}, 
but, on the other hand, nullifies this criticism by leaving 
the door open for co-operation with the l>ourgeoisie. 
Keynes's theories suit the requirements of these reformists 
Lo a Lee. 

The reformist leaders value Keynes parlicularly highly 
because he, as distinct from hundreds of other vulgar 
bourgeois economists, does not attempt to refute Marx or 
argue with him, but simply ignores him.1 

To argue against Marxian lheories would undermine the 
position of the reformist leaders, and attract workers' 
attention Lo :Marx's revolutionary Leaching, and discredit 
the reformists ·with the intelligentsia. They know from their 
own experience that all attempts to refute ::viarxist theory 
have failed. Now, when a third of mankind has ricl itself 
of capitalist oppression and is building socialism under the 
banner of Marxism-Leninism, il would be absurd to declare 

l Jn his main work Keynes mentions J.\forx in 1lassing three limes: 
he compares him with Gesell, that scientific fraud, saying: "I believe 
that the f'llture will learn more from the spirit of Gesell than from 
that of ~Jar.x." (J. I.VI. Keynes, The Generul Tl1eory ... , Ch. 23, p. 355.) 

In one of his books he declares Marx "lioring". Keynes neither 
understood nor wished to understand anything of ).larx's teaching. 
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Marx's teaching '·t:topian'' and impracticable. The reform
ists arc now <'Ompelled to defend lhemselns by a far 
simpler met hod: Lhcy <ledare that l\farxism may be good 
enough for the poor underdeveloped countries, but is 
inapplicable lo lhe rich, highly developed capitalist coun
tries. This throws them into Keynes's camp, with ·whom 
they have much in common, and saves them from fruitless 
attempts to prove :Marx wrong. 

\Ve shall enumerate only a few of the views shared by 
Keynes and the reformists: 

a) both believe thal capitalism is the besl social system; 
b} both agree that capitalism needs reorganising and that 

this can be effected through reforms by a supra-class state, 
by-passing a revolution. 

In his characteristically vague style, Keynes predicts the 
future of capitalism rcsulling from state inlervenlion ns 
follows : "Thus we might ai1i1 in practice (lhere being 
nothing in this which is unattainable) al an increase in 
lhe volume or 1:apilal until it ceases to he scarce, so thal 
the functionless inv<'stor will no longer r<'<'eive a bonus; 
and ut a scheme of dirN:t taxation which allows the intel· 
ligcnce and determination and executive skill of the linan
cier, the ('ntrepreneur et hoc genus omne (who are certain
ly so fond of thdr erafl that their labour could he obtained 
much cheaper than at present), to be harnessed to the 
service of the community on reasonable terms of reward:'1 

This is irrefutable proof of Keynes's muddled thinking. 
First he declares thal capital brings profit because it is 
"scarce", then he describes a capitalism in which capital 
is no longer scarce and therefore does nol bring in any 
profit , i.e., there emerges a capitalism without profits, whcr(• 
capitalist entrepreneurs are only receiving high •·wages" 
according lo merit. . 

But this nonsense suils the reformists ideally as a means 
for deceiving the workers; 

c) both advocate the development of stale capitalism. 
Keynes says: "I conclude that the duty of ordering the 
(:urrenl volume of investment cannot safely be ldt in 
privalc hancls."2 

1 J. M. Keynes, The Gener(]/ Theory ... , Ch. 24, p. arn-ii. 
2 Ibid. , Ch. 22, p. 320. 
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For this reason he is for ·•peaceful", i.e., for bourgeois 
socialisation of a part of the means of production. Keynes 
declares that in his opinion ·" the nCC('ssary measures of 
socialisation can be introduced gradually and without a 
break in the general traditions of society'' .1 In present-day 
conditions this position falls in perfectly with the intnests 
of the big bourgeoisie and the propaganda needs of Lhe 
reformist leaders; 

d) Keynes "analyses" capitalism, as was pointed oul 
above, without paying any atlcnlion to the class stratifica
tion of capitalist society. This, too, harmonises with the 
wishes of the reformist leaders, who allempt to gloss over 
the class struggle and thus purge it from the minds of the 
workers· 

e) at 'present the main worry of the reformist leaders 
in the highly developed capitalist countries is not the wage 
problem but the ever growing mass unemployment, the 
concomitant of technological development, which Lhreatens 
to affecL also office workers and civil servants. The rapid 
increase in labour productivity and the relatively insignifi
cant shortening of the working-<lay during lhe post-war 
years has greatly enlarged the mass of surplus value being 
appropriated by the bomgeoisie, both in value and in physi
cal terms. This enabled the bourgeoisie to raise the wages 
of workers organised in trade unions without culling back 
profits when this was necessary to avoid an intensification 
of the class struggle. However these wage rises arc more 
or less neutralised by inflaled prices. 

But neither the capitalists nor the reformists knew how 
to fight growing unemployment. It was at this point that 
Keynes produced his universal cure-all. He declared that 
government measures, such as public works financed at 
the expense of a large deficit in the stale budgel, the main
tenance of low-interest rates, etc., would abolish unem
ployment. The reformists regard these conclusions as 
Keynes's greatest "contribution". 

Thirty years have passed since Keynes made these 
promises and although bourgeois s tatesmen, reformist 
leaders and bourgeois professors have all become active 
supporters of Keynesian ideas, they have not succeeded in 

I Ibid., Ch. 24, p. 378. 
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eliminating unemployment. An analysis of lhe genuine 
causes of uncm ployment under modern capitalism shows 
that in fulure, too, unemployment (apart from cyclical 
fluclualions) will not decrease but rise considerably above 
the present level. 

Let us now take a closer look at the measures suggested 
by Keynes. We have already shown above lhal lhe rale of 
inlcresl has but little influence on the volume of produclion 
and employment. As r egards the influence exerted on 
employment by public works and state orders lbe following 
can be said. 

If a capital ist country has underemployed producforc 
capacities and man po\ver resources, new slale orders 
(public works} may indeed give an impetus to grcaler 
employmtnl. J\<ldilional workers will be hired and will 
spend their wages on consumer goods, \\rhich, in turn , may 
expand the production of such goods and lhus promote an 
expansion in lhe production of producer goods. The growth 
in production will call for a further increase in employ
ment and the result \vould be a decrease in unemploymenl. 
Ewry Marxist understands this. 

l3ut "helher there will be a reduction in unemployment 
and how important that r eduction will be depends on 
se' eral factors-the si7.e of consumer article slocks al lhe 
lime when the "revival" begins, the extent of <·apacily 
underemployment, i.e., by how much the market must be 
extended lo offer the eapitalists incentives for additional 
capilal inveslmcnls. In assessing the needs for a long 
period. it is important to specify who will pay for the state 
expenditure: lhe working people (through taxes on U1eir 
incomes and higher prices) or the capitalists and rcntiers ou t 
of their profits. These arc but a few of the factors that need 
to be laken inlo consider ation. It is only by evaluating all 
lhese particulars thact a scientific appraisal can be m ade of 
lhc <•ff<•ct a "r evival" of the economic condilions would have. 

There is no doubt, however, that any revival through 
s ta te orders and the resullanl growth in employment can 
he only temporary, since the volume of the capitalist market 
depends on the laws operating permanently in capilalis l 
society. 

All lbese concrete factors have been ignored by Keynes. 
Ile invenle<l lhe nolorious "mulliplier" (he designates it as 
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coefficient K), which is now universally applied by his 
followers. The coefficient K ·'tells us that, when lhere is 
an increment of aggregate im-estment. income "ill increase 
by an amount which is K times lhe increment of in\'est
ment" .1 A growth in incomes increases employment and 
unemployment disapperu:s. 

Theoretically this is quite correct. The difficulties only 
appear in practice. Keynes's followers have not lhe slightest 
idea (in spite of Keyncs·s slriclly ".scientific" mathematical 
formulas) what the size of coefficient ]( is in the various 
countries. Jn 1963 some considered the "multiplier" as 
2.5, others as 3.8. In keeping wilh Keynes's theory they say 
that wilh the progress of technology, increasing sums of 
new capital invcstmcnls arc needed to create more jobs for 
workers. According to the compulalions of Nat Goldfinger, 
Hesearch Director of the AFL-CTO every new job demands 
the following capital investments: 

"The actual figures arc $39,667 per job in the 1901-62 
period, $20,567 in 1958-60, $10, 725 in 1954-5fi."2 

Keynes h imself gi\'es only one concrete numerical ex:,im
plc. He asserts: "If, at a time when employmenl has 
fallen to 5,200,000, an additional 100,000 m<•n arc <'mploye<l 
on public works, total employment will rise to 6,400.000. 
Bul if employment is already 9,000,000 when lhe additional 
100,000 men are taken on for public works, total employ
ment will only rise to 9,200,000. Thus public works even 
of doublful utility may pay for lhemselves O\'er and oYer 
again at a time oJ severe unemploymenl. ... "3 

The reformists con sider this an cxcell<•nt basis for their 
demand to extend public works during times of heavy 
unemployment. But Keynes does not menlion wften this 
fantastic rise in employment is expecle<l lo sel in-in six 
months or ten years'. 

An elementary analysis shows lhc absurdity of Keynes's 
statement that the employment of 100,000 people for public 
works will increase the lotal employment by 1,200,000 
people when the total number <'mployed in lhe country (he 
evidently refers to Britain) has f aUen to 5,200 ,000 and 

21' 

I .J. M. Keynes, The General TJ1eory ... , Ch. 10, p. 115. 
2 T/w ;Vew Republic, May 25, HlG3, p. 14. 
3 .r. :VI. Keynes, The General Theory ...• Ch. 10, p. 127. 
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unemployment exceeds 1,200.000. In his example the 
number of un<'mployed comprises over 20 per cent of all 
<·mployed, which is a slate of affairs that could only be 
the result of a long crisis of overproduction. 

Let us consider two different cases: 
1. l0~,000 worke~s arc hired for road building. They 

work with n~anual mstruments and receive a pay or t:l.) 
a month, which, for 1936, was a very high pay. That means 
that 100,000 newly employed ''vorkers will draw Ll.5 mil
lion a month in new income. \Ve maintain that in that 
case <·ocffici~nt K, the "multiplier", will most probably not 
~xccecl one, i.e., there will be virtually no further increase 
m <:mployment. 

Whal makes us believe that '! 
~uring the protracted crisis. and mass unemployment 

period the workers were hall-starving, wore out their 
clothes an<l ran into clebt with their landlords and shop
keepers. The newly earned million and a half pounds will 
be almost completely exhausted on buying food, clothes, 
shoes and on repaying debts. The small increase in demand 
for foodstuffs can easily be satisfied from available com
modity sto.<·ks. Many months •.vill pass before these 
branches w11J have to engage additional labour and an even 
longer ti1:1~ ·will pass (if there is a chronic uncle~employment 
of ca~ac1t1es) before there will be an increase in employ
ment ~n the sp.here. producing capital goods. 

A different s1tuat1011 would arise if the 100,000 workers 
were e~gage<l in b~ild.ing factories, large power stations, 
submarmes, <'le. \V1thm a very short time there would be 
a growth of <•mploymenl in engineerinr.r and instrument
building and a little later in the iron a~d steel and coal
mining. industries. But even in that case, an original in
crease m employment of 100,000 will not result in a total 
increase of 1,200 ,000. 
. Both Keynes and the reformist leaders, who are rleceiv
mg the workers by promising them the abolition of unem 
pl<;~1mcnl 11n_de~· capi~alis~, are avoiding concrete analyses.1 

1 he astomshmg thmg 1s that Keynes himself neYer really 

1 It is clear Lo every Marxist that the growth of production docs 
not depend on Lhe number of newly employed workers, or the extent 
of unemployment but on the amount of newly invested capital. 
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believed that full employment could be achicYcd. He 
wrote: ·'Full, or even approximately full. employment is 
of rare and short-lived occurrence."1 

Speaking of full employment l~cynes is concerned not 
with the interests of the workers but with the application 
of capital. He says: "\Ve haYe full employmenl when output 
has risen lo a level at which the marginal relurn from a 
representative unit of the factors of production has fallen 
to the minimum figure at which a quantity of the factors 
sufficient to produce this output is available."2 

The extent to which Ke·vnes's ideas have taken root in 
the reformist workers' mov.ement can be seen from the fol
lowing. In Sweden, where the most extreme of all reformist 
Social-Democratic parties has been continuously in office 
since Hl30 (alone or in coalition "vith other bourgeois par
ties), there is a law adopte<l in 19~8 which gives joint-stock 
companies the right to set aside 40 per cent of their profits. 
This part of the profits is exempl from <tax. About half 
of it must be deposited in the state Riksbank and receives 
no interest. During crises these funds may be spent, with 
the permission of the Nlinistry of Labour, on measures to 
fight unemployment.:! 

The Swedish reformists arc proud of their adherence to 
Keynesian theories. Jn his lmluslrial Relations, Sweden 
Shows tile \Vay, a Fabian pamphlet published in 1963. Jack 
Cooper, the General Secretary of the National Union of 
General and 1\-lunicipal \Vorkers , wrote that the Swedish 
Social-Democratic Party "was following a policy on 
Keynesian lines before Keynes's General Tl1eor!J of Emplo!J
menl, Interest and ;.lfoney" .ti 

* * * 
There is no point in discussing at length why Keynes's 

views are so prominent in the universities of the capilalist 
countries. Quite apart from the fact that he pursues the 
interests of monopoly capital, Keynes is popular with 
bourgeois professors because he deals only with superficial 

1 J. ~L Keynes, The General Theory ... , Ch. 18, p. 2ii0. 
2 Jhicl .. Ch. 21, p. 30:-i. 
3 Tile Economist, June 15, 19G3, p. 1175. 
4 f,abour Month/!f, July HlG3, p. ~21. 
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malkrs. which frees them from the labour involved in 
studying th.e esse.nce of capitalism, as demanded by the 
founders of classr~·al bourgeois political economy an<I by 
i\Iarx. They also ltke Keynes because he has succeeded in 
cl~aki.ng ~1is senseless statements with yague, pscudo
SCientific formulas. Blatant tautology is disguised by a 
veneer o f mallwmatics, his confused theories are Lermed 
"scientific" discoveries and his ambiguitv furnishes the 
professors with endless material for vfil'.ious "scientific" 
i';lter~>rctat~ons and cliscussions. The dominance of Key11e
szan ideas m mociern bourgeois economic science illustrates 
the {i11al degradalio11 of bourgeois ideology. 

'.\le shall givr only a fow examples of Keynes's "scienlilic" 
appro:ich. 

It would seem that H is simple enough to decide what 
an unemployed 'vorker is. An unemployed worker is one 
who cannot find work at the wage normal for the giYen 
country. 

Keynes formulates this "scientificiallv" in the following 
1nanner:. "Men are involunhu-ily unemployecl if, in the 
cYent of a small rise in the price of wage-goods relatlwly 
to. t~c money wage, both the aggregate supply of labour 
w1llmg to work f<~r the current money-wage and the aggre
gate demand for it at that wage would be "reatcr than the 
existing YOlumc of employment.''l 

0 

Or take another example: it is common knowlecl<tc thal 
0 

lhc Yolu~c of personal consumption under capitalism 
depend~ t,r

1
rs t. an? f~r~most o~ the lotal wages and profits. 

Keynes s sc1ent1fic lormulat10n of this reads: "For whilsl 
the other factors arc capable of varying (and this must not 
be forgotten) , the aggregate income measured in terms of 
the. wage-unit is, as a rule, the principal variable upon 
which the consumption-constituent of the aggregate 
demand function will dcpend."2 

. The simple and well-known fact that a capitalist will 
hire more labour only if this uivcs him additional profit 
. j' 0 ' 1s ormulatcd by him as follows: 
"~he aggrcf?~lc demand function relates various hypo

thetical quanl1t1cs of employment to the proceeds which 
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~ .J .. l\L Keynes, The General Theory .. . , Ch. 2, p. 15. 
• Ibid., Ch. 8, p. !lG. 

their outputs are expected to yield; and the efl'c>ctive demand 
is the point on the aggregate demand function which be
comes effective because, taken in conjunction with the con
ditions of supply, it corresponds to the level of <'mpl?yment 
which maximises the entrepreneur's expectation of 
profit." 1 . 

This scientific "intricacy" and obscurity giycs the 
professors a chance to demonstrate their own '"scientific" 
methods. Keynes's pseudo-scicnlific chatter about the 
"wheat-rate of interest", "copper-rate of interest", etc., is 
typical "oversubtlety". . . . 

His elaborate and long-winded way ol cxprcssmg hunself 
is usually an attempt at disguising the class-biased i~aturc 
of his leaching. Ile maintains that full employmen~ is the 
cause of inflation, i.e., that the workers a1·c responsible Jor 
inflation. But Keynes does not say it as straight-forwarc~ly 
as the capitalists of today, who constanlly blame wage. m
creases for the inflation. Keynes is much subtler. He writes: 
"'When a further increase in the quantity of effcdive de
mand produces no further increase in outp.ut .aud entirely 
spends itself on an increase in the cosl-u111t fully propor
tionate to the increase in effecti,·e demand , we haYe rea<'hed 
a condition which might be appropriah'ly designated as 
one of a true inflation ."2 

Keynes's eclecticism is also a godsend for the professors. 
They find in it some of the old thcori~s and c~n thus in
terpret the historical roots of Keynesian theones in any 
wav they choose. 

\Vith Keynes's help they arc able to defend capitalism 
more subllv. aoina so far as lo criticise il. They can express 
deep recrrct that the working people are still living in pover
ty unde~ capitalism. But, also with Keynes, they can de~lar.c 
that it is not exploitation, not lhe extremely uncv<'n d1st~1 -
bution of the national income that is at the root of the evil; 
that il is, in fact, not capitalism at all~ There are other 
reasons, they say, such as: . . . . . 

"Thal the world after several millenma of steady 111chv1d-
ual saving, is so poor as it is in a~:curn.ula.te~l capita~
assets, is Lo be explained ... by the high hqu1d1ty -prem1-

1 J.M. Keynes, The General Theory . .. , Ch. G, p. 55. 
2 Ibid., Ch: 21, p. 303. 
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mns formerly attaching to the o\\·ncrship of land and now 
attaching to money." I 

On lhe other hand Reyncs justifies the unewnness of 
incomes an<l property. He writes: " I believe that there 
is social and psychological justification for significant 
inequalities of incomes and wealth .... "2 

In another place he declares that the unevenness in the 
distribution of incomes is too large. This enables the 
learned professors to interpret Keynes as a "radical" pelly 
bourgeois. 

In conclusion we should like to point out that the varied 
and of1en extremely complicated mathemalical formulas 
Keynes uses Lo create the impression of a "scientific" 
approach arc of not the slightest help in understanding the 
economics of capitalism. All he does is to reiterate truths 
we have known for decades in mathematical terms. Let us 
analyse, for example, his first formula, the one he calls the 
"supply function". 

The capitalist hopes to make a profit (Keynes rlcsinnales 
this Z). To these ends he hires several workers who p;~duC"c 
a certain amount of output or of value and surplus Yalue 
(depending on 'vhcther we consider the process in physical 
or money form). The output he designates 0 r· All olher 
conditions being equal, the hiring of additional labour 
force brings with it a corresponding extension of produc
tion. This very simple ratio Keynes expresses malhcmali
cally as follows: P(thc supply curve) is equal to: 

Zr <I'r(Nr) 
o; = 11\(N T) . 

All this means is that the mass of the output (a definite 
profit being assured) depends on the number of employed 
workers, a fact obvious even to the layman. 

His other mathematical formulas are similarly useless 
in widening our knowledge of capilalism, being merely an 
outward show of "scienlificalness". 
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f J. l\L Keynes, Tile General 1'/ieory ... , Ch. li, p. 242. 
2 Ibid., Ch. 24, p. 374. 

Let us summarise. 
Keynes's popularity is explained not by his defence of 

capi Lalism but by the fact that he cloaks Lhis defence by 
an aura of pseudo-scientificalness and a sterile criticism of 
capitalism. Keynes's popularity is explained not by his 
depth of knowledge, not by new ideas, but by eclecticism. 

His popularity shows that monopoly capital cannot tind 
a better answer to the insoluble contradictions of capital
ism, the prelude to its historically inevitable d_oom. ~·11e 
dominance of [{ eynesian ideas is proof of the 1deologzcal 
bonkruplcy of monopoly capitalism. 



THE ASIATIC MODE 
OF PRODUCTION 

In his Preface to Jl Contribution lo the Critique of Polit
ical R<:<>nomy, a short oulli1w of world history, l\far.x: wrote: 
"In broad oulli1ws Asiatic, ancient, feudal, and modern 
bourg<'ois modes of production can be designated as pro
gressive eporhs in the economic formation or socicly."1 

This shows that Marx attached no less importance to Lhe 
Asiatic mode of produclion than to the later modes of" 
production. 

Neverlhckss, the term "Asiatic mode of production" has 
disappeared from Soviet Marxist literature. IL is mentioned 
neither in textbooks on political economy, nor in textbooks 
on i\1arxism-Leninism. Throughout the 51 volumes of the 
Great SO\·iel En<"ydopaedia there is no mention or an 
"Asiatic :\Ioele of Production". All attempts lo find out 'vhy 
so important a tenet of Marxist theory has been omitted 
will be in ' 'ai n. It is simply passed by in silence, condemned 
ancl forgotten. 

A rejection of this postulate would be justified in one of 
two cases: 

a) If this postulate were merely a chance remark made 
in passing, lo which Marx never referred again, having 
thus by implication rejected it himself. However, we shall 
pro,'c that this was not the case. 

b) H Marx's concept were at fault. Marx was not infal
lible. He himself would be the first to indignantly deny 
any slalemenl lo this effect. Over a hundred years ago this 
genius foresaw the historically transienl nalure of capital-

1 :\far.x and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. I, :Moscow, 1958, p. 363. 
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ism, al a time when capitalism was still fa<'ing a period of 
progrcssi"e development, while the workers' mo,·ement w~s 
only making its first hesitant steps. On the other hand , lus 
prediction of the simullaneous downfall or <'apitalism in 
all the industrially developed European countries. and the 
time he set for this collapse, did nol materialise. 

But he was rarely wrong: the ahovc mentioned cases 
refer to particulars of future development and not to an 
analysis of past events. The vital role played by Marx's 
teaching in the formation of modern scientific thought and 
our world outlook and the infrequency of his mistakes, 
demand that a rejection of one of his postulates he preceded 
by a thorough analysis by competent Marxists. As will be 
shown later such m1 analysis was not made . 

As is usual in such cases, young students should be gi\'en 
an explanation of why Marx's teaching on the Asiatic mode 
of production was so completely ign()red. 'Ve do not know 
what our professors of :Marxism-Leninism tell their stu
dents and audiences when they arc asked why the Asiatic 
mode of production has fallen into such neglect. Maybe 
they repeat the words of the Orientalist from the Com
munist International who, some thirty years ago, told me: 
" By Lhe Asiatic mode of produclion l\larx unders tood the 
Asiatic rnriety of feudalism." I replied wilh conviction that 
Marx was a past master at expressing his thoughts, and that 
if he had considered the Asiatic mode of production a 
variety of feudalism, he would have said so. 

Besides, Marx, enumerating the succession of "historical 
epochs" of mankind, spoke of the Asiatic, ancient, feudal 
an<l modern bourgeois epochs. If he hacl regarded the 
Asiatic mode of production a "variety" of feudalism, the 
order would have been: ancient, feudal, Asiatic modes of 
production. His remarks in other. p~aces also warrant ~he 
conclusion that he placed the As1al1c mode of product10n 
before the slave-owning period. 

Let us now look at the essence of the problem. 
:Marx repeatedly stressed that the Asiatic mode of pro

duction differed fundarnenlally from all other modes of 
production. The problem of the specific features of Asiatic 
society had interested him (and also Engels) ever since he 
began his scientific activities and his interest in the problem 
did not flag right up to his death. We shall not quote all 
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the places in his works relating lo this prohl<'m-il would 
lake up too much space. Besides, excerpts taken out of 
context often giYe a false picture of :.\Iarx's train of thoughl. 
\Ye shall gh·e only excerpts from works written at different 
periods of his life in order to show that the term '·Asiatic 
mode of production" is a component part of his economic 
teachings. 

1857. In the Preface lo A Contribution to the Critique of 
Political Economy he says: "Thus, only with lhc advent of 
self-criticism, could bourgeois political economy begin lo 
understand feudal, ancient and Oriental society." 1 

~1Iarx alternates the terms "Asiatic" and "Oriental", 
depending on the context. 

Jn 1853 l\forx wrole: "Climate and territorial conditions, 
especially the vast tracts of desert, extending from Lhe 
Sal1ara, through Arabia, Persia, India and Tartary, to the 
most cleYat.ed Asiatic highlands, constituted artificial irri 
gation by canals and \Vaterworks Lhe basis of Oriental 
agriculture .... This prime necessity of an economical ancl 
common use of water . . . necessitated . . . the inter
ference of the centralising power of Go\'ernmcnt. Hence 
an economical function devolved upon all Asiatic Govern
ments, the function of providing public works."'2 H e goes 
on lo say that vast areas of Egypt, the Yemen, Persia and 
Hindustan, which once were flourishing, have now deterio
rated into desert because Lhe goYermnenls failed to organise 
public irrigation. 

From Marx's above remarks it clearly follows that : 
1) lhe term "Asia lit: mode of production" should not be 

interpreted in a geoyraphic sense, since he includes vast 
areas of Africa. For this reason he sometimes uses not only 
lhe term "Asiatic society" but also "Oriental society"; 

2) Jlarx did not extend tlie concept "Asiatic mode of 
produclion" to llle whole of Asia, but only to those regions 
where the rainfall was insufficient for agricultural produc
lion. IL follows lhal it would be useless to attempt to solve 
the problem of the Asiatic mode of production on lhe basis 

1 K. l\forx, Grunrlri.~se der lfrilik der Politischen Okunomie 
(Rohentwurf). 1857-1858, S. 26. 

2 K Marx, The British Rule in India (see Marx and Eogels, On 
Britain, Moscow, 1953, pp. 479-80}. 
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of conditions in China , as was done by our sinologisls. In 
most regions of China there was enough rainfall to c_arry 
on agriculture without irrigation. espcdally in fo rmer times 
when the country was less densely populated and there was 
no need to raise fertility by irrigation. 

Durina the vears l\1arx was working on Capital , and 
0 v 

Enaels on Anti-Diiliring, lhey gradually returned to 
pr;blems of the specific features of Asialic economy. Let 
us give a few examples. 

" In Asia, on the other hand, the fact tha t s tate taxes arc 
chiefly eomposed of rents payable in kind depends on con
ditions of production that are reproduced wilh the regu
larity of natural phenomena. And this mode of payment 
tends in its turn lo maintain Lhe ancient form ol' produc
lion."1 

:Vfarx repeats this view in the third volume of Capital. 
"The direct producer ... is to be found here in pos_sessio~1 
of his o'vn means of production ... . Ile conducts his agn
cullural activity and the rural home industries connected 
with it independently.... Under surh conditions the 
surplus-labour for the nominal owner of the land can only 
he extorted from them by other lhan economic pressure, 
whate,·er the form assumed may be .... Should lhe direct 
producers not be confronted by a private landowner. but 
rather, as in Asia. under direct subordination lo a slate 
which stands O\·er them as their landlord and simullaneous
ly as sovereign, then rent and taxes coincide, or rather, 
there exists no tax which differs from this form of ground
rent. ... The state is then the supreme lord. Sovereignty 
here consists in the ownersh ip of land concentrated on a 
national scale. But, on the other hand, no private owner
ship of land exists, although there is both private and 
common possession and use of lan<l." 2 

He makes a detailed studv of corHlilions in Asia analys
ing labour rent and laying s1;ccial emphasis on non-econom
ic coercion in India. 

This gives a clear picture of Lhe specifics of Lhe Asiatic 
mode of prnduction. 

In their wrWngs, both :Marx and Engels repeatedly 

1 Karl l\farx, Copital, Vol. I, pp. 140-111. 
2 Iuicl., Vol. III , pp. i90-<;)J. 
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touch on LhC' .\sialic mode of production. Engels writes in 
A.nti-Diihrina: '"HoweYer great the number of despot
isms which rose and frll in Persia and India, each was fully 
aware that above all it was the entrepreneur responsible 
for the collective maintenance of irrigation throughout the 
river valleys, wilhout which no agriculture was possible 
lherc."1 

Engels categorically denies the existence of the feudal 
mode of production in ancient Asia: "It was Lhe Turks who 
first introduce<l a sort of feudal o-..vnership ... .'".!. To sub
stantiate his view he cites the following fact: " In Lhe whole 
of the Orient, where the village community or Lhc stale 
owns the land, Lhe very term landlord is not lo be found in 
Lhc various languages, a point on which Herr Diibring can 
consull Lhe English jurists, whose efforts in India Lo solve 
the question: who is the owner of the land?- wcrc ... 
vain .... "3 

There is no need Lo quote any more extracts from Marx's 
and Engels's writings: their correspondence right up to 
~larx'!-i death shows how interested they were in the ques
tion of various pre-capitalist forms of devdopmcnl and 
modes of production. Nowhere do we find an indicalion 
that they doubled the existence of a special Asiatic mode 
of production:• 

Did Lenin eYer refute the term Asiatic mode of produc
tion? ·o, he dicl nol. ~owherc in his writings do we tind 
anything lo that dicct. On the contrary, he recognised the 
Asiatic mode of production. 

In one of his first works-What the "Friends of tbe 
People" Are and How They Fight the Social-Democrats-

1 Engels, Anli-Diihring, p. 248. 
2 Ibid., p. 244. 
3 Ibid., pp. 243-44. Academician N. N. Konrad, a great authority on 

oriental languages told me that he endorsed Engels's statement. 
4 011e opponent of the view that in the past there had been a special 

Asiatic mode of production, declared that Marx and Engels had 
revised thcit '!Joint of view because the term is used only in the Preface 
to JI ConlrilJ11lio11. lo the Critique of Political Economy. This is pure 
pedantry. Marx often us<>el different terms for the same phenomenon 
(lcpcndiug on Lhc aspect he wanted to stress. Jn Capital we meet 
the terms "capitnlist mode of production'', "capitalism", "capitalist 
society", "rapitnlist social sysl<'m", etc., all of which 1ucm1 the same 
lhing. 
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he quotes the above excerpt from llfarx·s Preface Lo. A 
Contribution to the Critique of Polilical Economy in 1 ull 
and expresses his agreement with it. Th(' same applies lo 
a later article entitled "Karl :\farx". :\Ioreo' er, Lenin did not 
even exclude the possibility of the Asialit mode or prod1:1c
tion havina also existed in Russia. ln his polemics with 
PlekhanoY ~who considered the nationalisation of land 
rcffressiv-e because it had existed in Muscovy, Lenin wrote: 
"l~sofar as (or if) the land was nationalised in l\lusc?v~r, 
lhc economic basis of this nalionalisa1ion was the J1.~wt1c 
mo<.le oj' production. Bul it is the capitalist mode of produc-, 
tion that became established in Hussicl in the sccorul hall 
of Lhe nineteenth century, and is uhsolulely predominant 
in the twentieth century.. . . He con.fused nationalisation 
based on the Asiatic mode of produclion with nationalisa
tion based on the capitalist mode of production .... The 
logical deduction from his premises is the restoration of 
;vruscov-v, i.e .. lhe restoration of the Asiatic mode of pro
duction:__·whi~:h is a sheer ahsur<lity in the epoch of C<\pilal
ism:>t 

Opponents of the Asiatic mode or production allemptcd 
to interpret these words of Lenin as a rcfutal of l\larx's 
thesis. Tbis is wrong. Lenin docs not deny lhe existence 
of the Asiatic mode of production per se: he only doubts 
that this mode of production existed in l\lusCO\ y (and he 
is right in so doing, since one of the main eknt('nls-wiclc
scalc irrigation organised by the state- was abs(•nt). 

Finallv we have Lenin's notes on the margin or his 
recently" published conspectus of the correspondence 
between l\hux and Engels. One of lhesc remarks reads: 
"'The key' to Oriental customs is the absence of private 
ownership oj' land." "All land is the properly of the head 
of state."2 

"Asiatic villages are self-contained, s<:'lf-sufficient (natur~I 
economy), constitute the basis of Asinti(' customs +pubhc 
works of the central government.":1 

* * * 

1 V. I. Lenin, Collected Worb, Vol. 10, p. 332. 
2 V. T. Lenin, Conspectus of Correspondence of 1(. Marx and 

F. Bngels, 1844-1883, Huss. ed., Gospolitizdnt, 1959, p. 2()(). 
3 Ibid., p. 263. 
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At the discussions held in Tbilisi and Leningrad in 1930 
31, the existence or the Asiatic mode of produclion "as 
denied and it was transformed into an .. Asiatic Yariely of 
feudafom ''. The editors' note Lo the Tbilisi discussions 
reads: "The development of the Asian countries has, 
throughout history, been highly individualistic. In a certain 
sense this peculiarity has crealed a special structure of 
feudalism which may be called the Asiat ic mode of produc
tion."1 

An i<lentical formulation can be found in :\L Godes's 
concluding remarks at the Leningrad discussion: "W'e 
prefer to speak of a peculiar feudalism in the Orient, and 
not of an Asialic mode of pro<luction."2 

The ex tensive and lively discussion did nothing to furlh
er science. 1f it were only a question of whether we 
should call a definite mode of production "Asiatic mode 
of production" or "Asialic varietv of feudalism" this would 
mean lhat from a scientific potnt of view the discussion 
was nothing but a s torm in a teacup. \Vhat's in a name'/ 

We shall try lo throw light on the maze of ideas ex
pressed during these cliscussions. But first let us once more 
emphasise that true .Marxists, no matter how highly they 
esteem Marx, never regarded his works as set dogma. If 
new facts demanded that changes be made in Marx's prop
ositions, this would he in full keeping with the spirit of 
Marxism. The only qualification is that such changes be• 
well-founded. 

Is the denial of the exis tence of an Asiatic mode of pro
duction as an independent mode, differing from all oth(•r 
modes of production, well-founded? In our opinion it is 
not. 

A denial of lhe Asialic mode of produclion would be 
justified a) from a theoretical point of view: if the features 
peculiar lo society in a number of Oriental countries, on 
lhc basis of which Marx singled out the Asia tic mode as 
one independent of and differing from all other pre-capilal-

1 Ob azialskom sposobe pz·oiwodstva (On the Asiatic Mode of 
P1·ouuction), Russ. e<l., Zakkniga Publishers, 1930, p. 14. 

2 Obshcheslvo marla:islov vostokovedov. Diskussiyo ob uziatslwm 
sposohe proiwodstva (Society of Marxist Orientologisls. Discussion 
About the Asi11lic Mode of Production), :\'foscow-Leningrad, Russ. ed., 
Sotsckgiz, 19:11, Jl. 170. 
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ist modes of production including feudalism, were insuf
ficient, and hence such a singling out would be unjustified; 

b ) from a concrete-historical point of view: if it were 
proYed that in the history of human society no people lived 
in the conditions Marx characterised as the Asiatic mode of 
producti.on. 

The assertion, or even the implicalion , thal Marx (and 
Engels) in saying one thing meant another, lhat Marx and 
Engels themselves did not understand their own teachings 
sufficiently well, as was often implied at the discussion, is 
obviously intolerable. 

In our opinion the participants in the discussion, a narrow 
circle of Orientologists, sinologists and historians, w ere not 
competent to solve this theoretical problem. Not a single 
well-known and competent .Marxist philosopher or Marxist 
economist attended. \Ve cannot say for certain whether the 
Ol'ienlologists there were sufficiently competent lo solve 
this concrete historical question, but we doubt it.1 

In our opinion, the main reason for the confusion was 
that many of the participants, although frequently quoting 
Marx , did not understand his dialectical method. 

Let us glance at the book wrilten by G. Dubrovsky ,2 one 
of the main opponents of the Asiatic mode of production. 

Dubrovsky is a Yery " bold" person. He radically revises 
l\larx·s teaching on modes of production. Of the modes of 
production Marx described as "progressive epochs in the 
economic formation of society", he leaves only l wo: the 
ancient (slave-owning) and the capitalist. He completely 
denies the Asiatic mode of production , splits the feudal 
into Lwo modes of production: the feudal and "serfdom" , 
inlroduces "the economy of small commodity producers" 
as a special mode of production and discerns three spe
cific modes of production within socialism: "the economy 
of the transition period-the epoch of the diclalorship of 

1 The disoossion centred mainly on the question whether an Asiatic 
mode of production existed in China or not, and, if so, what aspects 
of it had been preserved or had disappeared. Ye t nrnny of the principal 
opponents of the Asi.atic mode of p1•oduclion did not understand the 
Chinese language and were unable to read Chinese characters. 

2 Sec G. Dubrovsky, [( voprosu o sushchnosti "aziatskogo" sposoba 
proizvodstva, etc. (Concerning the Essence of the "Asiatic" ?lfode of 
Produc tion, etc.), Russ. ed., !l'Ioscow, 1929. 
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the proletariat,., "socialist economy" and "the economy or 
the epoch of world communism".! In all, he enumerates 
ten types of economy a~d modes of production. Having 
wrongly understood or mterpreted Lenin's remarks, he 
declares that Marx understood capitalist, but not pre
capitalist modes of production. 
. All this nonsense has been rightly refuted by our histor
ians. Anyone who has an inkling of history knows that 
feudalism and "serfdom" in Europe were closely inter
linked and often alternated. 

Marx writes: "To whatever extent rent in kind is the 
prevailing anc1 dominant form of ground-rent, it is further
more always more or less accompanied by survivals of the
earlier form, i.e., of rent paid direclly in labour, corvee
labour, no matter whether the landlord be a private person 
or the slalc."2 

As regards the "economy of small commodity producers". 
Dubrovsky quotes Marx, and the quote itself proves that it 
can be found in the most widely differing epochs of world 
history. Thus, if it can be found both in the aucient epoch 
and under capitalism, i.e., within various modes of produc
tion, it follows that il cannot be a special mode of produc
tion. 

Dubrovsky's tenets were refuted but the actual founda
tions on which his faulty concept rests have never been 
criticised. It is based on a complete ignorance of dialectics. 
To him A is always A, and B is always B. Ile cannot under
stand that a phenomenon seen from one angle may be A, 
but becomes B when seen from another. Lenin's famous 
example with a glass by which he attempted to explain 
dialectics to Bukharin does not seem to have convinced 
Dubrovsky. Or to take another example. Gold is always 
gold. But in the mining industry gold is an ore, in metal
lurgy- a melal, in chemistry-an element, to a goldsmith 
-a raw material, to a Shylock-the embodiment of wealth, 
to a commodity producing economy-a measure of value, 
under capitalism-world money, to an emission bank-the 
backing of the banknotes issued. In each case it is the same 
gold and yet it is far from being the same thing. 

· ' G. Dubrovsky, op. cit., pp. 17-19. 
2 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. III, p. 79". 
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Dubrovsky's mistake is rooted in a false, undialectic 
understanding of the famous place in the Preface to A Con
tribution to the Critique of Political Economy, where Marx 
says: "At a certain stage of their development, the material 
producfo·e forces of society come in conflict with the exist
ing relations of production, or- what is but a legal expres
sion for the same thing-"rith the property relations within 
which they have been at work hitherto."1 

Any Marxist realises that production and properly rela
tions arc one and the same thing even when regarded from 
different viewpoints. 

This remark by Marx is interpreted by Dubrovsky and 
also by E. lolk and some other opponents of the Asiatic 
mode of production without any regard for the principles 
of dialectics. The "legal" is parl of the ideological super
structure : for this reason, they say, property relations are 
not a component part of the economic basis and have 
nothing in common with production relalions. "It is quite 
obvious," Dubrovsky declares, "that properly relations, and 
land relations, in particular, are not a basic but a super
structural phenomenon .... "'.! 

Ile repeals this over and over again in his book. Being 
unable to understand that two different lhings can create 
an entity, that property relations and production relations 
are one au<l lhe same thing, he writes: "The quoted excerpts 
<lo not change Marx's and Engels's basic proposition that 
it is not the forms of property that determine the mode of 
production, but vice versa-that they arc determined by the 
mode of production and production relations."3 Moreover 
he says: "It would not enter a Marxist's head to explain 
the mode of production by property forms .... "4 

It would be difficult to make a more serious blunder. 
First he splits up an entity, then declares that the two 
resulting parts have nothing in common. 

Marx writes: "It is always the direct relationship of the 
owners of the conditions of production to the direct pro
ducers-a relation always naturally corresponding to a 

22• 

1 Marx and Engels, Selected Works, Vol. I, p. 368. 
2 G. Dubrovsky, op. cit., p. 27. 
3 Ibid., p. 142. 
4 Ibid., p. H:i. 
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definite stage in the development of the methods of labour 
and thereby its social productivity-which reveals the 
innermost secret, the hidden basis of the entire social 
structure .... "1 

This means that the development of the productive forces 
determines the mode of production and the property rela
tion, forming an entity with the former. In pre-capitalist 
social formations property relations determined the rela
tions of lordship and servitude. 

Marx also wrote: "In all forms in which the direct 
labourer remains the 'possessor' of the means of produc
tion and labour conditions necessary for the production of 
his own means of subsistence, the property relationship 
must simultaneously appear as a direct relation of lordship 
and servitude."2 

This shows that Marx unites the productive forces, 
property relations and relation of lordship and servitude 
into the mode of production. 

Let us allempl lo explain this in the simplest way pos
sible. Every normally l:hinking person will realise thal: 

if the land and water were not state property but be
longed Lo the direct producer of material wealth, there 
could not have been an Asiatic mode of production. 

If, in addition to the means of production, the producers 
of material wealth had not been the property of tlie slave
owners, there could have been no ancient mode of produc
tion. 

If the land had not been the property of tl!e feudal lord 
but had been owned directly by the producer of material 
wealth, the peasant would not have been dependent on 
him (serfs) and there could have been no feudal mode of 
production. 

If the means of production were not the property of tile 
capitalist, and the workers were not deprived of them, 
there could not be a capitalist mode of production. 

The mistake of Dubrovsky, Iolk and many others is all 
the more remarkable since they themselves witnessed the 
birth of the socialist mode of production. They should 
have seen that it was insufficient merely to overthrow the 

1 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. III, p. 791. 
2 Ibid., p. 790. 
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political power of the bourgeoisie, that it was also neces
sary to confiscate their property in the form of means of 
production, to transform them from private to public 
ownership in order to lay the foundation for a socialist 
mode of production. To assert that the property form has 
nothing in common with the mode of production is sheer 
stupidity. 

For the sake of clarity we should like to elucidate some 
of the principal propositions explaining the category "mode 
of production". 

1) The expression "mode of production" is a scienti(tc 
abstraction, a singling out and summing up of the decisive 
properties of social production. It never existed in a pure 
form. "vVc are only concerned here with slriking and gen
eral characteristies; for epochs in <the history of society are 
no more separated from each other by hard and fast lines 
of demarcation, than arc geological epochs."1 . 

2) Modes of production are not immutable. They are zn 
a state of constant clwnge. The main reason for this is the 
development of the productive forces which, at a certain 
historical stage, undermines the existing mode of pro~uc
tion and creales2 the shoots of the new mode of producl10n. 
It is precisely to these constant changes that Marx coun
terpoised the permanency-naturally not absolute-of the 
Asiatic, and particularly the Indian, form of economy. 

In addition to the development of the productive forces, 
several other factors play an important role in changing 
the mode of production, one of the most important being 
that of force. The invasion of the Roman Empire by the 
Germanic tribes accelerated the transition from a slave
owninct to a feudal mode of production; in America, Euro
pean golonialists created a new capitalist economy based 
on slave labour; the conquest of India by Britain destroyed 
or at least accelerated the downfall of India's economic 
system, etc. 

Jn connection with the division of society into the 
owners of money and commodities on the one hand, and 

1 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 371. 
2 The socialist mode of production is an exception: only the pre

requisites for the transition to socialist relations mi1ture under capital
ism; there can be no socialist production within the capitalist frame
work. 
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workers on the other, a condition typical of the capitalist 
system, l\Iarx wrote: " It is clearly the result of a past 
historical development, the product of many economic rev
-0lutions, of tl1e extinction of a whole series of older for ms 
of social production."1 

But this chain of historical changes is dialectically inter
linked with historical unity, for it is only logical that every 
new mode of production, once it has become dominant, 
must begin with the productive forces it inherits from its 
precursor. 

In the final .analysis, it is not only on a world scale, but 
also on a national scale that remnants of the past and 
shoots of the future mo<le of production live side by side. 

Marx declares: "Bourgeois society is the most developed 
and most diversified historical organisation of production. 
The categories expressing its relations, and understanding 
of its organisation, enable also us to penetrate into Lhe 
organisation and production relations of all lhe extinct 
social forms, of the hits and elements of which it is built 
partly dragging along remnants not yet overcome, parlly 
developing to the full what formerly was no more than an 
indication."i 

This is also true of Lhe present epoch of monopoly 
capitalism. After lh£ liberation of a large number of the 
peoples in Central Africa from colonial dependence, it was 
found that in a number of cases the ancient tribal syslem 
had ~een pres~r~·ed almost unch~ged. In South Germany, 
Austria and Switzerland there still are remnants of the 
former Germanic communal property of land in the form 
of communal pastures and forests, which are used jointly 
by the local peasants. Almost open slaverv continues to 
exist in the Portuguese colonies, where Lh; state forcibly 
"enlists" workers for work in the Rhodesian mines, etc. In 
Saudi Arabia sla,·ery was officially abolished only on 
November 6, 1962; in practice it continues to exist to this 
day. In Eastern Turkey there exists an almost classical 
feudalism, and some landlords own up to 500 villages. 
Strong remnants of feudalism have also been preserved in 

1 Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 169 (italics minc.- Y. V.). 
2 K. Marx, Grundrisse der Kritik der Politisclien Okonomie (Rollent

wurf). 1857-1858, S. 25-26. 
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the south of Italy, while, at the same time, monopoly capital 
has fully developed in the north- this in spite of the fact 
that Italy is a comparatively small country. 
. There is not and neYer were "pure" modes of produc

tion; they all undergo constant changes. In addition to the 
dominating one there are always surYivals of past and 
shoots of future modes of production (socialism beincr the 
sole exception). 

0 

3) All class-antagonistic societies, irrespective of their 
mode of production, are based on the exploitation of the 
direct producer of material weallli. Marx says thal wher
ever a part of society has a monopoly over the means of 
pr~<luclion, the direct toiler must volunlarily or involun
tarily produce means of subsistence for the owners of the 
means of production. 

This refers also Lo the Asiatic mode of production, 
although in that inslance the state was the owner of the 
land, the decisive means of production. "'Ve must not 
forget," Marx saicl, "that these idyllic village communities, 
inoffensive though they may appear, had always been the 
solid foundation of Oriental despotism .... 'Ve must not 
forget that these little communities were contaminale<l by 
distinclions of casle and by sla\'ery ... :· 1 

4) In all class-antagonistic societies there is a constant 
class struggle. 

5) All pre-capitalist modes of production are based on 
(a) the production by the direct producer for his own 
needs and (b) the needs of the exploiter, the owner of the 
means of production; only a small share of the output 
assumes a commodity form. In addition to the generally 
low level of development of Lhe produclh·e forces a vital 
role was played in this respect by the absence of transport 
facilities capable of conveying bulk cargoes over land. 
Draught animals were the only means of transportation. 
Bulk cargoes could be shipped only by water, but here too 
the volume of shipments was limited by the small capacity 
of the vessels and the absence of mechanical movers. Ves
sels had to be hauled upstream by men or animals. 

In summing up we can say the following: historical 
modes of production never existed in a pure form, they are 

1 :.\farx and Engels, On Brilain, p. 397. 
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variable and conslantly changing-the dominant mode of 
production lives side by side with remnants of the former 
and shoots of the coming mode of production; different 
modes of production have some features in common. For 
example, every class-antagonistic society is based on exploi
tation and is the scene of conslant class struggle; all prc
capitalist modes of production are based on production for 
the salisfaction of personal needs; at present the Asiatic 
mode of production is not dominant anywhere in the world. 
It was on lhesc points that Orientologists based their 
asserli on that the Asiatic mode of produclion is a type of 
feudalism. Jn our opinion this is both an unnecessary and 
unwarranted correction of Marx's original concept. 

* * * 

If we were lo examine lhe Asia.tic (Oriental) mode of 
procluclion as it was depicted by Marx, and classical feu
dalism as it cxisled in \Vestern Europe, as scienlific 
abstractions, an<l then compared the L\vo, it 'vould become 
quite clear that we are dealing with two entirely di/f erent 
modes of produclion, havfog different superstructures. 

Under lhe Asiatic mode of production the land-lhe most 
important means of produclion-was stale property. Under 
classical feudalism it was lhe property of the feudal lords. 
"Nulle terre sans seigneur" says the law of feudalism. The 
land was inherited en masse by the eldest son (that the 
land was considered a fief from the king, which he put at 
the disposal of the feudal lord, and which, in the absence 
of heirs, was supposed to return to the royal house, was of 
little practical significance) . 

According to Marx the Asiatic mode of production existed 
in desert areas, where rainfall was scarce and the popula
tion concentrated on small irrigated strips of land. There 
was no shorlage of labour. Irrigated land was very expen
sive. Typical in this respect is that the measure for land 
in China, the mu, is l/16 of a hectare. For this reason land 
censuses were made even in ancient times and tJhe owner
ship of cullivated land was registered. 

Under classical feudalism there was plenty of land but 
nol enough labour lo 'vork it. 

For this reason feudal lords attacked neighbouring 
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regions, captured peasants and cattle and moYed them to 
their own lands. 

Documents from the Middle Ages clearly show the dif
ference in \alue attached to land and to labour force. \Vhen 
feudal possessions passed to a new owner, boundaries were 
only roughly delineated: from such and such a river 
to such and such a mountain, from the highway to the 
forest, etc. 

In conlrasl, any transfer of labour force was described 
in detail; not only was its number shown but also its par
licular skills, e.g., two blacksmiths, two carriage makers, 
three coopers, etc. In Russia, right up to the first half of 
the 19th century not only the dessiatins of land but also 
the number of serfs was mentioned. 

Under the Asiatic mode of production i.he slate is lhe 
only primary O\vner of the surplus product created by the 
direct producer-of the ground renl in the form of taxes. 
All the exploiting layers receive their unearned incomes 
through the state. 

Under feudalism the landowner is the direct exploiter, 
appropriating both the labour rent and lhe rent in kind. 
The state has nothing, or very little, to do wilh it. 

"Cnder the 11siatic mode of production the stale fulfils a 
function vitally important for the population: it builds and 
controls irrigation systems. They can be built only on large 
areas and without them there can be no agricultural pro
duction in these arid regions (they also serve as protection 
against floods). This gives rise to a strong cenlralisation of 
slate power which often assumes the form of an "Asiatic 
tyranny", in which officials arc appointed for definite 
periods. The state takes measures to see that food resen·es 
are laid in against possible bad harvests. The well-known 
biblical story, according to which Joseph advised lhe 
Pharaoh to lay in stocks of grain during seven fertile years 
to provide for the succeeding seven years of draught, 
reflects the existence in Egypt of the Asiatic mode of pro
duction at the time the Bible was written. 

Under classical feudalism the feudal lord himself fulfilled 
most state functions. and the state had no economic role 
to play. The feudal l~rd was <the concentrated embodiment 
of all forms of exploitation: he ruled the peasants with lhe 
help of his armed soldiers, presided over them in court, 
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could fine them, imprison them, condemn them to death 
and execute them. Every feudal lord was supreme master 
of his possessions. The king was the primus unter pares. 
In some countries, such as Germany, Poland, Hungary, the 
king or emperor (during some periods) was elected by the 
feudal lords. llis power extended only to his own posses
sions, and no further. If a powerful feudal lord became king, 
he sometimes subjected the weaker lords to his power. But 
this was the exceplion rather than the rule.1 

The feudal state-if il can be considered a single state 
al all-did not have any economic, administrative or legis
lative functions. These were fulfilled by individual feudal 
lords. Even the waging of wars was essentially their 
domain. The state troops were actually the sum total of the 
troops of the feudal lords, and fought under their own 
banners. The king could declare war but the feudals could 
refuse to send theil' troops. If they arrived, the war began, 
if not, there was no war. 

The above shows that the nature of the Asiatic mode of 
production differs fundamentally from that of llle f eurlal 
mode of production anrl that there is no reason to reject 
:Marx's classification and to characterise the Asiatic morle 
as a variety of feudalism. 

• • * 

There is no need for detailed historical studies to decide 
whether an Asiatic mode of production really existed or 
not; it was never a question of 'vhether such a mode histor
ically existed, but whether it should be regarded as an 
independent mode of production or as an Asiatic variety 
of feudalism. 

Yet, to convince those who mav still doubt its existence 
we shall point out to two importai{t facts. 

a) In both African and Asian deserts , towns have been 
found buried by sand; indeed archaeologists are constantly 
discovering more. Ilow could towns with large temples. 

1 It was only when feudalism was disintegrating, when the "third 
.estate" thal gave birth to the bourgeoisie ha<l already emerged, when 
the infantry began to take the upper hand in batlles with !he cavalry 
of the feudal lords, that "absolute monarchies'.' based on these forces 
could emerge. 
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pyramids, etc., grow up in the middle of the dcser~? Consid
ering the low level of development of the productn-e for~es, 
how could the large population inhabiting those towns hve 
without irrigation systems, i.e., without a strong centr:iJ 
power building and controlling the water syst~m; or, in 

other words, without an Asiatic mode of production? 
b) In Oriental languages, as we noted above, ther~ is no 

word for "lando,vner". Language is a product of history. 
How can we explain the absence of this word in the 
Orient, if there was no Asiatic mode of production but 
feudalism and landownership'! 

It is far more difficult to find documentary evidence to 
prove the existence of the Asiatic mo~e of ~rodu~tion. The 
lack of sources relating to lhese anc1enl ttmes 1s respon
sible for vacilJalions in the views of scholars. 'Ve shall quote 
Academician V. Struve. 

In Hl28 he denied the existence ol' an Asiatic mode of 
production. . 

In 1 u:n he declared that the Asiatic mode of production 
had e.s:isted in ancient Egypt: "After studying all .. . 
facts. I ... have come to the conclusion that there really 
was in Egypt some sort of a sp~ci~l f~rmation which cannot 
be called feudal. ... \Vork on irrigation systems preserved 
this primc\-al community ... even after the exploilm~ ruli°:g 
clique had separated from it. ... Only by pres?r~mg this 
community could the public works ncccss.ar~ lo irnga~e the 
land be carried out. ... Typical of the Asiatic mod7 ol pro
duction was that owing to the institution of pubhc work.s 
for irrigation •the community did not disintcgra~e, wa~ arti
ficially preserved. It is also nolewor~hy th~t it contmue<l 
to exist until comparatively recent limes, nght up to the 
Ptolomean epoch."1 . 

Speaking of the vital importa~ce of waler lll Egypt he 
said: "The Egyptian peasant ... m many cases owned land 
but did not own the water, and was only granted the use 
of it To sh0w that he is subordinated to someone, the 

. , h' I h' 1 " 2 EO'yplian says: I am on is water, or, am on is cana . 
0
Academician Struve gives his conclusion in the following 

1 Diskussiya ob aziatskom sposobe proizvodstva (Discussion on the 
Asiatic ?lfode of Production), p. 96. 

2 Ibid., p. 97. 
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sentence: If I should be asked how long the Asiatic mode 
of production existed in Egypt, I should say that it existed 
up lo the Roman epoch, when Roman rule introduced a 
different formation."1 

Later Struve again declared that there was no Asiatic 
mode of production in Egypt, that it was a slave-owning 
society. 

An identical state of affairs is said to have obtained in 
C~ina. I ~hall abstain from offering an opinion on the then 
w1?cly d1scus~ed. question of whether or not there really 
existed an Asiatic mode of production in China since I 
like the majority of the participants in the discu'ssion, cl; 
no~ .possess sufficient qualifications to give an expert 
opm10n. 

China is. a very large country; it was inhabited not only 
by the Chmese but also by other peoples who were at a 
lower stage of development. Her history is many thousands 
of y~ars. old, .and has witnessed class battles, coup d'clats, 
foreign invasions, etc. It is therefore even more difficult 
to ~t~dy the constantly changing, distintegrating and inter
twmmg modes of production in China. 

~1,lother ~ajor difficulty lies in interpreting Chinese 
wntmgs datmg back four thousand years, since the charac
ters then used were far more complicated than those used 
at present. Among Chinese scholars there arc ·wide dif
ferences of opinion on how these ancient characters should 
be deciphered. 

The difT~renc~s in lh? interpretation of a single charac
ter could give nse to differences of opinion as to whether 
somewhere, at some period or other there existed a feudal 
or some other social system in China. 

We maintain that the Asiatic and feudal modes of pro
duction are two different modes and that the former also 
existed. 

* * * 
Today, thirty years after the discussion on whether the 

Asiatic mode of production was a variation of feudalism. 
it is difficult to see why the existence of this mode of pro~ 

Y. ~.f iskussiya ob aziatskom sposobe proizvods·lva, p. 99 (italics mine-
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duction was denied with such stubbornness and why Marx's 
proposition was misinterpreted. This is all lhe more sur
prising if we remember that the Comintem Programme 
accepted by all Communist Parties three years before the 
discussion, spoke of countries in which there were still 
remnants of that mode of production.1 

This problem \Vas of both scientific, political and strategic 
interest to China. The opponents of the Asiatic mode of 
production declared that everybody (including the author 
of this book) who did not recognise the social order in 
China of the twenties as ordinary feudalism was a political 
enemy. Such an attitude barred the way to a solution of 
these important questions. 

ll would be a waste of lime to go into a detailed analysis 
of the arguments advanced by the opponents of lhe Asiatic 
mode or production. Since they did not understand Marx's 
dialectical method, did not heed his repeated warnings that 
every generalisation must be based on a detailed study and 
analysis of concrete facts, their arguments, based on quota
tions taken out of context and misinterpreted, boil 
down to a statement that Marx was a bad l\'Iarxist, and did 
not understand Marxism! 

Iolk, one of the participants , declared that "the theory 
of the 'Asiatic' mode of production" conlradicls ... the basic 
principles of the Marxist-Leninist teaching on society ... "2, 
this in spite of the fact that in his Preface lo A Contribu
tion to the Critique of Political Economy Marx attaches 
equal significance to the Asiatic, ancient, feudal and capital
ist modes of production as epochs in the historical develop
ment of humanity. 

Thjs was not just a statement made in the heat of the 
discussion. He repeats his view in the magazine Pod zname
nem marksizma (Under the Banner of l\farxism). " ... The 
conception of a special 'Asiatic' mode of production is es-

1 The most rabid opponents of the existence of the Asiatic mode 
of production trie.d to justify their stand by saying that in the Pro
gramme the term "Asiatic mode of production" was given in inverted 
commas. In their opinion this should be interpreted as a denial of that 
mottc. But why should the Programme mention the Asiatic mode of 
production at all if it was of absolutely no importance? The inverted 
commas were a concession lo the doubtful. 

2 Diski1ssiya ob aziatskom sposobe proizvodstva, p. 68. 
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